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thAFRIEEBagoiGold
THERE are 19 keys pictured
here. To be sure, they all
1 look
alike, but, examine them
closely. 18 of them are exactly alike
but "ONE, "" and only one is DIF-

19

FERENT FROM ALL THE
OTHERS. It is the key to

0

©

1928 by

OPEN THE PADLOCK on this
$3,000.00 FREE "Bag of Gold."
SEE IF YOU CAN FIND IT.

J L. Decker

CLUES

The difference may be in the size, the shape, or even
in the notches. So, STUDY EACH KEY CAREFULLY and if you can find the "ONE" KEY that
is different from all the others SEND THE NUMBER OF IT TO ME AT
ONCE. You may become the winner of a Chrysler "75" Royal Sedan or $3,000.00
cash money, -without one cent of cost to you. I will give away ABSOLUTELY
new six -cylinder 4 -door Sedans and the winners can have CASH
FREE,
MONEY INSTEAD of the automobiles if they prefer ít..,25 BIG PRIZES TO
BE GIVEN FREE -totaling $7,300.00 cash.

-

-5

Or Win a CHRYSLER "75" Sedan

4

Choice of this beautiful hrysler "75" Royal Sedan or $3,000.00 cash. We pay all the freight
and tax in full on all the prizes and deliver them anywhere in the U. S. A. This is an AMAZING OPPORTUNITY. ACT QUICK, and here is why

-

-

$1,000.00
CASH EXTRA FOR PR9MPTNESS
I will pay $1,000.00 cash money extra JUST POR PROMPTNESS. Duplicate prizes will be
paid in full in case of ties.
cash. ANSWER QUICK.

YOU CAN WIN the Chrysler "75" Royal Sedan

You
Cannot Lose
"ONE"

or-$3,000.00

Absolutely everyone who takes full advantage of this opportunity will be
rewarded. But, hurry,
find the
key that is different from all the others and RUSH THE NUMBER OE IT and
your name and address to me TODAY on a postal card or in a letter. And, just say:-"Key
number..
is different from all the others. Please tell me how I can get this magnificent
Chrysler '75' Royal Sedan
$3,000.00 CASH MONEY without obligation or one penny
of cost to me."

-or-

E. COLLINS, 537 South Dearborn St.
Dept.

615,

CHICAGO, ILL.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"ELECTRIFY your future" I mean here's the
winning combination: Add a knowledge of Electricity to what you
already have learned in factory or office or store. Then take that
knowledge into ELECTRICITY -where you can sell it for the
biggest salary and the brightest future.
So when I say

-

Dare We Guarantee
You a Job and a Raise?

Mechanics Office Men, How

Beginners, Clerks!

Here is our agreement to take you as you are supply you
with the Electrical training you need and then get you
a fine Electrical position at a substantial increase in
salary, or the entire service will not cost you a penny.
You may wonder how this is possible. But the explanation is really simple: The Electrical industries are
growing so rapidly that the supply of trained men
cannot keep up with the demand. There are more
good jobs open, always, than men capable of filling
entirely
as
dealing
Most of us think of Electricity
them. We are in close touch with many big emwith the manufacture of machinery, the proployers and they tell] us they can place all the
and
work
of
power,
duction and transmission
trained men we can supply.
like that of the "Electrician".
And because we know all this, and how amazPerhaps you do not realize that Electricity
ingly Electricity continues to grow into mew
has become the biggest, and the fastest-growing
fields, and because we know the right kind of
industry on earth. That it is a HUNDRED giant
training equips a man to get and keep a good
industries, not one-employing MILLIONS of
Electrical job -we have dared to make this
man and BILLIONS in capital. With positions
guarantee and to back it with our entire refor office men, salesmen, draftsmen, building- ' sources of over $2,000,000.00. Get in touch with
construction men, engineers and executives. And
me, and I'll show you that you can get an Electhat it has a place for you-no matter what kind
trical job and a raise without risking a penny
of work you are doing today, or prefer to do!
of your money.

Men in all lines WANTED
At Once, for Promotion in

ELECTRICITY:

-

-

ELECTRIFY
Your Future!

Earn $35 to

$1OO

a Week!

I am looking for ambitious young men who are
dissatisfied both with their present pay and
future prospects. I want to show them how
easily they can get into Electricity-how they
can increase their earning capacity and multiply
their chances to get ahead many times-simply
by switching over to similar work in Electricity.
Perhaps you are doing routine office work today in a line where your progress is slow and
limited. Then let me show you how you can get
one of the many office positions in the Electrical
line. And how, with your present business experience, plus a knowledge of Electricity, you can
earn a much bigger salary and advance rapidly
to highly -paid executive positions.
Or if you are a mechanic -wondering how
you can avoid remaining a mechanic all your
life -I'll tell you how to become first, an
Electrical mechanic, and then show you how
you'll be in line for quick promotion W Expert,
Engineer or Superintendent.

ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
Home in 2 Years)
(At

Prepared by DUNLAP and 29
Noted Engineers
With the cooperation of some of the biggest
Electrical Corporations in America, we have
developed a new method of home -training in

Electricity- easier, simpler, faster and more

practical. Here is specific preparation for highly paid Electrical positions. Actual practice work
with standard electrical tools and materials is
just one feature. Built especially so men with
ordinary schooling can understand it readily. Built by
executives, engineers and educators from:
Westinghouse Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Underwriters'tLab.
Mass. Inst. of Technology
Mfg. Co.
Commonwealth Edison Co. Cutler -Hammer
Western Electric Co.
American Tel. & Tel. Co.
(and others)

The American School
Dept. E -3294 Drexel Ave., & 58th St., Chicago, Ill.

Please say you saw it

irr

AU These FREE.
If you wouldlike to know exactly how
you can getinto this greatest and most
you would
interesting of all lines
like facts and figures to prove that in
are
salaries
bigger
and opElectricity,
you want to see
portunities greater
fit
in
where
-mail
you
can
and
just how
the coupon below. And without cost or
obligation I'll send you our 36 -page book
about Electricity -our famous plan and
guarantee of an Electrical Job and Raise
and some of the first lessons and job -tickets,
as a sort of "sample" of the new, easy, simplified way you can learn Electricity-right
in your home, in spare time. Do this now,
while you think of it.

-if

-if

-

CHIEF ENGINEER DUNLAP
Electrical Division, The American School
Dept. E- 3294Drexel Ave.,&58th St., Chicago,ly,

I am interested in Electrical position. Please send
without cost or obligation:.
Guarantee of Elec1 -3G -page Electrical Book.
trical Job and Raise. 3 -Bunch of Lessons and Job tickets to show me how easily I can prepare for

2-

Promotionin Electricity

asa--
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Formerly ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
COMBINED WITH "THE EXPERIMENTER"
.

EDITORIAL, ADVERTISING AND GENERAL OFFICES:
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Published by Experimenter Publishing Company. Inc. H. Gernsback, Pres.;
S. Gernsback, Vice -Pres. and Treas.; Irving S. Manheimer, Bec'y
Publishers of SCIENCE AND INVENTION, RADIO NEWS, RADIO
LISTENERS' GUIDE and AMAZING STORIES

Editorial Staff
Editor -in- Chief.
H. WINFIELD SECOR, Managing Editor.
JOSEPH H. KRAUS, Field Editor.
T. O'CONOR SLOANE, PH. D.,
Associate Editor
PAUL WELKER, Associate Editor.
S. GERNSnncK. Wrinkles Editor.
NORMAN J. STONE, Art Director.
HUGO GERNSEACK,

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE

Ancient Versus Modern
Wonders
A pictorial comparison of the
wonders of ancient and modern
times.

Entomology and Allied Subjects

-

Dr. Ernest Bade, Ph.D.

Physics

-

Radio-

-

George A. tuera
John F. Rider

Magic and Psychic Phenomena-

-

Joseph Dunninger, Joseph F. Rinn, Edward Merlin.

Foreign Correspondents

Dr. Harold F. Richards, Ph.D., Ernest K. Chapin.
M.A., Dr. Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.

Chemistry

Automotive Subjects

-

Raymond B. Wailes, Dr. Ernest Bade, Ph.D., Dr.
William Lambin.

Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz. Germany; Dr. H. Becher.
Germany; C. A. Oldroyd, England; S. Leonard Bas-

tin, England; Count A. N. Mirzaof, France; Hubert
Blanks, Czecho -Slovakia; P. C. van Petegem, Holland; Richard Neumann, Austria.

GENERAL SCIENCE
Editorial
By Hugo Gernsback
Origin of Man
By Dr. Samuel C. Schmucker, Ph.D. Sc.,D
Animal Facts Stranger Than Myths
By Raymond Ditmars, Curator
N. Y. Zoological Gardens
If You Should Fly Into 'a Thunderstorm?
By B. Francis Dashiell, Member
American Meteorological Society
Saving the Lives of Crews of Disabled Submarines
By Walter C. Kiplinger
How Stage Noises are Produced
London Has Huge Subway Station
Bomb Desert Target Ship
How Fast and How High?
Precious Stones Tested in Berlin University

which science predicts will make
possible Berlin to New York
trip in 26 minutes.

money.

Dr. Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D., Lick Observatory;
W. J. Luyten, of the Harvard College Observatory.

CONTENTS OF THIS ISSUE

Are the Continents Afloat?
An interesting illustrated description of the latest scientific
theory as to whether the continents are really afloat or not.
.26 Minutes from Berlin to
America!
A new high speed mode of
travel . through the atmosphere

Man's, Family Tree
The second article of cur new
series will be presented by Dr.
H. F. Cleland, one of the most
famous experts in the world on
the origin of man.
What to Invent
Roger K. Babson, world famous
financial writer and analyzer of
American business, tells what
you should invent to make

Contributing Editors
Astronomy-

Institute
New Theatre Has Moving Murals
Sawdust a Coal Substitute
The Magnetic Lobster
By Ernest Bade, Ph. D.
We Consume One Hundred and Six Billion
-

Cigarettes a Year
By Joseph H. Kraus
Worldwide Scientific News of the Month
By H. W. Secor
Space -Time and Relativity
By Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
Magic-A Monthly Feature
By Dunninger
"Can We Control Sex ?" Letters
Wrinkles, Recipes and Formulas
Edited by S. Gernsback

AVIATION

If You Should Fly Into
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a Thunderstorm ?........
Desert Target Ship
How Fast and How High?
CHEMISTRY AND ELECTRICITY
Magnet Defies Gravitation
The Magnetic Lobster
A Home -Made Melting Furnace for the
Amateur Mechanic
The Air We Breathe
HOME MOVIES
Home Movies-A Monthly Department
By Don Bennett

Bomb
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1026
1028
1029
1030
1031
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1032
1034

1035
1036
1037
1040
1042

1047
1082
1058

TELEVISION
Amplifiers for Picture Receivers
RADIO
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1065
1066

1068
1069
1038
1039
1046
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Model of a Prairie Schooner Wins Cup
A Home-Made Reflectoscope
By R.,,J. Robbins

1044
1048
1054

Wood- Turning
1057
By H. L. Weatherby
Refracting Telescope (Concluded).... ..... . ........ .... 1093
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1052
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"SCIENCE AND INVENTION." Bend your name. address and remittance to Experimenter Publishing Co., 230 Fifth Ave..
HOW TO SUBSCRIBE FOR money
ordens should be made payable to Ezperlmenter Publishing Co., Inc. Mention magazine desired. inasmuch as
New York City. Checks and
STORIES and RADIO LISTENERS' GUIDE. Subscriptions may be made in combination with the other we also
publish RADIO NEWS, AMAZING
club rates. Send postal for club rate card. Subscriptions start with the current issue unless otherwise publications just mentioned at special reduced
ordered.
we enclose a renewal blank in our last number to you. and notify you by mail.
ON EXPIRATION of your subscription
Then, unless we receive your order and remittance of a renewal, delivery of the magazine is Stopped.
SCIENCE AND INVENTION is published on the 10th of each month. There are 12 numbers per year. Subscription price is $2.50 a year in U. S. and possessions. Canada and foreign countries, $3.00 a year.
U. S. coin as well as U. S. stamps accepted (no foreign coin or stamps). Single copies, 25c each. All
communications and contributions to this journal should be addressed to Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENCity, N. Y. Unaccepted contributions cannot be returned unless
TION. 230 Fifth Ave., New York
full pontage has been included. ALL accepted contributions are paid for on publication. SCIENCE
AND INVENTION Monthly. Entered as second -class matter May 10, 1924, at the Poet Office at
the
act
of
March 3, 1879. Additional entry at Dunellen, N. J. and Ban
New York, N. Y., under
Francisco. Calif. Title Registered at the Patent Office. Copyright, 1929, by E. P. Co.. Inc.,
New York. The Contents of this Magazine are copyrighted and must not be reproduced without
giving full credit to the publication. SCIENCE AND INVENTION is for sale at all newsstands
in the United States and Canada. European Agents, S. J. Wise Et Cia, 40, Place Verte,
Antwerp, Belgium.
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
New
Rhodes & eLeisenring,
ChicRhedes & Leiaenring,
624 Graybar Building
307 North Michigan Avenue
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Radios 20,000 Miles to Talk Ten Miles
By Norman J. Stone
A `Message" from Mars
Dynamic Speakers of Latest Design
By Paul Welker
New Radio Devices
Radio Oracle

AUTOMOTIVE
Automobile Targets
The Valveless Engine
Motor Hints-A Monthly Department
onducted by George A. Luers
ASTRONOMY
The Speeding Stars
By Donald H. Menzel, Ph.D.
HOW TO MAKE IT
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COYNE
500 S. Paulina Street,

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

Established 1899 H. C. Lewis, Pres. I
Dept. 39 -02, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please say

vom sure

- - - - -i

- --

H. C. LEWIS, President

Coyne Electrical School, Dept. 39 -02,
S.

500
Paulina St., Chicago, W.
Dear Mr. Lewis:
Without obligation send me your big free catalog and
all details of Free Employment Service, Aviation, Radio
and Automotive Courses. and how many "earn while
learning."
Name
Address
City

it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
www.americanradiohistory.com

state
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Write
Us
Fill in the coupon
and mail it today.

The New York Electrical School
Street
New York

29 W. 17th

1902

MAIL TODAY

this coupon

NOW

Don't Wait !,

The New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th Street, New York
Please send me FREE your 48-page
booklet. It is understood that this request
puts me under no obligation.
Name

Address
Town

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
www.americanradiohistory.com

State

1100

1109
1116
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Whirlwind Co.

money waiting you in the
electrical field. Come and get
your share -Let us start you-put
you on the road to success. Obtain
our 48-page booklet FREE.
Learn
more about what we can do for you.
Don't waitl Mail the coupon nowl-It
obligates you in no way. No salesmen
will call. You alone make up your mind.

Fill in
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Back Cover

Waco Tool Works

Established
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1105

1111
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1085
1084
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Tamblyn, F. W.
Tarbell Systems, Inc.
Titus, Inc.

You will not be
If you are a live sorry.
-wire,
ambitious and willing to
work, there is plenty of

of the largest fields of industry in the
world. The future of a graduate of N.Y.E.S. is limited only by
his own ambition. Employees, the country over, have learned
by costly experience that only those that have
had a personal training are fitted to hold
important positions. Consequently, there
is always a place for N.Y.E.S. students. Your reputation is our
reputation, the best. Graduates of N.Y.E.S. are always
in demand. Steady,
profitable work is yours
in this big field.

1088
1107
1103

1076 -1085

Learn by Personal Instruction

Your Future

1094

1090
Radio Specialty Co.
1080
Randolph & Co.
Rawner Radio & Television Co 1085

LET US PUT YOU ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

Electricity.is today one

1094
1101
1082
1096
1079

R
Radio Association of America

BE AN ELECTRICAL EXPERT

Electricity can only be thoroughly taught by PERSONAL INSTRUCTION. Our school is the oldest
and most successful school of electricity in the country. Each of our instructors is a conscientious worker whose duty it is to impart to you the principles of electricity and fit
you to enter this "big money" field. You learn by personal individual instruction
on standard sized apparatus. Our course is the only apprenticeship you need serve
in order to obtain large earnings in the field of electricity. Come to New York,
the city of opportunity, and enroll in our big institution.

1084
1098
1085
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$1,5 One Montle Spare Time
"Recently I made $375 in
one month in my spare
time installing, servicing,
selling Radio sets., And,
not so long ago, I earned
enough in one week to pay
for my course."
EARLE CUMMINGS,

18 Webster St., Haverhill,

Mass.

$1517 In Five Months
"The N. R. L is the best
Radio schoòl in the U. S. A.
I ha-e made $1597 in five
mont. s: I shall always tell
my friends that I owe my
success to you."
,

HENRY J. NICKS, Jn.,
302 Safford Ave..

Tarpon Springs, Fla.

$1144 Spare Time rants
"Look at what I have made
since I enrolled, $1,164- money I would not have
had otherwise. I ant certainly glad I took up Radio
with N. R. I. I am more
j
than satisfied."

time or full time

Itadio Business
of Your Own
caPitate
Radio's amazing growth is making many big jobs. The world
wide use of receiving sets and the lack of trained men, to sell,
install and service them has opened many splendid chances
for spare time and full time businesses.

Ever so often a new business is started in this country. We have seen how
the growth of the automobile industry, electricity and others made men rich.
Now Radio is doing the same thing. Its growth has already made many men
rich and will make more wealthy in the future. Surely you are not going, to
pass up this wonderful chance for success. win ?rain You At Home In Tour

Spare Time
More Trained Radio Men Needed
to you. Hold your job.
are
says
there
four
expert
training
I bring my
A famous Radio
good jobs for every man trained to hold them.
Give nie only part of your spare time. You
don't have to be a 'college or high school
Radio has grown, so fast that it simply has
HENRY R. HE1KKINEN,
it needs.
of
trained
men
number
the
got
graduate. Many of my graduates now maknot
I11
St.,
Chicago,
123 W. Erie
Every year there are hundreds of fine jobs
ing big money in Radio didn't even finish the
Oyes $1000 la rear Months
grades. Boys. 14, 15 years old and men up
among its many branches such as broadcasting stations, Radio factories, jobbers,
to 60 have finished my course successfully.
" My opinion of the N. R. I.
dealers, on board. ship, commercial land stacourse is that it is the best
You Must 'Be Satiilted
tions, and many others. Many of the six to
to be had at any price.
you a written agreement the day
will
give
I
are
only
sets
now
in
use
ten million receiving
When I enrolled I didn't
you enroll to refund your money if you are
25% to 40% efficient. This has made your
know a condenser from a
not satisfied with the lessons and. instruction
big chance for á spare time or full time
transformer, but from Deservice when you complete the course. You
business of.your own selling, installing, repaircember to April 1 made
are the only judge. The resources of the N. R. I.
ing sets.
well over $1000 and I only
Pioneer and Largest Home-Study Radio school
worked in the mornings."
So Many Opportunities Tou Can Make
in the world stand back of this agreement.
AL. JOHNSON,
Extra Money While Learning
1409 Shelby St., Sandusky, Ohio.
Get My Book
Many of our students make $10, $20, $30 a
week extra while learning. I'll show you the
Find out what Radio offers you. My 64 -page
plans and ideas that have proved d
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio"
successful for them -show you
points out the money making ocp.7114
Book.
how to begin. making extra money shortly after
ortunittes tthee growth of Radio
p/Isr<G
you enroll. G. W. Page, 1807 -21st Ave., S.,
has made for you. Clip the couNashville, Tenn., made $935 in his spare time
pen. Send it to me. You won t
while taking my course.
be obligated in the least.
I Give You Practical Radio Experience
With My Course
Address
My course is not just theory. My method
gives i.)u practical Radio experienceE. Smith, Pres.
you learn the "how" and "why"
of practically every type of Radio
Dept. 9 -P.T.
set made. This gives you confidence to tackle any Radio problems
National Radio
and shows up in your pay envelope too.
,

\

T~

qcta

-

J.

Institute

You can build 100 circuits with the Six Big
Outfits of Radio parts
I give you. The pictures
here show only three of
them. My book explains
my method of giving prao+

tical training at borne.
Get your copy

Washington, D. C.

J. E. Smith,
President.

Dept., 9 P.T.
National Radio Institute; Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your book. I
want to know more about the ;opportunities
in Radio and your practical method of teaching`
does.
at home in spare time.. This
riot obligate me to .enroll and I understand
no agent will call on me.
,Name
Address

City
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What These Have Done
YOU CAN DO!
"Since I have been studying with your school 1 have
been appointed chemist for the Scranton Coal Co.,
testing all the coal and ash by proximate analysis."

F you are dissatisfied with your present
work, if you wish to earn more money, if
you want to get into a profession where the
demand for trained men is increasing as the
Chemist plays a more and more important role
in the industrial life of this country, let us
teach you Chemistry.

-Morlais Couzens.

"I also have some news for you. I have been made
assistant chemist for the concern I am working for."
-A. G. Delwarte.
"1 am now cleaner and dyer for

the above named

My salary is almost double what it
was when I started the course."
-E. H. Lasater.
company.

" Your training has opened things to me that otherwise I would probably be years in acquiring. I
now enjoy comforts that before I had to do without.
It enabled me to have a wonderful little home, a
fine laboratory of my own. and gave me a respected
position in one of the foremost textile concerns in
the country."
J. Kelly.
PC

-J.

"If it weren't for your course
job I've got now."

I wouldn't

You, Too, Can Learn

CHEMISTRY
AT HOME

have the

-George Daynes.
"Since beginning your course of study I have
received an increase in my pay check, and as I
progress my work becomes lighter through a
better understanding."

-M. G.

"I am mighty

glad I took
has been increased several
dustrial plants are coming
on different things, netting

Cole.

this course. My salary
times, and different into me for a little advice
me a fair side income."
-M. E. Van Sickle.

J

To qualify for this remarkable calling requires elaborate
specialized training. Formerly it was necessary to attend a
university for several years to acquire that training, but
thanks to our highly perfected and thorough system of instruction, you can now stay at home, keep your position
and let us educate you in Chemistry during your spare time.
Even with only common schooling you can take our course
and equip yourself for immediate practical work in a
chemical laboratory. Dr. Sloane gives every one of his
students the same careful, personal supervision that made
him celebrated throughout his long career as a college
professor. Your instruction from the very beginning is
made interesting and practical, and we supply you with
apparatus and chemicals for performing the fascinating
analyses and experimental work that play such a large part
in our method of teaching, and you are awarded the
Institute's official diploma after you have satisfactorily
completed the course.

FORTUNES HAVE BEEN MADE
THROUGH CHEMISTRY

EASY MONTHLY

Alfred Nobel, the Swedish chemist who invented dynamite, made so many millions that the income alone from
his bequests provides five $40,000 prizes every year for
the advancement of science and peace. C. M. Hall, the
chemist who discovered how to manufacture aluminum,
made millions through this discovery. F. G. Cottrell,
who devised a valuable process for recovering the waste
from flue gases, James Gayley, who showed how to save
enormous losses in steel manufacture, L. H. Baekeland,
who invented Bakelite-these are only a few of the men
to whom fortunes have come through their chemical
achievements.

You do not have to have even the small
price of the course to start. You can pay
for it in small monthly amounts or earn it
as many others are doing. The cost is very
low, and includes even the Chemistry
outfit-there are no extras to buy with
our course. Write us and let us explain
how you can qualify for a trained technical position without even giving up
your present employment.

DIPLOMA AWARDED TO
EACH GRADUATE

PAYMENTS

We give to every student, without additional charge, his chemical equipment,
including fifty -two pieces of laboratory
apparatus and supplies, and fifty -two different chemicals and reagents. The fitted
heavy wooden box serves not only as a
case for the outfit, but also as a laboratory
accessory for performing countless experiments. Full particulars about this special
feature of our course are contained in our
free book, "Opportunities for Chemists."

CHEMISTRY
Never before has the world seen such splendid opportunities for chemists as exist today. In factories, mills,
laboratories, electrical shops, industrial plants of all
kinds, chemistry plays a vital part in the continuation
and expansion of the business. In every branch of human
endeavor the need for chemists has arisen. Those who
have the foresight and ambition to learn chemistry now
will have the added advantages and greater opportunities
afforded while the chemical field is growing and expanding.

Don't Wait -Mail the Coupon NOW !

,

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE of NEW YORK, Inc.
30th ST.

Home Extension Division

MAIL THE COUPON FOR
FREE BOOK

COMPLETE LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT

NOW IS THE TIME TO STUDY

16 -I6-D -EAST

Upon graduation each student is awarded
our Diploma in Chemistry, certifying that
he has successfully completed his studies.
Your name on this certificate will be a
source of pride to you all your life, as well
as an aid to obtaining a position in
Chemistry.

3

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Clip the coupon belowand mail it at
once. Your nameland address on the
coupon will bring you by return
mail our interesting free book,

"OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CHEMISTS ", and full
particulars about the
course and what it
.

,

&I -3 -29

I

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK Inc.
Home Extension Division 3
16- 18- D- East3Oth St., Newyork, N.Y.
lease send me, without any obligation on
,Iste. add full particularsOaboot the Experimental
Equipment given to every student. Also tell me about
your plan or payment .
140.

,NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
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a
Learned Easily
at Home
Dr. Harlan Tarbell
Internationally known
magician and teacher
of some of the world's
greatest magicians.

Astonish Your Friends;
Gain the magnetic popularity that makes you the center
of any crowd. Business and social success is assured the
man who can perform mystifying tricks. You can earn big
money on the side or as a professional, as well as being
the most popular person in your crowd. Why envy others'
skill ? You can learn Magic yourself, quickly and easily.

The First
and Only

Course

in Magic
ever offered to the
public teaching
Real Professional

MAGIC

Earn $250 to $1000 a Month
even sleight of hand, generally supposed to require long practice, is NOW
made simple to learn. For Dr. Harlan
Tarbell, one of the really Great Magicians, has finally opened up the secrets
of his profession in a completely illustrated course offered at a merely nominal cost. Through the wonderful Tar-

bell system you will be able to mystify

and entertain your friends. After that
Dr. Harlan Tarbell takes you through
the entire maze of sleight of hand, card
tricks and elaborate state divertisements. The apparently superhuman
doings of the accomplished magician
becomes as simple as ABC.

Great Special Offer!

There is a tremendous demand for magic entertainment. Clubs, Lodges.
Charity and Social affairs -all will pay high fees to the man who knows
Magic. Dr. Harlan Tarbell really gets as high as $250 for a half hour's
work right now. Opportunity everywhere to make money aside from
your regular occupation. Salesman find it a tremendous asset. Find
out all about this unprecedented opportunity to learn Magic. Write
today for free literature telling all about the amazing Tarbell course.
The coupon brings full details without any obligation. Mail it
TODA Y!
Studio 14 -23
1920 Sunnyside Avenue

Tarbel System, Inc.,

Mail This Coupon NOW!
Tarbell System, Inc., Studio 14-23

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen: Without any obligation send me your free
literature and information all about your wonderful
"Tarbell Course in Magic." Also tell me about your
low prices and easy payment plan.
Name__

Address

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
www.americanradiohistory.com
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...Raised His Pay 4
Reading
This Amazing'BookWhich
Is NowFREE./
*
Based on the combined experiences of F. B. Englehardt, Chattanooga, Tenn., A. F.
Thompson, Sioux City, Iowa, B. F. Boilon, Columbus, Ohio and many others_

a

Caught in a Rut

I wonder I put

up with

it as long

did! Every
day was filled with nothing but deadly routine
and monotonous detail. No freedom or rodeP en -'
dence. No chance to get out and meet peo P le,
travel, nor have interesting experiences. I was
lust like a sog in a big machine with poor prospects of ever being anything more.
as I

Desperate
Happened to get a look at the payroll one dáSI
and Was astonished to see what big salaries went
to the sales force. Found that salesman Brown
made $200 a week -and Jenkins $275! Would
have given my right arm to make money that
fast, but never dreamed I_had any_'gift,_for
salesmanship.

r

'

known facts and secrets
that revealed the REAL
TRUTH about the science
óC selling! It wasn't a bit as
I had imagined. I found
out that it was governed by
simple rules and laws that
almost ANY man can mas-

-

ter as easily as he learned the alphabet. I even
learned how to go about getting into this "highest paid of all professions ". I found out exactly
how Mark Barichievich of San Francisco was
enabled to quit his $8 a week job asa restaurantworker and start making $125 a week as a
salesman; and how C. W. Birmingham of Day
ton, Ohio, jumped from $15 a week to $7500 a
year-these and hundreds of others! It _certainly was a revelation!

Paid just - enoughvto keep going -but never
enough to enjoy any of the GOOD things of life
every man DESERVES for his family and himself. Always economizing and pinching pennies.
Always wondering what I would do if 7 were
laid off
lost my job. Always uncertain and
apprehensive of the future.

or

A Ray of Light

The Turning Point

My first step

Stumbled across an article on salesmanship in a
magazine that evening. Was surprised to discover that salesmen were made and not "born"
as I had foolishly believed. Read about a former
cowpuncher, Wm. Shore of California, making
$525 in one week after learning the ins- and -outs
of scientific salesmanship. Decided that if HE
¡could do it, so could I!

What I Discovered
Betweenof this
remarkable
ume, I discovered hundreds of little

Low Pay

Long,Tiresome Hours

Every hour of the day I was under somebody's
supervision. The TIME -CLOCK constantly
laid in wait for me -a monument to unfulfilled
hopes and dying ambition. Four times a day,
promptly on the dot, it hurled its silent chatletige at my self-respect, reminding me how unimportant I was and how little I really COUNTED in the business and social world!

book which

a

-

my entire career!

r

,

''W

'V

-

,,,,

FREE
Employment, Service
Furthermore, I discovered that the National

ea

Making
Good At Last!
It didn't take
long to decide to cast

-

me
my lot
S. T. A. -and after a few weeks I had
mastered the secrets of Modern Salesmanship
during spare time, without losing a day or a
dollar from my old job. When I was ready, Mr.
Greenslade (the president) found me over a
dozen good openings to choose from -and I
selected one which paid me over $70,,a week to

Salesmen's Training Association, which pub lished the book, also operates a most effective
employment service! Last year they received
requests from all over the U. S. and Canada for
more than 50,000 salesmen trained by their
method. This service is FREE to both members
and employers and thousands have secured positions this way!

,with N.

',,,.
'
essrs

-

a

start)

Mail. It Today!

Simply fill this out and mare ;n

the NationaLSalesmrn'sTraln.
ing Association; I7tpt, C 3Ol'
N. S. T. A. Bldg., Chicago, Ill 2
Your free copy of "Modern
Salesmanship" will be sent
.you by return mail.

V

-

,
sAtesyApslap

r..

DePt
sTraiease Assn o, Illinois
free
'Building. send
end, m e a
_
P
obligation,
Without Modernsalesmanship.

1

Today my salary
y is $4800
4800 greater than ever
before! No more punching time -clocks or worrying over dimes and quarters! NOW my services
are in REAL DEMAND with bigger prospects
for the future than I ever dared HOPE for back
in those days when I was just another "name"
on a pay -roll!

-

K.0

`-

Was It Worth It?

little

was to write for a certain

famous business genius has called

"The MOST AMAZING BOOK EVER PRIN.
TED ". It wasn't a very big book, but it cartainly opened my eyes to things I had never
dreamed of-and proved the turning point of

Get Your Co py Free
Right now the book -"Modern Salesmanship"
-which banished all my

fears and troubles and
showed me how to get started on the road to
success and independence -will be mailed as a
gift to any ambitious man, absolutely FREE.
And since there is no obligation, why not see for
yourself what amazing facts it contains! Just
mail the coupon now -for there is no better way
in the world to invest a 2 -cent stamp! I KNOW!
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"Those Who Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get as Far as Fact"
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SCIENTIFIC HOBBIES
By Hugo Gernsback

DOCTORS and psychologists are all agreed
that modern man requires some form of
hobby. Our present mode of fast living,
with the tremendous wear and tear and fatigue
connected with it and our expenditure of nervous
energy, requires that we reduce the daily grind
and do something for a pastime.
Of course, not all men are constituted alike.
Some take their recreation in athletics, others in
sports, others in reading, and we might go on in
an unending list.
It may be said' that the white-collar workers,
professional men and 'all those working in offices,
require some sort of physical outlet for their
surplus energies, which, otherwise become stagnant. While sports in general, may fill this bill,
not every one is inclined in this direction and an
increasing army of men and women now take
up some form of a scientific hobby, in order to
create an outlet for their 'surplus energy, and so
keep fit.

This was demonstrated vividly when the radio
boom came along some years ago, and when seemingly everyone-bankers, bishops and business
men, took to constructing radio sets. I knów of
two bankers who have built over six radio sets

in,the past few years, doing creditable work in

the construction, and most of the sets serve a
good purpose to-day.
Other individuals take to the building of all
sorts of home appliances and furniture, such as
bookcases, tables and other utility furniture, and
inasmuch as the materia4- cost usually is inconsiderable, these constructors usually get the best
materials and as they presumably are endowed
with some mechanical ability, they generally turn
out a most creditable job, that in more cases than
one is far above the grade of the ready -made
articles that could be purchased.
Right now, wè witness the craze of a vast number of people who are turning their ingenuity and
efforts toward constructing the so- called new
modern art furniture. Here, if ever, is a case
where an individual can let loose his imagination
and build the weirdest and oddest looking piece
of furniture to surprise his friends. A few days
ago, I saw a bookcase constructed in the form
of a skyscraper, which looks as if it might have
been bought at one of the most exclusive shops.
Yet, the owner, a wealthy broker, had fashioned
it entirely himself, in his cellar workshop, and

had decorated it in gray, blue and gold. It was
a, fantastic looking piece of work, but artistic
with all its startling effect, and it did credit to
his suburban home.
The same thing is going on all over-the country.
The work is, of course, not confined to wood alone,
as other individuals are taking to metals and
turning out original and Artistic pieces, such as
modern andirons, clothes hangers, coat racks, ash
trays, serving tables and many others, as the urge
and necessity for certain pieces of furniture and
art work dictate. And the curious part is, that
no 'Sooner have these constructors turned out a
créditable piece, than' their friends immediately
want to know where it can be gotten and often
the original constructor, just for the fun of, it,
will make a similar article for one of his friends.
Then, of course, w'e have the man who takes
pride in his laboratory. I know of a high politician who has a very complete chemical laboratory which he shows with pride to his friends.
He has become so adept in chemistry, that he
has been able to analyze almost anything and is
even going in for fractional distillation.
A big and well-known business man with large
and varied interests has a complete machine shop
in the basement of his house, where he turns out
almost anything in metal, and builds small models
and other machinery for his edification. If you
saw him in his Fifth Avenue ofliçe, you would
never recognize the same man with overalls, bespattered with oil, when you visit him during
one of his free evenings.
Still others now take strongly to astronomy and
construct their own telescopes and build their own
modest observatories on top of their homes and
in the back yards. Then, of course, there is the
man with the photographic hobby, who has every
conceivable photographic camera and motion picture machine that you could think of. He would
not trust anyone with developing his films, so he
does all the work himself. He does his own
enlarging, his own toning, his own mounting and
cutting and his own color work, and while his
fingers may be stained perpetually from chemicals, it keeps his mind off his -business and employs,his mind with an entirely different line of
endeavor.
Space forbids listing all of the scientific hobbies that could be enumerated. The list is endless and is growing steadily.
-

Mr. Hugo Gernsback speaks every Tuesday at 9.30 P.M. from Stations WRN Y (297 meters) and W2XAL (30.91 meters) on various scientific subjects.
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The Evolutionary Tree of Man
óx

CREEPING

Sc

INS]ENTED

Man's family tree is shown
here. The succeeding stages
between the one -celled animals and man are illustrated.

MANYCELLED

C7E- CELLED ANIMALS

o

GES

-

Man's direct ancestors must
The
lie along the trunk.
branches represent his cousins.
The higher up the
trunk the branch is given
off, the closer is the relationship of those animals to man.
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The Story of Man's Ancestry
AMUEL C. SCHMUCKER, Ph.D., Sc.D.,

Emeritus Professor of Biology at State,
S
Teachers College, West Chester, Pennsylvania, is the author of this, the first of a series
of popular articles on evolution. The author
has devoted much of his time to the study of
man's beginning, which makes the article authoritative and scientifically correct. The
subject is treated in such a manner as to be
readily comprehended by the lay reader.
Biological and medical terminology has been
dispensed with wherever possible and we feel
sure that our readers will find much of interest in this article, both from an educative and
scientific standpoint. The theory of evolution
is coming to the attention of the public more
and more, and we believe a new treatment of
the subject is timely.

Dr. Samuel C. Schmucker, Ph.D., Sc.D.

First of a Series of Articles on Evolution

THE ORIGIN OF MAN
N speaking of a man newly
attracting public attention, we
are likely to place him by saying he is so- and -so's son. Few of us
are interested to go back of that.
So when we talk about the ancestry of mankind, most of us go
back only one step. We talk earnestly or heatedly or scornfully of
the possibility of man's being "descended from a monkey." But
what did the monkey descend
from? If there is anything in
evolution, man's ancestry runs
back to creatures so lowly that the
ape (who, though not our ancestor, is certainly our nearest
cousin) seems almost a twin to
man, beside these humble beginnings.
Some time ago I took my family to the mountains. There we
spent the summer, living in a
strange mixture of the simplicity
of the savage and the sophistication of modern life.
One day our party walked to the
top of a mountain. We found an
old log cabin. When the children
playing before the door saw us,
they ran into the house and peeped
shyly out of the corners of the
windows. A grandmother came
to the door. She told us she had
not been off the mountain for
many years. These people lived
largely on what they themselves
produced. On the floor lay deer
skins for rugs. The chairs were
home -made and seated with woven
hickory splints. The source of
heat for warmth and cooking was
a wood fire in a big open fireplace. Above the chimney jamb
hung the rifle, which furnished

Fig.

-The simplest present -day animals, doubtless much
like man's earliest ancestors, are shown above.

1.

Fig. 2. -Two steps in the development of an individual
higher animal from the egg are illustrated above. Line illustrations by Mrs. S. C. Schmucker.

Fig. 3.-A flat worm shown above is a lowly water animal,
but it represents a stage in the evolutionary process, to
which we owe a great deal.

www.americanradiohistory.com

most of their meat. Here was a
corner of colonial America.
Now the biologist believes just
that has happened in the animal
world. Every pool of standing
water swarms with very simple
animals. The scientist believea
these can tell him more than he
can otherwise hope to find concerning his earliest and simplest
animal ancestors. His line has
gone on developing. These backward cousins have stayed almost
where they were.
Our safest, while not our liveliest, evidence as to our human ancestry is furnished by the fossils
found in the rocks. They consist
often only of shells or scales or
teeth. At best, they are little more
than skeletons. These can only
be built up by our imagination
from the study of living animals
which correspond to them most'
nearly in the parts we find.
When we get halfway back
through the geological history, the
rocks in which these fossils are
found have been so altered by
heating and bending that much of
the evidence of life in them is
very hard to interpret. I doubt
not we will learn more in the next
twenty -five years, in these matters, than we have in the last
seventy-five. If we do, the whole
general line of man's ancestry
will be pretty certainly outlined
and the last half of it reasonably
well known.
OF course the biggest problem,
and as yet the one with the
(Continued on next page)
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least satisfactory conclusion is "How did life begin?" We
find no life originating to -day, by studying which we might
hope to answer our question. Hence, the best we can do is
to surmise "how it must have' happened." This leaves so much
to the personal bias of the scientist as to furnish, at least so
far, little more than a guess.
Let us then start with simple life and .try to tell the story
Fig. 4. -Above is the forward part of an earthworm with
as nearly as we can, tracing the course that seems most likely
one side removed, showing the food canal, ring brain,
to the largest number of scientists. The first half of it may
nerve cord and blood vessels.
be much altered as the result of later discovery. The second
half is fairly well worked out.
The simplest animals all
became the unit though
live in the water. They are
each cell still did what all
all microscopic in size.
the rest did.
( See Fig. 1.)
A period
After a while a further
on this page would be
step came in. The numenormously big for most.
ber of cells grew so steadof them. They are made
ily that some ran the risk
of the one living material
of being buried by the
with' which we are acothers, and thus failing to
quainted,
a
gelatinous,
get a proper supply of
spongy substance called
oxygen and food. So each
protoplasm. Each small
cell moved to the outside
mass of this material has
and the colony became a
about it a somewhat denser
hollow ball of perhaps a
outer skin, and near its
hundred co- operating cells.
center, a firmer "nu(Fig. 2, center and left.)
cleus." This is already so
Now came anothér`critiorganized as to make it
cal change. The upper
sure we are here not any Fig. 5.-The shark laid down the plan for much higher followers. Photos half of such a hollow ball
on this and facing page courtesy of the American Museum of
too near the "beginning."
divided more quickly and
Natural History.
From these lowly creatgrew faster than the
ures we have inherited the
lower. Then the lower
basis of all our powers.
X
JC
JC
!c
JC
half became indented and
X
These have become much
sunk against the upper.
developed and specialized,
The colony of one- celled
but the beginnings are
animals has now become
here.
a many- celled individual
If we take one of the
animal. Its outside layer
simplest of them, the Amprovides it with motion
oeba, (Fig. 1, left) we find
and feeling. Its inside
it has the power to prolayer digests and breathes
ject, at any point of its
AND INVENTION Magazine is
CCIENCE
and throws off wastes.
body, a dull lobe into
This is the beginning of
presenting with this issue the first of a series
which the rest flows, and
that division of labor that
of articles dealing with the evolution of man.
it is in the new place. It
is carried so far in higher
possesses the power of
Eminent scientists well versed in this field will
forms. This indented ball
self -guided locomotion. If
is still found as an early
write these articles for our readers. We believe
it' pushes against a pointed
stage in the development
the
to
present
are
the
first
that
we
publication
glass,
it
draws
sliver of
of all higher animals from
back. It has sensation. It
theory of evolution written in popular style by
the egg to the adult, and
engulfs a minute plant
is known as the goblet or
eminent experts.
cell, which slowly dissolves
stage.
gastrula
has
the
It
inside of it.
c
1C
power of digestion. It
takes in oxygen through
THREE lines of later
its skin. It lias the power
development depended
From
ifs
of respiration.
behavior of various
on
the
outside, it also throws off
animals at this stage.
while
its wastes. After
When one set of gastrulas
its nucleus divides in two,
settled mouth down, they
dicell
also
and then the
closed their hope of advides, each part - taking
vance and their descendhalf of the nucleus. The
ants have become the
mother cell has become
sponges. These are not in
of
each
two daughter cells,
the line of our ancestry.
which will grow to full
Others settled down
size and again divide.
mouth up and have given
Here is reproduction and
rise to the corals and their
inheritance. It seems inkin.
these
credible that all
Courtesy American Museum Natural History.
Our ancestors, instead
powers should reside in so Fig. 6. -fl coal age ancestor whose skeleton leaves little to add, but much
of settling, learned to
small a piece of prototo alter. This early ancestor was known as Eryops,
move, mouth down. At
plasm. Here surely is
first perhaps, being round,
the
like
closely
something
basis of all animal life. Here we are looking upon our most they moved in any direction. But soon they learned to keep
distant cousin, who has not left off the early ancestral form one end forward. This gave a new form to the body. It is
to this ancestor that we owe our under (now front) side
.
and habit.
Fig. 2. The first step up our ancestors took was when they different from our upper (now back). This came because the
under and upper sides had a different experience and each
ceased this utterly isolated, terribly individualistic life, and
became fitted to its own condition. The end that went forward
began the habit of co- operation. When the cell had divided
grew far more experienced than the rear end and it became
into two, these did not separate, but remaining in a cluster,
the most highly developed end, particularly in the increase of
Thus the colony, instead of the individual,
again divided

C
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its sensitiveness. The right and left sides, getting similar experiences grew alike.
The present day representative of this stage
is the flat worm. It is a creature half an inch
or a little more in length (Fig. 3). It is
found on the underside of floating wood in
streams and ponds, and in the vegetation at
the bottom of the water. Its mouth is near the
middle of the underside and it mumbles off
vegetable scum from the surfaces over which
it is moving. It has nerve knots in its head,
and has two projections that can be pushed
forward and act as feelers. It also has two
dark spots one on each half of its brain. These
are sensitive to light, though it has no true
eyes.

ADISTINCTLY higher stage arrives when
we get to the sort of creature known most
familiarly as the common earth worm. ( See
Fig. 4). The body is built as if a series of
spools had been strung together. This structure shows in rings marking the outside. It
is really as if an animal had reproduced copy
after copy of itself, until there was a colony
Courtesy American Museum Natural History.
of individuals in a line, as is truly the case in Fig. 7. -Above is a reptile, the Dinosaur, who lived when reptiles ruled and there
a tape worm. Then the colony becomes a new
were doubtlessly no other higher animals.
individual of a higher order by the parts staying together, and the front ones becoming specialized much the shark the eyes and the nostrils, used only for smell not
beyond the rest. Such an animal is said to be segmented.
While we show no rings on the outside, and the various regions

breathing, are laid down. There is an organ of balance there
too which may hear a little at its upper end though this is
quite uncertain. Later it becomes the ear.
Then came another wonderful change. A sort pf
bladder in most fishes helps in floating them. In South
America and in Australia, we find what are known as
lung fishes. These live in swamps during the rainy
season. When the hot season comes, they lie in cavities
in the dried mud. They keep from suffocating by swallowing air, passing it into this swim bladder and there
giving oxygen to the blood. Our ancestors who learned
this trick lived in the period before the coal was laid
down (the Devonian):
Previous to this all vegetation so far as we can tell
had been beneath the surface of the water. Now land
plants appear. In the next period they flourish and
the forests of the coal swamps spread far and wide.
In these our backboned ancestors first came out on
land. Some of them had lines of bones in their fins
and on these they supported themselves. A few of
History.
Natural
American
Museum
Courtesy
lines developed into the bones of our limbs.
Fig. 8. -Above is an early mammal not yet hoofed, or flesh- eating, or gnaw- these skeleton is now complete, though the details
Our
ing, but on the way. This is known as the Phenacodus.
will be modified with later growth. Almost every bone
in
our
bodies has its counterpart in the skeleton of this early
of our bodies have grown to be widely different, the branching
ancestor known as Eryops (Fig. 6). (Continued on page 1088)
nerves, as well as the pieces of the backbone and the ribs show
that we are segmented. But our ringed worm ancestor gave
us much beside. The mouth on the underside disappeared. A
new mouth broke in from the head end, and a rectum from the
back. The food canal became much specialized in parts. Blood
vessels appear for the first time and the pulsating part of several
of these serve as hearts to drive the blood throughout the
body. A complicated nerve collar becomes the brain.
There is quite a diversity of opinion as to how this lowly
ringed creature got its rod of gristle that finally broke up into
a backbone. How the nerve chord, which in the worm is on
the underside, got to the upper side is even more difficult to
realize. The whole question is complicated, technical and
uncertain as yet.

ONCE we reach the fishes, the line is quite reasonably clear
in its general course, though many details remain to be
worked out. Here however we have much clearer evidence
and there is consequently a closer agreement amongst biologists.
With the sharks, we gain many new features. (See Fig. 5.)
One of the finest is a backbone, giving strength and suppleness. permitting rapid motion which is much helped by four
paddles. This skeleton also covers the brain which is becoming
complicated and delicate. This framework runs out also into
the limbs giving them a new kind of leverage. One big pulsating pump drives the blood to the gills, where it gets its
oxygen. Then it passes over the body from which it flows
back to the heart. This path is a simple, single round. In

°

Courtesy American Museum Natural History.

Fig. 9.-The head of one of our prehistoric
ancestors, known as the Neanderthal Man, is
shown above.
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Animal Facts Stranger
Many strange stories are told
about animals.
seems curious that the
really astonishing things in
Nature have not crowded
some of the fallacies to the
wall. Yet we hear more of
the myths than of strange
facts.
There is a flying snake
fishes that climb trees ; fishes
that squirt drops of water at
insects like shooting an air
gun and knock them off leaves
so they can pick them up in
the water ; fish that deal dangerous electric shocks; frogs
so big they can swallow a rat ;
tiny frogs with a voice so pen erating they are actually a
thousand times stronger, vocally, in proportion to their
size, than a man; small creatures that knew all about smoke
screens and gas attacks ages
before man dreamed of such
things; ants that understand
the science of running a dairy ;
insects that humans use for
flashlamps ; animals that run
sixty miles an hour ; birds that
can fly even faster ; insects
which are still fleeter ; animals
which practically never lie
downs but sleep on their feet
others which always walk upside -down; big animals, with
rumbling voices, which roll
along;,, the ground for miles
and others, large and majestic
types which are absolutely
dumb. All of this may sound
like the ravings of a disturbed
mind, but let us review the list
and substantiate every case.

Facts frequently surpass myths
from point of strangeness.

II

,

;

;

;

Flying Snake
for the flying snake,
this creature lives in
the East Indies. It is strictly
AS

.

Nature's flashlights are different than those we employ.
A box containing a bug, when tapped will brilliantly
illuminate the face of a aoatch, even if the insect is
held a foot away.

SEVERAL months ago, the writer gave a
broadcast talk from WRNY on "Animal

Myths." As a number of people appeared to
be much interested, the subject was more extensively covered in an article which I prepared for SCIENCE AND INVENTION. That article gave me a lot of work. Not in the prep aration, but the answering of queries and let ters of objection to my classing of several
long- standing stories as myths. It was interesting, however, to note the varied points of
view. There is no doubt that many correspondents were satisfied with the explanations
made to clarify their observations; and some
dissatisfied, in criticisms of stories that have
been handed down through several human
generations and cherished as pet traditions.
The object of this article is to note a number of remarkable things that have been'
proven from every angle -and most of them
personally observed by the writer.

It has been claimed that the horned toad can
up, and

be sealed
made to survive in air -tight pockets in a rock.

This story always makes a hit; there are really very
few who know that these animals eject quite copious
jets of blood from their eyes at intruders.

arboreal and an adult specimen
is about two feet long. Its
favorite roost is a high, horizontal branch, protruding from
one of those mammoth trees
that rise above the general
tangle of the jungle. Here it
lies in wait for scampering
lizards, which form .its prey.
The lizards are fleet, restless
things. They can run so fast
they look like a streak. When
insects are scarce on certain
trees, the lizards scamper down
the great trunk and go to another tree. This would be a
long and arduous journey for
the snake. It must find spiral
vines for a staircase, and these
may be alive with fire ants.
There is an easief way for
this particular kind of snake.
It flattens its body by moving
forward its hundred or more
pairs of delicate, curved ribs.
As much depressed as if it had
been rolled out under a giant
wheel, it slides off the branch.
An observer seeing the thing
might think that some extremely elongated, sword -like
leaf of a curious tree had
broken off and gone scaling
into the air. The glide brings
the serpent soaring i n t o
branches a goodly distance
away, to again ascend and
seek good hunting grounds.

Climbing Fish and Archer
Fish
INDIÁ and the East Indies

furnish a number of freakish creatures. I mentioned a
climbing fish, of which there

are actually several species.
The fins at the breast are
strong and stiffened and alter-

ó
Aphids have been called ant's cows. These small crea
tures eject sweet fluids of which ants are very fond.
For that reason they are milked by the ants and are
herded by them on delicate green branches. When their
feeding ground becomes poor, they are transferred
to others.
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Than Myths
By RAYMOND L. DITMARS
Curator of Mammals and Reptiles, New York Zoological Park.

nately moved, carry the creature along in a firm and steady
gait. These fishes come right out of the water and walk
around on the trunks and branches of derelict trees in contact with the streams. They also cone out of the water and
cross from one pool to another. These are small, fresh -water
species, as is the archer fish. The latter species appears to
have the power of expanding and
contracting the mouth and throat.
It takes a generous "mouthful" of
water and swims along the margin
of the stream looking for some fat
and luscious looking fly which
might be taking a sunbath on a leaf.
The fish raises just its snout from
the surface and takes aim. It is an
excellent marksman. The fly is hit
with a squirt of water coming with
such force that it is stunned and
knocked off the leaf. The fish completes the episode. It is said of this
fish that it is so keen of eye and
expert of aim that it can shoot a
spider out of a web span several
feet above the water.

Most Ferocious Fish
ANOTHER fresh -water fish of
astonishing habits lives in the

The fresh water electric cat fish and the electric eel
can render a man unconscious by its crashing shock.

the fishing "frog." This is quite a
large fish, with a very clumsy body,
and very slow of gait. It feeds
upon other fish, but could never
catch them if it had to pursue the
prey. It has an enormous mouth,
which can be quickly opened its
body blends with the sea bottom,
having filaments and fringes like
strips of seaweed. Immediately
back of the head is a movable stalk,
being a modification of the anterior
portion of the dorsal fin. Attached
to the end of this is a soft and irregular fragment of cartilage. The
appendage is no more or less than
The writer of this article has been severly shocked by a fishing rod -the tip serving as
a three-foot electric eel. The eel was in an aquarium bait. When the fishing "frog" is
6 feet away, the floor was wet.
In this instance the hungry, it raises the rod, expands
eel did not even appear to move.
the moving filament and opens its
"

;

Sharpshooting fish, flying snakes,

insects as
flashlights,

angler fish,
ants' coves
and other
strange crea-

tures are
known to

There is quite a large fish with a rather clumsy body
and very slow of gait, which could never catch its food
if it did not carry a fishing rod with it, the tip of which
serves as bait to attract small fish into its mouth.

exist.

The archer fish which takes a generous mouthful of
water, swims along the margin of the stream and when
it sees a luscious fly, it squirts the water at the fly,
knocks it into the stream, and eats it.

waters of tropical South America.
This is the piranha, which, while
much larger than the former kinds,
is not a very big fish as it does not
grow to be longer than eighteen
inches. It is not unlike a sunfish
in shape, but the most ferocious fish
in the world. These creatures have
such strong teeth they will snap off
one's finger, if a hand is trailed in
the water ; they will attack and mutilate swimmers so fearlessly that
a few of them can overpower and
mortally wound a man:

gaping mouth, which looks like a
hole in the sand. Ready to "fish,"
it swings the rod and bait directly
over its cavernous mouth -and woe
betide the inquisitive little fishes
that are lured to this device.

Bitten by Frog

IN

Fish Fishes for Food
THE sea has

a legion of almost
unbelievable fishes. A common
type, found in European waters, is

There is a reptile which "flies." This creature lives in
East India and it slides off one branch to that of another.

www.americanradiohistory.com

the preliminary paragraph of
curious types, I mentioned a
giant frog which could swallow a
rat. This creature lives in the
Cameroons, in the equatorial area
of western Africa, and from what
I have seen of the few specimens
that have been brought out, it attains a weight of about five pounds.
(Continued on page 1095)
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This illustration at the left shows how a plane shortens the path
of lightning between two clouds.

If You Should Fly
Into a Thunderstorm?
By B. FRANCIS DASHIELL
A

Member, American Meteorological Society

Aviation's Greatest Menace Is the Thunderstorm
With Its Dangerous Squalls and Lightning
THE great tri-motored mail and passenger plane was
flying smoothly toward the west on a warm July afternoon. Far off on the horizon some dark and high -topped

PLANE
SHORTENS
LIGHTNING
PATH.

clouds were visible. But they mounted higher and higher
into the sky as the plane continued its rapid progress.
"Looks like a thunderstorm ahead," remarked the pilot to his
flying companion.
"Yes. The Dayton airport said we might encounter some
thunderstorms over this part of Illinois. Better go off to
one side and try to pass around it." With this advice the
aviator glanced around apprehensively at their passengers
seated comfortably in the cosy cabin of the big plane.
A passenger plane can afford to take no chances. The
lives of the travelers are entirely in the hands of the pilots.
And aviators fully realize that in no other mode of transportation are the lives of the passengers so completely entrusted
to the judgment and skill of the persons in charge. Aerial
navigation with increasing passenger travel opens new and
greater responsibilities to those engaging in the business.
Thunderstorms, fog, snow and darkness present serious obtacles to aerial navigation. But the thunderstorm is the most
violent and dangerous menace to aviation as it presents uncertain and uncontrollable conditions. Flying in fog, snow or
darkness does not affect the stable operation of the plane; it simply presents
serious chances of becoming lost, of
crashing into some hill or mountainside,
or failure to make a safe landing.

Thunderstorms Most Disastrous
ATHUNDERSTORM

is something

to be avoided by all types of aircraft. Many accidents with loss of life

have occurred during the thunderstorm
season. Airplanes and, in fact, all types
of aircraft, have been destroyed by the
dangerous squalls as well as by lightning and electric induction. Balloon
explosions as a result of lightning and
electric sparks have always exacted
heavy tolls. In fact, the recent balloon
disasters during summer races should
discourage the holding of such events

-
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Above we see how lightning follows along the path of a plane.
Frequently the exhaust gases shorten the lightning path because of

the increased conductivity of those gases due to carboneparticles
and heat. Thus a greater risk occurs under such conditions.

during the months when thunderstorms and atmospheric electricity are common.
The turbulent conditions of a thunderstorm are of such magnitude and, in fact, are so violent, that great danger is entailed by flying into or about their immediate neighborhood.
Few aviators have flown successfully through a thunderstorm
and have been able later to describe their experiences. Lightning, electric induction, and turbulent and twisting winds are
constant sources of peril. Some think that the actual danger
from lightning to an airplane when flying into a thunderstorm
may be little more than to a person walking across an open
and level space. Such is not a fact, as the potential danger
is always very great, and the careful and capable aviator will
immediately avoid the region of a thunderstorm.
The turbulence within the clouds of the storm is beyond

description. Planes have been stripped of their equipment.
The wings, and the cloth of the fuselage, are ripped off with
ease. The plane, in the meanwhile, is out of control of the pilot
as it is at the mercy of the elements. The only salvation is to
try to get far above the storm or out to one side. Once within
the grasp of the rushing and erratic air currents, there is little
hope of keeping the plane in control. This danger to balloons
or any lighter -than -air craft is much greater as they are clumsy
and slow moving. In rare cases, after one of these nerve racking struggles with the winds, during which the plane is
dashed perilously close to the earth only to be carried high to
the tops of the clouds, the pilot, manages to break through the
sides of the storm and emerge into dry weather and comparatively steady winds. If the storm is of short duration, and
(Continued on page 1078)
the plane is able successfully to
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The illustration above shows vividly the side elevation of a thunderstorm. It portrays the direction of winds and their nature, as well

1

as the areas of calm. An airplane pilot generally tries to circle
around such a storm as the lightning discharges present a serious risk.
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Saving the Lives
of Crews of
Disabled
Submarines

r

HIS chamber is
to be released
through the torpedo
tubes or through
suitable hatches. It

1

By WALTER
G. KIPLINGER

can be made of a
very thin metal and
an internal pressure
is used to counteract
the external crush-

The pupa -case escape
chamber and the account of some mid western experiments.

The
chambers are to be
nested, and each
supplied with covers containing soda lime.
ing pressure.

smaller space than seems possible.
The can in the illustration is fifteen
inches in diameter and though the
man weighs 190 pounds, there is

cylinder 15
inches. in diameter remained
in this can, closed at the top,
and water-sealed at the bottom for one -half hour without discomfort. Below, same
experiment in deep water.
190 -lb. man in a

some room to spare. Also, the figures on the amount of air one needs
in a closed space are wrong. Rather,
they are based on a full tidal volume for each breath.

Extra Air Not Needed
IT takes a little practice to acquire

Pumping air into the can. The other end
is also sealed.
The side through which
the man entered remains beneath the
water.

the trick, but if one borrows a
bit of the hibernating groundhog's
technique, remains calm and relaxed, a little oxygen goes a long
way. Houdini's stunt of remaining
90 minutes under water in a sealed
coffin was no fake. We have been
able to stay in our models a half an
hour without any great difficulty
even without soda lime. In our improvised diving bells where we
could exhale under water, we have

Tthe time of the

S -4 disaster, the writer,,
in common with several thousand other
corn field naval experts, "wished" his
brilliant ideas for crew escape buoys on the
long- suffering Naval Department. Our plan,
which was similar to many others sent in, involving letting the men take their chances in
war but in peace times carrying one "dummy torpedo" built up of several containers nested
inside of each other like drinking -cups.
Late in the summer an unofficial letter was
received from the chairman of the board of
civilian experts, expressing an interest in our
work and experiments but pointing out various
military objections to the scheme as presented.
These objections, made chiefly on the score of
weight and space, were sustained by figures
which showed that each unit would weigh 200
pounds if made strong enough to stand the external pressure
of 100 pounds per square inch met with at rescue depths. As
there are normally some 40 men in a submarine crew, the
scheme obviously had a high relative humidity. In fact, it
would not be an exaggeration to say it was "all wet."
The following modification of the original plan has received
favorable comment as to its possibilities, however, and is presented to the readers. In the first place, as has been emphasized in these columns several times, it must not be forgotten
that submarines are built primarily for fighting purposes. Almost everything about them means only that. In any sort of
a scrap, the best safety device of all is our old army friend,
"fire superiority." Nothing must jeopardize this. Crew escape buoys, therefore, became less of an engineering problem
than that of a Rocky Mountain pack train- master's task of
finding space where absolutely none exists on an already over loaded burro.
We had already found that a man can get into a much

stayed under ten to fifteen minutes
on the amount of air in an ordinary
wash- boiler. We felt, therefore,
that as far as breathing is con-

"

This shows the
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190 lb.

experimenter, quite comfortable
diameter.

in a can only 15 inches in
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YHfSYLE

SODA

LIME
A112

LVt

0 +75 = 75 LBS
BURSTING PRESSURE
When a man enters the can in the submarine he' is subjected
a pressure of 75 lbs. This means that even at a depth where
the pressure is 100 lbs, per square inch, the actual crushing
pressure on the can is but 25 pounds.
to

cerned, we could dispense with any fresh air supply for the
SC DA,
time needed to reach the surface and' could use a chamber barely
LIME
large enough to hold a man if we could reduce weight enough
to give buoyancy. This apparently simple problem gave more
trouble than black ants at a picnic. Theoretically, a perfect cylinder will stand a great amount of crushing pressure even
when the walls are thin. Practically the slightest dent
breaks the arch and the tank folds up like an accordion.
When the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cited an instance where a few dents caused a thin walled cylinder used in cotton fumigation to cave under less than ten pounds external pressure, we did an
abrupt about face.
Any escape-chamber which a submarine can carry
without lowering its military value will have to serve
a double purpose either as an air -tight container for
soda lime and other materials that must be carried
HOW THEY COULD
anyhow or built up in an emergency from open -ended
cylinders and bonds that will line hatchways or serve
BE NESTED
as carrying racks. In either case, they will have to
be thin -walled and will be subjected to much battering. There is apparently no metal light and strong enough
to stand one hundred pounds pressure under these conditions.
(Continued on page 1087)
DEPTH PRESSURE 75 LOS.

75-75
CRUS

A

NCI

O
PRESSURE
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How Stage Xoises Are Produced
Sound effects obtained by mechanical and electrical means
HOW THE WINDOW
p-HE

IS SMASHED

EXPLOSION OF
r =UN WITHIN A. WINE
ASK CONTAINING 4"
çF WATER CREATES
VHEEFFECT OF R
BURSTING

*-TABLE
YY/NDOW

F-- STRINGS

(0MB

ASBESTOS

MASK

FLOOR

sti

HOW THE BOTTLES

ARE CRASH/ED
THE FLOOR

TO

THE RACKETEERS EXPRE5S

OF A R/VAL:
GANG WITH A MACHINE GUN
L) /SAPRROVAL

THE RATTLE
OF A MACHINE_'
GUN

THE off -stage acousticians are called

WATER

THE WHIR OF
CLEANER
IIIVfiCUí/,t
SERVES AS THE
HU1 OF AN

AIRPLANE

'

OPVONE
il

?DUNG'

°ROOF

Box

TOR
EEL
WITH PRO
WOOING

I

ISP//rf5

PRO
`!

A

MOTOR DR/YEN WHEEL WITH
PROTRUDING SPOKES BEATS
ON A SMALL DRUM, GIVING A

/M/TAT/ON OF AN
AIRPLANE WHEN HEARD
THROUGH RNAMPL /FIER

`REAL /ST/C

upon to display their ingenuity in the
production of sounds in keeping with
our present -day civilization and the difficulty
in technique increases each year. For instance, the sound of a bursting bomb is sirnulated by discharging a gun within a wine
cask containing about four inches of water.
With our present number of gang war plays,
it is ofttimes necessary to imitate a machine
gun breaking glass ; a ball on a spring is released, breaking the window panes as shown
above. Bottles are crashed to the floor by
pulling them down with strings. The rattle
of a machine gun is produced by rapidly
striking blank cartridges. In "The Silent
House," the hero drops through a skylight
made of very thin wood. The villain in this
play attempts to kill the victims with a poi-.
sonous gas exuding through the nostrils of
two dragons. Hydrochloric acid and ammonia vaporized through th'e nostrils produced the necessary effect.
In war plays the noise of a vacuum
cleaner serves to imitate the hum of an airplane motor. A motor -driven wheel with
protruding spokes which beat on a small
drum, give a realistic imitation of a plane
when picked up by a microphone and amplified. Thin strips of wood broken by
motor- driven iron rods give the effect of an
airplane crash. The approach of an army
tank is simulated by clanking a heavy chain
upon a metal plate. Sound pictures, as well
as stage productions, rely on these and many
other effects for successful presentation.

BLANK
ARTR/GES

--ANV/L

PAN OF
WATER TO
ABSORB FUMES

OUR HERO DROPS TO THE
RESCUE THROUGH A SKY ,
LIGHT OF PAPER TH/N WOOD

MOTOR

t

METAL
PLATE
_

HYDROCHLOR/ C

10

THE CRACK/NG UP OF
_ROD E AMMONIA
AN AIRPLANE PORTRAYED
V4POR/ZED
BY BREAK/NG TH/N STRIPS , THROUGH THE
OOD WITH MOTOR ° T' DRAGONS
NOSTR IL S
DRIVEN , RON ROO S
THE SCIENTIFIC PILL /,AN GETS
H/S V/CTIMS IN AMODERN_ WRY
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London Has Huge Subway Station
COUNTY

FIRE OFFICE

BC}+L?KI EVCi

HALL
ßEt3EtT

STtLEET

4--SHOW CASES:

:NTRkávCE

CHANGE KiOSK
AUTOMATIC B?OK.f

5
SCALA OR S

ßvPTCE
3C3üNd)

AüklLiAl2'( BGf)K

f+FTERet{RtG.:;.-.,.

BAKER LO
To

s

NO

ONE of the most elaborate subway stations in the world
was opened in London recently by the Mayor of Westminster. The task of construction is a noteworthy engineering
feat and took about four years to complete. The cost is estimated at about $25,000,000. The above illustration shows
the location of the new subway station at Piccadilly Circus,
with a view of the various levels. Just below the roadway
is the booking hall. showin_ the termination of the upper flights

)!:ïUt

rii

D

of escalators. A service shaft with an emergency stairway
is placed at the left of the main IeveI. Against the shaft may
be seen the lower flight of three escalators which connect with
the Piccadilly Tube. This tube is 102 feet below the level of
the ground. To the right is another set of three escalators which
connect with the Bakerloo Tube, 86 feet below the surface.
Other features of the underground station will be found indicated on the illustration, which is well worth studying.
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New Apparatus Reveals

PRECIOUS
TESTED IN
U \1VERSITY
Above- Testing

ei

An instrument known as
the "brilliantoscope" is
shown at the left and will
distinguish between diamonds and other precious
stones. A diamond is at
the right and a white sapphire at the left.

pearl by

the electro- magnetic process.
The stone is suspended from
a thin glass rod within a
magnetic field.

4--e

41011-4.

noted in the
photograph at the right, the
diamond's reflected rays are
more numerous and brilliant
than those of the other stone.
As will be

Below is a photograph of
an olivine chrysolith. The
spots are pockets of liquid
content which are often
found in genuine stones.

At the left
is a slide

culture
pearls enlarged fifof

teen

times.

The photograph of a
natural pearl enlarged

fifteen times may be seen
at the right. Compare
this with the photograph
appearing above.

AN institute for the testing of precious
stones employing new methods of research
was opened recently in Berlin, Germany.
Pearls are tested by electro- magnetic means
and by a microscope, as well as with a supple-

mentary apparatus, which permits pearls with
bore holes to be examined. For examining
other precious stones, a new instrument known
as the "brilliantoscope" has been developed
which enables the examiner to compare the
brilliancy and different cuts of the stones.
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Gems

STONES
BERLIN
I \STITUTE

V

YNTHETIC stones
are revealed under

the gem microscope and
show air bubbles and

strongly marked striations as may be seen in
the photograph of the
synthetic ruby.
The
natural stones have
straight and angular
striations. This is especially true of sapphires and rubies. Fur ther, natural stones

The above photo shows a
special microscope for examining the core of pearls
that are pierced. fl small
glass tube is threaded
through the pearl which
rests upon a revolving
platform.

sometimes show small
crystal formations,never
found in artificial gems.

Synthetic stones
usually show air
bubbles similar
to those above
which are present in a synthetic sapphire.

Natural stones under the microscope sometimes
show small inset crystal formations as illustrated
above, never found in synthetic stones.

DIAMONDS can be distinguished at a
glance from mountain crystals, aquamarines, or white sapphires when placed in the
°brilliantoscope." The stone to be examined
is placed with the biggest facet on the horizontal glass plate of the apparatus. The electric lamp is switched on and a pattern appears
which consists of white or colored spots of
light which by their regularity, number and
color, form an indication of the nature of the
gem and its condition.

Above is a synthetic
ruby enlarged thirty
times and at the left
is a natural ruby.
Note the angular striations in this stone.

Ìj
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New Theatre Has
Moving Murals
II

has been the general custom to paint murals on the
walls of theatres. These
murals are the admiration of
theatre -goers for the first two
or three visits to the theatre.
After that they become commonplace. Now, however, a
theatre has installed moving
murals, the colors of which
blend with each other, and the
designs constantly change when

the murals are in operation.
This system is the adaptation
of the Wilfred color organ,
first described in this publication many years ago, to theatre
work. The illustration at the
left shows the position of the
color organ. Four of these Instruments are located on top of
the arches and throw the color
onto a white wall. The instruments are operated by the electrician back stage. This system
is installed in the new Paramount Theatre, located in
Brooklyn, N. Y.

When the orchestra is
rendering an overture
or the organist playing
a composition as a specialty, the murals on
the walls become alive
with motion
and color.

Here is another interesting fantasy.
Characters can move in front of the
murals, in this way greatly enhancing
the elect of the designs.

This is only one of the many
different designs that can be
produced with the color organ.

This photograph shows Thomas Wilfred, the inventor of the color organ, and Frank Cambria,
art director for Publix Theatres. Immediately in
back of Mr. Cambria the "luminar" can be seen,
the name given to the mural color organ.
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This photograph shows the beginning
of one of the effects which are produced by the mural color organ.
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Mill Waste Supplants Coal
as Fuel for Heating Homes

SAWDUST
A Coal Substitute
By M. MONROE
Stores and Residences in Pacific Northwest Employ New
Heat Medium at a Cost of
$1.00 Per Room Per Month
SAWDUST- BURNING furnaces are
now being used for heating residences

The photograph above shows a typical sawdust burner used for heating houses in Washington and Oregon. The sawdust hopper is
the funnel-shaped arrangement attached to
the front of the furnace. The small door at
the bottom is the draft control. The heat is
regulated by the amount of air admitted.

and stores in the Pacific Northwest,
where sawdust heretofore has been thrown
away. The simplicity of this device makes
for ease in operation and it is only necessary to fill the hopper when required.
There are no grates to regulate, the automatic feed being entirely reliant upon
gravity, and the amount of heat regulated
by the draft. The volume of ash in one
year is only about 1 cubic foot, which enables the cellar to be kept much cleaner.
The cost of heating is estimated at about
$1.00 a rdpm per month. The sawdust
burners cost from $50.00 to $150.00.

The drawing at the right showsa cross-sectional view of a sawdust -burning furnace.
The fuel is fed by gravity. The ash residue
is extremely small, as combustion is almost
complete and amounts to 1 cubic foot per year.

Magnet Defies Gravitation
SUSPENDED in air by some invisible means, a bar of steel

a few inches long seems to defy the law of gravitation.
Pressure of a finger_ sends it down against the base -block,
but when it is freed, it bobs up and down, suspended between
earth and sky.
In common with most mysteries, this one has a simple explanation. The bar is highly magnetized, and is repelled by a

similar bar embedded in the wooden
base and also magGuiding
netized.
channels at each
end hold the movable bar in line,
otherwise it would
promptly turn end for -end and line itself up with its
"north" pole over
the "south" pole of
its mate.
The material of
both bars is an alloy developed by
Prof. K. Honda of
the University of
Tokyo. It contains

magnet-steel.

The comparative lifting pov.er of an ordrparts cobalt, about
eighty parts tung- nary steel magnet, shown at the left, and a
step and about three cobalt steel magnet, at the right, is well
illustrated in the above drawing.
parts chromium,
the balance being
iron. When properly heat -treated, this alloy is extremely
retentive of magnetization, being about three or four times
as good in this respect as its nearest competitor, tungsten

the new telephone handset, where a light- weight permanent
magnet is desired. The laboratories have also made use, of it
in the phonograph reproducers used in talking motion pictures,
and in certain relays.
When free to move up. and down in its guides, the "wobbly
bar" takes up a position where the repulsive force exerted
between it and its mate is just equal to the downward force
(Continued on page 1090)
of gravity. The earth is so big

about

thirty -five

The above photograph shows the cobalt steel magnet suspended in
air as if by magic. The bar is highly magnetized and is repelled
by, a simiar bar embedded in the wooden base. Guiding channels at each end hold the levitated bar in place.

On this account it has been embodied by the

BellTelephone Laboratories in the design of the receiver for
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THE MAGNETIC LOBSTER
Crayfish respond to magnetic influence. The
balance organ is filled with iron filings and
the fish can be made to go through various
motions. Without resorting to cutting the
lobster, a scientist has overthrown its sense
of balance.

By

DR. ERNEST BADE
Above-The balancing organs as
found on a low form of animal.
The sense of balance is
important.

The jelly fish has a balancing
organ similar to that shown
above and at the left.

and two distinct types are
found. The simplest is nothing
more than a chambered bubble, whose walls consist of
cells. A heavy body is carried by the bubble and outside
of it are a number of hairs.
A number of these organs are
carried near the outside circumference of the jelly fish.
The other type is pendulus.
The bubble hangs down and as
side motion is imparted, the
hairs brush one or the other
side of the chamber. The
stimulus is imparted to the
creature and this soon causes
it to reassume its correct position in the water.

IN addition

to the well known five senses, man as
well as animals have another one which is far more
important to their well being.
This is the sense of balance
which is often combined with
the organ of hearing. Due to
the organ of balance any living being can place itself
among its surroundings, that
is, it is able to assume its normal position with regard to
gravity.
Higher organisms, in addition to their sense of balance,
place themselves in their nor mal position by means of the
feel of their joints and the position of their head as well as
the relation of surrounding objects to the eye. That this is
true can easily be proven.
Many of the thrillers on fairs
and other amusement places
which whirl and jerk one about
so violently, displaces the sense
of balance momentarily but in
spite of this one instinctively
gets to one's feet.

Balance Organ in Crayfish
THE organ of balance

is

either a closed bag or a
deep depression in the crayfish,
a fresh water lobster. Here
it is located just at the base of
the front pair of feelers. In
this particular case the heavy
body is not produced by the
The above photograph shows an experiment being made with a
animal, as in other forms of
"magnetic" lobster. When the magnet is moved, the lobster also
life, but the crayfish must sechanges its position. With a little patience this experiment can
be duplicated at home.
lect his own particular kind
Importance of Balance
of material from his surroundTHE sense of balance is of
ings which he wishes to use. Sand is usually taken. When
special importance to those creatures which fly in the air
shedding his outer skeleton, the crayfish loses this heavy body
or swim in the water. Here they must keep their balance
and he must pick up another to use in the place of the one just
although their weight has been practically neutralized. Swimlost so that he does not lose his balance.
mers will realize this from their own experience, for if this
were not true they would be unable to change their direction
Magnetic Experiment
while diving. Then, too, they would be unable to come out of
that induced a scientist to experiment
IT
was
this
peculiarity
the water head first. They depend, although unconsciously,
with this creature and learn something about his sense of
upon their sense of balance.
balance without resorting to the process of cutting this organ
Balance in Animals
out. He brought the crayfish into a tank and waited until
HE organ of balance is a wonderful little device and well the creature was about to shed its shell. Then he removed
Within the organ is a small heavy all objects from the tank which the creature could possibly use
1 adapted for its purpose.
as a weight. Then the scientist waited to see what would
is able to move freely about
restricted,
although
which,
body
happen and how the crayfish would behave without his balancwithin it. Its action depends upon the pressure that the free
ing organ, as a writer recently pointed out in "Wissen and
moving weight exerts upon certain delicate nerve ends which
Fortschritt."
translate their impulse to the brain and so give the direction of
At the appointed time the crayfish looked all around for some
gravity. In man as well as the higher animals the sense of
balance is found within the ear and is situated within the weight to use for his balancing organ and not finding anything, lie used the only thing available, his own excrements
curved paths of the labyrinth.
and so caused his organ of balance to function again. The
When the lower part of the balance organs are cut, on, for
scientist had to acknowledge that he had not considered this
instance, a pigeon, the entire sense of balance will be destroyed.
walk
peculiar possibility.
learns
how
to
it
usually
live
to
continues
pigeon
If the
But man can think further ahead than a mere crayfish. The
again, but only after much trouble and many failures to stand
scientist left the creature within the tank and awaited the next
upright. Even such a simple task as walking takes mores than
time when it would again cast off its shell. Just before the
a month to learn. Flight, after the destruction of the organ,
time when this was to take place, he scattered iron filings
is an impossibility. It can never fly agítin.
Even such creatures as jelly fish have these organs of balance within the tank. The time arrived (Continued on page 1074)
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WE Consume
One Hundred and Six Billion
Cigarettes a Year
By JOSEPH
H. KRAUS

If the cigarettes consumed
in the United States during a period of twenty-

f our hours were placed

The consumption of cigarettes in
the United States is at a rate of
more than a hundred billion a
year and two hundred and three
thousand cigarettes are consumed every minute.

end to end, they would
reach nearly half -way
around this world at the
equator. If the cigarettes
which are used every year
in this country were
placed end to end, they
would form more than
nineteen and one-half
chains from the Earth to
the Moon.

It would take one thousand persons counting at a rate of
two hundred cigarettes a minute more than three years,
working eight hours every day, including Sunday and Holidays, to check up on the cigarette consumption in one year.
This illustration graphically

shows how the number of
cigarettes would reach from
the Earth to the Moon, forming nineteen and one -half
chains.

One would never believe so
many miles of cigarettes are
consumed every year when one
considers that the average round
type of cigarette measures only
two and three -quarter inches in
length.

The Sun with a diameter of
Saturn 73,000 miles; Neptune
the Earth 7,917 miles; Fenus

866,400 miles; Jupiter 86,500 miles;
34,800 miles; Uranus 31,900 miles;
7,700 miles; Mars 4,230 miles and

Mercury

WHEN statistics showed that the number of
cigarettes which we smoked this year reached
the one hundred and "six billion mark, very
few people understood what this meant. Reduced to
easily visualized factors, it meant that for every minute of every day in the year, 203,000 cigarettes are
lighted. What this means in the number of matches
used to light each of those cigarettes, or the number
of gallons of gasoline which go to supply cigar lighters, is something which even a statistician would not
care to cogitate upon. But there is a good record on
the number of cigarettes annually smoked, at least
those which cannot be classified under the
"roll your own" group.
The Government receives from this product
a source of taxation which last year amounted
to $300,000,000.00. This is more than twice
the receipts in 1922.
According to reports, the blended
milder type of cigarettes have taken
(Continued on
page 1076)

3,030 miles, together with the Earth's moon, could all fit
side by side on a blanket composed of four layers of cigarettes, consumed in the United States during a period of bitt one year.
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Automobile Targets
Targets and sights on racing auto help to
keep a straight course. Segrave car designed to travel at 240 miles per hour.
AJOR H. O. D. SEGRAVE hopes, to recapture the
speed record at Daytona Beach, Florida, with a new
1,000 h.p. racing car. Its body is long and thin and
it has been designed to attain a speed of 240 miles an hour
with a possible maximum of 260. The car will be equipped
with sights like a rifle and will be steered in the same manner
that a bullet is directed to a target. It is estimated that a run
miles will be required to reach maximum speed. Two
of
huge targets are to be erected above the timing wires both at
the start and the finish of the course. The sights on the car
and the target's bull's eye will be magnified by means of a telescope on the car. The driver will look through the telescope
and align the car's sight with the bull's eye and drive straight
toward the target. As the car crashes through the first target
he will sight the second target at the end of the course. It is
hoped that this arrangement will keep the racing car on a
straight course. The length of the newest racing automobile
is twenty -eight feet.

4/

Two immense targets, one at the start and one at the
finish of the measured course will be used.

Fraud Preventer

.4.

ADEVICE for photographing checks as a
means for preventing frauds has been
invented by George L. McCarthy, of
the Recordak Corporation. The fundamental
principle is a double camera, a miniature motion- picture machine capable of accommodating
a roll of film 16 millimeters wide and 200 ft.
long. Sixteen thousand photographic facsimiles can be impressed on the narrow celluloid
strip and may be projected on a small screen.
The machine can also be operated with an adding machine and take two pictures of each
voucher.
Abra-

The photograph at the
left shows an interior
view of the check photographing machine and
above the device in actual use. It can be
operated in connection
with an adding machine.

-

ham Jacoby.

Sand Blast Carving
OMPRESSED air finds many uses in our present day industries. The newest and probably the most unique use
is in the adaptation of the sand blast to the carving or
lettering of stone. Heretofore, the art required a skilled
craftsman who patiently, with his mallet and tools, developed

The above illustration shows a workman carving with the sand
blast. A composition template or stencil is used as shown and- the
sand etches out the design or lettering. Needless to say, carving by
this method is a much quicker process than when using
the mallet and chisel.

the lettering or design. The present method is radically different from the old and does not require a skilled stone cutter.
The surface to be ornamented or lettered is covered with a
gluelike coating which is applied while hot in a fluid condition.
It is put on the stone surface to a depth of one -eighth inch and
when cooled and solidified, it resembles and feels very much
like crude rubber. The design to be reproduced is made on
transparent paper and is placed over the coating with the required portions cut away. The composition acts as a template
and when the sand blast is directed at it, the proper portions of
the stone are thus cut away. The new method of carving
enables the work to be done in a short time with the consequent
lowering of production cost and cheapening in the retail price.
In the cross- sectional view the arrangement of the template
may be seen as well as the cut -out portion which allows the
sand to reach the stone for etching.
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Nature Makes Pearl Objects
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New Pocket Flashlamp

The Abalone "Writes" A Snap Flashlight
The photograph at
the left shows what
can be done with
the abalone in mak-

The photograph at the
right shows the new
snap flashlight, both
closed and in use.
There is no switch,
and the lamp is prevented from breakage
by the top.

ing it produce monograms and the like
by coating them with
mother-of-pearl. It

takes about six
months to completely
cover the initials.

WHAT might
be termed
"pearly graphology" has been de-

BRASS BOLT

COPPER WIRE

INITIALS GLUED

:NAIN TO
veloped by R o y
TO SHELL
ANCHORAGE
Walter James, of
Long Beach, CaliWh ile
fornia.
working on a new
method of pearl production, he The above illustration shows the
hit upon the idea of putting copper wire initials glued to the
chain used to retain,
monograms and small decora- shell and the
the abalones.
tive motifs inside the shell of
an abalone to be coated with
14
Confronted
mother -of-pearl.
retaining
problem
of
with the
abalones for a long period, in
order to study their habits, he
perfected a chain which was
held to the shell by a bolt passing through one of the breather
holes. He first used pasteboard
forms, but finally found that
copper wire was the best. The
form is pressed against the
shell and kept in place by a
special glue. It takes about six
`1f11_
months to completely cover the
form with mother-of- pearl.James C. Geggie.

The top of the
light case is snapped
up and the light thus
switched on.Name
of manufacturer supplied free upon request.

Valveless Engine
ANEW valveless internal combustion engine with six cyl-

4

.

inders cast in one block has appeared in Germany. Cylinders 1, 2, 5 and 6, are work10 5
ing cylinders ; cylinders 3 and
4 draw in the gas mixture and
supply it to the working cylinders through the passages 9
and 10 and openings 7 and 8.
Openings 12 and 13 serve for
exhaust. The right and left
,
pairs of working cylinders
have common combustion
chambers 14 and 15, and a
common ignition.
The 6cylinder motor is extremely
simple in construction and
noiseless in operation.

-
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The above illustration shows the internal combustion engine which
has no valves.-Courtesy Wissen Und Fortschritt.

Strange Electrical Accident
DURING a severe thunderstorm at
Hudson Falls, New York, a bolt of
lightning struck an electric light pole setting it afire at the base. A wagon drawn

ered the whole surface of the wet pavement, entering the ground through the
catch basins. The wagon was partially
made of steel with a steel tongue. In it
lay another steel tongue, and the driver
was afraid to move about for fear he

by two horses happened to be passing at

the time and the horses suddenly dropped
dead. The driver of the wagon was noticed sitting in a cramped position calling
for help. Several men ran to him but
quickly retreated when they received severe shocks through their feet. Several
electricians tried to rescue the man in an
automobile but the wet tires conducted
the electricity and they turned about in
haste. Boots also proved insufficient. He
was finally rescued with the help of an
automobile with dry tires and a number
of rubber blankets. It is thought that the
lightning partially grounded a 2,300 -volt
line through a street crossing beacon.
The asphalt pavement would not allow
the charge to reach the ground. so it cov-

a,liiim,,,,,,m,,mili,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,lit,,,um,,,i,,m,n,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,uul,,,omm m,,,,,,,,,,a

At the left is an illustration showing the
method in which the driver of the wagon
was severely shocked and both of his horses
killed. This happened during a severe
thunderstorm at Hudson Falls, New York

would touch it in the darkness. He had
received one severe shock when he tried
to get down and see what was the matter with his horses. He remained in a
cramped position with his feet in front
of him for over an hour and it is an experience which he will never forget.
LeRoy T. Rix.

-
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New Use for Airplane in Directing Traffic

World
Scientific
of the
ByH.W.
A Talking Picture 'Substitute Used in Small Theaters
Employs Stereopticon Pictures and Electric Phonograph. Gas Tank Falling
from Plane "Explodes "?
The above illustration shows how an airplane was used to advantage recently in directing
motorized traffic upon the arrival of the "Graf Zeppelin," at Lakehurst, New Jersey. Clear
portions of the road were thus easily detected by the aviator.

Airplane Directing Traffic
THE

airplane

"cop"

now

hélps

to

direct

ground

traffic.

Recently, upon the arrival of the "Graf Zeppelin," at
Lakehurst, New Jersey, the roads were jammed with vehicles
of all kinds which reached such a concentration that it was
impossible for traffic to move in any direction. This deadlock
remained for some time and from positions on the ground
it was impossible to detect any clear portions of the road which
might be used for relieving congestion. An aviator was sent
up and in a few minutes spotted an open road. He immediately
advised the police on the ground and traffic was shunted through
this open space and enjoyed an uninterrupted flow.

Gasoline Tank "Explodes "?

Substitute Talking Movie
THE talking picture systems used at

the present time necessitate the employment of expensive apparatus, which,
when once installed, requires the services of an experienced
operator. The smaller theaters in outlying districts have
adapted an excellent substitute for legitimate talking pictures.
A stereopticon picture of the performer, usually a singer, is
thrown upon the screen. An electric phonograph employing
a powerful amplifier is placed back stage and a record of the
singer's voice is played upon it. With this arrangement it
is not necessary to synchronize the image and voice, as the
picture remains still upon the screen. The picture thrown
upon the screen, although it does not move, gives the audience
a sense of realism, which would be lacking if the phonograph
alone were played. Managers of the smaller theaters are looking with favor upon this substitute for talking pictures.

t
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is recounted that in Russia, the fuel tank

of an

airplane accidentally became loosened

and dropped upon a building -where it exploded. Impossible- unless it fell into
a hot chimney.
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In the smaller theater a "talkie" substitute is used with good results. The system
is illustrated above and employs a stereopticon picture of the singer and an electric
phonograph employing a powerful amplifier, upon which a record of the singer's
voice is played. /While this method is not as realistic as legitimate talking pictures,
it forms an excellent substitute.
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Directional Sound Beam

Wide
News
Month

'
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HORN

DIRIGIBLE
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68'x20'

The above illustration shows
the position of the large horn
and dirigible during the experiment described here. The
horn measured 8 ft. x 8 ft. x
The dirigible flew
20 ft.
above the horn at a height of
1,500 ft., and those on board
distinctly heard voice as well
as musical programs. The
photograph at the left shows
the huge ,horn mounted on the
roof of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. plant, at Cam den, New Jersey.

SECOR
Sound Waves Concentrated
by New Horn. Accident
Reporter for Motorists and
an Anti -Aircraft Gun which
Computes and Holds Its
Range Automatically.
THE feasibility of directing sound waves was recently

demonstrated when men aboard the U. S. Navy dirigible
J14, flying at a height of 1,500 ft., heard voices and signals
which were trained on the dirigible by a new directional horn
developed by Mr. S. T. Williams, of the Victor company.
This huge speaker comprises nine small -mouthed, conical horn
units; each attached to a loud speaker and joined to a single
straight -sided mouth without a flare. The whole assembly
measures approximately 8 ft. sq. and 20 ft. long and is mounted
on pivots and rotating tracks to permit turning in any direction.
The experiment showed that the ground crew can communicate
by direct sound with an airship in flight by using the new
directional horn which concentrates sound at any predetermined
point.

Automatic Anti -Aircraft Gun
The self - ranging
anti -aircraft gun is
shown here. A horn
with a microphone
at the small end is
arranged on either
side of the gun for
picking up the sound
of the aircraft.

Accident Announcer

The above illustration shows auto accident announcer in use.

ACCIDENT alarms similar to "fire alarm boxes" have been
placed at intervals along the roads in Germany. To summon help, it is merely necessary to strike a knob so as to break
the glass on the front. This starts a disc turning which produces a make and break contact. In the same electrical circuit
is a Morse code device and a bell to tell which alarm is being
operated. A telephone is a needed feature.

AN anti -aircraft gun which computes and holds its own
range was recently demonstrated at the Aberdeen- Proving
Ground, at Aberdeen, Maryland. The three -inch gun used
even ascertained the altitude of the approaching airplane by
picking up the sound with horn microphones. Planes flying
at such a height that they could not be seen with the naked
eye had their targets hit by the shells from this gun.
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The "Mystery" of the
Fourth Dimension Popularly Explained. In the
Articles to Follow the
Theory of Relativity
Will Be Discussed

Fig. 5. The diagram shows how S, via the third dimension, could remove
the appendix (at X) from O, without making any incision in O's boundary. By fourth- dimensional surgery, one could remove any organ without
taking it through the skin; surgeon's unseen right hand is in the
fourth dimension.

Space--Time. and Relativity
By DONALD H. MENZEL, Ph. D.
USUALLY, when the "fourth
the fourth dimension, when it can
dimension" creeps into daily
theoretically refer to the price of
conversation, as often hapwheat, the population of China, the
pens in these days since the advent
number of cigarettes smoked in a
of Einstein's theory -there is liftyear, etc ?
ing of eyebrows, mention of comBAT,E
plex mathematics, talk of an HounvE
Pencils Demonstrate Case
<r B
,.,..
dini escape from a barred and
guarded room, a vague reference
THE fourth dimension becomes
to Relativity, or a suggestion about
mysterious only when the exthe abode of departed spirits. In
pression is used in a specially refact, an evesdropper upon such an
stricted sense-to denote a fourth
occasion would hear a terrible mixspacial dimension. I lay one pencil
ture of fact, nonsense, superstition
along the side of this magazine, a
and misinformation, ludicrous, if it
second one across the bottom of
did not reveal so painfully the igthis page, and still another per norance of the average person upon
pendicular to the paper, so that the
Fig. 1. The above drawing shows how three dimensions
this subject.
points meet at the corner. (Figure
are
represented
by
three
pencils
placed
perpendicularly
There are certainly very few
1.) Here are three perpendicular
to
each
other.
people in the world who understand
directions, call them what you will
what is meant by "the fourth di-length, breadth, and height, or
mension," yet it is by no means as mysterious as has frequently
x, y, z. If, now, we could similarly place a fourth pencil so
been made out. The dictionary defines dimension as any quanas to be perpendicular to each one of the other three, it would
tity that can be measured. According to this definition, the point toward the fourth dimension. Try it. Of course you
three familiar spacial dimensions are few indeed, compared to
cannot succeed for, if you could, the fourth dimension would
all the measurable quantities in the world. For example, a
no longer be an enigma.
weather observer who reports the temperature, pressure, wind
Third Dimension Queer to Two -Dimensional Beings
direction and velocity at a given time, latitude, longitude and
altitude is dealing with eight dimensions, compared to which
AT first thought it may seem that our failure so to locate this
four are insignificant. Why, then, do we hear so much of
hypothetical fourth direction would be certain proof that

Ve
venl`®v
E

G 3

Fig.

3.
A line drawn
around S in the illustration at the right forms a
prison from which he can-

not escape as far as two
dimensions are concerned.
E-NE

Fig. 4. If S is required
to move in the two dimensional plane shown
at the left, he can never
become a mirror image
of himself . Rotation
through the third dimension will accomplish this.
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it does not exist. This is not necessarily the case, as a simple
analogy will demonstrate. Let us suppose that the letters upon
this page are creatures endowed with life, reasoning faculties
and powers of locomotion. Let us visit, in imagination, their
world and look at existence through the eyes of the letters that
inhabit the printed page.

Introducing Mr. Capital "O"
WE introduce Mr. Capital O, a firm believer in two dimensions, and Mr. Capital S, who announces that he
has discovered a third dimension. Following is a stenographic
report of an argument be-

tween them :
O. Preposterous, S. I
shall never believe in anything but two dimensions !
Look for yourself, there
Length and
they are.
breadth. Show me a third.
S. You admit, theoretically at least, do you not,
that there could be more
than two dimensions?
O. Oh, yes, theoretically there can be any
number-but practically, I
mean. Can you devise any
experiment that would
prove to me their existence?
S. I can try. First of
all let Us consider ourselves: We as two dimensional beings, surfaces,
possess one- dimensional
boundaries. Yóu see me
as a line. You cannot see
even the two dimensions
that we represent. Here
are three straight lines;
two of them I place perpendicularly in the plane
of our world, and the
third I put straight up,
for, as I told you, I have

(Again S vanishes,
S. A couple of more demonstrations.
turns himself completely over so that when he again returns
to the page he is reversed, thus?
O. Why, you've become a mirror image of yourself. Your
right hand has become your left -hand. Doesn't it hurt?
S. Oh, no. Simple rotation through the third dimension
produces the effect. The other day I heard you complaining
about appendicitis. As I look at you now, being in your plane.
I see only your boundary. I shall now demonstrate three dimensional surgery. Without cutting you at all, I shall reach
inside your body and remove the diseased appendix.
O. That sounds like the height of idiocy.
S. Here goes. (Reaches
over the edge of O and
performs the operation
from above, from the
third dimension, and returns.
O. I'm convinced, now,
that there is a third dimension but I'm just as
ignorant as before as to
what and where it is.

Other Considerations

IF

you or I could discover the fourth dimension we could mystify

our friends with baffling
exhibitions such as enumerated in the above analOur difficulty in
ogy.
placing the fourth pencil
perpendicular to the other
three is immediately explained, for, if we managed to do so, like S's
third line, it would vanish
from sight. A room sealed
in three dimensions would
be. as open in the fourth
direction, as the ring -like
prison of S was in the
third. (Figure 3.) No
Fig. 6. The above individuals have turned parts of their bodies into the
locks or chains could hold
fourth dimension. The members in the fourth dimension are invisible.
us. Lest there be any misunderstanding, however, I hasten to
remark that Houdini (and other great magicians), though repeatedly so accused, have firmly denied that they use the fourth
dimension in their sensational escapes.
S, by rotation through a third dimension, (inexplicably to
O) changed from a right to a left handed individual without
inconveniencing himself in the least. If we "turned ourselves
over" through the fourth dimension we should undergo a
similar transmutation. If we wore say but one glove or shoe,
the operatoin would alter them from right to left. Every hair
on our head or button on our coat would be reversed. We
would appear exactly like our mirror image and yet being
turned "inside out" in such a manner would cause us no more
pain than a somersault in three dimensions. (Figure 4.)

Fourth Dimension Sight- Wonders
The two mutually perpendicular pencils el and
B can be comprehended by a two- dimensional being.
The third, C, avould be mysterious and invisible to him.
discovered the third dimension. As you notice, it vanishes.
Fig.

2.

(Figure 2.)
it
O. That is excellent sleight of hand indeed. Where did
go to? What do you mean by "up."
this
S. It went in the direction of the third dimension. As
I'll
is not in our plane, we, of course cannot see it.

Look,

turn it back.
(The line suddenly reappears as though materialized from
thin air.)
around
S. I'll give you another demonstration. Draw a line
a two dimensional prison. Now for
me.... There, I'm in(Figure
3.)
a sensational escape.
over
(Crawls up in the direction of the third dimension,
the
paper,
of
plane
the
to
returns
then
and
jail,
the wall of the
O.
reappearing suddenly in front of the astonishedme.
You're convincing
O. Shades of Houdini
!

BEINGS in a two dimensional world see each other "edge
on" according to three dimensional standatds. They
thus appear as lines. To an observer from the third dimension
the interior of their prisons, bodies, etc., would be completely
open to view. Analogously, we see only the boundaries of
three dimensional beings, surfaces. True, binocular vision
produces a stereoscopic effect of solidity but this is little more
than an illusion. If a person could move into the fourth di-

mension, he would be able to see into closed rooms, or even
into the human body. A surgeon possessed of such knowledge,
would be enabled to perform true bloodless surgery. Via the
fourth dimension, he could reach inside the human body and
consummate an operation without making a single incision.
(Figure 5.)
To the person hitherto unacquainted with the fourth- dimension, the foregoing reasoning may appear absurd -possibly
completely devoid of meaning. Let him refer to the analogy,
and O's similar difficulty in visualizing the third dimension
which we know from experience (Continued on page 1097
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By

DONALD
H.

MENZEL

The photograph at the
left shows the "Mills''

Ph. D.

three -prism

spectro-

graph attached to the
36 -inch Lick refractor.

Of the Lick Observatory

THE SPEEDING STARS
The Heavenly Bodies Move With Incredible Velocities, Yet the
Astronomer Knows Just How Fast They Are Going and Checks
Up on Their Speed by the Colors Which the Stars Emit.
FOR more than a quarter of

a century the astronomers of
Lick Observatory have devoted a large share of their
time and skill to the problem of determining how fast
the stars are moving. The stupendous program included about
three thousand stars, and its completion invites a review of
the entire field of stellar velocities.
The enormous speeds attained by man with airplanes and
motor cars sink into insignificance in the face of the tremendpus velocities of the heavenly bodies. What is three
hundred miles an hour compared with ten thousand or a hunThe earth,
dred thousand
URSA MINOR (LITTLE DIPPER) 25,000 miles in circumference,
whirls dizzily on its axis once
TO-DAY
a day. Fortunately we are
unconscious of this giddy
speed ; the earth's atmosphere
banks against the solid surface and shares its movement. Only in the rising and
setting of the distant stars do
ARROWS SNOW MOT /ON /N /0a 000 YEARS
we find reflection of the rotation.
!

Startling Velocities
APOINT on the earth's
equator is moving with
speed somewhat greater
than one thousand miles an
hour or about one -third of a
/00,000 YEARS AGO
mile a second. The earth is
revolving about the sun
nearly sixty times as fast,
about eighteen and one -half
miles a second. In addition,
we find that the sun is travt
eling in space in a direction
not far from that of the
/00,000 YEARS HENCE
bright star Vega, with a
velocity of some twelve miles
a second, carrying all the planets of the solar system along
with it.
But how are these enormous speeds measured ? For they
must indeed be measured if any confidence is to be placed
in them. We are practically unconscious of our motion. The
a

heavenly bodies glide smoothly as though on frictionless bearings. The earth has looped the loop about the sun for millions
of years and will continue to do so for countless millions
to come. A man on a train that has started to move evenly
may have the sensation of being perfectly still, while the rest
of the world glides past his view. In the same way, we, on
our earth, gain our sense of motion by observing the world
about us of the daily rotation by the rising and setting stars,
our yearly swing about the sun by the sun's annual circle
of the sky, the motion of the system through space by the
changing constellations.
;

Interstellar Character
Reading
THE first two of these

CASSIOPEIA

phenomena are obvious
to anyone who will take the
time to look for them. The
constellations, however, look
very much the same from
ARROWS SNOW M07 7ON /N /00,000 YEARS
year to year. In fact, could
the astronomer be projected
back in time two thousand
years or so, his eye could
distinguish no difference between the sky of the present
and the past. Modern instruments could easily tell the
shift ; in fact, the great
/00,0004 YEARS AGO
magnification obtained by
large telescopes, which are
also accurate, enables astronomers to detect the motion of certain stars within
the space of months.
Let us imagine that we
are on a boat at night, adrift
and with no apparent means
of telling how fast or in
what direction we are moving. We are, however, in a ship -filled
harbor, as indicated by the brilliant lights about us. These vessels should be sailing at various speeds, practically at random.
If the boat we are on is motionless, as many ships should move
to the left as to the right, whatever direction we face.
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(BIG DIPPER)

ARROWS SHOW MOTION /N /00,

If, however, we find that more
ships move toward the west
than toward the east, we may
reasonably conclude that we
are moving eastward, which
causes the ships, apparently,
to drift westward.

Whither Are We
Bound?
0 with the sun among the

000 YEARS

The observations
stars
Sindicate
just such a drift and
!

the point from which the lines
of stellar motions radiate is
near the bright star Vega
hence the sun and planets are
speeding in that direction.
Let me hasten to add that
Vega has nothing to do with
the motion. To be sure, it
exerts a minute force of attraction upon the sun, as do
all the stars, but their combined influence has been insufficient, as yet, to cause the sun

-

to deviate from its straight -line
course. An old hypothesis, unfor-

tunately more widespread than it
deserved to be, has received no support whatever from modern observations -the idea that the universe
has 'a central sun about which all
the stars revolve. The motion of
stars in space is far from a random circling, in fact almost at
random -like fireflies in a swarm.

The Changing Heavens

1045

second. If 400 trillion waves strike our eye every second, we
call the color red; if there are twice that number the light
appears. violet. Between these two extremes range all the
colors of the rainbow. The astronomer collects the starlight
with his great telescope and leads the ray, so gathered, through
a glass prism which Splits it up into a rainbow band-the
spectrum. The collection of prisms and lenses is known as a
spectroscope.

Star Colors Help Determine Velocity
AMONG the myriad colors that the stars emit we recognize
certain ones due to well -known elëments of the earth.
A given number of waves a second, say 500 trillion, corresponds to a definite color ; this number would produce a specific shade of yellow. The element sodium heated to incandescence of its vapor is known to produce almost exactly this
color. We assume, therefore, that the sodium atoms of the
star are sending out 500 trillion waves a second. If, by measurement of the color, we find that the same number of waves
reach us each second, we conclude, as in the chip analogy, that
the star is stationary; if we detect fewer waves the star is
receding ; if more, the star is approaching.
Christian Doppler, in 1842, was the first to suggest that
the colors of starlight might possibly be shifted because of
velocity. He even went so far as to conclude that the redness
and blueness of various stars was due to their recession or
approach, an explanation that is
now known to be erroneous.
The stars are not moving fast
enough for that. Six years later
Fizeau gave the principle correctly,
but it was not until 1890 that astronomical instruments were perfected to the point where measure ments of any accuracy could be obtained. Then Keeler, observing
visually with the 36 -inch Lick refractor, determined the velocities
of several stars.
Shortly afterwards, photographic methods were
developed at Potsdam, Germany,
enabling the speeds of .many fainter
stars to be found.
In the middle nineties, Dr. W. W.
Campbell ( famous astronomer, now
president of the University of California) was offered the opportunity
of applying the Lick telescope to
the problem. He designed a new
photographic spectroscope (more
correctly termed a spectrograph
which proved to be extremely accurate and, after a long series of experiments, instituted a research
program for the determination of

ABILLION years, and the sun
with its planets will have
sped so far from its present location that most of the familiar stars
will have faded into the distance.
New vistas of celestial scenery will
continually open up before us. Even
in a hundred thousand years the
constellations will be warped decidedly out of shape, many of them
being unrecognizable. The stars of
constellations are shown in the accompanying diagrams. The attached
arrows representing their motions
in a hundred thousand years. It
will be seen that each stellar group
is slowly falling to pieces but that
certain members of it are moving The 36 -inch telescope of the Lick Observatory with .which
almost exactly in the same direction
the observations were secured is shown in the
and with similar velocities. They
above photograph.
are, evidently, related in some way
the velocities of as many stars as
that astronomers do not yet understand.
If a star should be moving directly toward us it would ap- could reasonably be photographed
pear stationary in the sky. After ages of waiting we should with the great instrument. The
completion of this ambitious probe able to recognize this fact by observing its increasing brightness. Its approach, however, is so gradual that our telescopes gram has occupied the time and
are far too insensitive to observe this change in any period of skill of many observers for a
period of some thirty years.
time reasonably short. The problem is to detect this motion
In order to extend the work to
toward or away from us by some other means.
southern stars, not visible in this
A Simple Analogy
hemisphere, a branch observatory
LET us suppose that you have made an agreement with a was built in Santiago, Chile. Durman upstream that he is to drop a chip of wood into the ing this period about 15,000 photographs have been obtained at
water every minute. If, with watch in hand, you note that
the chips float by at exactly this rate, you conclude that the Lick and more than 10,000 at the
Chile station. Most of the fainter
man above is standing still. If the chips pass more often,
stars have required exposures of
it proves that he is approaching, if less often that he is receding. In fact, if you know the velocity of the chips you . from three to four hours for a
single spectrum plate. Since 1903,
could, by the simplest sort of arithmetic, figure out how fast
Dr. J. ,Ii. Moore has collaborated
the man upstream is moving.
with Dr. Campbell, having deNow, a star, instead of tossing us a wood -chip a minute, is
(Continued on page 1105)
sending out an almost countless number of light waves every
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Motor Hints
Conducted by

GEORGE A. LUERS
Valuable pointers for the car owner to help keep auto in condition
Snow Shoes for the Car

Tool for Removing Battery Lugs

WHEN the deep snows of winter are stalling the sturdiest cars, and motor -driven vehicles of all types are
being left in garages, the owner who must go regardless of snows, can find in the attached sketch a simple solution
to snow -driving.
With heavy sheet iron, of one -eighth -inch or heavier, cut
six plates to the pattern shown in the drawing.
Bend these to form scoops, with bolt holes for securing to
the wheel spokes. Make hook type bolts of half inch or heavier
rolled iron and provide the necessary nuts, for bolting these

Many methods have been given for the removal of tight
battery terminals and the writer has previously given what
he found at the time to be the best ideas on removal of
terminals.
The method and tool shown in the sketch on page 1089 were
recently found in use by the writer in an obscure country
service station, and the writer is willing to award to this tool,
the fullest credit for simplicity and serviceability.
Two pieces of rectangular bar iron, forged into the shape
shown, and secured by a rivet hinge, were the full details of
the tool. This was a
shop made device, none
too perfect in finish,
but on the operation,
finish did not cause any
difference. The leverage afforded by the handles and the peculiar
grip, were responsible
for the effectiveness.
A similar tool can be
made up of material
from almost any scrap
heap and will last the
car owner a life -time.
This saves hours in difficulties with terminals.

scoops to the
wheels, as shown
by the illustration.
One car owner
has used these shoes
for driving his car,
when it was impossible to go with
other cars. In con-

junction with these,
the usual tire chains
are used.

Aids in Painting
the Car

A method available for any car
owner to be used Use Care in Hanin painting his car,
dling Storage
is shown in the atBatteries
tached; illustration.
The storage battery
This system is ex- must be lifted vertically
actly the same as to remove it from its
used by one small
place, and it should be
capacity car paintcarried upright to avoid
ing shop.
spilling the electrolyte.
Illustration !I above shows a carrier
Paper, either
During the c o 1 d
news -print or ordi- weather, it is necessary for a metal handle battery. The leather
In the above illustration, 1, shoes; 2, fas- nary brown paper, at times to remove the strap and buckle are shown at 1. Illustener; 3, spoke; 4, bend; 5, shoe pattern; 6, is secured to those battery from the car, tration B shows how a rubber case battery may be carried. A length of broom
hook type bolts; 7, heavy gauge sheet metal; parts of the car to
and connect to a handle or wood is indicated at 2; 3
8, shoe bent to shape.
be protected from
charger. Some motorshows iron wire, and 4, the hook.
paint splash or the
ists do this once each
overrunning brush, by a strip of paper or tape attached with week, thus maintaining the battery charge at full capacity.
thin glue, paste or mucilage.
Lifting a wooden case battery, with metal handles, from
These protectors are absothe battery bracket, is simply
lutely necessary when painting
and expeditiously done with a
in contrasting colors with the
leather strap, as in the upper
spray brush. When painting
part of the illustration.
with the hand brush the work
The handling of a rubber
can proceed more rapidly
case battery, should be done
where the adjacent surface is
differently.
Use a wooden
protected.
handle, such as a section of a
When the paint job is dry,
broom handle, with two hooks
it is an easy matter to take off
made of iron rod. This carthe tape with a sponge, moistrier handle is shown in the
ened with warm water, and to
bottom of the sketch. Use
wipe the glue from the
this carrier to avoid strain on
surfaces.
the handles of a rubber case
The only precaution is to
battery, as these break off
have the painted surface dry
readily, especially in winter.
before putting on the tape holdIn
the above illustration, 1 shóws paper placed over all glass;
Licenses and Maps
ing the protecting paper in
2, gummed tape holding paper in place; 3, mudguards and
fenStowed in Curtains
place.
ders protected from paint in the same manner. When painting
Rubber cement can be used
the car, the use of paper as shown will keep the adjacent surLicense cards and operator to hold paper on glass.
faces clean.
(Continued on page 1089)
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FLINT

GASOLINE.
SOAKED
COTTON

METAL
CANDLE

Tricks with lighted candles are a usual favorite with the average
audience and always have a tendency of convincing spectators of the
magician's ability, because of the fact that he is considered clever
who is capable of handling burning objects. After displaying both
hands empty, he reaches into his vest pocket and withdraws one

lighted candle after the other. The illustration describes the effect.
The candles are mounted in a clip and as one after the other is withdrawn, it is lighted in the same fashion as an ordinary pocket
lighter. If desired, the top can be a feke, which can be removed and
the candles passed for examination after each one is produced.

INTERESTING TRICKS FOR ANY ENTERTAINER
Tricks for Amateur,
Parlor, Lyceum and
Professional
Entertainer

Magic

By

DUNNINGER

NUMBER SIXTY -SEVEN OF A SERIES

Bill in Cigarette Trick
is a very impressive after -dinner
trick. The magician borrows a dollar
bill and causes it to disappear (by means
of a pull or any of the other methods pre-

1

HIS

The Enchanted Cylinder
IN

this effect the performer makes a.
cylinder of paper about 3 inches in
diameter and 8 or 9 inches tall. This is
held in shape by a couple of clips. After
the cylinder is examined, it is returned to
the performer, who, holding it in his out stretched hand, reaches into the tube with
his other hand, and mysteriously produces
a large silk handkerchief. The cylinder
is ordinary, but the feke constructed similar to the illustration, supports a cloth
cup which holds the handkerchief. The
bent arm of flesh -colored wire permits
the feke to be moved well up into the cylinder. While this stunt appears to be

The Magnetic Card
an unprepared deck

N examined and
of cards held fan -wise in the
A
stretched hand and offered to the specta-

out-.

is

tor, who is requested to make a free se-

NEEDLE
POI NAT

By means of the feke here illustrated, the
performer can cause a dollar bill to appear
in a borrowed cigarette.

A clip attached to a card as indicated in this

viously mentioned). So as not to be different, he borrows a cigarette, then breaking this open, he withdraws the dollar bill
previously vanished. The trick is performed by aid of the feke illustrated. A
cigarette from which the tobacco has been
removed is stuffed with a dollar bill, the
numbers of which have been previously
memorized. This cigarette is then put in
the feke. When the performer borrows
a cigarette, he substitutes it for one in the
feke. In order to enhance the mystery,
the performer on borrowing the dollar
bill, reads its numbers aloud, but in reality
calls off those numbers of his own concealed bill, which he has memorized.

lection, and remove the card thus chosen
from the pack. Someone else is then asked
to mark it with initials. The card is returned, shuffled into the deck, the magician rubs his finger across the top of the
deck, and the chosen card mysteriously
sticks to it. The effect is accomplished
by aid of a small spring steel clip to which
a needle point has been soldered. This
clip is attached to the card as it is returned to the deck. It should fit the card
firmly enough so- that it will not shake
loose in shuffling. The needle merely
pricks the skin and consequently the card
rises as the finger is lifted. The clip is
removed from the card and palmed.

illustration causes the card

to

mysteriously

cling to the finger.

Even wizards are fooled by this handkerchief
production easily accomplished by the feke
shown.

very simple, in reality the effect which it
produces on the audience is unusual, to
say the least. The feke can be passed
from hand to hand, if needed, and for
that reason the stunt has puzzled experts.
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Model Department
Wagon Reminiscent of the Days When the California Gold Rush
Occurred Wins This Month's Coveted Trophy Cup
HERE is a model which can easily be built by
the model maker who is interested in woodworking. With the exception of a few pieces of
cloth the rest of the construction is of wood. One
does not need a completely equipped tool shop to
duplicate this model, yet such an equipment always
facilitates any job. While the photographs on
this page show different views of this prairie.
schooner, the model must really be seen to be thoroughly appreciated. Painted with a flat color, its
_white cloth top and metal -banded wheels produce
a striking contrast. The faithfulness of detail in
this construction makes everyone who has once seen
the model long to duplicate it.
A trophy cup is monthly awarded by this publication for the best model submitted during any

one month. In the present issue the award goes to Mr. Alfred
Slater, of Cleveland, Ohio.
For rules of the model contest, see page 1100.

,Here is a side view of the trophy cup winner in this
month's model contest. Note how the canvas top
is laced in place.

Here we have a three -quarter rear view of the prairie
schooner which will give one a fair idea of the construction of the under carriage from this point. Note
metal -tired wheels. The back of this wagon
is removable.

A three- quarter front view of the model. In this
view as well as the one diagonally to the left, one
can see the wooden ribs over which the top is stretched.
For further details, refer to the diagram on
the next page.

The photograph above and the one at the right shows
the construction of the carriage. The builder has
faithfully reproduced the metal banding at all those
points where wear is likely to occur and those which
require reinforcement in the full size construction.
The entire top of the model can be removed so that
one can easily examine the carriage.
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Construction Details of Prairie Schooner
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1
Made almost entirely of wood, the prairie schooner here illustrated
is an interesting addition to the model enthusiasts' collection. Thé
assembly and all the details for duplicating a model similar

to the one which won the Trophy Cup for the present month
is clearly given in the diagram above. For contest details see
page 1100, where the rules governing this department are given.
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Details of a Complete
Amateur Moving Picture
Studio are Given Together with Hints on the
Filming of Photoplays

The photograph at the left
shoats the reflecting screens in
use. The dotted lines show" the
portion of picture taken in by
the camera.

HOM E viOVIES
By

DON BENNETT
to several of us to start a Movie Club in Rockland for the exchange of information and ideas. We might even band together
to beat Hollywood at its own game, that is, to produce a film

with Rockland talent and Rockland staff.
"Mr. Jones has -very kindly consented to tell us tonight what
is necessary for the production of regular story or dramatic
films, and, if after his talk you are in favor of producing some
films, we will appoint organization and production committees
and get our club under way. Mr. Jones
"Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: It has given me much
pleasure to see the improvement from week to week in your
personal films. When Mr. Jones suggested the formation of
the club I thought it would be a wonderful idea to band together
for the production of a few onereelers with local talent. The
Dramatic Club should be able to
supply a director and the necessary actors and we can certainly
find enough cameramen in this
group.
"A film can be made, of
course, with nothing but exterior
locations, but there is always
something lacking in such a film.
It seems too amateurish, too
crude. What we should do here
in Rockland is to build a miniature studio, one that will be inexpensive and yet will fill our
needs. Some scenes we can get
in members' homes, but that entails the installation of artificial
lighting equipment and might
prove bothersome.
FIG.2
"For a hundred dollars or so
Above is a sectional view of a we can build sets and all the
"flat" showing the bracing and equipment that will be needed.
interior construction.
This is figured with volunteer
labor in mind. Some of us who
are handy with tools can construct the flats, our amateur decorators can finish them off and we can gather enough furniture from the various homes to furnish the sets."
"I have prepared a few drawings that will show you how
simply the studio can be built, and if you will all move in close
to the platform I will explain them. This (Fig. 1) is a floor
plan of the studio. You will notice that it only has two complete sides and a part of the third side. That will give the
cameras plenty of room to move around and still include enough

-"

FLOOR PLAN

FIG.1

The floor plan of the studio appears in the
above drawing. This measures 9 ft. x 10 ft.
Note the placement of braces.

All residents
forming a

of Rockland interested

in

MOTION PICTURE CLUB
are invited to attend a meeting to be held
in the

T

HIGH SCHOOL
Thursday Evening at 9 P. M.
George Jones will speak

HIS notice, typewritten and tacked to telephone poles at

strategic points around Rockland had resulted in the gathering of slightly more than a score of Rockland's cine
amateurs in the auditorium of the High School.
In the center of the platform were seated a few of the more
enthusiastic amateurs and seated beside Jones, behind the speakers' table, was his star customer, Blake. Mr. Blake arose to
start the meeting.
"Gentlemen," he said, "it has been my pleasure recently to
become a devotee of this most fascinating hobby, home movie
making. Like you, I have called on our friend Jones many
times for advice and help. Likewise, my films have shown a
constant improvement because of his guidance.

The idea came
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window both work and you must remember that they both need
additional bracing. As these frames are built flush on the inside, we can only use one side unless we build another flat on
the other side of the frame. This will make them quite a
lot thicker and heavier, but would probably speed up production considerably.
"The flats measure three feet wide by eight feet high. They
are made of one by two inch strips nailed together with corner
braces and a center cross -brace. After covering with beaver board they are assembled on the battens and braced in place.
The braces are odd pieces of wood, tacked to the top of the set
and to the floor at the bottom, sloping outward at an angle
of thirty degrees or more. The flats that contain the doors
are four feet wide, allowing a few inches on either side for
support. Above the door, the flat runs to the height of the
rest of the set, eight feet.
"The window flat is three feet wide, the same as the rest
and the flat runs above and below it. If you decide to make
the doors and windows two- sided, build up a framework around
each one, so that the flats will be flush on either side. Doors
should be hung so that the person entering is not hidden from
the camera, unless that is the purpose of the story. Doors
usually swing inward and with that in mind, braces should be
placed so that they do not show in the camera when the door

GAUZE ROOF NOT SHOWN HERE
SEE FIG 5

BRACES

i
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DOTTED LINE SHOWS AREA
INCLUDED BY THE CAMERA
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FIG.

3

'Above is an interior view of an amateur set, the dotted lines
showing the area included by the motion- picture camera.

to make the scene appear to be laid in a full -sized room. The
long wall is ten feet long and eight feet high, the short wall
nine feet long and the same height. The small extension that
forms the third wall is four feet long and eight feet high.
"The walls are made up of flats, which are simply wooden
frames covered with wall -board and decorated. In regular
studio practice only one side is used, and the other side is
open to allow for clamps that hold the flats together. For
economy's sake, we will
nail our flats top and botMIRROR FOR
COPPER WIRE
tom to a batten (Fig. 2)
BACKLIGHTING
STRETCHED TO
and thus be able to decoSUPPORT GAUZE
rate both sides so that
DIFFUSING ROOF
they can be easily and
quickly turned around,
while we are in the midst
FIG. 5
of a production.
"After the flats have
been fastened together
they are covered with
cheap wallpaper and trim.
The wallpaper extends to

rear view showing the bracing,
gauze roof and mirror for back
lighting.
A

LIMITS OF VIEW ANGLE
OF 16 M.M. CAMERA
WITH 1" LENS

AXIAL LINE OF LENS (CENTER)
EXTENSION AS SEEN
THROUGH WINDOW

FIG.

4

"Camera angle" of set showing how the braces must be placed, so
that they cannot be seen through doors and windows.

These dotted lines on the sketch (Fig. 4) show
the places the camera penetrates to under every condition when
it is in `long -shot position' or the maximum distance from
the set.
"In arranging the furniture it is well to bear in mind that
because of perspective, small pieces should be placed near the
camera while the larger pieces are set in the
rear. A rug should be put on the floor of the
N
set, which should be covered with linoleum.
Brown linoleum photographs neutral and thereE
fore is ideal for the purpose. If you were taking a ballroom scene and wanted to get the effect of a mirror or highly polished floor, black
S
linoleum of a high polish would give the effect
that a polished floor or mirrors would not.
is opened.

the regular trim and above that is placed a plain
paper of some light tint. Of course we can't
use white, because it would cause halation and
spoil our films. As we are going to erect this
set out -of -doors and use natural daylight, we
must find some way to control it. The simplest
DIRECTION OF SUNS TRAVEL
way is to go back twenty years in the motion
picture industry and use some of the ideas employed in those early days. In this sketch (Fig.
5) you will see how gauze placed above the set
FIG.6
diffuses the light and prevents dense, sharp
layout of a
geographical
The
light
our
down
cuts
shadows. This diffusion
set for exterior use is shown
somewhat but we can compensate for that by
here.
opening the diaphragm of the lens a trifle. We
of
use
by
the
the
set
into
light
some
throw
will
"The walls should be
reflectors and mirrors, and in order to get backlighting and top
pictures or
lighting, we will mount mirrors above the top diffusers that decorated withare
in keepwill throw a diffused beam of light through and on the sub- hangings that
ing with the story. That
ject. Additional reflectors can be used at the side for the sanie
is one point that must be
effect when a little stronger light is needed.
the
"Nov, let us consider the details of the set itself. The story watched, to follow
script accurately as far
may call for a door and a window. In this case we use a
as the furnishings and
flat that has a complete door jamb built into it or a window
(Continued on page 1112)
the
and
door
The
weights.
and
sash
frame complete with

ix 2

j

I
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BATTENS

"x 3" BATTENS

VERTICAL'L"OF I z2"

111

FASTENING
CORNERS
OF SETS

STRIPS SCREWED
TOGETHER AND
LIGHTLY NAILED
TO FLATS
I

"x2" STRIP NAILED
ACROSS

FIG.7

This illustration shows how the
battens are placed on the top and
bottom to stiffen the sides. Strips
may be tacked along the seams on
the outside to prevent warping.
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EXPERIMENTAL

CHEMISTRY
A

and

FLECTRICS

Home-Made Melting Furnace

for the

Amateur Mechanic
AHEAVY iron
can, some fire
clay and pipe
fittings are the main
things in making this

handy high temperature melting furnace.
Operating with illuminating gas and
compressed air, temperatures up to 2800
degrees 'Fahrenheit
can be obtained, although it will be
found that with some
low melting fire
clays, the lining of
the furnace will melt
out with this source
of heat.
Given
enough supply of
gas and air, practically all the temperatures required by the
The above photograph shows the furnace
ready for work. The stand is made from
a section of 8 -inch pipe' with a flange at
each end.

xnYMoNñ s. WAILES

the furnace that the combustion gases are retarded.
The mixture of air and gas should be such that with the
burner out of the furnace, no yellow flame is seen, and yet
not too much air. This type of flame can be secured by shutting
off the air so as to produce a smoky yellow flame and then
slowly admitting the air through the central tube of the burner
until all of the yellow flame just disappears. The burner can
then be placed into the furnace.
Before the furnace is used, it should be dried out in a warm
room and the first heating up of the furnace should be done
with a very small flame, allowing half a day continous heating
before the furnace is brought up to full heat.
It will be found that the furnace will not work well when
it is first started up, due to the cold walls, but after some heat
has been soaked up into them combustion will be more complete and the temperature can be closely controlled by the
operator.
The peep hole should be loosely plugged up with a piece of
fire clay brick cut to the shape of a bung. A pair of blacksmith's tongs will be found necessary to remove the cover
and take out the crucible when the heating operation has been
completed.
A fireclay or Hessian sand crucible should be used. They
can be purchased very cheaply from dealers in laboratory and
smelting supplies.
The heat of the furnace is dependent
upon the pressure of the gas, the efficiency- thickness and thermal conductivity
of the refractory wall used, radiation
effect and dryness of the compressed air
used.
With care in following the constructional details given here, the amateur
should have no trouble in making a melting furnace which will develop temperatures up to 2,800 degrees F., when operated with ordinary illuminating gas and
compressed air. The actual outlay in
money is not large as the burner is made
from pipe fittings, and the furnace shell
is an iron container which can usually be
obtained from paint stores or the local
painter. Cans such as used for containing white lead or red lead are admirably
suited for the furnace. The crucible and
.

mechanic and laboratory worker can be
had from the furnace-. Unless a high
temperature fire clay is secured, the furnace cannot be expected to produce extremely high temperatures.
The furnace proper is made from an
iron can such as used to contain red or
white lead. A hole large enough to admit the burner which is made from
in.
pipe, is made in the side of the can, three
Inches from the bottom. A sight hole
about an inch in diameter is made half
way up the side of the can. The refractory lining is made from a high temperature cement, or fireclay, mixed with
water and poured while stiff into the fur- Above is a sectional vieaa of the furnace.
The construction is made clear in this
nace shell, a form being placed inside of
illustration.
the furnace so that a wall thickness of
three inches is obtained. When sufficiently hard, the form is removed and the burner and sight fire clay are inexholes are bored through the wall. A three -inch bottom of pensive. It is well
fire clay is used.
to use a high temThe burner is made from three -quarter inch gas pipe fittings perature fire clay if
as shown here. The inner pipe B is quarter inch pipe and is the furnace is to proscrewed into the reducing socket from the inside. The air
duce high temperapipe is also of quarter inch stock and screws into the reducing tures. Low melting
socket from the outside.- The gas supply should be half inch.
clays will melt out.
The burner flame plays about the crucible contained within
Many experiments
the furnace in a rotary manner, for the burner is placed can be tried with this
tangentally to the furnace. In this manner, no local heating furnace which otherof the crucible occurs and hot and cold spots within the furnace
wise could not be
are practically eliminated. A cover for the furnace can be performed.
had from two standard fire bricks, but when the furnace is in
(Continued on
operation, these should not fit so tight upon the mouth of
page 1091)

4

The burner of the furnace is made from
pipe fittings as shown in the above photograph. The inner tipe is made from
inch fittings.
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The Air We
Breathe
By
WILLIAM LEMKIN, Ph. D.
The white coating of calcium carbonate
which forms on the surface of lime water
is an indicator for carbon dioxide.

Simple Tests Reveal the
Composition of the Atmosphere
Which Surrounds Us

The above illustration shows how to demonstrate that carbon dioxide is formed when
a candle burns in air.

the average person will be able to understand and apply the facts to the betterHAVE you ever stopped to realize
ment of his health and well- being.
that we all live at the bottom of a
4/5 OR 80% NITRO iEN
great invisible ocean -an ocean
The fact that we are enveloped on all
VsOR20°.6
of air? This vast sea which is known as
sides by this gigantic sea of air, its
( OXYGEN
GLASS
the atmosphere extends from the earth's
abundance and ease of handling, coupled
ATMOSPHERIC
surface up to a height of from one hunwith its extreme importance to mankind
PRESSURE FORCES
dred to five hundred miles or more ; beWATER UP IN JAR.
in a host of diversified ways, makes the
coming thinner and more attenuated the
TIN DISH
experimental study of its chemical prophigher we go. Although we cannot ordiBURNING
erties and physical peculiarities a relanarily see this mighty ocean we are frePHOSPHORUS
tively simple and highly profitable one
quently aware of its varying currents as
for the amateur scientist. The more atthey sweep and flow about us. Usually
tractive does it appear, when you realWATER
its waves and eddies are gentle in their
ize that to delve into this fertile and inmotion, giving us our common breezes.
structive field requires the use of the
At other times its wind -currents are
SHALLOW DISH
most commonplace chemicals and apparstirred to a furious pace, becoming even
FIG.1
atus usually found in the laboratory of
more violent and destructive than the
the home experimenter.
storm billows of the ocean. These disThe above experiment shows the compoturbances are our familiar tornadoes, cyof
air.
As
the
oxygen
is
used
sition
the
If we look back in the history of the
clones, hurricanes and typhoons.
up water rises in the jar. A candle can
development of science, we find that it is
be used in place of the phosphorus.
Air occupies all space about the earth
only about one hundred and fifty years
not filled by solids, liquids and other
ago that we began to obtain a really acgases. It fills all the crevices between the particles of matter
curate idea about the nature of air. The early philosophers
in wood, and other porous substances, etc. It fills every room
in the time of Aristotle (about 350 B.C.) believed that there
in your house. It is contained in the ground sometimes to a
were four elements-earth, air, fire and water. This concept,
depth of twenty feet, being forced into the earth both by its
that air was a simple element, persisted for many centuries,
own weight and by the pressure of strong winds. Indeed, air
with but slight modification. With the work of Priestley,
may be regarded as an all- pervading substance.
Scheele and Lavoisier in the latter part of the 18th century,
chemists began to realize that the air, far from being a pure
element, is a mixture of a number of gases, chief of which in
Our Ocean of Air
its functions is the life -giving oxygen. The nitrogen is an
inert diluent. The work of a group of later investigators deTHIS huge air ocean is valuable to us in numerous ways.
It carries our sound waves, supports our airships and flying termined the exact composition of the atmosphere and the relative importance and usefulness of the various constituents.
machines, furnishes us power to operate mechanical devices.
But most important of all, it makes life itself possible. WithEven at this very day we are not by any means thoroughly
out air all forms of animal and vegetable life would speedily familiar with all of the mysteries embodied in the study of the
die, leaving the earth a great barren waste, similar to our own air. Scientists are still engaged in (Continued on page 1107)
moon and other celestial bodies that possess no atmosphere.
Probably no subject, as important
to life as the air we
The drawing at the left
breathe, is so little
can be used as a simSUSPEND IN
understood by the
ple proof that air conROOM OR OUTaver age layman.
tains water vapor. A
-DOORS.
glass jar containing
Moreover, there is
snow or crushed ice is
no subject the igsuspended out-of -doors
norance of which
or even in the room.
gives rise to so
GLASS JAR
After awhile the moismany evils. It is
ture in the air will
important that peoSNOW, OR
have condensed upon
CRUSHED ICE.
ple in general
the outside of the jar.
The water vapor or
should obtain a
moisture present in our
knowledge of the
atmosphere is one of
relation of pure air
MOISTURE

-

to health and efficiency. It is only
by having a fundamental knowledge
of the properties

and functions of
the atmosphere that

CONDENSES
ON OUTSIDE.

Above is a test to show the relation of carbon dioxide to our respiratory process. It
proves that exhaled air contains considerably more of this gas than the air which is
inhaled.

FIG. S.
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the most important of
the component gases.
The hotter the air the
more moisture it can
hold without precipitation. Humidity is an
expression of the water
vapor in air.
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The Constructor
T

beams may be directed upon the
surface to be projected.
The baseboard is first cut
ROBBINS
from a piece of clear -grained
oak which has been planed to
-inch. It is next cut to a size of 15 inches by
a thickness of
7 inches, after which the upper 'edges are given a slight bevel
with a plane for the sake of appearance. It may later be given
a coat of stain and
finished with shellac.
Four rubber tacks of
the
-inch size,
serve as points of

A Home-Made Reflectoscope

HE instrument about to

he described will be found
very interesting to build
and may be made quite useful

By R. J.

for either entertainment or instruction purposes. Radio clubs in particular should find
this projector well adapted for use in class work for illustrating
pictures, circuit- diagrams, formulas, etc. Inasmuch as specially
prepared slides are
unnecessary for this
type of projector, its
advantages over the
conventional stereopticon would seem
manifold.
The first lanterns
of this type, the
writer believes, were

/

/

support and are
driven into the under
side about 34-inch
from each corner as
shown.

How to Build an Instrument Which
May Be Used for the Projection of
Pictures or Diagrams, Making It
Both Entertaining and Instructive.
The Placement of the Lamps and
Reflectors Has Been Arranged so
That an Intense Beam of Light Is
Directed Upon the Surface to Be
Projected. This Instrument Has
Been Designed for Practical Use
and Is Not Merely a Toy
The snap switch is
one of the small type
and is mounted on a
line drawn centrally
and at a point lo-

constructed with but
one lamp, which was
located to one side of
the focussing tube.
In the writer's early
experiments an arc
was used. The reREAR VIEW
sulting illumination
The above illustration shows a rear view was therefore very
of the completed instrument. The body is weak and only a
best made of sheet or galvanized iron.
small percentage of
light finally reached
the screen through reflection from the picture. The body of
the first machine was made from wood, which also proved unsatisfactory on account of the heat developed by the arc.
The accompanying drawings show the layout of the projector
finally developed. It will be seen to be composed of a heavy
baseboard on which is mounted the lamphouse and control switch. The sockets for the two high -power incandescent lamps
are fastened to the inner side of the projector above and below
the focussing tube as shown and are placed exactly concentric
with the rotating reflectors.
The placement of lamps and reflectors has been so arranged
that no direct light can escape through the lens but very intense
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Body of the Projector
next proceed with the construction of the body.
This is preferably made of black sheet iron though it will
be possible to use galvanized iron or any other metal for that
matter if the constructor wishes to go to the trouble later on
of painting the interior a dead black. This will be necessary as
otherwise too much light will reach the lens due to excessive
reflection from the bright metal surfaces. Inasmuch as the
successful operation of this type of projector depends upon the
reflection of light from the surface of the picture or print
placed in the exposure aperture, we cannot afford to have any
WE will
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inches
cated
from one end of the
FRONT VIEW
baseboard. This completes the work on The completed instrument when viewed
this part of the pro- from the front will apear as shown above.
The focussing tube is about 3 in. in diameter.
jector.

-

.m.
6

--e--

BEND ON THIg LINE

st'Ir

34" >4

-e-- -a- --a 9

1

-e-6I

b

-

36 A:

Section "C" is shown above in detail. The dotted lines show where
the metal should be bent at right angles. A right angle bend is
first made at the end nearest the hole for the focussing tube, then

at the other points indicated. The two rows of % -in. holes provide
ventilation. This section forms the front, top and rear of the
projector. This reflectoscope is useful for many purposes.
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undue reflection finding its way to the lens
from other sources.
It would have been entirely possible to have
laid out the body of the machine as a single
\
piece, cut it out and bend it together, but the
I
wastage of stock would have been excessive
so the writer built his in three sections. These
.il
have been designated in the plan views as seci
tions "A," "B," and "C." The first two, cov4
li
ered by a single drawing, gives all information necessary for constructing the side pieces
while the latter is seen to be a long strip
which may be bent into shape in five places
to form the front, top and rear of the projector. Before cutting this piece into shape,
perhaps it would be well to cut out the two
openings shown for the focussing tube and
rear exposure aperture as otherwise the
metal may become slightly distorted in cut-.
ting if this operation is delayed until after
section "C" is cut away from the large sheet.
It will be noted that irregularly shaped protuberances have been shown at sides, top and
SIDE SECTION -ELEVATION
bottom of the sections "A" and "B "; also at
OF PROJECTOR
ends of section "C." These are to be bent
at right angles after holes have been drilled
for the assembly bolts, bending being made
A
along dotted lines. In the case of section
"C," a right -angle bend is first made at the A side -section elevation of the projector is shown above. The placement of lamps and
end nearest the hole for the focussing tube
reflectors has been so arranged that no direct light can escape though the lens, but an
intense beam may be directed upon the surface to be projected.
and in a direction calculated to point toward
the inside of projector. Bends should be made
as indicated and should leave the two end
tabs pointing at each other while the section "C" has assumed sioned as they must be placed so as to line up with corresponding ones, in sections "A" and "B," which may be used as tema rough letter -U shape.
The two rows of -inch holes shown are for ventilation and plates. In assembling the body, small 6 -32 R.H. machine -screws
serve to dissipate some of the heat from the two bulbs which or rivets of corresponding size may be used. In the latter case,
furnish the light for the projector. They are preferably drilled however, the machine cannot be dissembled for repairs.
The two -inch holes shown on side pieces are for short
before section "C" is bent into shape as are also the six 3/16pieces of -inch rod which serve as shafting for the revolving
-inch
inch holes laid out around the lens opening and the
holes shown along the edges. These latter have not been dimen- mirrors. The latter are shown in detail in the illustration.
Each will be seen to consist of a piece
of highly polished tin bent into the shape
t
9
of a half -cylinder of the diameter indi43"
u
cated (four inches) and of a length
4
1-1
Z4"
nearly sufficient to touch both sides of
the projector. The end facing the knob
-e-by means of which the mirror is adjusted,
is fastened by means of small screws to
mÌw
the edge of a wooden disc four inches in
HOLES A,B,C,D ON REAR SIDE
diameter and
-inch thick. This disc
is, in turn, secured to the shaft by means
;:t
ONLY. 16:DRILL.
of two thin -inch hex nuts. To accommodate these the shaft is threaded for a
distance of 34-inch and a slight counter bore is made in the outer face of the disc
as shown.
FOR SIDE PIECES
The opposite end of the coìicave reflector thus formed is allowed to swing
ANDIB"
free and has no means of support except
the initial bend placed in it while being
formed. This bending must, therefore,
ALL HOLES ALONG EDGES
be a very careful job.
The two sockets for the lamps are of
6-DRILL
the porcelain type and are mounted directly opposite the wooden discs which
support the mirrors and are exactly concentric with them. In each case it will be
necessary to drill small holes in the side
piece to pass mounting- screws for these
sockets.
HOLES E &F ON FRONT
Assuming that all of the foregoing has
t
been accomplished, we next commence
SIDE ONLY. 4,- DRILL.
work on the vital part of the apparatus,
the lens or focussing tube.
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The plan for the side piece, "A" and `B," is shown above. The holes E and F should be
drilled on the front side only, while holes A, B, C, D, are on the rear side only. Dotted
lines show where the pieces should be bent. Rivets or screws are used for assembly.

The Focussing-Tube

THIS will consist of a
1 roughly three inches

piece of tubing
internal diameter, according to the size of lens available. This should be an ordinary reading glass of about three inches diameter
(Continued on page 1111)
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Practical Uses For Tile Sewer Pipe
The illustration shows how discarded
sewer pipes may be utilized in a number
of useful ways. Other ideas will undoubtedly suggest themselves to the
reader.

THE ordinary sewer pipes are obtainable in different di-

ameters and can usually be purchased from dealers in
building materials. They may be changed with little effort into various useful or ornamental objects, as shown in the
accompanying drawing. A decorated sewer pipe provided with
a concrete base makes an attractive umbrella stand. A pipe
buried in the ground with the collar protruding and filled with
earth, makes an excellent and very pretty flower pot for the
garden. A sewer pipe weighted at the bottom with concrete
and given a marble finish makes a good pedestal. The entire

pipe may be filled with concrete if desired, thus adding to its
stability. A sewer pipe can also be made to serve a useful purpose. The bottom, as previously stated, is filled with concrete
and the pipe then used for preparing household previsions for
the winter. Sewer pipes will undoubtedly find many other uses
in the hodse, while in the garden any number can be used to
advantage and add to the ornamental effect i f suitably decorated. If the garden is large, a number of pipe pedestals can
C. Van
be used for supporting statuary and the sun dial.
Petegem.

P.

ELECTRIC ENGINE
N inexpensive electric engine is shown in the illustration
below. The base is shown at 1; 2 is an old buzzer ; 3
is the flywheel; 4, shaft of No. 14 copper wire; 5, arma-

for the connecting rod and brushes. The flywheel is a tin
can cover. The connecting rod is soldered to the armature
as shown. Harry E. Stedman.
.

DROP SOLDER

q

o

c>

v% K

55/4 COPPER WIRE
SOLDER TO CORE

WOOD

BEAD

OF MAGNETS

II

I

I

O

8F/BER

WASHER

W /RE TO BINDING
POST OR BUZZER

TAPERED ENDS TO
FIT SMALL HOLE IN
SOLDER BEARINGS

o

CONTACT'

HERE

WIRE SOLDERED TO ONE
MAGNET TERMINAL
,,_

z
3
6

ture of tin; 6, connecting rod, which should be soldered to the
armature as shown; 7, shaft bearing; 8, brush assembly; 9,
handle for brush assembly; 10, small bolt insulated from shaft
bearing ; 11, wire as per drawing; the motor will operate
forward or reverse upon the pressure of the brush on the small
offset near the right hand end of the shaft. Tin can be used

O).

CONNECTING ROD
SOLDERED TO

ARMATURE

An electric engine can be built according to the above drawing. All
numbers are referred to in the text. A buzzer and a few odds and
ends are all that ar? necessary.
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ARTICLE NUMBER 9 IN A SERLES

V
An early Amer-

icansewing table
is shown at the
left.

Au

WOOD

TURNING

THE popularity of antiques

is growing
by leaps and bounds, and the average
workman in his home work shop can
reproduce these genuine antiques of our

grandfathers' time in every detail, and the
fact that they are hand made adds greatly
to their intrinsic value. The workman with
a lathe in his shop has a great advantage
over one who does not possess such an
article of equipment, when it comes to copying antiques ; for so much of our early
American furniture was made up in part of
turnings which made it very attractive.

All four knobs are turned
in

one

piece as shown
below.

By
H. L. WEATHERBY

An Antique Sewing
Table

The Sewing Table
THE sewing table illustrated for this month is a copy of

a venerable old sewing table, hand-made a hundred years
or more ago. Although it may not in every detail represent
any particular period or style of furniture, the original is a
treasured keepsake, its lines are good, and in addition, which
is most important, it justifies itself by being a very useful
article of furniture.
Genuine mahogany is recommended for its construction in
order to keep it true to the period which it represents. How-

ever, black walnut or cherry may be used; or
birch or poplar, either of which may be finished in mahogany.
Secure material according to the following
list for the Sewing Table. All dimensions
are finish sizes and the material must be secured a trifle larger in all directions in order
to dress to sizes given.
For the top : Wood to glue up 4" x 19T/z" x
4' -0 ". This will make the top and the two
drop leaves.
(Continued on page 1115)
Cabinet sides:

Attach post
wai-

sere.

to this

stretcher.

The old style sewing table can be duplicated by the amateur wood
worker who owns a lathe. Genuine mahogany is recommended for
its construction, in order to keep it true to the period it represents.

Full details for the construction of the table will be found above.
All dimensions are of finish size and the material must be secured a
trifle larger in all directions, in order to dress to sizes given.
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WRINKLES, RECIPES
Barometer Paper

Type Measure

A novel little instrument by which it
is possible to judge of the humidity of
the air with some accuracy can be made
for a few cents. It is easy to make and
can be used for a variety of purposes
which will suggest themselves to the
reader.
First, a solution consisting of the following is to be prepared :
1 ounce
Cobalt chloride
ounce
Sodium chloride
75 grains
Calcium chloride
ounce
Gum arabic
4 ounces
Water
Dissolve the chemicals in the water
and saturate white blotting paper with
the liquid. The paper may then be cut
in strips and mounted on a board of
wood or other material, having the paper
in the same position as the mecury tube
in the regular barometer. The blotting
paper may also bé cut into regular size
blotters and an advertisement printed on
it, for use as an advertising souvenir.
This will make a large quantity.
The changes in weather will be indicated by the following changes in color:
Dry-Fair weather
Blue
Moist-Change
Lilac
RedWet -Storm
-Contributed by Menno N. Harder.

Medicine Dropper Holder

/

g

Long lists of typewritten names can be added
quickly by measuring the number of inches
of names with a ruler and multiplying by
six (most typewriters write six lines to the
inch). By using a pica rule, it is possible
to measure the lines 'without multiplying.D. M. Brown.

Corkscrew Substitute

Holders on small medicine bottles will be
found handy for keeping the dropper where
it belongs. A length of light wire doubled
and twisted as shown, with an eye left at
one end, is fastened around the neck of the
bottle. Laboratory workers, chemists and
druggists will find this a useful kink.

-B.

Chuck
PART TO BE

MACHINED,,

ÌIIIIII!'II'l'l'l'II'.

A Good Hand Soap
A hand soap that will remove any
kind of paint, dirt or grease from the
hands can be made by mixing sand soap
with auto oil until the mixture is soft.
This is superior to the ordinary sand
soap.-Contributed by W. R. Turner.

Magnifying Glass

By pushing a nail through a bottle cork, so
that the head is at the bottom, as shown, a
good handle is provided and the cork never
need be pushed into the bottle, which often
happens, particularly when the bottle has
a wide mouth or a flat cork is used.
B. Hoopes.

-

Gas Stove Lighter

An old automobile bulb, or any other
round incandescent lamp, may be made
into a serviceable magnifying glass by
immersing the bulb in clear water and,
while so immersed, pinching off the tip
of the bulb with a pair of pliers. When
the tip is broken, the water will immediately rush into lamp, filling the vacuum,
and will not leak out again due to external atmospheric pressure. Objects or
small print viewed through the water
filled bulb will be highly magnified.Con
tributed by C. K. Theobald.

Hoopes.

---Ti---

`

THREADED
TO FIT
MASTER

FLAT

5/g -11
THREAD

FOR

WRENCH

CHUCK

The above illustration gives the details of a
chuck, which will be found valuable in ma-

chining sleeves and collars whose inside
diameters are not of standard size. If it is
accurately made, the work done will be
found to be as true as if a special mandrel
were employed. James Marsh.

Match Scratcher
PIECE OF TIN
14/2" WIDE

4° LONG X

`

Renewing Worn Out Bolt Threads

..

:: METAL' STRAP'.
..

100551
aIiIIIII11111,,.;'..'
:': ' ,'''.

.. .._...:.:..
'

.;

:

.

;..'
.

.

.

An old cigar lighter provided with a wooden
handle makes an excellent gas stove lighter.
The wick is lit in the usual manner, and if
the familiar pop or explosion occurs in the
valve air intake, the user will be out of
danger.-L. B. Robbins.

Nearly everyone is familiar with the
method of renewing the threads on a bolt,
or screw by wrapping them with a piece
of thin wire, and are probably aware of
the difficulty one encounters in obtaining
fine wire, and the trouble one has in
keeping the wire in place while the nut,
or tap is being replaced.
A better method of making such a
repair is that of using tin, or lead foil
instead of fine wire. The foil can easily
be obtained from a cigarette package,
and can be used more effectively, especially on threaded bakelite objects such as
pipe stems, and similar objects.- Contributed by Glen F. Stillwell.
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T

HOLES
FOR TACKS
FOR SCREWS

Tt

HOLES
PUNCHED WITH

SMALL NAIL

An indestructible match scratcher can be
made from a piece of tin, cut to the dimensions shown above. Small holes are punched
in the tin with a nail and should be evenly
spaced. By scratching a match across the
jagged edges of the holes, it will light instantly.-Wm. D. Holmes.
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Ink Bottle Holder

Handling Wet Photos in the Tray

Stacking Pipe

Large prints, when wet, have a ten
dency to stick to the bottom of the tray
and delay in picking them out may cause
over -development. If a large tray is
being used a piece of corrugated glass
in the bottom will overcome this difficulty.
This can be obtained by carefully knocking the wooden frame off a glass washboard. The large corrugations make it
an easy matter to slip the finger nails
under the prints to remove them. Small
trays can be fitted with the rubber matting such as is used on the running board
of automobiles. An occasional washing
with water will clear off the old developer.- Contributed by Howard P.
Rowe.

INK BOTTLE

ELASTIC BAND
CARDBOARD OR

BLOTTING
PAPER

SAME

DIAMETER
AS BASE
OF BOTTLE
CUT WITH
SHARP KNIFE
OR

A handy method for stacking pipe or round
stock is illustrated above. The stacking bars

are made of steel or iron bent at the ends,
and of a length to suit the requirements.
Two bars are used, one at each end of the
pipe, but if the pipe is of small diameter and
quite long, it is best to employ a bar at the
R. Wallin.
middle.

H.

Umbrella or Aerial Support

COUPLING WITH

PIVE OPENINGS

Large beach umbrellas can be placed almost
anywhere without driving the handle into the
ground, by using a stand made from pipe
and couplings, as illustrated here. It is a
good aerial mast support also.
C. F. Feldstead.

-

Improved Vise Handle

Chewing Gum Seals Leaking
Canoe

RAZOR

BLADE"

The above illustration shows a useful article
for the draughtsman. This is an India ink

A piece of chewing gum figured dramatically in a recent incident by saving
another person and myself from a dangerous situatión.
Last week while we were in a canoe
we discovered a good -sized leak at one
end. It was useless to attempt to reach
the shore because we were too far out.
If we were to save ourselves from being
swamped, the leak must be closed at least
temporarily and it had to be accomplished
from the inside of the canoe. We were
in our bathing suits and chanced to have
nothing along that might be used to plug
the opening.
Then luckily I thought of the chewing
gum and found that we had some. I
chewed up a piece and stuck a wad of it
down over the leak. It held perfectly
all the way back to shore. -Contributed
by C. Nye.
(The same material is excellent for
temporary repairs in the gasoline supply
system of motors.-Editor.)

bottle holder made from a blotter or a piece
of cardboard, cut as shown, and fastened to
the bottle with a rubber band. It is easily
made and a new one can be put on in a few
seconds. Blots of ink on the drawing are
also eliminated.-L. Keiser, Jr.

Cleaning Automobile Generators

Lamp Shade

Brush Rack

tII.

n.:,ulp..... IIII

Ì

w

iOJ

By fixing the handle of a vise in the manner
shown, it may be turned more quickly by
virtue of the ball bearing held in place with
a spring. A screw supplies the necessary

J.

N. Sell.

An excellent wood stain or dye can bbe
made by thinning common roofing cement
with turpentine until the proper color is
obtained. Various shades from light to
dark oak and walnut are obtainable by
varying the amount of turpentine used.
It is applied with a brush and rubbed off
with a rag in the usual manner. An old
experienced painter uses this on the finest
work.
S. Jenkins.

D.
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TURPENTINE

An early made rack for holding brushes can
be constructed from a spring supported on
each end with the spring loops spread about
Ys in. apart. A shallow container of turpentine can be placed on the rack for oil brushes
and will always keep them soft and pliable.
-Thomas E. Miller.

STRIP OF
WALL P!/PER
CORO

HOLE

Cheap Wood Stain

r

,.,.....

.,

To clean an automobile generator,
sandpaper with No. 00 sandpaper, then
take a Pyrene fire extinguisher and squirt
the liquid on the brush holder. This will
clean out the dirt and brush residue, and
evaporate quickly. This liquid is carbon
tetrachloride and is non- inflammable.Karl G. Smith.

BALL _BEARING

pressure.

S.

Edited by
GERNSBACK

1\R/M
ENDS
P/N/SHED SHAPE

Decorative lampshades can be made from a
strip of paper plaited and folded as shown.
The ends of the plaited strip are glued together and a colored cord strung through
holes previously punched in the plaits. The
shade is placed on a wire frame.
H. Jackson.

-
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R E A D E R
SCIENCE AND INVENTION desires to hear from
comments of general scientific interest, and will
science subjects. The arguments pro and con will
This magazine also relishes criticisms, and will

its readers. It solicits
appreciate opinions on
be aired on this page.
present them, whether

S

F O R U M

caustic or not. So if you have anything to say, this is the place to say it.
Please limit your letters to 200 words or less, and address your letters to
Editor-The Readers Forum, e/o Science and Invention Magazine, 230 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

Relativity

zation, by which force increased weight is capable of being imparted
to solid bodies without physical contact."
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION:
"One of the scientific friends of Dr. Crookes, who witnessed these
In the December issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION appears a front
experiments, «'as the celebrated savant and astronomer, Dr. W. Hugpage editorial on Speed, which puzzled me entirely.
gins, who, in a published letter, certifies to the correctness of Dr.
The statement, especially that The earth rotates or moves forward
Crookes' report, but expresses no opinion as to the causes of the
2,000 miles per hour less in daytime than at night" needs some explainphenomena."
ing to my mind and reason. How do you figure it out ? Please give
I have been much interested in some of your exposés of spiritualistic
us light on this point.
frauds, but I have never seen any reference to this subject other than
D. A. MOSHER,
in "Zells." It is stated that it is not necessary to have access to
known psychics.
Corinth, N. Y.
(The statement was not quoted
Whether or Iiot such a force exists would seem to be capable of
exactly as given. .The sentence
definite proof. As the experiments were conducted in Crookes' dining
e
4
an.
reads : "This gives the surprising
room, it may be that the floor was not solid.
`w:x
nasrwcc
MIS pbruce
fact that in the daytime we go
At any rate, whether Crookes was deceived or not, it seems worth
2,000 miles an hour slower than
while to know whether or not such a force exists, although it may be
at night," not that the earth moves
of no more practical importance to us than electricity was to the
forward 2,000 miles per hour less
ancient Greeks.
in the daytime.
It would seem that statements regarding psychical phenomena macle
The difficulty lies in the fact
by one of the most brilliant scientists of the nineteenth century are
that you do not seem to grasp the
worthy of candid investigation.
JAMES H. MCFARLAN,
idea that the earth rotates about the sun in a counter- clockwise direcLinden, Mich.
tion once every year. At the sane time that it makes this elliptical
journey, it rotates about its
(One cannot definitely
axis once every day. Lookstate that the conclusions of
X
X
t
X
C
ing down on the orbit from
experiments which were perthe north and also on the roformed by Sir William
tating earth, imagine for a
Crookes were based on
IN
MARCH
THE
"AMAZING
STORIES"
moment a point along the
fraudulent phenomena. Nevertheless it has been quite
equator. Now, as the earth
INTO
THE
PRISM,
Hyatt
(A
GREEN
by
A.
Verrill.
serial
in
2
parts.)
moves forward in its orbit,
definitely established that the
Part I. The idea of taking a projected image and fixing it so that the
this point rotates backward
mediums Florence Cook and
image becomes a reality, is, at first blush, nothing less than astonishing.
Imagine, for instance, a reflection in a mirror suddenly coming to life
at the saine time because of
D. Dunglas Home frequently
in
its
three
dimensions.
Yet
it
not
foolish
it
seems
at
first.
is
as
as
the rotation of the earth so
resorted to trickery. One
Why, is very well told in this new story by the well known author,
cannot take the definite stand
that from the moment of
who collects material for his stories first hand in comparatively unexplored lands. You will find the story intensely interesting.
early dawn to twilight, one
that Home always fooled Sir
must subtract the rotational
William, but in several of
THE WORM, by David H. Keller, M.D. In this story, the doctor shows
speed of the earth from that
his writings, Crookes took
his versatility as an author of scientifiction. Although he cannot entirely
escape using the science of psychology in his stories, this one is preof the forward orbital speed.
this definite stand, `I do not
dominantly different than all his other works-and no less interesting.
As this spot on the earth
say that these things are poscomes into darkness, it will
sible; I say that they exist,"
THE AIRLORDS OF HAN, by Philip Francis Nowlan. When "Armagedmove forward because of the
don-2419" was published, we received a surprising number of requests
and at the close of his life
for a sequel. Mr. Nowlan has finally given us one, and it is not only
daily rotation of the earth
he said, "I have nothing to
worthy
of its predecessor; it actually surpasses it. We know you will
and the speed of this point
withdraw of all I have borne
follow, with bated breath, the work of the scientists of both factions-.
must be added to that of the
witness to." He seemed to
the Hans and the Americans-while they prepare more and more effective
means for attack and defense.
orbital speed. The effect may
believe everything was aube likened to a person walkthentic.
THE FACE OF ISIS, by Cyril G. Wates. Most of our readers will rememing through a moving train.
Eusapia Paladina (another
ber Mr. Wates as the first prize winner in our cover illustration contest
of December, 1926.
His story, "The Visitation," was unanimously
When he moves forward on
medium of perhaps even
acclaimed worthy of the prize. In "The Face of Isis,' the author bases
the moving train, his speed
greater reputation than D. D.
his plot on the discovery of an ancient Egyptian casket and on the
relative to that of the ground
Home) was studied hundreds
science of archeology. The contention is that the Aztec culture was
is faster than the motion of
an offshoot of the ancient Egyptian civilization. It seems quite plausible.
of times by the leading sciAnd others.
the train alone When he
entific men of Europe. There
moves toward the observation
is no question about the inplatform of the train, his
tegrity or ability of these
X
!t
E
C
C
speed must be subtracted
men of science and letter,
from the speed of the train
for example, Schiaparelli,
to give one his speed relative to the earth.
Porro, Aksakoff, G. Finzi, A. and F. Myers, O. Lodge, E. Fielding,
It is obvious from the above that the speed will be maximum at midLombroso, A. de Rochas, Ochorowicz, J. Maxwell, A. de Schrencknight and minimum at noon. Only at the instant that the point of
Notting, C. Flammarion, Bottazzi, Morselli, Foa, Sabatier, A. de
observation lines up with the orbit, is the speed of this point identical
Watteville, A. de Gramont, Carrington, and many others verified Eusawith that of the orbital velocity of the earth. Of cqurse, all of these
pia's manifestations. And then Eusapia came to America to demonmotions are again subjected to changes when one considers that the
strate to the scientific world her ability -and was exposed. It would
earth does not spin perfectly true on its axis and that our entire planetary
be wrong to say that all of these men were duped. However, Eusapia,
system is constantly moving through space at a terrific rate of speed,
dictating her own terms, could not produce one single manifestation
and we cannot definitely establish any point in space which may have a
without calling upon simple trickery, and to cap the climax, she was
totally fixed position.
actually photographed resorting to the use of childish stunts.
If you like these problems on relativity, cogitate upon an individual
Should we not think that these exposés would make one question the
walking in a dirigible which is traveling from the North Pole to the
honesty of the medium's previous performances before "shut -eye"
Equator, in as direct a line as possible, and figure all the relative
scientists? And this holds for a great many mediums of international
factors which must be taken into consideration when that individual's
fame such as Slade, Stainton Moses, Mrs. Goligher, Katie King, Stanisflight is being viewed from space. Then do the same with two spirals
laus Laszlo, Pierre Keeler, The Crewe Circle, William H. Mumler,
beginning also at the North Pole and rotating once to the right and
Dr. Stansbury, The Fox Sisters, The Davenport Brothers, Buguet. All
once to the left, terminating at the South Pole. EDITOR.)
of these were caught in fraud. For further information concerning
them, see Houdini's Spirit Exposes and Dunninger's Psychical Investi-

gations.- EDITOR.)

Psychic Force
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Zell's Popular Encyclopedia, published in Philadelphia, 1878, Second
Volume, page 2016, under title "Psychic Force," publishes experiments
by Sir William Crookes in which he claims "the existence of a force
associated in some manner not yet explained, with the human organi-

Mental Power

:

Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION :
Being a reader of SCIENCE AND INVENTION, I take this opportunity
of asking you a few questions which are very important to me. A
young lady came to me for advice and stated the following:
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THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG
I am employed as a stenographer by an association in this city.
The manager told me about five years ago that he had studied
hypnotism for several years, and asked me to be one of his subjects.
3. Being of the R. C. faith, I refused his request.
4. Since that time he did not like me very well and was always
fault- finding.
5. My personal attitude is now, that I hate him more and more,
and he hates me.
6. I do not like to give up my position for him, for he himself
is employed by a yearly contract ; he told me that he coúld make it
unpleasant for me.
7. He sits in his private office and concentrates on me.
8. I feel the pain which starts in my neck and goes down along
the spine and around my heart; this makes me very uneasy and nervous.
9. I notice also that this pain
goes away as soon as somebody
enters his office or when he answers the phone.
10. It also makes me tired and
it seems to nie that he wants to
take my health for his own use.
il. Are there any laws that
1.

2.

protect a person against this
method?
12. What would be the best attitude for her to overcome this ?
13. Is it possible that the mind (brains) can work like a broadcasting and receiving station for our thought?
14. Is it a scientific fact that the mind of one person can be affected
by the mind of another person who is in another room?
If I take it for granted that the above mentioned statements are
facts, I would like to know more about this subject. I read something about mesmerism, but it did not appeal to me as a scientific
A READER,

method.

San Francisco, Calif.
(We will answer the items which require an answer in the order
in which they are put.
3. There is no necessity of refusing the request of a hypnotist, or
an individual who wants to learn hypnotism,' when he asks you to be
a subject. Only those of strong wills, only those who have the ability
to concentrate make easy subjects; an imbecile or an idiot can rarely
be hypnotized.
4. Is it not possible that this is largely the product of the young
lady's imagination?
5. The young lady dislikes this man more and more; it is very
obvious that under the circumstances she will be reticent when it
comes to doing work for her employer. She assumes the attitude that
she does not have to do anything to please him, and consequently makes
no attempt to do so. It is perfectly natural then that he should find
fault. If it is necessary that the boss tells his associate or secretary
to do certain things day in and day out. Because the lady in question
cannot subdue her own personal feelings, it is far better that she be
either dismissed from the employ of that organization or that she
leave of her own free will and get a different situation with more
compatible surroundings.
6. Anyone can make things unpleasant for another party. Evidently
the lady is doing so for the man and he probably returns the compliment.
7. In the first place, it is impossible to prove a statement of this
nature. Secbndly, what if he did? Concentrating on an individual
means nothing. It can neither produce a good or harmful effect upon
the person thought of.
8. and 9. Evidently an imaginary pain; otherwise it would not go
away as quickly and as easily as it does.
10. How could anyone appropriate someone else's health for their
own use? The young lady in question should have visited a psychiatrist
long ago. This particular case is typical of countless others about which
we hear daily.
11. Inasmuch as the method does not exist, no laws are necessary
for protecting a person against it.
12. First, change her position; secondly, do some work that is going
to absorb her interest every single minute of the day; thirdly, explain
the situation, telling the physician everything, in particular visit a
good neurologist. Overwork, neurasthenia, or some trivial matter
may be responsible for such thoughts.
13. Absolutely nothing. Thought transference has never been proven
nor established. SCIENCE AND INVENTION Magazine has a $5,000.00
award posted for a demonstration of this effect.
14. Emphatically, no.

Do Humans Think?
Editor, SCIENCE AND INVENTION :
The article headed "Do Animals Think," which was published in
your August number, has just been brought to my attention.
Before going into that matter, I wish to state that you erred when
you permitted incompetent witnesses to testify in this very important

scientific subject. What a scientist wishes to bring out in any matter
under discussion are purely scientific facts which can only be brought
out after an investigation has been made solely to bring out only
favorable and tangible evidence-prejudiced testimony is wholly unsatisfactory, more especially if the witness still wears 'blinders ever since
he entered the nursery.
A competent witness is one who has been with some of the animals
that have at different times exhibited unusual mental characteristics.
"Do animals think ?" you ask. You unquestionably refer to the
lower forms of animal life. But what about this creature they call
man? Does he think in 100 per cent of the cases? In 90, 80 or even
10 per cent of the casés. You are in mighty deep water just now.
Man is no different than the lower forms of animal life. Just because
we have an Edison, a Marcóni, a Lindbergh, etc., does not help our
vast array of morons, some of whom won't think; others are really
mentally unfitted, as yet, to do any real thinking. No different with
the lower animals, positively and absolutely no difference : since some
have their various brain centers better developed than others, does
not mean, nor should it be falsely misconstrued that great mental differences exist between the upper and the lower forms of animal life.
Only the daylight .dreamer thinks that man (we, us and associates)
has a monopoly on thinking. When you discuss "man," what man
do you mean? As that great scholar, Joseph McCabe', says, "the law
of the entire universe is death, and you state that one single being
in it, man, one amongst myriads of living things on a single globe
out of myriads of globes, is a grand exception to the law." But, you
will say, and this is the nearest approach to an argument that most
people offer, man is so obviously different from everything else in
the universe that the claim really has a plausible ground. Man builds
cities, writes poems, measures the universe: Does any other creature
in the world even remotely approach him in his powers and his nature?
There is certainly one human power which is remarkable and convenient : the power of generalizing. Remember that in reality there
is no such thing as "MAN." There are only men. Now which man
do you mean? We presume that "YOU" do not build cities, write
poems or measure the universe. A few men do these things. But
But, you say, there is a perfect gradation of power from me to
these intellectual aristocrats of the race. It is only a question of
degree. I have the same nature as they. Yes, quite true, but it cuts
both ways. The sodden, stupid brute in the gutter has the same
nature as you. The laborer, so low in intelligence that he cannot
even understand what other men discover, has the same nature. The
negro in the forests of the Congo has the same nature. The wild
Veddah in the forests of Ceylon has the same nature. Are they so
mighty different from the other forms of life?
In fact, not so long ago there were no men who could write poems or
measure the universe. Consider the whole race as it was a hundred
thousand years ago, and we know it well. Men could not even make
homes of the rudest description. They had not begun to scratch the
outline of an elephant on a bone or a stone. The utmost that man
could do was to chip a piece of flint a little better than his neighbor.
And this is by no means the lowest level of humanity that is known
to us. On the contrary, man was then already some millions of years
old. There is no savage as low in this world as the entire race was
then. From this we go back to a still earlier animal and brutal type
of life. And, finally we go back even beyond this type and we see
the most primitive semblance of humanity merging into the lower
animal type from which, you say, we are so glaringly different.Evolution is true -we we're
even lower than those intelligent
animals whose mental status you
now seem to question, and now
some of us write poems, and some
build cities -who will say that
speech centers will not be developed in a few million years in
some of the lower animals you so
untruthfully misrepresent when
you say that none are capable of thinking. Can it be you who don't
think because of your limited knowledge?
A common dog in Tampa, Fla., about a year ago wakened his
sleeping master in an adjoining building by barking and throwing his
entire weight against his bedroom door at 2 A. M., when he observed
the fire in a building in the rear of the lot. Some human beings would
forget to do it-did that dog (I saw him) think?
DR. G. H. HALLER, Cincinnati, Ohio.
(Don't arguments of this nature sort of knock the wind out of anyone's
sails, yet with all, the Doctor speaks very wisely. We do not believe
that we made the statement that animals do not think. The opinion
of some scientists was that they do think and most of them believed that
they think in a limited sort of way. The entire argument revolves
around what one means by the word "think." If we apply our own
intelligence tests to animals, the answer must'be "no." Perhaps animals have an intelligence test of their own. Perhaps the attack of the
army ants is all planned and prepared for beforehand. Perhaps they
even communicate with each other. It will be a long time before we
are able to tell anything about this.- EDITOR.)
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Amplifiers for Picture Receivers
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THE good televis on amplifier is one having a high fre-

quency range and which gives therefore, good picture
reproduction. This article deals with various types of
amplifiers suitable for use with television receivers.

C-2

A+

B+2

plate resistors and
Cl, C2 and C3, are

coupling condensers. A 171 tube is
used in the last
stage.

.

o

O

B+1

the reception of
television images.
R2, R3, R4, R5 and
R6, are the grid and

tom*'

R4

At the heft is a picture diagram of a
resistance coupled
amplifier recommended for use in

C-40.8V. B+180

system depends upon the amplification factor of the tubes
employed. With 201 -A type tubes the plate resistor becomes
about 100,000 ohms, as the plate impedance of a 201 -A tube

Resistance Coupling
HE use of a resistance coupled amplifier in connection with the television receiver has been advocated

by engineers as being the best form of radio picture

receiving equipment now available. A picture diagram
of a resistance coupled amplifier is shown in fig. 1. The
plate voltages for the detector and first two audio tubes
are applied through resistors Rl, R3 and R5 respectively.
The plate potential is prevented from being applied to
the grid of the succeeding tube by means of the blocking
condensers, Cl, C2 and C3. The grid resistors R2, R4
and R6 allow the grid charges to leak to the filament and
complete the grid to filament circuit through the "C"
battery. The choice of resistances, condensers and tubes,
plays an important part in the proper functioning of
this amplifier.

er HE

Proper Values to Choose

plate resistors should have as high a resistance as
possible, and yet, the value should never be less than the plate
resistance of the
tube in whose plate
circuit the resistor
is used. When using 240 type tubes
the resistor should
be rated at least at
250,000 ohms. As
the plate resistance
of this tube is about
150,000 ohms, it is
necessary to use a

resistance of the
order named, in order to obtain satisfactory amplificaWhen á 171 tube is used in the last stage, tion The amplificaa radio frequency and an audio frequency tion which is obchoke may be connected in series and sub- tained from this
stituted for R6 in Fig. 1.
sort of an audio

B+

DOUBLE

IMPEDPNCE
UNIT

The above illustration shows a typical double -impedance coupled
audio stage. An inductance is used in both the grid and the plate
circuit, with the blocking condenser connected between them as shown.
is 15,000 ohms at the lowest.

The capacity of the blocking or coupling condenser must

be such that too much distortion is not introduced. The value
of this condenser may be as high as .5 mf. An improvement
in quality is noticeable when using condensers of a high
capacity, although if such an amplifier were to be used with
a radio receiver, it might be better to use a condenser of lower

capacity in this position, in order to obtain a higher power
output from the amplifier.
The value of the grid leaks R2, R4 and R6 will depend upon
the tubes used and the power to be handled. Generally it will
be found satisfactory to use a 1 megohm leak in the first stage,
a
megohm in the second, and a
megohm leak or lower in
the power stage. A 171 type power tube is used in the last
stage as the available neon lamps, at the present time, are
designed to work with a 171 or 171 -A type tube, taking about
180 volts. The values of the voltages designated as C -1, C -2
B+1 and B+2 will depend upon the type of tubes used. It
is evident that a great portion of the plate voltage will be lost
in the drop across the resistor, but the frequency characteristics

/
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of this amplifier
a r e so excellent
that one should be
willing to sacrifice
something for good
picture reproduction. ,
In Fig. 2 is
shown a method
used by one of the

Good Audio Units for Television Sets
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A two or three
henry choke coil is
satisfactory for the

plate supply lead of
each stage. The use
of an impedance
leak in place of a
resistor in the last
stage can also be
tried. Alternating
between stages of
larger manufacturresistance and imers in their telepedance coupling is
v i s i o n amplifier,
generally effective
f o r applying the
in all cases. If a
grid bias to the
socket power unit
power tube. In
is used, it will be
place of a resistor,
found that one hava radio frequency
ing a low output
choke of about 500
resistance and a
millihenries and an
good filter will proaudio frequency
vide a constant
grid impedance are
voltage and motor connected in series,
A sinlge impedance coupled, or as it is generally called, simply an impedance coupled audio
boating will usuamplifier is shown in the above picture diagram. This is similar to the resistance coupled
as illustrated in
amplifier, except that the plate resistors have been replaced with iron core inductances. ally be absent.
diathe
With the older
gram.
types of audio transformer's low frequency amplification wat,
Impedance Coupled Amplifiers
poor and a condition of oscillation manifested itself usually as
AN audio amplifier similar to the resistance coupled system a high pitched note. However, with the transformers available
shown in Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 3. Audio frequency
today low note amplification is good and if oscillation is preschoke coils L1, L2 and L3 have replaced the plate resistors.
ent, the tone emitted is of a low pitched character and is known
operation.
of
Both of these amplifiers have the same principle
-as "motorboating." A cure can be effected by reducing the
However, the impedance coupled is more economical, as the
impedance of the "B" supply or preventing the impedance
large voltage drop across the plate resistors is eliminated by
from being common to the plate currents which are in phase.
at
audio
choke
of
the
impedance
If
the
the use of choke coils.
The connection of a 100,000 ohm resistor across the secondary
times
the lowest frequency which it is to amplify is about three
of the first audio frequency transformer will effectively stop
as great as the output impedance of the tube, the distortion will
in some cases where transformer coupled audio
motorboating
not be serious. Coils having an inductance of 100 henries or
amplification is employed.
more are satisfactory.
It is, of course, possible to eliminate resistance feedbacks
The "C" bias is applied through resistors as in the case of
by using separate A, B, and C batteries. Such a means, howthe resistance coupled amplifier and a large straight portion of
ever, is usually too expensive to be employed by the amateur.
the grid- voltage plate current curve will be usable and on the
negative side. Higher values of signal energy can be handled A large capacity condenser placed across the "B" battery terminal will permit a flow of plate electrons from the plate
with this arrangement. The resistors not marked in this
diagram are simply filament ballasts which keep the voltage through the coupling medium through the condenser and back
to the filament without passing through the "B" battery. It
within the recommended value.
is well to properly by-pass each tube in the amplifier. The
A system using two impedances known as double-impedance
coupling is shown in Fig. 5. In this case, both the grid and capacity of this condenser should be in the nature of 1 mid.
The coupling through "C" batteries is eliminated by placing
plate resistors in the circuit in Fig. 1 have been replaced by
a by -pass condenser of 1 mfd. between the negative filament
iron core choke coils. Both the grid and plate coils are generally wound on different cores and are not magnetically terminal of each tube and the filament terminal on the audio
frequency transformer which precedes the tube.
coupled. The replacement of the grid resistor by an impedance
is used where there is danger of grid current flowing momenGeneral Consideration
tarily when an occasional loud signal is received, particula íy
in the last stage.
resistance coupling, the plate current decreases with the
Transformer Coupling
strength of the signal and the stronger the signal on the
the less will be the plate current flowing. A three stage
FOR beginning, the present audio amplifier in the receiver grid
resistance
coupled amplifier will use a little more than three will
amplifier
coupled
transformer
and
a
good
used
may be
of
the plate current used by two stages of transformer
fourths
gain
has
the
necessary
that
it
give fairly good results, providing
coupling. Too high a resistance in the grid circuits of a resistper stage. Recently, a new type of transformer has appeared
ance coupled amplifier will cause distortion and blocking.
on the market. This consists of an auto -transformer, a resisHowling can somerefrequency
The
Fig.
4.
in
shown
as
tance and condenser,
times be eliminated
ponse range of the amplifier is well increased by using this
by changing the
type of transformer. The direct current of the amplifier tube
values of the grid
slows through the resistance, and the A.C. signal through the
resistance, condenser and the primary portion of the auto - leaks.
T h e amplifiers
transformer. Good amplification down to 32 cycles is obtained.
It will therefore be seen that an amplifier using this reception described here will
of television signals, if one does not wish to construct a resis- give good picture
as
reproduction
tance coupled or impedance coupled audio system, is desirable.
they have a wide
"Motorboating"
frequency range. It
is well to keep the
ONE of the bug -bears of the resistance and impedance
scanning unit recoupled types of amplifiers is what is known as "motor boating,' called so because the puttering sound resembles the moved from the
amplifier and renoise made by a motorboat engine. It is recommended that
"B" batteries be used with the amplifier for the reception of ceiver as vibration
will be detrimental
television signals, but even then when the batteries become worn
to the received tele- There has recently appeared on the market
down, the internal resistance of the plate supply increases and
vision image and a transformer which has admirable charresistance feedbacks occur. The use of choke coils in series
with each plate lead and a resistance in series with the "C" bias will manifest itself acteristics, obtained by using an auto- transas a black line.
former with a resistance and a condenser.
lead when properly bv- Dassed will help matters a great deal.

circuit
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R A D I O

D E P A R T M E N T

Radios 20,000 Miles to Talk Ten Miles
By NORMAN J. STONE
AMESSAGE by radio was recently transmitted from Times
Square, New York City, to Bellaire, Queens, with the
Byrd expedition, now some 10,000 miles away, acting as
an intermediary. Mr. F. E. Meinholtz was listening to a press
dispatch sent by one of the expedition's operators aboard the
"City of New York" in the Antarctic. Suddenly a break occurred in the story and he was startled to hear the following
message : "Meinholtz, the Times wants you to hang up your

telephone receiver, so it can call you on the phone." A Times
operator sent the message to the "Eleanor Bolling" and it was
relayed to the "City of New York" by radiophone. The former
ship is not equipped with a code radio transmitter. When R. A.
Hilferty, the Times operator, found that he could not call Mr.
Meinholtz on the phone, he injected the request into his message
going south. The operator there inserted the message into the
press dispatch.
(Continued on page 1092)

TIME SQ..

NY CITY
é',ELLAIRE
QUEE N S, L.45., N.Y.

The above illustration shows how the operator at Times Square
called Bellaire, Queens, by way of the Antarctic. The Byrd expedition, now about 10,000 miles away, acted the part of central. The
message from Times Square was sent in code to the "Eleanor Bolling" and was relayed by radiophone to the "City of New York."

From the "City of New York" a code message was sent to Bellaire,
Queens, on Long Island. Mr. F. E. Meinholtz, the manager of the
N .Y. Times radio station, was sitting iF his home in Queens, listening lo a press dispatch from the Far South when he was startled to
hear a personal message from the New York Times.
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"Message' from Mars
MANSFIELD ROBINSON, of
London, England, asseverates that he
has established communication with the inhabitants of Mars. He is shown in the
photograph with Prof. Low and newspaper
reporters listening in for a reply to the message which he sent to this planet through
the British Post Office radio station, at
Rugby, England. The doctor was certain
that he did receive an answer but which he
could not decipher. We wonder how the
Martians understood his message. Evidently, they are some sort of super -men
much further advanced in the scale of evolution than we.
DR.

-

The photograph at the right shows Dr. Mansfield Robinson and associates who are listening
in for a message from the planet Mars.

Static Recorder
HE Naval Air Station, at Washington,

D. C., has recently installed an automatic
static recording mechanism which will assist
in the prediction of storms. By means of the
large loop antenna shown, the direction from
which the strongest static signal is received
can be determined. A graphic record of the
intensity of this interference is made by the
device. If the intensity and direction of the
static can be ascertained, then the path of the
storm will be indicated by the static discharges.
As the storm approaches, static becomes more
noticeable and it is simply necessary to read
the graph to predict the direction which the
storm will take. The recorder is a valuable
aid to aviation.

At the left is Lieut. Eldridge with phones adjusting
the automatic static recording device at the Naval
Air Station, Washington.

Radio "Props"
IN'the broadcasting

of a radio drama, much
attention is, paid to what may be termed,
local color, which will give a realistic effect
to the performance. Small details, such as,
a rap on the door or footsteps, add greatly to
the radio play and determine whether or not it
shall be a success or a failure. When "Napoleon's Retreat from Moscow" was sent over
the air, metal cans were used to simulate the
roar of cannons and a number of men' draped
in chains represented the marching soldiers and
prisoners. A musical accompaniment was used
to add atmosphere to the broadcasting event.
The "props" and chain gang may be seen in
the photograph before the microphone of radio
station WOR, in Newark.

When "Napoleon's Retreat from Moscow" was
dramatized over the radio, local color was achieved
with the equipment shown at the right.
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A Review of the Moving Coil
Type Reproducers

Dynamic

Single Turn

Voice Coil Used
in One Popular
Type of
Speaker

Speakers of
Latest Design
Fig. 1. A front view of the mantle style
dynamic housed in a Gothic cabinet appears
above. !1 triple arch grill backed up with
gold silk cloth covers the front of
the speaker.

T

HE construction and operating principles of the moving

coil type speakers are undoubtedly well known to some of
our readers. However, a brief discussion will undoubtedly not be amiss.

Construction

By PAUL L

WELKER

rent is taken by the six -volt models. Another common method
of exciting the field of those speakers using 90 to 200 volts at
40 to 80 mills for the field coil, is to use the field winding in
place of one of the choke coils in the filter system of the "B"
battery eliminator.- Models are also available for use with 32
volt farm lighting systems. Fig. 3 shows another type of
dynamic speaker which employs a 280 type rectifier for supplying the necessary
direct current to the field.

general construction of all types
Hum Neutralizing Coil
is easily made clear by referring to
AHUM neutralizing coil is used on
the drawing, Fig. 5. A light -weight cone
some models of speakers designed
of paper is supported about its periphery
for use with rectified A.C. supply. Fig.
with a ring of chamois or leather. The
2 shows a dynamic equipped with such a
apex is usually held by a thin flexible
coil which is wound around the center
bakelite spider, such as that seen in Fig.
pole and connected in series with the
6. This type of mounting permits the
moving coil. It is wound opposite in dicone to move like a piston or in a horirection to the moving coil, and is so conzontal direction. The moving coil is a
structed that it will pick up in opposite
lvinding attached to the apex of the cone
phase the same amount of hum caused by
and held in the field of a strong electhe field in the moving coil. Thus, the
tromagnet. The two leads from the movthe hum picked up by the móving coil and
ing coil connect to a transformer which
hum in the neutralizing coil balances out
couples the speaker to the receiver outand reduces the hum to a minimum.
put. The secondary of this transformer
Fig. 2. A rear view of a dynamic A.C.
matches the low impedance of the moving
chassis is shown above. The condition
Condition Equalizer
equalizer is an outstanding feature and is
coil. When the moving coil is energized,
at
of
base
left.
shown
the
rear
the
to
the
THIS
same speaker is equipped with
reaction
is
up
set
as
a
the cone pulsates
The dry rectifier is at the right.
what is known as a condition equalbetween the moving coil and the magnetic
izer, visible at the rear, to the left of the
field. This type of speaker is from 35
chassis. A control of the tone quality is made possible by a
per cent to 50 per cent efficient. No levers are used to transmit the impulses to the cone or to return it to a neutral position. switch which allows a choice of two shunt capacities of .025 mf.
By virtue of this, resonant effects from the above -mentioned and .05 mf. to be connected across the primary of the input
mechanism are eliminated.
transformer. These effect the response to higher frequencies.
The electro- magnet or pot, as it is known to the amateur,
consists of an iron core or pole about which the field coil is
wound, being protected by a heavy iron cup which is bolted
A280 Rectifier Used
to one end of the core. The pole also projects into the moving
for Field Supply
coil but does not touch it at any place. A cover plate placed
with This Dynamic
over the front completes the magnetic circuit. This front plate
or ring covers the front to within several thousandths of an
inch. It will thus be seen that the moving coil is situated within
a ring- shaped air gap. When the field winding is energized, a
magnetic field is set up about the moving coil. This magnetic
field is constant and the impulses acting on the moving coil are
dependent upon the current in the coil and not upon the position of the coil in the field. One of the drawbacks to the
magnetic type of speaker which uses an armature is the saturation of this piece of metal which is entirely done away with by
-using the moving coil. The inductance of the moving coil is
very low and therefore the speaker offers what may be termed
almost a pure resistance load on the output tube. Further,
there can be no danger of the coil hitting the pole pieces as
it moves across the air gap.
TEHE

Field Coil Types
field coil can be excited either with A.C. or D.C. Six
to twelve volts A.C. is supplied by a transformer or D.C.
by a battery, or a dry rectifier. About one -half ampere of cur-

THE

Fig. 3. The speaker shown above obtains the field coil supply from
a 280 type rectifier which supplies direct current. The transformer
and rectifier tube may be seen at the left.
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A Discussion of the Fine Points of
Available Dynamics
WHAT'S NEW IN DYNAMICS?
THIS season has seen the birth of many
new reproducers. Among those which
have created the greatest interest are
the moving coil type or as they are more popularly termed dynamic speakers. A description
of some of the latest types, as well as, the outstanding points in their construction are presented her. This discussion will enable the
reader to choose the reproducer best suited
for his requirements, and give him an understanding of the operating principles.

Condition

Equalizer on
Speaker Aids in
Good Reproduction

Fig. 4. fl rear view of the dynamic speaker
which employs a single turn voice coil is
shown above. This is an A.C. model of
the 6 volt type.

The larger the condenser used at this point, the greater will particularly at the lower frequencies. However, if the shortbe the reduction in response. The speaker can be made to
est path from the back to front approaches the length of the
respond to the necessary portion of a high and low frequency lower frequency waves, this interference will be eliminated.
range under varying conditions found in different receiving The distance from the front edge of the cone around the cabsets and amplifiers. A permanent adinet or baffle should be at least one justment can be found where a good
quarter wavelength of the lowest note
CHAMOIS OR
balance will be obtained. When using a
to be reproduced.
LEATHER RING
phonograph pick-up, the equalizer tends
The baffle board delays the meeting
to reduce needle scratch.
MOVING COIL
of the two sound waves ; those coming
from'the front and those from the rear
ENERGIZING
Single Turn Speech Coil
of the cone. A baffle having an effecj
COIL
FIGS. 1, 4 and 7 show one of the lattive length of 36 inches will be found
l
est dynamic speakers housed in a
satisfactory for general requirements.
cabinet with a baffle which employs a
A cabinet baffle can be used where a
single coil in place of the usual moving
TO FIELD
large flat baffle would be inconvenient.
coil which latter consists of 150 or more
A deep cabinet, however, is liable to
turns of fine wire. The secondary of the
produce resonant or barrel effects, due
input transformer is a single turn of
SOFT IRON
to the large air column which acts as a
bar copper. To this the suspension lead resonator at certain frequencies. The
ins are bolted and the suspension and
back of any cabinet used as a baffle
leads are integral with the voice coil.
should not be enclosed. A speaker in70 SET.
The one turn secondary has unlimited
METAL
stalled in the wall will have a baffle of
FRAME
current carrying capacity. This reproinfinite measurement and will therefore
ducer can be had with either a seven or
reproduce the lowest note fed to it from
Fig. 5. The principle of construction of all
a nine -inch cone.
the amplifier. Enclosing the speaker in
dynamic speakers is il lustrated in the above
a small box will produce disturbing
drawing. The speaker using a single turn
Baffle Board
resonances. The frequency response
voice .coil is som ewhat different.
N order to use a moving coil type
range of dynamic speakers is good and
speaker to the best advantage, it
extends up to 5,000 cycles with a peak
should be mounted in a cabinet or on a baffle board. The usually at about 1,500 or 2,000 cycles. This is due in part to
baffle board itself should be at least % -inch thick, as thinner
the vibration of the cone and also to the horn effect noticeable
boards would tend to resonate at the middle frequencies. The
at the higher frequencies. Ribbed cones tend to minimize this
cone in this type of speaker moves with a piston -like motion
vibration. The defect in the response curve, if it may be called
and the waves from front and back would tend to interfere, such, is also corrected by speakers using equalizing filters.
This is the first

/

SINGLE TURN

part of an ar-

VOICE COIL

ticle dealing
with the design
of moving coil
type speakers.

The second
part will appear in the
April issue of

BAKELITE
CONE

MOUNT /NO

THE ONLY

MO/N6 PORTS
SINGLE TORN
BAR COPPER
INPUT TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY

PAPER
CONE
SUSPENS/ON
SUPPORTS
US PENSION

this magazine.
The names and

addresses of
Fig. 6. One of the latest types is enclosed in a metal case fitted with
a suitable stand and is shown above. The front grill has been
removed, in order to show the cone. The cord is provided with a
four prong base for connections to the set and voltage supply.

t h e manufacturers will be
supplied to
those interested
in better reproduction.

LAM/NATID
CORE

LEAD-INS
SUSPENSION
AND LEAD INS

BOLTED TO
SECONDARY

INTEGRAL WITH
VOICE CO/L

Fig. 7. The features of the dynamic
speaker using a single turn moving coil or
voice coil are shown above. A single
bar of copper constitutes the input transformer secondary.
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Radio Devices

ew

N
Aluminum Shields

Aerial Clamp

CRIMPED EDGE

shields have been made available by a New York manufacturer. One is made of sheet
aluminum and is 7 in. long, 6 in.
wide, and 6 in. high. It is supplied in knockdown form and can
be quickly assembled. The four
side plates are bent at the edges
to receive a sliding clamp, one of
which is used at each corner and
holds the shield together rigidly.
The bottom of each shield plate
is bent inwardly at right angles
and has several holes in order to
facilitate mounting. The top of
the can is equipped with a crimped
edge which fits tightly over the
shield box. The other shield is
made of rolled aluminum, thicker
than the metal used in the construction of that just described.
It measures
in. long by 4 5/16
in. high. The
in. wide and is
construction is also somewhat different, as grooved columns are
used for receiving the shield plates
and the top is held in place by
machine screws. A bottom plate
is also provided with this shield.

8/

excellent clamp for supporting the aerial or lead-in
wires is now being made by an
Indiana manufacturing company.
It is of heavy galvanized metal
with a sliding jaw provided with
a slot for adjusting to the desired
width. A threaded rod with an
insulator at one end, screws into
this' portion of the clamp as
shown. Another similar rod with
an insulator is placed at the bottom, several holes being provided
for optional adjustments. The
jaws of the clamp can be opened
to a maxmum distance of 14%
inches, and the clamp may be
It
fastened almost anywhere.
can be quickly fastened to the
windowsill or cave corner. If the
strain of the aerial is toward the
object to which the clamp is attached, the insulator on the longer
rod should be used. But, if the
strain is away from the clamp support, the shorter rod provided at
the bottom of the channel should
be used for supporting the aerial.
The sliding portion of the clamp
can be reversed when making adjustments of less than six inches.
N

TWO types of aluminum stage

SHEET
ALUMINUM

SHIELD
PLATES

GROOVED COLUMN
TAPPED

_

FOR

SCREW

TOP VIEW OF CORNER

OF CORNER

SLIDING CLAMP

SHIELD
PLATES

5/

Two types of new-aluminum shield cans are illustrated
above. One is of thin and the other of thicker aluminum.

Phonograph Pick -Up
AWISCONSIN company has recently put on the market
a phonograph pick -up. A large/ mounting base is pro-

vided on the top of which is a knob for controlling the volume,
a variable resistor being placed in the base. The vertical base
holds the arm to the turn -table mounting. The tone arm is
pivoted to this base so as to be free to transcribe an arc over
the surface of the record. Pivots have been arranged so that
friction is at 'a minimum and the arm swings freely. At the
end of this arm is a smaller pivoted arm which carries the
pick-up head. The pick-up unit itself is of the magnetic type.
The lever and supporting arm are allowed free vertical movement by virtue of the construction. The arrangement of two
arms prevents the needle from pressing excessively upon the
record, and thus, shortening its life. A long length of cord is
provided for connection to the radio receiver and adapters for
both four and five prong sockets are furnished by the

manufacturer.

VOLUME
CONTROL

.1;.inr

\

'4Lìrzrettmtvrrrr,:rrr"''
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METAL CLAMP

THREADED ROD
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umrmmmmmnmunnunnnnnnnni

0

=MIN

IMBUE

/SLOT FOR
ADJUSTING
HOLES FOR
OPTIONAL ADJUSTMENTS

INSULATORS
The aerial clamp is illustrated above. A slot and a
number of holes are provided for optional adjustments.

Tape Solder

LEVER AND SUPPORTING
ARM

PIC

HEAD
É P

STRIP or tape solder of the self-fluxing type can now be

obtained from a St. Louis company. A suitable length
of the tape is wound around the connection and a match flame,
torch or iron, applied. Quick repairs can be made with this
convenient form of solder and poor connections are eliminated.

111

BASE

THIN FOLDED SOLDER STRIP

MOUNTING HOLES

PERFORATIONS
NON-CORROSIVE FLUX

TO SET--1"

The tape solder is formed by a thin folded
solder strip in the center of which is a noncorrosive flux. Perforations allow even
distribution of flux.

The phonograph pick -up with a volume control incorporated in
the base is shown above. This instrument is finished in gold.
(Names of manufacturers furnished upon request)
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RADIO ORACLE
Tuned Impedance R.F.
(700)
writes :

Russel

Gordon,

Boston,

Mass.,

Q. 1. What is the operating principle of
the tuned impedance- coupled radio frequency
amplifier?
A. 1. This sort of an R.F. stage is similar
in operation to an impedance coupled A.F.
amplifier. In both cases, a voltage drop is
obtained across an impedance or a resistance
in the plate circuit of one tube and through
a fixed condenser, the changes in voltage
across the impedance or resistance are applied to the grid of the following tube. The
coupling device consists of a coil and a condenser in parallel placed between the plate
of the tube and the "B" battery. By varying the capacity of the condenser, the circuit may be tuned to resonance with the
A diagram of an oscillating aavemeter using
signal to be received. When the coil and the
the Hartley principle is shown above in Fig. 1.
condenser are tuned to resonance, they have
the greatest impedance possible at the received frequency. The plate current meets
lower pitch as the dial is turned and finally
a great coil- and condenser -impedance at this
ceases altogether. If the dial is turned still
frequency and there is a drop of voltage across
further, the beat note will come in again and
this impedance. From the connection of the
rise in pitch. Tests may be made for a numimpedance leading to the, plate of the tube, a
ber of different wavelengths and a graph plotlead runs to a blocking condenser, the other
ted using the ordinates for the frequencies or
side of which is connected to the grid of the
wavelengths and the abscissas for the dial
succeeding tube. The changes in voltage across
readings. When the phones are not used they
the impedance are carried through this con denser and applied to the grid. A grid leak
is also connected across the grid terminal and
the A positive. The principal objection to
this sort of amplifier is the difficulty found
in preventing self -oscillation. The tuned impedance circuit cannot be neutralized. Oscillation may be controlled by a potentiometer in
the grid return or by any suitable method,
such as, placing a high resistance in series
between the impedance and the "B" supply.
In tuned impedance coupling there is no step -up
of voltage as there is with transformer coupling where there may be an increase in voltage
from the primary to the secondary. Since the
entire amplification obtained is from the tube
alone, it is advantageous to employ high -Mu
tubes.

O

Wavemeter and Resonance
Indicator
(701)
writes

G. P.

Sullivan, Johnsonburg,

Pa.,

Above in Fig. 2 is shown how a neon tube
may be used to indicate resonance and Fig. 3
illustrates another resonance indicator in the
form of a milliammeter.

condenser is at a maximum. The wave meter is then in resonance at the frequency
of the incoming signals a simple resonance
indicator, in this case, is a hot wire mil liammeter connected in series with the coil
and condenser as shown in Fig. 3.

Minimizing R.F. Coupling
(702)
Robert Sutton, Brooklyn, New
York, asks :
Q. 1. In present day receivers using two
or three stages of radio frequency amplification, three positions of the coils appear.
What is the advantage of placing coils at
an angle to each other, or separating them
some distance apart with their axes parallel
or at right angles to each other?
A. 1. Coils of the solenoid type will be
coupled together by their magnetic fields
unless they are separated by quite an interval. With their axes directly in line, the
degree of coupling depends upon the coil
separation. Placing the coils so that the
separation remains at a fixed value, and so
that their axes or lines of center are at an
angle to each other will reduce the coupling.
When the axes are exactly at 90 degrees or at
right angles to each other. this coupling is at
a minimum. Feedback between coils can be
effectively reduced in this manner. If two
coils are placed parallel to each other, the magnetic field of one will pass through the other.
If the magnetic lines of force cut one side of
the turns of wire on a coil and do not cut the
opposite sides of the same turns with equal
strength, a voltage difference will be set up
across the turns.
If the axes of the coils are parallel changing the angle they make to a straight line
drawn through them, causes the magnetic lines
of force sent out by one coil to cut through
both sides of the turns of the other. This
angular placement may be increased until a
point is reached where the lines of force will
cùt evenly through both sides of the coil. In
this position there will be minimum magnetic
coupling between the coils. When the coils
are placed parallel and close to each other,
their efficiency and that of the associated circuit must be reduced so that the feedback will
not cause oscillation.

Eliminating Speaker Hum

A. J. Hughes, Newark, N. J., asks :
Q. 1. I recently bought an A.C. dynamic
Please publish a diagram of an oscilspeaker of the 6 -volt type and ever since it
lating wavemeter and a resonance indicator
has been in use an annoying hum has been
of simple design.
are
short -circuited as indicated by the dotted
experienced. Can you tell me how this can
A. 1. Illustrated on this page you will find
lines. Diagram No. 2 shows how a neon tube
be eliminated?
a diagram of an oscillating wavemeter in
may be used to indicate resonance. When a
A. 1. In the majority of cases it has been
Fig. 1. This uses the well known Hartley circircuit consisting of a condenser and a coil is
found that the hum can be cured by shunting
cuit and the inductance of the coil and capacity
tuned fb resonance, the voltage across the terhigh capacity condensers across the field coils
of the condenser will depend upon the waveminals of the condenser is at maximum. Thereof the dynamic speakers. In some cases a
length which the oscillator is to cover. The
fore, a voltage indicating device such as the
4 to 8 microfarad condenser will work satisinductance, however, for covering the broadsmall neon tube can be used across the confactorily or a high capacity electrolytic concast band should be the same as is used in
denser. When the wavemeter is tuned to the
denser will prove effective. In the majority of
the receiver with the same capacity condenser.
frequency of the oscillations it is receiving,
instances, however, it will be necessary to emThe oscillator can be calibrated to wavelengths
the current flowing between the coil and the
ploy a high capacity "A" condenser in the
by means of standard signals. A procedure of
order of 1000 to 2000 mfds. If the hum is
calibration known as the zero -beat method,
not eliminated sufficiently, it might
briefly; is as follows : First tune the
RECTIFIER
be well to try a current carrying
receiver to the standard signal and
choke in series with the rectifier and
then place the wavemeter about three
field coils with an "A" condenser on
feet from the set and turn the dial
TO SPEAKER
each side of the choke. The diagram
sldwly. When the oscillator is tuned
FIELD
found on this page shows the method
almost to the wavelength of the inu
which proves most effective in the
coming signal, a whistle will be
majority of cases. This is simply
heard. This is a beat note whose
'A' CONDENSER
the connection of an "A" condenser
frequency is the difference between
across the rectifier output. These
the frequency of the incoming sigThe hum experienced with some types of A.C. dynamic speakcondensers can only be used with
nals and the oscillations of the waveers can be eliminated or reduced in many cases by connecting
speakers taking up to 10 v. A.C.
meter. The heat note changes to a
an "A" condenser across the field winding as shown.
:

Q. 1.

(703)
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Scientific
Humor
THREE STAR GROUPS
First Prize -$3.00

PROFESSOR OF ASTRONOMY: "How many
classes of heavenly bodies are there ?"
FRESHMAN (An ardent admirer of the
fair sex) : "Three, Professor -blondes,
brunettes and redheads. Snsith O'Brien.

THE FILLING STATION

"-

does
GEORGE: "Do you know what Sandy

with his empty eggshells ?"
MIKE: "No, what ?"
and
GEORGE: "He sends them to WRNY
has em relayed." -John Novick.

SOPHISTICATION

(after a careprepared speech on the birth of
Christ) : "Johnny, why do bells on Christmas ring ?"
"Because
JOHNNY (stifling a yawn)
someone is pullin' the rope."
-Stanley Stanbery.
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

fully

:

RUST REMOVER PLEASE

A GOOD HOOK-UP
"Do you carry "B" elimi-

"Are you ever absent-

FIRST SCIENTIST:
minded ?"
SECOND: "Well,

CUSTOMER:

nators?"

the other day I held an
egg in my hand and boiled my watch three

CLERK : "No, but we have some mighty
fine roach powder and some fly swatters "

-S.

minutes."-Leslie F. Carpenter.

"Darn, this razor
won't cut anything."

BUILDING AN UPLIFT SOCIETY

''Why, John

HE: "I am working for the support of
literature."
SIZE: "What are you doing ?"
HE
"Making bookcases!"
-Miss Mary Sanday.

dear, you don't
mean to say that

your beard is

:

tougher than the
kitchen linoleum, do
you ?"

Bennett.

JLL
12 for

jokes published here are paid
at a rate of $1.00 each; $3.00
is paid for the best joke submitted

FORCE OF HABIT
"You held a mirror over her
face to find out if she was breathing ?"
NURSE: "Yes, and she reached for her
powder puff."-Leslie F. Carpenter.
DOCTOR:

TRY
INSURANCE .
"COLLECTORS"

Frandsen.

THE LIMIT

WHEN MA FITS LINOLEUM
PA HAS FITS

-Earle

G.

each month.
Jokes must have a scientific strain
and should be original.
Write each joke on a separate sheet
of paper and add your name and address to each.
Unavailable material cannot be
returned.

-!.
.

There was once
a widow who had
seven sons. One
day at the dinner
table they were trying to think of a
name for their cat - 'tae ranch. Finally
one said, "Let's
name it focus."
"Why ?" asked his
mother. "Well," he said, "a focus is a place
where the sun's rays meet (sons raise
meat). "-Archie Kimmel. .

NO TRUMP

"Should evening dresses be worn to card
parties ?"
'No, in playing cards it is only necessary
to show your hand. " -Charles Gerard.

FROM FISH FIRST

FIRST SMARTY:
is it, accord-

"Why

ing to an evolutionist, that Welshmen
do not belong to
the human race ?"

PROF.: "I would

like to know the
names of a few

MIXING DRINKS

good reducing

SECOND

"What is the best way to make a peach
cordial," a young man writes in to ask.
"Might try giving her a pearl necklace."

agents."

CO-ED : "So would
I. " -B. Karmiol.

race is supposed to
come from apes, not
Wales (whales)."
-David J. Gibson.

-Smith O'Brien.

TICKLING SERIOUS SCIENCE

WELL LINED

"What is this Scientific
CURIOUS CHILD
Humor ?"
DAD: "You are too young to understand.
It consists of sneezing powders, laughing
gas " -H. Palmer Vibal.
:

JOE:

"I see where a man drank a bottle

of shellac."
En: "Well, he had a nice finish."
-Wilbur Alexander.

-.

DITTO:

'Easy-The human

NOT LIKE WATERING HORSES

FARMER: "Did you milk the cow ?"
CITY FELLER: "Yes, I did; but the ole

fool wouldn't drink it.

"- Stanley

Stanbery.

SCIENTY SIMON SCIENTIST
NOW 5(MON :-- PERHAPS
CAN USE 50MF_
OF Yo02

VOL)

-r0 EiXPLA1N

SctENCG

HERB. At2E TIN SHIRTS
HUNS OJT AT
TRAT
'THE SAME TIME. WHAT

- WHILE
E
INIArre.
ST(LL

I

D

LIKE

WHY

To KNOW IS,

IS

-

THE DARK. SHIQT
DQJ

154ERFE.CTL'

SCIENCE LESSON
No. 28

- -

1

WflT?

HERE

am
fkte
VV

DARK CLOTH !7ß1£S
CASTER eeco.uSEAOI Y.

A85ORBS
HEAT R
WHILE THE

I
REMAINS

tJOT EVAPORtATD
QUICKt
IT

HSQ
DAMP

LONGE2 THAN
IjfQK CLOTH.
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PATENTS

Notice to Readers:

Heating Liquids Electrically

These illustrated and described devices
have recently been issued patent protection
but are not as yet, to our knowledge, available on the market. We regret to advise
that it is impossible to supply the names
and addresses of inventors of the devices to
any of our readers. The only records available, and they are at the Patent Office at
Washington, D. C., give only the addresses
of the inventors at the time of application
for a patent. Many months have elapsed
since that time, and those records are necessarily inaccurate. Therefore, kindly do not
request such information, as it is practically
impossible to obtain up -to -date addresses.

Signaling Apparatus

No. 1,666,721, issued to Richard M. Sherrill.
The invention shown above produces a rotary magnetic field in which a metallic ring
is allowed to rotate giving the appearance of
a solid ball. The conventional Gramme ring
with a tapped field winding is used. A single
phase alternating current is supplied to the
ring through a phase splitting device. The
Gramme ring is concealed in a case below a
glass bowl for the spinning object.

No. 1,686,691, issued to Frank A. E. Good road. In this device a hand or vane is provided which may be operated by the driver
without removing his hands from the wheel.
A foot lever controls the operation of the
signaling device, which is returned to its
natural position by a spring. A small lamp
can also be attached to the signaling hand

and is particularly useful when driving
at night.

No. 1,688,679, issued to Gustav Baum. This
process effects the heating of liquids for distillation and the like by utilizing the liquid
itself as a resistance between two electrodes.
An insulating structure divides the liquid
into streams, thus increasing its resistance.

Transmission of Pictures by
Electricity

J

No. 1,688,081, issued to Herbert E. Ives. A
diagrammatic view of the system appears
here. A double refracting image forming

u
element is used and a means is prov'ded for
controlling the separation of the emergent
rays falling upon a recording element. A
piece of Iceland spar is used for doubling
the image. The resulting picture is free
from grained effects.

Loud Speaker Unit
No. 1,685,086, issued to Miller Reese Hutchison. The unit shown here comprises an
electro- magnetic unit and diaphragm mounted
so that the diaphragm is adjacent to an air
column, which is a tube having a flare and
filled with a fluid which can be made to
resonate at a predetermined natural frequency in consonance with the tuned diaphragm, so as to produce greatly amplified
effects at certain frequencies.

Wind- Controlled Steering Gear
No. 1,681,415, issued to Harold A. Lee. This
invention provides a means for keeping a
vessel on its course by making the rudder
subject to changes in wind direction and
controlling it with a wind vane. A special
rudder gearing is used together with a control rudder which make the main rudder
easily operated by the wind.

-

'

\

\\\\`\s\

Sound Recording
No. 1,661,793, issued to Lloyd Espenschied.
This is a phonograph system for translating
sound waves without distortion. The microphone is of the non -distorting diaphragm
type and has a natural period of vibration

higher than the frequencies to be recorded.
A special design is used in the amplifier,
making it practically distortionless.

Infra -Red Ray Generator
No. 1,688,124, issued to Hector P. MacLagan.
The therapeutic apparatus shown below has
a heating element for an infra -red ray generator. The resistance wire is wound in
a grooved insulating support, said grooves
being covered so as to eliminate rays of

shorter wavelength.
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O R A C L E

T H E
A Question of Gravity
(2299) G. W. Tuck, Pontiac, Mich., asks:
Q. 1. If two balls of equal size and shape,
one weighing one pound and the other two
pounds were dropped from an airplane one mile
high, would the two pound or heavier ball strike
the ground before the lighter ball, or would

they both strike the ground at the same time?
A. 1. If two balls of equal size and shape,
one weighing two pounds and the other one
pound, were dropped from an airplane at the
same time, they would both strike the ground
at the same time. Their wind resistance would
be the same because they are identical in size
and shape. The falling of a body to the earth
is attributed to the earth's attraction for it.
The weight of any body is due to a force
which gives the measure of that attraction.
It has been observed that in a vacuum all bodies
fall at the same rate of speed (this does not
mean, however, that they are all equally attracted to the earth). All bodies are subjected
to the attraction of the same body (the earth)
at the same distance from its center. In accordance with Newton's second law of motion,
the acceleration of a body is proportional to
the force and inversely proportional to the
mass.
F
a
-

=kM

With various masses M, the acceleration, a,
could not be the same unless the force F
varied in the same proportion that M varied,
F
is constant; so that if the
that is, unless

M

accelerations are alike as shown by experiment, then the ratio of F to M for all bodies
is the same and therefore, the attraction of
the earth for bodies, (their weight) is proportional to their mass. This force or weight
is a basis for the comparison of masses. By
suspending hollow spheres on strings of the
same length and filling these spheres with
various substances, it will be observed that all
pendulums so formed will swing in the same
period. Such an experiment helps to confirm
the second law of motion. If we then consider that the attraction of the earth for any
body at a given space is proportional to the
mass of that body, then these principles would
demonstrate that a heavy body and a light one
fall at the same rate leaving out of account
the air resistance. The force F due to gravity
varies as the mass of the body. For all bodies,
the ratio of the force of gravity to the mass, or

F

is constant.

This ratio by Newton's sec-

ond law of motion, is the acceleration due to
gravity. Gravity is expressed as the ratio
at which the velocity of a freely falling body
increases. It is not a force, therefore, but is
numerically equal to the number of units of
force which gravity exerts upon a unit mass.

Oil Burner Vaporizer
(2300)
writes :

C.

B.

Clifton, El

Paso, Texas,

Q. 1. Will you publish an illustration showing how natural draft vaporizers in oil burning
furnaces are constructed?
A. 1. You will find illustrated on this page
a cross -sectional view of a typical natural
draft vaporizer. It is of simple construction
and there are, therefore, many varieties of this
type used at the present time. The burner
is constructed out of a few castings. It is
placed on the center of the grate and any portion of the grate not covered by it is filled in
with sand and refractory cement. This prevents the air from entering the combustion
chamber through any other inlet than the

regular air passages. Thus, the air for combustion is controlled and preheated before mixing with the fuel vapors. The oil enters the
burner through the vertical feed pipe and
spreads out in a thin film flowing over the
surface of the vaporizing cone. This cone is
heated before the burner is started and remains hot while the burner is being used. The
oil is vaporized in this way and the fumes are
mixed with the bot air and are burned. If

VAPORIZING
CONE

Above is a sectional view of a gravity feed
burner used in some types of oil burning
furnaces. The oil flows over a corrugated
cone shaped apron and is vaporized.
the flame is extinguished in any way, the oil
flows over the edge of the cone into the reservoir below, which is connected by means of a
pipe to the float of a safety shut -off valve.
A small weight of oil will operate the valve
and shut off the oil supply to the burner.

Peltier Effect
(2301)
writes :

J. A. Higginson, Detroit, Mich.,

Q. 1. Please furnish me with an explanation and an illustration of the Peltier effect
with two dissimilar metals.
A. 1. The Peltier effect takes places in an

/

RON

New

HOT

COLD

COPPER

SEEBECK EFFECT
B

a

A

b

B

Ir

O

BAT

PELTIER EFFECT
The Seebeck effect is illustrated with a copper and iron couple in Fig. 1, and the
Peltier effect with antimony and bismuth
is shown in Fig. 2.
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electric circuit composed of two dissimilar
metals. When a current is sent through the
circuit, one junction gets warmer and the
other colder. If the circuit is of copper and
iron, then the junction at which the current
flows from the copper to the iron will get
cooler, while the junction at which the current flows from the iron to the copper will get
warmer. This phenomenon depends upon the
metals and the temperatures at the junctions.
If a bismuth -antimony junction is heated, the
current flows across the former to the latter
as shown by small arrows in Fig. 2. Peltier
discovered that if a current from a battery is
sent through a compound bar from bismuth
B to antimony A, the junction will be cooled.
If sent the other way, the junction would be
heated. The long arrow shows the direction
of the current and the small arrows, at a and
b, indicate the direction of the voltage at the
junctions. At a, the thermal E.M.F. is in the
direction in which the current is flowing.
Hence, at this junction work is done on the
current and the heat of the metals is converted into the energy of the watts. At b,
the thermal E.M.F. opposes the currerít, work
therefore, is done on the junction and it is
heated. The thermal effect at a junction of
dissimilar substances differs greatly from the
thermal effect due to pure resistance. The
Peltier effect is reversible, the current heating
or cooling the junction according to the direction, while the quantity of heat absorbed
or evolved varies with the current. The heat
due to resistance is independent of the current
direction and is proportional to the square of
its strength. The converse of the Peltier effect
discovered by Seebeck and named the Seebeck
effect, appears when a circuit, such as that
shown in Fig. 1, made of two dissimilar metals, such as, iron and copper, has its junctions kept at different temperatures. The current will flow in such a manner that the Peltier
effect will tend to equalize the temperature of
the two junctions. The magnitude of the
above effect d epend upon the kind of metals,
the difference in temperature of the junctions,
and on the temperature of the colder junction.

Spun Glass
(2302) Alfred Royce, Greenwood, South
Carolina, writes :
Q. 1. What are some of the applications of
spun glass and how is it prepared?
A. 1. Strands of glass are prepared by
drawing out the molten glass in the form of
very fine threads with a sort of spinning
wheel. Colored glasses may be used to obtain
colored threads. Owing to its brittle nature,
spun glass receives only limited application but
is made into various ornamental objects. Sometimes colored glass threads are used for the
weft in silk materials in order to produce novel
effects. The glass gives the fabric stiffness
and a greater lustre. Glass wool which is a
variety of spun glass finds application to some
extent as a filtering medium in the chemical
laboratory. Glass wool is curly, due to the fact
that it is made by drawing out the glass thread
from two pieces of glass of different degrees
of hardness. By their unequal contraction in
cooling, the double thread acquires a set curl.
Today the principal use of spun glass is in the
making of insulation and for separators in
storage batteries.
In the manufacture of spun glass, solid glass
rods 1/4 -inch in diameter are made of pure
soda glass, one end of the rod is heated and
drawn to a thread and the thread attached to a
wheel. The end of the rod is slowly revolved
in a constant flame and the wheel turned by an
electric motor. The hank of thread is removed
from the wheel and resembles silk if sufficiently fine.
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Found the Short Cut
to Success in Radio
through this amazing home laboratory method!"
1

The only radio training sponGeneral
sored by RCA

...

Electric, Westinghouse ...

FREE 50 -page book tells all
about it. Mail coupon.

By Frank Halloran
IGOT hungry to get into Radio when
I learned about the big money it was
bringing my next door neighbor.
He was only twenty-eight years old, but
his income was over four times as much
as I was getting. He owned a fine car,
dressed in expensive clothes, took weekends off to go hunting and fishing, and
was one of the most popular fellows in
town.
"Charlie," I asked him one day, "how did
you become a radio expert ?"
"A cinch," he smiled. "I took it up in my
spare time at home."
"What ?" I asked in surprise, "you actually took a radio course by mail ?"
"No," he shot back. "Not just a mail order course, but the only technical home laboratory training conducted under the
auspices of RCA, Westinghouse and General Electric! Believe me, these `big -league'
organizations not only know what's what
in radio, but they know how to teach it!"

A Great Piece of Luck
Taking Charlie's advice was the luckiest
thing I've ever done. It's bringing me
more money in a week than I've often
earned in a month!
I never dreamed that learning radio at
home was so easy and so fascinating. From

the very first lesson to the last I was
thrilled! Each subject was explained in
simple word and picture form . ... and
written in such an interesting style that
I was carried along like a novel!
I didn't know the first thing about radio
when I started, yet before many months
were over I was able to solve many of the
problems which now help me command
big money. The lessons took me step by
step through trouble- finding and repairing .... through ship and shore and broadcasting apparatus operation and construc-

tion

.... through photoradiograms, tele-

vision and beam transmission .... through
radio salesmanship, store operation and
executive work.

-In

Spare Time!
Success
I didn't have to give up my regular job.

I learned at home during my spare time.
And I actually learned by doing With
the course, I received an outlay of the
finest standard apparatus with which I
was able to build radio circuits and sets
yet this
of almost every description
expensive apparatus cost me absolutely
!

Today, my income is more than doubled
and I've only just started! I'm certainly happy that I found this short cut
to success!"

....

Read This Thrilling
FREE Book
Frank Halloran's wonderful success is just another
typical example of the success which the Radio Institute is bringing to hundreds of men everywhere
through its wonderful Home -laboratory training...
the only official radio training based on the inside
knowledge of radio developed in the great experimental laboratories of RCA, General Electric and
Westinghouse!
There is an amazing opportunity for you in Radio.
Manufacturers, dealers, broadcasting stations, ships
all are calling for trained radio experts. The pay
is big -the opportunities are limitless -the work is
thrilling! Find out all about it. The Institute has
prepared an interesting, illustrated booklet telling
you all you want to know about this vast industry
and about the remarkable home study- course that
can fit you for a brilliant radio
career. Just mail the coupon
below and claim your copy
of this valuable booklet ...
it's absolutely free! Radio

Institute of America,
326
Dept, MA_3,
Broadway, New-York

....

nothing extra!
Even before I had completed the course
I was able to earn good money doing odd

radio jobs. And it wasn't long after that
I was able to give up my regular work
and branch out for myself as a full-fledged
expert in work that is fun and extremely
profitable !

Mail this
coupon
Radio Institute of America
Dept. MA-3, 326 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE 50 -page
book which tells all about the great opportunities
in Radio and about your famous home-laboratory

method of guaranteed radio instruction sponsored
by RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse.
Name
Address

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Before Kenneth McCarty
Mailed that Coupon
He was an
$18 22 Clerh --r

Today

His
Income

is

$8500
a Weelz

Play for Fun or

$5,000 a Year

Whether a salary of $65 to
$100 a week -or spare -time
playing at $5, $10, $15 or more
a night-interests you or not
think of the fun in store
for. you. In one to three
months we can train you at
home to play this marvelous,
melodious instrument with a
fine, easy skill that will make
you the envy of all other
eyes. You're passing up the
best times of your life if you
pass up an opportunity like
this to learn atslight cost and
with no inconvenience at all
the world's most popular instrument. Decide NOW to
learn more about The Playthe quickest, surest,
Way
short-cut to social and professional success.

-

-

FREE Book
Tells How

After completing the
course he wrote us:
"Yours is the finest
course ever presented for the
Tenor Banjo. Before I enrolled with you, I knew nothing
whatever about music. I was
earning $18.00 weekly clerking in a store. Little did I
realize the opportunity that
had come.I took up the course
just for fun. But here I am.
playing in one of the best orchestrasin Western Michigan
and making $85.00 a week.
Your course and your kind
cooperation have made me a
professional Tenor Banjo ist. Kenneth McCarty. Park -

Ejector Cigarette Case
At the right we have an
illustration of an ejector
cigarette case which pushes
one cigarette out of the case
at a time when the lever
is depressed. To open this
cigarette case, one inserts
his finger under the lip and
slides the cover. The compartment revealed houses
ten cigarettes which a spring
pushes to the ejector side
of the case. The lever at
the top terminates at the
bottom in a small flat angle,
and when the lever is depressed, the angle itself
rises, pushing the cigarette
out as the illustration shows.

Name of manufacturer on request.

The Magnetic Lobster

vino Hotel. South Haven. Mich.

You Get Phonograph
Records, too
Every selectionof this course
-fifty -five in all -comes to

SEnNgSD
FOR IT
Send at once for "The Play - NOW
Way to Popularity and Big
Pay." Learn all about our
unique method of training
you at home; about the big,
Tenor Banjo,PhonographRecords and Outfit that we send
you along with your very
first lesson. Pleasure,popularity and big pay are open
to you Get this FREE
Book. Clip
it's here before your eyes I

Ernest Bade

By Dr.

you on a phonograph record.
You heartheinstruc-

tor's playing just as
though he were
right atyourside.
The Play -Wayis
different, intereating, FOOLPROOF. Get
the good news
the coupon

cigarette case which ejects its cigarettes in rapid succession whenever the lever is pressed.

A

(Continued front page 1036)
and the crayfish was very well satisfied
with such heavy objects for his balancing
organs: Never had his sense of balance been
so definite and certain as under this weight
of iron filings. Then came the scientist with
a magnet, placed it close to the head where
the iron filings were -the great moment had
arrived-and the crayfish turned on his back,
lying horizontally to this new force, the

crayfish had become. magnetic. Not that
one could lift the crayfish and pull it in
any direction with the magnet, but due to
the pressure of the filings being attracted
by the magnet, the sense of balance was
disturbed and the creature turned around.
It required the weight of its balancing material to press in a certain direction upon
its nerves and this told the creature -that
it was in its normal position. It made no
difference whether it stood on its head of
its tail, the position of the iron filings wefe
paramount while the filings themselves could
be held in any position desired by the magnet.

Bloch, President,
Studio 4009, .100 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.
Send me the book that started McCarty:
No obligation whatsoever on my part,
A. F.

New York Academy of Music,

understand.
Name
LMAdw
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Dealers

-

Set - Builders

MMMMM

-Write
dof\\

Wholesale
today for this
talog cnn"sining
containing hunder2s of\
money-saving "specials." Over 2,000
items. Complete lines of Radio Sets,

'

Cabinets, 'Lobes, A and B Eliminators, Speakere. Parts at price. that mean BIG SAVINGS.

COMPLETE TELEVISION SECTION
quipment, A. C. Sets. Short
Wave Receivers. Dynamic Speakers. also listed.

Latest televleioo
Dept.

BENSON -ALLEN INC.
Chicago
40
456 So. State St.

SALESMEN WANTED.

The sack in which the
heavy balancing material
is found is shown above.
This particular form belongs to a certain type of
crayfish. The hairs within the bag are stimulated
and this causes thé ani-
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pears above. The heavy
material used in the balancing organ is intro duced through the opening 1, the stiff hairs
which receive the stimulus from the weighted material are at 3. The nerves which transmit the stimulus are found at 4 and the brain is shown at 5.
A section
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SELL COX HOLDFAST SCREW DRIVERS

IN MARCH RADIO NEWS
"-

Sells on sight to mechanics for Auto; Radio and Electrical Work. Self Holding. Self Releasing.
Send 50c. for
sample and ask how to get Salesman's Outfit Free.
S. J. COX
Dept. J
Franklin, Pa.

Print Your Own

Cards, Stationery, Circulars, Paper, etc. Save
money. Print for others, big profit. Complete
outfits $8.85. Job press $11. $29. Rotary $ 149. All
easy, rules sent. Write fer catalog presses type
etc. THE KELSEY CO., II.47, Meriden. Conn.

THE "RADIO NEWS 1929 HI -Q Screen -Grid Model -A Blueprint Article
THE "DRY -CELL FOUR "-A Blueprint Article
THE "CANDY-BOX SPECIAL " -A Short-Wave Set
THE SCREEN-GRID TUBE AS AN AUTOMATIC VOLUME REGULATOR
RADIO MYSTERIES
RADIO ECHOES FROM THE DEPTHS OF-SPACE
THE CONSTRUCTOR'S OWN PAGE
And many other articles
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ANTEN NAand

M,mhinedin one convenient!/nit
wonderful thing has happened in radio! Convenience never
before dreamed of! Clearer, sweeter-toned reception! Radio
pleasure with less interruption! These things are brought to
you by the amazing, tested, approved, EARTHANTENNA.
A

a'
f,1

Clearer, Sweeter

-it

Reduces Static
Gets

Many set owners have come to realize the importance of using a dependable
antenna, also the value of perfect grounding in getting good reception.
Now science has gone a step further; it says that the LOCATION of the
antenna is an equally important factor in getting best results. Because
the radio wave goes right into the earth -where obviously there is less
is claimed the logical place
atmospheric disturbance and interference
for the antenna should be the EARTH, not the air. This important
conclusion allowed Radio Engineers to work out the EARTHANTENNA.

Tone

Have you ever listened to reception that almost took
your breath away with its faultless reproduction, its
pure melodious tone? And then gone home and compared its haunting beauty to YOUR receiver's often
unsatisfactory, static- ridden performance? Probably
nine out of ten set owners who formerly thought they
were getting "pretty good" reception have had this
experience.
They accepted the shrieks, whistles, knocking and
howls due to atmospheric conditions-the weak
faulty results of sagging, broken, or soot-laden aerial
wires-the interference of other aerials or power line
noises-the fading often caused by corrosion or imperfect contact in an unscientific ground -all as
necessary evils.
Progressive radio refused to stop there. The new

-

scientific, successful EARTHANTENNA is designed
to give you clearer, better, more dependable reception
and!itacosts no more than the old inefficient aerial
fact less than many.
EARTHANTENNA is so easy to install that soon
people will wonder how they ever put up with the old,
dangerous, slow methods. You simply dig a small bole
only two feet below the surface of the ground, drop the
EARTHANTENNA into it and attach the lead-in
wires to your set. Now you are ready to listen to earthclarified, sweeter -toned ground wave reception. You
never need to touch the EARTHANTENNA again.

-in

Shielded Antenna Gets Better Reception
The antenna is insulated or "shielded" against electro- static disturbances as are the most advanced, expensive receivers and their various
parts. Science declares that the earth itself "shorts" the electro-static
capacity before it reaches the Antenna. This acts as another shield.
The ground element is constructed of copper,
undisputed as the most effective material for
obtaining a perfect ground connection. This
section of the unit is separated from the
Antenna by the insulation which shields the
Antenna. So in the EARTHANTENNA you
have a scientific ground and an antenna of
modern shielded construction combined in one
compact unit. You can test it yourself right
now at our risk. Hear the wonderful results!
.

Test EARTHANTENNA at OUR Risk
Let EARTHANTENNA prove its own value without your risking one cent. Don't remove
your old aerial and ground until you've compared the old and modern methods and hear
the vast improvement with the new. If possible pick a time when static is bad. Then if
you are not convinced that EARTHANTENNA is the greatest discovery you've ever
found for your radio -if you are not enthused over the improvement-you don't pay us
a cent. The thrilling details of this important development-illustrated -will be sent
immediately on receipt of this coupon. Mail it NOW !

The Modern Antenna CompanyStreets

Dept. 827CE

St. _Clair Bldg., cor. St. Clair and Erie
CHICAGO, ILL.

I

u.
MODERN ANTENNAICOMPANY
I THE
Dept. 827CE. St. Clair Bldg., cor. St. Clair and Erie Ste.,
I Chicago, Ill.
I Rush literature on EARTHANTENNA and Free Trial Offer. I

I
I

I

No obligation.

'

ARTH

À'ruA

1

' Address

THE MODERN

'City

1

COMBINED ANTENNA AND GROUND

gstate

I
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We Consume One Hundred
and Six Billion Cigarettes
a Year
By Joseph H. Kraus

"The Boss Didn't Even
Know My Name"
"He said my face was more or less
familiar and he remembered seeing me
around, but he didn't even know my
name until the I. C. S. wrote him that
George Jackson had enrolled for a
course of home study and was doing
fine work.
'Who's George Jackson ?' he asked.
Then he looked me up. Told me he
was glad to see I was ambitious. Said
he'd keep his eye on me.
"1-le did too. Gave me my chance
when Frank Jordan was sent out on the
road. I was promoted over older men
who had been with the firm for years.
"My spare -time studying helped me
after I
to get that job and to keep it day
for
got it. It certainly was a lucky
me when I signed that I. C. S. coupon!'

Bow much longer are you going to wait before
you take the step that will bring you advancement
and more money?
It takes only a moment to mark and mail this
coupon and send it to the International Correspondence Schools at Scranton. Isn't it better to do this
today than to wait a year or five years and then
wish you had?

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
"The Universal University"
Box 6182 -F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me a copy of
your booklet. "Who Wins and Why." and full particulars
about the subject before which I have marked X:
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Advertising
Business Management
English
Industrial Management
Business Correspondence
El Personnel Management
Show Card and Sign
El Traffic Management
Lettering
1] Accounting and C. P. A.
Stenography and Typing
Coaching
ID civil Service
Cost Accounting
ID Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subjects
Salesmanship
High School Subjects
Secretarial Work
Illustrating Cartooning
French
ID Spanish
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURSES
ID Architect
Electrical Engineer
Architects' Blueprints
ID Electric Lighting
Contractor and Builder
Mechanical Engineer
Architectural Draftsman
Mechanical Draftsman
Cl Concrete Builder
El Machine Shop Practice
Structural Engineer
Railroad Positions
Pharmacy
Chemistry
El Gas Engine Operating
D Automobile Work
Mining
Civil Engineer
Airplane Engines
Surveying and Mapping
Poultry
and
Agriculture
Plumbing and Heating
Steam Engineering Radio Mathematics
Name

Street Address

State

City

If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal

(Continued from page 1037)
the lead in the market, being a favorite
among the fairer sex.
The selection of tobacco and the preparation and blending has much to do with this
constantly growing popularity of the cigarettes. Of course, one must also take into
consideration the fact that automatic machinery today not only makes the cigarette, but
packs it in tin foil, then in boxes or packages, and even goes so far as to place these
packages in cartons, which are in turn again
wrapped by machines.
The blending of tobacco has become an
exact science. Tobacco from at least five
successive crops is used and the harvests of
these various years are blended together to
eliminate any possible variations in the quality of the tobacco, due to natural variations
and changes in weather conditions. In order
to keep only one cigarette factory going, the
crops of tobacco harvested from 148 acres
are required. This 'one factory would buy
from the government $96,000.00 worth of
revenue stamps to place on the packages of
cigarettes manufactured. This factory, only
one of many, would produce enough cigarettes in one day to fill three freight cars.
Ordinarily, the tobacco, after it has been
grown and harvested, is cured for three or
four days to check fermentation. It is then
slightly moistened to prevent breakage during shipment, and when it arrives at the f actory, it is re- dried, separated in hogsheads
and allowed to age for about three years.
Each hogshead contains about a thousand
pounds of tobacco, which is the approximate
amount one would get from an acre of land.
Each hogshead makes about 235,800 cigarettes and a single manufacturing plant will
use as much as 140 hogsheads a year.

By- Products from Tobacco
WHEN ready to be treated further, the
hogsheads are opened and placed in a
steam room for about twelve days. An automatic machine strips the leaves from the
stems, after which they are heat-treated. The
stems also undergo a special treatment and
the nicotine is extracted from them. The
nicotine is used to make sprays for plants
and fruit trees.
From then on, everything is done to eliminate foreign matter from the tobacco. It is
inspected repeatedly as it goes through the
ovens and the cigarette- making machines.
The cigarettes on being packed in cases are
marked with the date of manufacture and
then sent to the dealer, so that he may know
he is getting a fresh case.
In order to popularize a cigarette an extensive advertising campaign is usually waged.
It is expected that the money spent for advertising during 1928 will exceed $75,000,000.00.

A Graphic Illustration
THE illustrations accompanying this article

I
Write today for your copy of the new Radio
Association handbook. Shows you easy ways to
make money in Radio. Tells you how ourmembers are cleaning up $8.00 an hour apare time.

Write for S1en.beraht Plan which need not coot you
e cent and FREE RADIO HANDBOOK.
RADIO ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Dept. SN -3 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago

NOW Mater

Nents:
IStra

Two years
w r i t tes
guarantee
given with
full jeweled.
YIegantSw.ee watch.
ourchoicein Btuar%
shape
tonneau or cushion
price. Radium diett,
same
dark. Accurate
tells time Jn
Rush your
timekeeper tested and adiveted.
no
money,
fiend
aaa
der. Quantity limited.
soakage á4.8G .IENKINS. 621 isroaàwsy. Ns ®YorksÌ7apt.3 -F-65

Water

are based upon figures made using the
round type of cigarette as a standard. This
cigarette is two and three-quarter inches
long. If all of the cigarettes which are
smoked in the United States in a period of
but twenty -four hours were placed end to
end, they would reach nearly half way
around the world at the equator, and those
smoked in one year would form a band nineteen and one -half rows leading from the
earth to the moon.
This same number of cigarettes placed
end to end would form a blanket or a base
four cigarettes deep, and long enough to
more than hold all of our planets, including
the sun.

Please say you saw it
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Build Your Scale Model
Airplane the IDEAL way!
IDEAL

Models

are

accurate,

scale- reduction

copies

of famous Airplanes; perfect duplicates In appearance and construction details, with many realistic parts
and fittings not found on other models. They make
long, perfect flights and are controllable by movable
Build an IDEAL
ailerons, elevators and rudder.
Model
the easiest, quickest end safest way to
construct a strong, reliable Model that is guaranteed

-it's

to fly correctly.

"SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS" shown above. 3-ft Model.
$7.50
Complete Construction Outfit
Also Models of FOKKER., DeHAVILLAND,
CURTISS and other aircraft

Ask Your Dealer for IDEAL Model Airplanes,
or send for our catalog

Plans for Model Airplanes, 25c each
Accurate, 1¢ -size Plans, with Building -Flying Instructions for any one of the following: New York -Paris;
FOKKER; DeHavilland; Curtis; NC -4 Seaplane;
Blerfot, Taube, or Nieuport Monoplanes- Cecil Paoli
Racer-25 cents each. Catalog Free with Plana.

64 -page Catalog, 5c
Biggest, best listing of everything for
building all kinds of Models; also
much other Aviation information.
Send for yours now.

IDEAL AEROPLANE

CO., Inc.

Headquarters for
22.24 West 19th St.,

&

SUPPLY

1$ Years
New York City

A New

Lightweight

Electric Drill

Sturdy and practical. Fully guaranteed for
one year. Specially designed for light and
intermittent work. Weighs only 4 lbs.
Uses direct or alternating current, and is supplied to you for
lts or 82 volta. Special Jacobs
110 to 125 volts. 200 to 260
Chock. Bore up toone -fourth inches. Stop and start switch in
the handle. Come. complete with 10 feet of cord and socket.
Price postpaid anywhere m U. S. A.- $18.76.
Send
not satisfied return
refunded.i In derinng
specify
moneykwilt
used. WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG.
203.; 370 Gerard Ave., N.Y.
Co..
Dept.
Sales
Motrola
Jones

sto

be

ITER

paYS

rRE at /z

PRICE

Underwood, Remington. Royal. etc.

ONLY

14

late models completely refin[shed
brand new. GUARANTEED for ten
years. Send nomoney -big free catalog
DAY
shows actual machines in full colors.
our direct -to-you easy payment plan and 10 days'trialoger.
AR

International Typewriter Eí1..186

W,

Lake St., Dept,317 Chleago,lII.

iRFEWhoIesa1e Radio CataIO
Set Builders-Dealers! Save Money!

Send for the most complete book of nationally known
Parts, Kits, Cabinets, Consoles, Speakers, Power Units,
Seta etc. All at lowest wholesale rices. Quick service
mall your needs. Write now, It is FREE

-

SETBUILDERS SUPPLY CO.

Dept.17.5 Romberg

Bldg. Madison and Market Sts. CHICAGO, ILL,

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
MERICAN SCHOOL
PHOTOGRAPHY
D ept.1423,3601 M chiganAve.F
Ghicago.U.S.411
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Hints for the
Mechanic
every

$10.00 will be paid
month for the best idea submitted. Other
ideas published will be paid for at space

First prize of

rates.

"This free boob
saved us $200"
1 /SORE than 130,000 car

J

FIRST PRIZE-$10.00
Adjustable Pin Cutter

-a

When there is no horizontal lathe available
for pin cutting, the jaws of an ordinary vertical or press drill can be ground to a rake
which converts it into an adjustable cutter.
the end
It is advisable to grind a taper on start.
A
to cut B for the purpose of a good

shows the jaws ground at the back and C
the finished job. The job can be held in a
drill vise or disused lathe chuck.
-R. Brown.

Pledge to the Public
on Used Car Sales

Hub Cap Wrench
1

2
3
l'arious makes of automobiles have differ-

ent sized hub caps and a wrench devised
to fit most of these is illustrated above. Flat
cold rolled steel 3/16 in. x 3/4 in. is used
throughout with 5/16 S.A.E. cap screws and
wing nuts for the clamp bolts. The two solid
corners can be bolted or welded together.
This wrench will not harm the hub cap.

buyers have saved

money by sending for this
valuable book, "How to
Judge a Used Car." Filled
with new pictures and new
information, this book tells
you how to judge a used car's
condition, what speedometers
tell; what code prices mean.
A better car for fewer
dollars
finer car you can
drive with pride at a price
lower than you believe possible -how 2,000,000 mo-

Every used car is conspicuously marked
with its lowest price in plain figures,
and that price, just as the price of our
new cars, is rigidly maintained.
All Studebaker automobiles which are
sold as CERTIFIED CARS have been

properly reconditioned, and carry a
30-day guarantee for replacement of
defective parts and free service on ad.
justments.
Every purchaser of a used car may
drive it for five days, and then, if not
satisfied for any reason, turn it back
and apply the money paid as a credit
on the purchase of any other car in
stock -new or used. (It is assumed
that the car has not been damaged in
the meantime.)

torists saved money for
themselves last year -this
free book tells you all these
money- saving facts, and
many more.
Don't let false pride prevent you from enjoying a
good six or eight this summer.
The cost is small when you
learn how to take advantage
of big savings on today's
market. This practical book,
offered you for the asking,
may easily, safely, save you
$200 this Spring!

130,000 people have saved
money by mailing this coupon!

-Clem. Walker.

Lathe Dog

[ 1E
I

STUDEBAKER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Dept. 173, South Bend, Indiana
Please send me my copy of your valuable
free booklet, "How to Judge a Used Car."

7

Name
Street
City
A lathe dog can be made as shown above
from 3/4 in. diameter cold rolled steel. It
is placed in the lathe and turned as shown.
A hole is drilled and elongated to form a
A tap hole is drilled on
3 point bearing.
centers with No. 29 drill. Tap 8 -32 and
insert set screw.-C. Russell.

State

TUDEBJIKEA
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If You Should Fly Into

a

Thunderstorm ?

dpta
1929 ATLAS

Given to readers of Science and Invention
who take advantage of this offer now made
in connection with

Webster's New
International
Dictionary
ThWebsterm
The "Supreme Authority"

complete reference library in dictionary
form, with 3,000 pages and type matter equivalent to a 15- volume encyclopedia, all in a single
volume, can now be yours on the following
A

remarkably may terms:

The entire work (with 1929 ATLAS)

Delivered for $1.00

and easy monthly payments thereafter (on
approved orders in United States and Canada). You will probably prefer the beautiful
India -Paper Edition, which is

One -Half
Reduced About
and weight as comin thickness
pared with the Regular Paper Edition

Over 408,000 Vocabulary Terms and in addition. 12,000 Biographical Names, nearly
32,000 Geographical Subjects, 3,000 pages,
6,000 illustrations.
Constantly Improved and kept up-to -date.
"To have this work in the home is like sending
the whole family to college." To have it in the
office is to supply the answers to countless
daily questions.

To Those Who
Send This
Coupon
NOW!

G. & C.
MERRIAM CO.
Dept. S, Springfield, Mass.
Please send me free of all obligations or expense,
complete information, including "125 Interesting
Questions," with references to their answers,
striking "Facsimile Color Plate" of the new
bindings, with terms of your Special Atlas Offer
on Webster's New International Dictionary to
(3 -29)
readers of Science and Invention.

Name
'Address

PARK$W00

By B. Francis Dashiell
(Continued from page 1025)

Y

pass through the front squalls, the pilot will
soon break out into the clearing weather in
the rear.

T HE
L4TJ O N1L

Flying Into a Storm
IF

a plane should fly into the main body of
the thunderstorm from the front it will
encounter the violent squall winds and powerful uprushing currents. Here atmospheric
electricity is being generated. Lightning is
all about, and pitch darkness prevails. All
sense of direction and position is lost. The
lightning menace becomes very great, as well
as that of electric induction which may explode or set fire to the machine. It may also
dangerously shock the aviator to such an extent that he will lose control of the plane.
Altitude will be lost as the descending air
currents beneath the first clouds of the storm
send the plane crashing earthward at a speed
of nearly 100 miles an hour. At another
time the plane will be caught in the uprush
of air just at the front of the storm and it
may ascend at a terrific rate. At times this
velocity cannot be overcome by nosing the
ship down with its motors roaring. Planes
have been tossed from as low as 500 feet
above the earth to over 3,000 feet up into the
clouds within a few seconds. This violent
twisting and strain will destroy even the
stoutest planes, and few can expect to emerge
safely without the loss or weakening of at
least some of the vital parts.
Thunderstorms are caused by the rising of
warm air from the surface of the sun -heated
earth during the hottest days of the year or
season, and usually at the hottest time of the
day. The rising air contains much moisture
because the heat and the sun have caused a
heavy evaporation of water. When the rising air reaches the upper levels of cool and
swiftly moving air, usually coming from a
westerly direction, the invisible moisture
molecules are condensed into fog. This is
the reason for clouds. However, due to the
great amount of rising and humid air, the
clouds that are formed are very large, dense,
tall and billowy. They soon become huge
thunderheads, and, gathering size and water
as they move along, assume terrifying dimensions. Such clouds can be as high as six
miles or more above the surface of the earth
in severe storms.
The winds of a thunderstorm require serious consideration by those who would go by
air. As the storm advances the surface
winds blow under and toward the front edge
of the clouds. Suddenly the curve upward
(Continued on page 1084)

SUCCESS
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PRICE

24

Guide
to Business and
Personal Efficiency
A` Necessary

We have arranged to procure this
valuable course for the readers of

our magazine at the phenomenally
There are
low price of $1.98.
twenty -four full, complete lessons,
points
the
necessary
treating all of
required for a successful business
personal
efficiencycareer and for
This course is an absolute requirement for any aspirant to business

success.
The following are the sublecta treated:
Pan
1. How to Get the But Results
2. First Steps in Business Efmcteucy
3. How to do Business with Banks

4. The Principles of Business Achieve-

ment
How to Write Business Letters
How toEasily DevelopYour Memory
How to Advertise Successfully
The Power of Right Thought
9. How to Make a Favorable Impression
10. How to Become a Successful Sales5.
6.
7.
8.

11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

0WO R K I NCL MACH I N E 9

20.

Cabinet
Shop
Special
No. 10

21.

Station

22.

23.

WRNY

Manufacturers
Everyone Should
Know
SEND NO MONEY
Pay the Postman $1.98 plus a few

cents postage

297 METERS -1010 KILOCYCLES

and W2XAL-30.91 METERS

CONSRAD CO.

is owned and operated by the

publishers of this magazine
Our Editors will talk to you
several times every weekSee jour. &ws aper
for details
TUNE IN ON

WRNY
I can mnke gond penman of von at home during your
pire iìm..* Write for my FREE BOOK, NOW TO
BECOME A G000 PENMAN." Your name el.gaatly
written on card if sou enclos. stamp Writ. today.
F.W.TAMBLYN.424 Rida. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

Prepare Sales Talks
How and Where to Find Customers
Your Health and How to Improve It
Psychology of Advertising and Salesmanship
Managing Men for More Profit
The Factors of Success in Business
Building
The Money Value of System
How to Close Sales Successfully
How to Collect Money
How to Make Yourself Invaluable in
Your Position
Premium and Sales Plans to Increase
Business
A System of Accounts for Retail
Merchants
Fundamentals of a Cost System for
Homwato

24. Points of Law

N EW YORK

with Motor
You ought to have this
handy Parks in your shop.
Compact, completemachine
designed like a big producclon Outfit at one-fifth the cost. Floor space required only
42 x 72 inches. Does any kind of cabinet and Joinery
work. Write for ctraalar.
THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO.
1553 Knowlton Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Canadian Factory: 338 Notre Dame East, Montreal

Individual Lessons

230
-

Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

CONSRAD COMPANY
Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Send me your NATIONAL
SUCCESS COURSE. I will pay the
postman $1.98 plus a few cents postage
Name
Address
230

City

VZs
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D6
THE FATHER OF

SCIENTIFICTION

am"

GREATEST OFFER
EVER MADE
Never before has it been possible
to obtain the complete works of
America's greatest author and
genius,Edgar Allan Poe, for the
amazingly low price that we now
offer them to you.
Edgar Allan Poe has come to be
looked upon as the greatest literary genius that America has ever
produced. He is the originator
of the first "Scientifiction" stories- fiction with a plausible scientific background. Jules Verne
and H. G. Wells freely acknowledge him as the originator of
modern scientifiction.* In addition, there is little doubt but that
the well, known SHERLOCK
HOLMES is the product of the
inspiration that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle found in the works of Poe.
Take advantage of this special
introductory offer. There is just
a limited number of copies in this
edition.
'All Scientifiction Stories in list
of contents are identified with

a star and printed bold face.
VOLUME ONE
Memoir of Wm. H. Rogers.
Eulogy by .Tames Russell LowelL
Notice by N. P. Willis.
Adventures of Hans Pfeil

'The Gold Bug.
Four Beasts in One.

VOLUME TWO
Murders in Rue Morgue.

10 Volumes

Cloth Bound
OVER 2000 PAGES

Like a razor also, the pendulum was
massy and heavy, it was appended to
a weighty rod of brass, and the whole hissed
as it swung through the air. I saw that
the crescent was designed to cross the
region of the heart. Down-steadily down
it crept. The rats were wild, bold, ravenous, their red eyes glaring upon me. And
then
From "The Pit and the Pendulum."

The complete works of Edgar
Allan Poe are published in 10
beautiful volumes. Handsome
red cloth cover. Special egg-shell
paper, made to order for this set.
Printed from plates made for the
well -known Richmond Edition.
Each volume contains an average
of 200 pages. Size of type is long
primer, which is easy reading and
restful to the eyes. The volumes
are handy in size, 4 x 6/ inches.
The greatest offer ever made.
This is the chance of a lifetime.
Take advantage of this astounding low price offer. Fill in the
coupon now. Send no money
pay the postman $2.75 on delivery. We pay the mailing
charges in U. S. only.

-

CONTENTS OF THE SET
Mystery of Marie Roget.

Fall of the House of Usher.

*The Balloon Hoax

M8.

Silence -A Fable.
VOLUME FOUR
The Masque of the Red Death.
The Cask of Amontillado.

Found In a Bottle.

`The Oval Portrait.

VOLUME THREE

*lie
One

Purloined

Thousand

Letter.

and

Second

Tale of

A Scheherazade.
Descent into the Maelstrom.
and His Discovery.

*Von Kempelen
Mesmeric Revelation.
Facts in Case M. Valdemar.
*The Black Cat.

The Imp of the Perverse.
The Island of the Fay.

The Assignation.

VOLUME FIVE
*The Tell -Tale Heart.
"Berenice.
Ligeia.

Eleanore.
Morella.
A Tale of the Ragged Mountains.
"The Spectacles.
King Pest.
Three Sundays In a Week.

The Devil in the Belfry.
Lionizing.
X -ing a Paragrab.
VOLUME SIX
*Narrative of A. Gordon Pym.
VOLUME SEVEN

The Pit and the Pendulum.
The Premature Burial.
The Domain of Arnheim.

Landor's Cottage.
William Wilson.

Metzengerstein.
The System of Dr. Tarr and Prof. Nether.
The Literary Life of Thingumbob, Esq.
How to Write a Blackwood Article.
The Angel of the Odd.
Predicament.
Mellonta Touts.
Mystification.
The Due de L'Omelette.
Diddling.
VOLUME EIGHT
VOLUME TEN
Sonnet to Selense.
Complete Poems.
Al Aaraaf.
The Oblong Box.
The Raven.
Tamerlane.
Loss of Breath.
The
Bells.
Etc.
*The Man That Was Used Un.
The Business Man.
The Landscape Garden.
Maelzel's Chess Player.
Poems of Words.
rPopular Book Corporation,
The Colloquy of Monas and Una.
The Conversation of Eros and Char - 1 102 Park Place, New York City
mian.
l
Gentlemen:Shadow-A Parable.
)
Please send me at once, the complete works of
Philosophy of Furniture.
Edgar Allan Poe, consisting of 10 volumes, as
A Tale of Jerusalem.
i per your advertisement.
I will pay the postman
*The Sphinx
$2.75 upon arrival of the books. There are no
extra charges of any kind, whatsoever.
If the
VOLUME NINE
books are not as represented, I will return them
Hop Frog.
to you within three days and you are then to
The Man of the Crowd.
return
me
my
money.
Never Bet the Devil Your Head.
(Free delivery in U. S. only. C.O.D. shipments canThou Art the Man.
not be oracle to Canada and foreign countries. Remit
Why the Little Frenchman Wears
total $3.30, which includes postage.)
His Hand in a Sling.
Bon Bon.
Name
Some Words with a Mummy.
Principle.
The Poetic
Address
The Philosophy of Composition.
Old English Poetry.

SEND NO MONEY!

POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION,

102

NEW

ORKACE

City
L
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TRADE- MARKS-DESIGNS
FOREIGN PATENTS

MUNN & CO.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
Associated.since 1846 with the
Scientific American

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
BUILDING
24 West 40th Street
New York City

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
BUILDING
Washington, D. C.

TOWER BUILDING
Chicago, IR.

HOBART BUILDING
San Francisco, Cal.
VAN NUYS BUILDING
Los Angeles, Cal.
Books and Information on Patents and
Trade -Marks By Request

Associates

in all Foreign

Countries

INVENTORS
Protect Your Ideas
Send for our Guide Book, HOW
TO GET A PATENT, and Evidence
of Invention Blank, sent Free on
request. Tells our terms, methods,
etc. Send model or sketch and
description of your invention for
INSPECTION and INSTRUCTIONS
TERMS REASONABLE.
FREE.
BEST REFERENCES.

RANDOLPH & CO.
Dept. 172, Washington, D. C.
Name
Street
City
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Complete facilities.

References

ADAM FISHER MANUFACTURING COMPANY
205D Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

BLUE BOOK ON PATENTS
and Priority Record blank gratis.

MONROE E. MILLER
PATENT LAWYER

Ouray Building, Washington, D. C.
Electrical and Mechanical Expert
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CONDUCTED BY JOSEPH H. KRAUS
particularly to those
In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventorsto and
"Patent Advice" cannot
who are in doubt as to certain patent phases. Regular inquiries addressed
readers.
be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are published here for the benefit of all
If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in order to
protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail, a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches,
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE:- Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that your name and address are
upon the letter and envelope as well. Many letters are returned to us because either the name of
the inquirer or his address is incorrectly given.

Multiple -faced Die
(1155) William Lukacs, Glenfield, N. Y.,
asks for our opinion on multiple -face die to
be used as a gaming device.
A. 1. A multiple face die is not a new idea
at all. In almost any store in New York,
and particularly in the magical supply houses,
you can get dice with 10, 15 and even 30
faces. While a design patent might be procured on a product of this nature, it is scarcely
likely that as a result of such a patent, you
will be able to secure a market.
The system of photographing sound which
you have suggested is identical with that used
in the deForest Phonofilm, and we are quite
confident that you could not possibly protect
this by means of a patent.

Honest Attorneys
(1156) J. S. Salomon, Miranda, Calif.,
wonders whether patent attorneys are honest
and asks our opinion concerning them.
A. 1. It is absolutely safe to trust any registered patent attorney with any drawings or
descriptions that you may have.
Patent attorneys nowadays do not steal inventions. They have hundreds of thousands
of clients. If they stole all the inventions
that were submitted to them, they would go
bankrupt in short order. On the other hand,
if they deliberately stole an invention that was
worthwhile, they would be prevented from
further practice of patent law, and this would
mean more to them than all of the money which
they might get through an invention.
This writer knows two patent attorneys who
patented inventions, both of which were sold
for one million dollars a piece by their inventors. The first of these is the Spencer
Thermostatic disc ; the second, the Photomaton.
We would recommend that you place your
matter into the hands of any registered patent
attorney, and you will find a good list of them
in any issue of SCIENCE AND INVENTION
Magazine.

Window Closer
Send details of your invention or patent at once,
or write for information.
In business 30 years.

,zy

S

(1157) Walter E. Madson, Oshkosh, Wis.,
claims to have designed a simple window closer,
the nature of which is not made clear, and
wonders whether any similar method has been
used heretofore.
A. 1. It is difficult for us to advise whether
or not it would be worthwhile to obtain a patent
on an automatic window closer, unless you will
tell us something about the system. One of
the simplest automatic window closers which
the writer has ever seen is an ordinary square
lump of sugar and an iron weight. The weight
is hung onto the window and the sugar itself
is used to hold the window in an open position. One single drop of rain softens the
sugar enough to permit it to release the window
sash. Perhaps your device is more practical
than the one we have outlined. On the other
hand, it might be entirely too complicated to
pe'rform a relatively simple function.

We cannot conscientiously recommend further action unless we know more about your
invention.

Automatic Film Winder

(1158) Elmore Wood, Waterville, 14e., asks
our opinion of an automatic film winding device for still photographic cameras.
A. 1. You could patent an idea for an automatic film winding device in a camera. While
there are none of these on the market today,
a great many have been patented. Whether
or not it will pay you to protect such a suggestion depends entirely on the suggestion itself.
We cannot comment more explicitly unless we
have further information from you on the
subject.
A device can be made to perform a certain
function or operation, even though there are
a hundred or more similar systems on the market. For instance, an ordinary piece of wood
made an admirable brake in the 61d days when
horse -drawn vehicle's were popular. Since that
time, brakes of all kinds and descriptions, some
differing but slightly from their predecessors
have been patented, and have made fortunes for
their inventors many times over. Nevertheless,
they all did one thing ; they applied friction
to the wheels and in that way brought the
vehicle to a stop.

Adhesive Match -pack Strio

(1159) John J. Mackovich, Norwalk, Conn.,
asks us for our opinion of a system in which
a package of matches can be gummed directly
to the package of cigarettes by means of a
paper band covered with adhesive.
A. 1. The use of adhesive tape or strips
does not constitute a claim for an invention,
and attaching two articles together in this
manner does not make it patentable.

Has Patent

(1160) Miss Amanda Halverson, Delevan,
Minn., has submitted a patent of a holder for
glass chimneys and wants to know what she
can do to exploit the idea further, with a possibility of effecting its sale.
A. 1. We regret very much that we cannot
encourage you to spend any money on the
invention which you patented in 1918. While
the chimney mounting is unique, it is mdre
expensive than the flat springs now in general
use. Furthermore, it gives the same service,
and the possibility of breakage is greater. Why
then should anyone care to employ a flat spring
system of this nature into which it might he
quite difficult to place the lamp chimney at
times?
We doubt that you will be able to sell the
inve'ntion, particularly because yóu did not get
an offer for the same up to the present time,
and ten years have already elapsed. In the
last ten years, many farms and outlying districts which use lamps have installed electricity, and the use for chimney holders, oil
lamps and the like, is gradually yet steadily
decreasing. This proposition is a losing one
to any manufacturer who undertakes it.
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At the right is a view of my drafting and specification offices where a
large staff of experienced experts are
in my constant employ.

drawingsand spec.
ifications are prepared under my personal
supervision.
All

My Patent Law

Just

Offices
Across Street

From

U.S. Pat.
Office

ùWf

Protect Your Ideas

Take the First Step Today-Action Counts
If you have a useful, practical, novel idea for any new article or for an
improvement on an old one, you should communicate with a competent

Registered Patent Attorney AT ONCE. Every year thousands of applications for patents are filed in the U. S. Patent Office. Frequently two or
more applications are made for the same or substantially the same idea
(even though the inventors may live in different sections of the country
and be entirely unknown to one another). In such a case, the burden of
proof rests upon the last application filed. Delays of even a few days in
filing the application sometimes mean the loss of a patent. So lose no
time. Get in touch with me at once by mailing the coupon below.

Prompt, Careful, Efficient Service
This large, experienced organization devotes its entire time and attention
to patent and trademark cases. Our offices are directly across the street
from the U. S. Patent Office. We understand the technicalities of patent
law. We know the rules and requirements of the Patent Office. We can
proceed in the quickest, safest and best ways in preparing an application
for a patent covering your idea. Our success has been built on the
strength of careful, efficient, satisfactory service to inventors and trademark owners located in every state in the Union.

Strict Secrecy Preserved-Write
Me in Confidence

(014,1)

pi iNYEI`Tl°N

All''communications,' "sketches, drawings, etc., are held in strictest confidence in strong. steel, fireproof files, which are accessible only to authorized members of my staff. Feel free to write me fully and frankly. It is probable
that I can help you. Highest references. But FIRST -clip the coupon and get
my free book. Do THAT right now.

No Charge for Information
On How to Proceed
The booklet shown here contains valuable information relating to patent
procedure that every inventor should have. And with it I will send you
my "Record of Invention" form, on which you can sketch your idea and
establish Its date before a witness. Such evidence may later prove valuable to you. Simply mail the coupon and I will send you the booklet, and
the "Record of Invention' form, together with detailed information on how
to proceed and the costs involved. Do this NOW. No need to lose a
minute's time. The coupon will bring you complete information entirely,
without charge or obligation.

Clarence
A. O'Brien
Registered
Patent Attorney

Member of Bar of : Supreme Court of the United States;
Court of Appeals, District of Columbia ; Supreme Court,
District of Columbia; United States Court of Claims.
PRACTICE CONFINED EXCLUSIVELY TO
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Registered Patent Attorney
53 -L Security

Savings & Commercial Bank Bldg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

-or-

Suite 1106, Woolworth Bldg.
NEW YORK CITY
Please send me your free book, "How to Obtain
a Patent," and your "Record of Invention' form
without any cost or obligation on my part.
Name

Address

(Important! Write plainly and address office
nearest you)
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Can We Control Sex?
(More Opinions of Experts Who Read the Articles in the
Dec., Jan., and Feb. Issues)
We inadvertently failed to mention
the fact that Dr. A. L. Benedict who
wrote the third of the series of articles
on Sex Control was the author of a
book called, "Why We Are Men and
Women, or Factors Determining Sex"
at present being published.
Washington Monument in the Nation's Capital

PATENTS

DON'T LOSE YOUR RIGHTS
TO PATENT PROTECTION

Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank form "EVIDENCE
OF CONCEPTION" to be signed and witnessed. As registered patent attorneys we
represent hundreds of inventors all over
the United States and Canada in the adThe form
vancement of inventions.
"Evidence of Conception," sample, in-

structions relating to obtaining of patents
and schedule of fees sent upon request.

LANCASTER & ALLWINE
255 Ouray Building
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Originators of forms "Evidence
of Conception."

/,,4

`This Needed InventíonPaíd

$135,000

e

Beverage manufacturers
YEAR.
immediately adopted this simple
would
crimped tin cap. This inventionwealthy.
have made you Independently
along
Fortunes await inventors working
right lines. Concentrate on things that are NEEDED.
Get Raymond Yates' new book.
A

V`ii

"1000 NEEDED INVENTIONS"
out
Costs only $1.25 and may lead to a big idea. Find
where
what industry needs and the public wants. That's
things
these
what
tells
you
book
Yates'
is
Mr.
the money
Pay mailman
are. Send no money. Just write postal.
$1.25 plus postage when book arrives. Your money back if
It.
Outsid limited.. $1.45 cash with order.)
you
e right track.

BUREAU OF 'INVENTIVE SCIENCE
73

Roehester, N. Y.

Wisner Building

PATENTS
H GH EST REFERENCES
BOOKLET FREE
BEST RESULTS
PROMPTNESS ASSURED
for examination
model
or
drawing
Send
and advice.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
724 9th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
WRITE FOR FREE INSTRUCTIONS

Send drawing or model for examination.
CARL MILLER, Patent Attorney
Former member Examining Corps, U. S.

Patent Office

261

McGill Building, Washington, D. C.

MASON, FENWICK
600

&

LAWRENCE

PATENT LAWYERS
D.
F St., N. W., Washington,

C.

Estb. over sixty years. Send sketches.
carefully handled.
Electrical and Chemical Inventions
Practice before the U. S. Courts and the Patent Office.
Write Us.
Prompt and careful service.

TRADE MARKS REGISTERED

NEW YEAR - NEW IDEA
PATENT YOUR IDEAS

Call or send me a sketch of

your invention.

t

FREE

Phone LONgacre 3088

ConñántialeAdviceg Blank

U. S. and Foreign Patents secured by

Reg.PatentArtorney
Z.H.POLACHEK Consult. Engineer
New York MII
1234 Broadway,

Dr. A. Ward Milne, M.D., of Port Dover,
Ontario, Canada, has this to say on the subject of "The Control of Sex ":
of man
among human beings and also among domestic animals, is a subject that has engaged the minds of scientists throughout all
ages, but all efforts to find a solution of this
most mysterious problem have proved futile.
The following theory, however, with its new
discoveries and deductions in connection with
sex determination, if not affording a complete
proof of the discovery of sex determination,
will at least uncover some new views in this
regard, which may be a good foundation on
which to build a more substantial theory.
Undoubtedly, sex control is a law of nature,
a law that enters into the scheme of reproduction, with a sure elimination of the element of
chance.
To prove that sex determination is not a
matter of chance, the following facts are submitted.
Figures go to prove that the human population of the world is now and possibly has
always been, almost equally divided into males
and females.
This statement is difficult to believe, when
we look around us and note families where the
children are all boys and others again all girls
and still others of unequal numbers of boys
and girls.
If, however, sex determination was a matter
of chance, the human population of the world
would from time to time in its history, have
shown a greater number of males and at other
times a greater number of females.
But historians have never recorded any such
condition and the following figures will go far
to prove that chance was not a large factor at
least in arranging the division of the sexes:
Females
Males
Year
Country
23,275,120
21,946,493
1911
British Isles
19,938,000
19,254,000
1911
France
33,098,000
32,261,000
1911
Germany
17,649,687
17,021,690
1911
Italy
1,029,994
1,071,020
1911
Greece
44,639,989
47,332,277
United States 1910
3,384,648
3,821,995
1911
Canada
Australia,
2,132,151
2,270,511
1911
Whites
New Zealand,
475,068
527,893
1911
Whites

THE control of sex by the will

145,506,879

145,622,657

Total population, 291,129,536.
Female plurality only 115,778.
If we make allowance for the more hazardous life of man, even this small difference
would be swept away.
A statistician of some repute, has estimated
that of the 1,670,000,000 human beings on
earth, 830,000,000 of these are males and 840;
000,000 are females.
A difference of less than one per cent.
Surely no chance in this. Mother nature
must have performed this wonder.
How does she do it?
The above figures will aid a little in understanding our theory of sex control and the
theory will assist somewhat in their elucidation.
THE THEORY

Our theory is in short, that sex is determined

by the difference of vitality of the parents. That
is to say, if one parent has more vitality than
the other, the majority of the offspring will
be of the same sex as the parent having the
less vitality and the opposite in sex to the

parent having the most vitality?
With rare exceptions, no two persons would
have exactly the same degree of vitality and
this difference would exist between parents.
What is here meant by vitality is the power
to live. Thus those living longest, barring accidents, have most vitality.
Vitality is often inherited, but may be
strengthened by proper living, such as dieting,
outdoor life, exposure to sunshine, and exercise, and avoidance of extreme temperatures.
It may be reduced by exposure to extremes
of temperature, intemperance, improper food,
and sedentary or immoral habits, but more particularly a shortage of the essential vitaminds
in the diet.
That the difference of vitality of the parents
is the ruling factor in sex determination has
been supported by many years of investigation
by the author both among humans and domestic
animals, resulting in the following amazing discoveries :
The offspring from an old man and young
wife, will in the majority of cases, consist of
more boys than girls.
The offspring from parents, where the wife
is several years older than her 'husband, in the
majority of cases, consists of more girls than
boys.

That the children of widows, in the majority
of cases, will consist of more boys than girls.
That the children of widowers, will in the
majority of cases, consist of more girls than
boys.
That parents whose life occupation has been
farming, and are of approximate age, will have
more girls than boys in their family.
That where one parent lives an indoor life
and the other an outdoor life the sex of the
children of these parents will be more of the
sex of the parent living indoors
Youth has the largest store of vitality and
will create its opposite in sex.
Thus the offspring of the old man and young
wife are boys in larger numbers because the
wife has more vitality due to her youth.
We usually die' because our store of vitality
has become exhausted.
We contract disease from which we die, because our vitality has run too low.
This principle applies in the case of the
widow. Her boys are in majority, because
she had more vitality than her husband. Proven
by the fact that she has outlived him. So also
in the case of the widower, his children are in
majority girls, for the same reason, he had
more vitality than his wife, proven by the fact
he has outlived her.
Outdoor life and sunshine strengthen vitality.
Those living indoors have less vitality, their
offspring will be of the same sex as themselves,
in the majority of cases.
Our theory offers the explanation why more
boys are born during wartime than in times of
peace. The male parent is de- vitalized by exposure, fear and the horrors of war: His wife
does not suffer to the same extent and has
therefore more vitality conserved.
One of the most apparent proofs, that difference of vitality is the determining factor, is to
be found in the family history of the Kings of
England.
The Kings had more boys than girls in their
families. Why?
Because the Queens had more vitality than
the Kings. The Queens were chosen for their
youth and beauty and therefore vitality. The
Kings were often older and in many cases led
effete and dissolute lives, that sapped their
vitality.
(Continued on page 1098)
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PATENTS

COPY RIGHTS

OUR OFFER:
-

Your First Step

The inventor should
write for our blank form "RECORD OF INVENTION." This should be signed, witnessed and
returned to us together with model or sketch and
description of the invention for INSPECTION

and ADVICE FREE.

Our Five Books Mailed
Free to Inventors
Our Illustrated Guide Book

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT

Contains full instructions regarding U. S.
Patents. Our Methods, Terms, and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and described.

Chicago. Ill., Office

Suite

1110

r

Tacoma Bldg.

OUR TRADE -MARK BOOK

Shows value and necessity of Trade -Mark Protection. Information regarding Trade -Marks
and unfair competition in trade.

OUR FOREIGN BOOK

We have Direct Agencies in Foreign Countries,

and secure Foreign Patents in shortest time
and at lowest cost.

New York Office

Suite 1007 Woolworth Bldg.

Progress of Invention
Description of World's Most Pressing
Problems by Leading Scientists and
Inventors

ALL COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
INTERFERENCE AND INFRINGEMENT SUITS PROSECUTED

IMPORTANT!
To Avoid Delay!
SHOULD HAVE YOUR CASE MADE SPECIAL IN

YOU
OUR OFFICE to save correspondence, secure protection
and early filing date in the Patent Oice. To secure
special preparation of your case send $25.00 on account
with model or sketch and description of invention.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Office
Suite 514 Empire Bldg.

PROMPT SERVICE, HIGHEST REFERENCES
REASONABLE TERMS

Philadelphia, Pa., Office
203 Liberty Bldg.

Suite

Private Office, Victor J. Evans, with view of Patent Office Through Window
I

VICTOR J. Patent
EVANS & CO
Registered

FREE

Washington, D. C., Office
Victor Bldg.

COUPON

L----

Attorneys

e

_IA

Please say you

saes

dal

Established 1898

Main Offices: 958 Ninth St., Washington, D. C.
Gentlemen: Please send me FREE OF CHARGE your
books as described above.
Name
Address

13_1

..: cars
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If You Should Fly Into
a

Thunderstorm?

(Continued from page 1078)

Big Money

into the main body of the clouds. Just to
the rear of these ascending winds, there are
stronger descending winds speeding ahead
along the earth but under the forward and
rising warmer winds. These winds are the
forceful shifting winds which come with the
storm after a period of calm. They are destructive and are soon accompanied by heavy
rain. Hail will also fall if the forward ascending currents are sufficiently strong to
carry the condensed raindrops high enough
to encounter the cold and freezing tempera tures of the upper air.
Lightning is the result of great electrical
activity in the clouds ; it originates and vividly occurs in the region of ascending air.
Hence rain is being condensed in the cloud
and attempts to fall in drops. But as soon as
it does, it meets with the violent uprush of
air and .the drops are broken apart into finer
mist or spray ; they are lighter in weight
and are carried aloft again. Here they
coalesce and start to fall toward the earth
as drops, but again the uprush of air carries them up as mist. The process of breaking and tossing aloft is repeated time after
time, and because of it, much atmospheric
electricity is generated. The large drops be-

First -Class Saxophonists make big money and the
work is easy and pleasant. You might easily become
a wizard like Tom Brown or a great record -maker
like Clyde Doerr or Bennie Krueger or Joseph
Smith. $100 to $500 weekly is not unusual for
such musicians to earn.

$21,000.00 FOR
SPIRITS

Clyde Doerr, Famous Buescher Saxophonist
You can hear him "on the air"
and on Victor and Cameo Recorda.

and a Barrel of Fun

GTrue crone

Saxophone

It's the ideal instrument for social entertainment. It is a key to social popularity. At parties,
everywhere, the Buescher Saxophone player is the
center of attraction.

Easy
to Play-Easy to Pay
The Buescher Saxophone is the easiest of all

instruments to play. You don't have to be "talented." Besides being easy to play, we make it
easy to pay for a Buescher Saxophone. Play and
earn while you pay.
Only a Buescher gives you these extra features:
Snap -on Pads, greatest improvement, easy to replace, no cementing-Patented Automatic Octave
convenient key
Key perfect Scale Accuracy
arrangement.
on any Buescher Saxophone;
6
Cornet, Trumpet, Trombone
y
or other instrument. Fill out and mail coupon for
full information. Mention instrument in which you
are interested.

-

-

Days' Trial

Buescher Band Instrument Co.

Elkhart, Indiana

2709 Buescher Block

(485) 1
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
1
2709 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Ind.
send I
in
any
wayplease
me
Gentlemen:Withoutobligating
me your free literature.
I
1
I am interested in the
Age ... .
following instrument

Name
Address

y

AIRPLANE
-inch scale model of
12

Lindbergh's Spirit of St.
Louis. Scientifically designed and very realistic.

Rises from ground by
own power and flies 30
ft. or more. Easily built
without tools.
Construction set , with all parts and full directions,
50c.
Satis,
factione or money back. Send now.
& BENTON. Box G. Chillicothe, Ohiù.

Work!
Foreign
-does
Romantic,

Like to Travel

Wealthy South America call you? Unusual
men. American
Opportunities for youngexpenses.
Big pay
Employers pay fareand and Instructions,

-write for Free Information
for Position." No obligations.
"How to Apply

SOUTH AMERICAN SERVICE BUREAU

14600 Alma Avenue,

Detroit, Mich.

$1,000.00 offered by this publication
for spirit manifestations which cannot
be duplicated or explained by scientific
means.
$10,000.00 for spiritual phenomena
offered by Joseph F. Rinn.
$10,000.00 offered by Joseph Dun ninger for manifestations which he
cannot explain or duplicate under
identical conditions.
Total: $21,000.00 now offered.

come positively charged and the fine particles
or spray is negative. The latter moist air is
carried into and throughout the clouds which
assume a general negative charge. The region of vigorous wind and raindrop action
and where water is accumulating because it
cannot fall to earth becomes heavily charged
positively. Lightning, which is simply a
giant electric spark between two charged
areas, occurs when the positive and negative
charges of the two regions become so great
that the natural insulation of the air can no
longer hold them apart. The greater the
vigor of the rising air currents and the
amount of water accumulation, the more
powerful becomes the electrical activity and
the likelihood of severe and dangerous lightning strokes.

Lightning Dangerous
THE flashes dart out from the region of

great activity to other portions of the
clouds or down to the earth. This part of
a thunderstorm is the most dangerous for
flying. Between the two forces of the upward and downward air currents, there is
the wind shift region where a dangerous
squall is always whirling about. The story
of the loss of the great airship "Shenandoah"
bears mute testimony to the fury of this
line squall. Any luckless aviator who may
be caught in it is in grave danger. Much
prominence was given to the details of the diversion of the newest airship, the "Graf
Zeppelin," in order to avert danger of
(Continued on page 1086)
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The editors know that if they
receive these letters, there are
thousands of others in this
country who get similar letters
and who fall for the claims
made in the numerous prospectuses giving the earning capacities of the various machines.

Most of the shares of stocks
for these perpetual motion machines are being sold at a
rate of $1.00 per share, although
some inventors are trying to
sell shares of stock at $100.00
per share.

Therefore, the editors of this
publication say, "Just come in
and show us- merely SHOW
us
working model of a perpetual motion machine and we
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to operate by tides, winds,
waterpower, natural evaporation or humidity. It must be
perpetual motion."
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If You Should Fly Into

You can play the
HAWAIIAN" GUITAR
just like the Hawaiians!
'

a

storms over the Atlantic. Thus, through
the aid of radio, that great ship was turned
from its charted course and probably saved
from certain destruction, but not before it
suffered serious damage. Such aircraft are
still unsuited to any but the most favorable
flying conditions.

Native Hawaiian
expert directs you

You get expert instruction,
directed by a world- famous
player and teacher, Prof.
Walter Kolomoku. Hequickly
eveals to you the secrets of

Complete
Conservatory

IF a plane should survive the destructive
winds of the early part of the storm, it
will likely be along the path of some discharge of lightning. When passing through
the heavily charged regions the plane will
also become electrically charged. Electric
sparking will take place between metal portions and might explode the fuel tanks or
cause fire. In the case of a balloon or gas filled ship, the spark danger is a constant and
serious danger. The use of the non-explosive gas, helium, averts this danger. Lightning follows the shortest path to the earth,
as is evidenced by the zig -zag appearance of
a flash as it darts along through regions of
air havirig the best electrical conductivity. It
is obvious that a plane must provide a better
conductor for a short distance than the air
itself, and will, therefore, present a shortened
path through the plane for a lightning stroke.
ne would never know at what minute the
plane is shortening the distance between two
charged areas sufficiently to provoke a discharge. The trail of the exhaust gas, because of its high content of particles from
burned gas and oil, provides an effective path
of conductivity for a lightning discharge
along the route of the plane. Such a discharge may occur between clouds, or within
the cloud itself, not always between the cloud
and the earth beneath.
No aircraft is entirely immune to lightning and induction until it is clear of the region of electrical activity. But at times, even
in fair weather, the electric menace is sometimes rather serious. For example, kites,
being flown for aerological and meteorological purposes, using a steel wire, have
brought down such powerfulkcharges of electricity on clear days that the operators were
badly shocked. Many times, in even insignificant thunderstorms or heavy clouds, lightning. has struck the kites and flowed down
the wires which were immediately melted.
Benjamin Franklin, in 1752, flew a kite into
a thunderstorm and received electricity down
the string, thus proving that electricity existed within the clouds.

Course

You get 52 complete printed lessons

Nothing is omitted. Pictures explain every move. You
don't need to know the first thing about music when you
begin -you can positively learn to play by our plain,
easy picture method. You are sure to learn! What we
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students. This record assures your success.
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Reliable retailers ask $18 to $20 for a similar instrument and outfit without the fine Fabrikoid Case.
which alone is valued at $3.50.

Learn at home in spare time

Study in spare time -in absolute privacy at home.
Our method is so simple you begin a piece your
first lesson. In half an hour you can play it.

Pay as you play

We make it easy for you. Start with small
first payment-then pay while learning. It
comes to only a few cents per lesson. You
only pay the cost of the course-we furnish everything else.
OTHER
Tenor Banjo, Violin,
COURSES)1 Tipis Tenor Guitar,
Ukulele. Banjo Ukulele under well.
known instructors.

FIRST HAWAIIAN
CONSERVATORY

of MUSIC, Inc.
9th Fi.. Woolworth Bldg.
Dept. 340 New York

Approvedas a Correspondence School Under the Laws
of the State of New York.

111

Send This_Coupon for Liberal Offer!
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Where Storms Are Greatest

WHERE
LINDBERGH_ LEARNED)

AVIATORS in some parts of the country
are subject to greater risks of thunderstorms than fliers in other sections. No part
of the country is entirely free, but there are
two regions of.greatest thunderstorm activity
-one in the region of Tampa, Florida, and
the other over northern New Mexico. The
storms of the former are wet with rain, and
those of the latter mostly dry without rain.
Lightning of great intensity accompanies
both kinds of storms. Taking the country

GET the saine complete, thorough, foundational
training that Lindbergh received. tae; it
now-under greatly improved facilities
the
Lincoln Airplane School. Much better than atwhen

Lindbergh learned here.
Get the best training
now available.
Here competent, experienced instructors teach you practical Flying and Ground
Work. You go right up into the sky in our famous
Lincoln Page Government Licensed Planes -with
transport pilots. Learn on actual planes and motors supplied by the Lincoln Aircraft Factory.
Write for full information today!

as a whole, December has fewer storms and
July the most. San Francisco and vicinity

LINCOLN AIRPLANE SCHOOL
222

Aircraft Bldg.,

LINCOLN, NEBR.

is almost exempt from storms.

In general,
however, the mountainous regions arè favorable for the inception of thunderstorms as
the slopes of the hill provide a deflection to
force upward the warm surface winds.
Storms are frequent along the Mexican border and seldom. recorded along the Canadian
line. They are common to the south and
rare to the north.
Airplanes flying along established air
routes in this country have the benefit of a
nation -wide system of aerological weather
reports.
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(Continued from page 1084)

Play all the latest hits just as the Hawaiians do.
Be the leader of your set, a happy crowd always
around you, everybody enjoying and admiring
your playing. Get in on all the good times or play
professionally. We will help you.

Member National Home
Study Council.
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Besides the latest set construction articles
and editorial matter covering each new
development, there are many sections that
make RADIO NEWS especially attractive
to all radio enthusiasts.

THE LISTENER SPEAKS

This section belongs to the readers of RADIO
NEWS. Its purpose is to provide a common
"stamping ground" for the views of the radio
public. Here the readers discuss among themselves all questions of interest to radio.

BROADCASTATICS
page devoted to humor of purely radio interest.
All contributions published are paid for at the
rate of $1.00. There is many a hearty laugh in
each issue.
A

TELEVISION
section in which the latest developments of
television are reviewed each month. This comparatively new industry is fast gaining popularity. It opens a new field for experimenting
to our friend, the "fan."
A

WHAT'S NEW IN RADIO

Wherein all new radio apparatus is fully
described and its use explained. This section
is especially valuable to set builders.

THE RADIO BEGINNER

its name signifies, this section is devoted
to the radio beginner. All the elementary
principles of radio are discussed and full constructional data for the simpler sets given.
Full -sized blue prints of the circuits treated
are FREE.
As

RADIO WRINKLES

This department contains many suggestions
helpful to the radio enthusiasts. Each contribution published entitles the author
year's subscription to RADIO NEWS or,to ina
cases where he is already a subscriber, a year's
subscription to either SCIENCE AND INVENTION or AMAZING STORIES.

RADIOTICS
humorous page of misprints contributed by
our readers. For each one published $1.00 will
be paid, provided that the actual article in which
the misprint occurs is enclosed with a few
humorous words from the reader.
RADIO NEWS LABORATORIES
In this section all apparatus awarded the RADIO NEWS LABORATORY CERTIFICATE OF
MERIT in the month past is listed, and a
technical description given of its purpose and
characteristics.
A
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WANT TO KNOW

This department is conducted by
C. W.
Palmer. Its purpose is to answer the Mr.
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of our readers. The value in which the "fans"
hold this section can be better realized when
one considers that there are over 5,000 letters
received from readers each month. Naturally
only the more important ones are printed in
RADIO NEWS.
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Saving the Lives of Crews of
Disabled Submarines
By Walter G. Kiplinger
(Continued from page 1027)

A Balancing

Pressure

HOWEVER, when the pressure is applied
from the inside, the reverse is true. A
cylinder that will crush at twenty -five pounds
external pressure will hold from two to three
times that amount of inside pressure, depending almost entirely on the tensile strength
of the metal. Dents tend' to straighten out
and everything is just perfectly charhling.
By balancing the bursting pressure limit
of the case aginst the crushing pressure, as

shown in the accompanying diagram, we can
withstand a depth pressure equal to the sum
of what the can will stand for each way. We
can thus use a container only one-fourth as
strong and as heavy as would be otherwise
required. As the man occupies the bulk of the
inside space, the needed inside pressure can
be built up with a hand-pimp very quickly
and the compression of the air does not reduce buoyancy materially.
It will be noted that when the man reaches
the surface he is still under a pressure just
under the bursting limit of the pupa case.
The stress on the can would be exactly what
it started with in the submarine, however,
and he has what . amounts to his own individual decompression chamber. With an interior controlled one -way valve, he can release the pressure quickly or slowly. Borrowing an idea from one of the patented
crew escape- buoys, this outlet valve might
even be equipped with a whistle and make
still another use of the air
It is too much to hope that space enough
can be legitimately found on a submarine for
escape-cases for the entire crew, but even
one or two might be used in connection with
Commander Momsen's "air lung" to take
care of the disabled or panic-stricken, or at
great depths to get at least one man to the
surface to report conditions.
We have not gone very far into the possibilities of built-up cases as none of us are
familiar enough with the tactical needs of a
submarine. One would think that some of
the German machine -gunners' clever nestedequipment might be studied to advantage.
Finding space for the cases, as said before,
primarily is a problem of packing.
The Navy plans, however, to carry soda
lime to the amount of 50 pounds per man
on submarines in the -future. With a crew
of forty, this means a ton. The lime used
is that developed by R. E. Wilson. Samples
of this ran from .95 to 1.05 in specific gravity, which means the lime will occupy approximately the space of a ton of water or
at least 32 cubic feet. The finding of this
unoccupied extra cubic yard or more of space
is bothering the naval people but is one
that must be solved anyhow. Even the apparent trivial matter of whether square or
round containers would be least in the way
is being discussed. The type of escape chamber with which we have experimented
occupies from six to eight and one -half cubic feet of space, depending on which shell
is used and, of course, could contain nearly
that amount of soda lime. Unless it becomes
necessary to split the 32 cubic feet of the
soda lime in small cans tucked away in odd
corners of the ship, the soda lime bulk would
allow for nearly three of these escape -chambers and many more if they were nested.
One difficulty may be noted in that the
soda lime, having a high alkali content,
would chemically attack any aluminum alloys.
Some protecting inside varnish will have
to be developed.
courThe writer wishes to acknowledge specialElectric
tesies of Dr. W. R. Whitney of_ the General
Boston
the
of
Co., Lt. Commander Paul Searles
the
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Fit yourself for one of the really big jobs by knowing electrical practice complete,
including inside and outside work, central stations, and the whole subject. With the
aid of the Croft books you can know electricity as experts know it and put yourself
in line for an expert's pay.

The Croft Library

Flexibldinge

bin

for easy

of Practical Electricity

handling

reference library and self- training course in
eight volumes. 3000 pages-2100 illustrations
A

usThe Croft Library contains three thousand pages, with twenty -one hundred of the clearest hwant
you
trations ever put into book form. Each of the eight volumes is indexed so that everythingnot
merely
to know about electricity is at the fingers' ends. And when you find what you want , there is
a short question and a short answer. You are told everything you want to know. The explanation is
clear to you, regardless of whether you have had a previous knowledge of electricity or not.
Croft teaches you electrical practice complete. He takes you in quick. easy steps from the simplest
principles to the complete and economical operation of a great central sta ion.
He tells you the things you need to know about motors, generators, armatures, commutators
transformers, circuits, current, switchboards, distribution systems-- electrical machinery-wiring for
do
light and power -wiring of finished buildings-underwriters' and municipal requirements -how tomost
a complete job, from estimating it, to completion-illumination in its every phase -the latest and
effects,
etc.
and
lighting
lighting
-lamps
methods
of
improved

THE STANDARD IN PRACTICAL
ELECTRICAL TRAINING

Everywhere the Croft Library is acknowledged as the standard -the leader -in practical
electrical training. It is the daily guide of 59,000 highly -paid electrical workers and engineers.
There is nothing like it in print today. It is the most complete, the best illustrated, the most
carefully compiled, the most easily understood electrical library available. No matter how
much or how little you know of electricity, you will find the Croft Library a sound, helpful
guide to greater accomplishment
Every day you use these great books you will learn something that will help to make you
a better electrical worker Every page is taken from every-day electrical practice. Croft
deals only .with the kind of problems you meet in daily work. Own a set and join the 59.000
men who have found the Croft Library to be a real working companion to bigger accomplishin your room. Put one in your pocket when you take
ment in the electrical field. Keep these bookghandy
They are not tiresome treatises, but as interesting
the car or train in the morning. Give them the odd hours.
set regularly, acquire just one new fact a day, and in
your
Consult
you
ever
owned.
matter
as any reading
a few years you will be a broadly informed electrical man.

Easy Steps to Success in Electricity
Starting right in with the ABC's of modern
electricity, Croft takes you through his books in
easy steps. He gives you the boiled -down records
of every-day electrical practice in plain words,
figures, and illustrations. Nothing is left to the
imagination -there is no guesswork.
Croft has been through the mill. His knowledge
of electricity has been gained by actual shirt -sleeve
contact with electrical problems. He knows just

Free Examination
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r1 Free
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No Money Down
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Months to Pay

I McGraw -Hill Book Co., Inc.,
370 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Gentlemen -Please send me the CROFT LIBRARY

!

Fill in and mail the coupon attached and
we will send you the entire set of eight
volumes for ten days' Free Examination,
We take all the risk-pay all charges. You

assume no obligation -you pay nothing
unless you decide to keep the books. Then
$1.50 in ten days and the balance at the rate
of $2 a month. Send the coupon NOW and
see the books for yourself.

Send the Coupon
TODAY

what is needed to get ahead. He has poured out all
his knowledge -all his experience -in language that
anyone can grasp. Yet the text is so scientifically
correct that thousands of the highest -paid electrical
engineers are using the books as a reference set,
The famous set is beyond a doubt the last word
n practical electrical education. No one who
wishes to get anywhere in the electrical field can
afford to be without it.
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The Origin of Man
By Dr. Samuel C.

SchmuckerPh.D., Sc.D.

(Continued from page 1021)
Like the frogs of today, this creature laid
its eggs in water and the young had a tadpole stage.

Reptiles
in our ancestry came in the
Age of Reptiles (Mesozoic). In these
the tadpole stage was so shortened that it
was over before the egg was hatched. From
this time on all our ancestors have lived
during their entire lives as lung breathers !
These reptiles were highly successful. Some
of them grew to enormous size. The biggest
of them (Dinosaurs, Fig. 7) were seventy
feet long and must have weighed more than
twenty tons. These reptiles, like ours today,
were dependent on the outside temperature
for their heat, and in cold weather were
sluggish.
The sharks had multitudes of teeth in many
rows. When our ancestors took to the land
they had only a single line remaining. In
the reptilian age these grew roots and became pointed and were nearly alike along
the whole line of the jaw.
With the waning of the Mesozoic there
came small reptiles who showed signs of better things. They had various kinds of teeth
for varied food.
Now a change appears. The pump, previously divided at the top becomes divided
fully into two parts. One of these, the left,
sends the blood over the body. The stream
then returns to the right pump which sends
it to the lungs. Here it gets its oxygen and
comes back to the left side to repeat this
This f urcontinuous double circulation.
nishes the body with so much larger a proportion of oxygen that better burning is
the result, and higher temperatures prevail.
The especial feature however is that a nervous mechanism controls the heat like a thermostat and keeps it even.

ANEW stage

The only man who
could talk to
the Superintendent
"Scow after I began studying," a student wrote to us
the other day, "we had a change in management at
our plant. I certainly was glad then that I had decided to study in my spare time. For, thanks to my
I. C. S. course, I was the only man in the organization who could talk to the Superintendent in his own
language. As a result, I was promoted over men who
had been here from ten to twenty years. My salary
has been increased 90 per cent in the last ten months."
student has
done. There are thousands of others. Evèry mail 'brings
lettera from men and women telling of promotions and increases in salary due directly to spare -time study.
One hour a day, spent with the I. C. S. in the quiet of
your own home, will prepare you for success in the work
Put it up to us to prove it.
you like best. Yea, it will

That's a true story of what just

one

I.

C. S.

Mail this Coupon for Free Booklet
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Surprise and puzzle your friends with
magic chemical tricks; make ink; dye
cloth; test water and soil; write secret
letters with invisible ink; pour blue,
brown and black liquid from a pitcher
All these and many more
of water.
chemical stunts are easy with Chem craft Junior. It's the best box of
fun you ever had! Get yours now.

Only 25c Postpaid
Free Catalog and
Chemcraft Magazine
to every boy who writes
for it now. Full of new
and chemical
stunts.
Ask for yours
right away!
The Porter Chemical Co.
105 Summit Ave.
Hagerstown, Md.
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The Greatest Automotive

Discovery of Scientists in Recent Years
You lust flow ReNUZit onto any automobile with
a ppiece of cheesecloth, and instantly the ORIGINAL
dolor and lustre of that car is like new again!
NOT A POLISH, CLEANER, WAX, OR PAINT.
No tiresome nabbing or polishing; harmless, lasting, sure.
GUARANTEED NOT TO TURN WHITE.

AGENTS' NEW PLAN
ReNUZit
Service Stations
Bring
$1,000 a Month
It is easy to see
why so many men

can get into the
big money clam
operating ReNUZit

Millions are waiting to buy
ReNUZit.
That is why ReNUZit Agents all over the
country can make almost unbelievable profite.
And our
PROPOSITION is so GOOD
that you should have no trouble
making $50.00 a day and up.

Service Stations.

Test ReNUZit Free!

NUZIt and your
wonderful opportunity to make
$12,000.00 a year.
Do It Nowl

You have the privilege of trying ReNUZit yourself right now
without risk. Prove to yourself
what miracles it accomplishes.
Write TODAY for full details
and Free Test Offer.

Write for the thrilling story of Re-

THE RENUZIT SYSTEM
154 E.

ERIE ST.

Dept. 663 -C.R.

CHICAGO,

ILL

Wit &Q
PAN-AMERICAN
EASY TO PLAY! A few short
weeks of practice and you'll
play popular tunes on your true toned Saxophone, Trumpet, Clarinet, or whatever instrument
you choose.
EASY TO TRY! FREE Trial
on any PAN -AMERICAN.
EASY TO PAY FOR!
PanAmericans a r e
moderately
priced. Sold on EASY TERMS.
EASY TO DO I Write today for
beautifully illustrated catalog.
PAN -AMERICAN BAND INSTRUMENT & CASE CO.
305 Pan -American Building

The Reptiles Change
AVERY cold period now came, which
was hard on the reptiles, but allowed our
particular branch to use their advantage and
become warm -blooded mammals.
These lost their reptilian scales, except
at the ends of their fingers and toes, where

they formed claws, which in our case would
later become nails. The egg too was kept
inside the body until it was hatched, because
in these creatures the forming young must
be Kept warm.
On the basis of their habits, these mammals became divided into several lines. (See
Fig. 8). They particularly differed in feet
and teeth. Our ancestors kept rather simple
feet and teeth, but they developed brains.
Instead of running from their enemies they
climbed into the trees. This was an important step. It taught them to use their
front and hind feet, to hold on by grasping
and it kept them head up, where they noticed
things.
Fortunately for us, our ancestors lived
in a region where later the trees gave way
to grass, which became populated with herbivorous animals. Our ancestors came down
from the trees, losing the clasp of the hind
feet. Fortunately they continued head up,
standing high where much was to be seen.
Our cousins, who remained in the trees, developed into much more successful climbers
than we ever were.
But our hands remained, and our bigger
brain. These reacted on each other, both
developing in the process. (See Fig. 9.)
Passing from fruit to animal food, we
were compelled to co- operate against the
big game. We learned to make for ourselves
artificial claws and teeth and helps to motion which have steadily grown better. For
many thousands of years we have been far
above all our animal cousins.

Make $50.00 a Day

Elkhart, Indiana

PLUMBINGHEATING
Install Your Own -Save Half
T

Lowest wholesale prices
on highest quality Grade
can install his own Plumbing and Heating BY OUR
NEW EASY METHOD. Get
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Send for FREE Book.
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a year. Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc., 230
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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Motor Hints
(Continued from page 1046)
permits for the automobile, required to be
carried with the car when driving, are frequently mislaid. To solve the problem of
carrying these safely and in a place not
likely to cause mutilation, one driver uses
the method shown in the attached illustration.
By means of pins, the cards are attached
to the roller curtains on the car windows.
Similarly, the same owner uses the curtains for maps while touring. The convenience of this arrangement will be apparent to those who have tried to use maps,
unfolding them and folding them for pocket
stowage.
When using this method, the pins to secure
the papers, should be inserted crosswise the
curtain, so the curtains will roll, without
bulging.

Modernistic Fire Screen

See LePage's Book, page 13

Modernistic Book Shelves
See LePage's Book, page 9

Now you can make

Your Own Modernistic Furniture
At a Fraction of Store Prices

LEPAGE'S New Book Shows How

Modernistic Table

See LePage's Book, page 11

12 NEW
Job Plans, Too!
Illustration cl above, shows how the plier
tool is used. The terminal is shown at 1,

battery, 3, handles, 4, hook form,
serrations, 6, details of tool, 7, bolt or
rivet. B illustrates a side view of the tool.
2, is the
5,

LePage's latest book, "The Third Home Work Shop
Book," contains complete directions for making 20
attractive pieces of household furniture, 5 of which
are modernistic in design, so popular today. These

There is, of course, a limit to what we
can give in LePage's New Third Home
Work Shop Book for only a dime. But
we realize many men want additional
projects. Hence our 12 new Job Plans.
These also were made by Mr. Klenke.
They are projects that require more
elaborate presentation than we can give
in our book. Each Job Plan presents
one project on a single large sheet of
paper. Each is well worth its price,
one dime. Look over these projects
and order those you want by number
(see coupon), enclosing 10 cents for
each.
16
17

18

II'IIIIIII11

IIIIIIJII

nnumnnm

19

Sheraton Writ- 22 Telephone Cabinet
ing Desk
Stool for Tele23
Sheraton Desk
phone Cabinet
Chair
24 Manual TrainColonial Hanging Work
ing Book
Shelves

Bench

Smoking a n d
Reading Cabirret

Work er's Tool Cab -

25 Home

irret
26 Spanish

Gal-

leon
Mirror
27 Vanity Table
21 Tea Wagon
20 Colonial

.

In the above drawing, an inside view of
the car is shown at A. Licenses and per-

mits are shown at 1, and maps, at 2. The
papers are exposed when the curtain is
lowered, as at 3.

include the 3 shown above, and in addition, a Modernistic Desk and Modernistic Folding Screen.
Or, if you prefer, you can make reproductions of 5
Cape Cod Chest of
famous old Colonial pieces
Drawers, Alexandria Nest of Tables, Old Salem
Ship's Cupboard, Plymouth Built -In -China Closet and
Lady Washington Sewing Cabinet.

-

Expert Instruction
Any man handy with tools can make any or all of these O
pieces of furniture, for a fraction of their retail price, which
a careful check in shops showed would be about $1000 for
the 20.
The designs,
You have expert instruction to guide you.
dimension drawings, photographs, step -by -step directions and
the actual furniture itself were made by William W. Klenke,
Instructor in Woodworking, Central Commercial and Manual
Training High School, Newark, New Jersey. His experience
as an expert gives assurance that each project and the directions for making it are thoroughly practical.
The other popular 10 pieces which this LePage's Book shows
you how to make, are: Chess and Checkers Table, Smoking
Table, Caned Side Chair, China or Book Cabinet, Book Trough
and Magazine Stand, Magazine Carrier, Vanity Case, Book
Stand, Fernery Stand and Folding Sewing Screen. Where
else could you get complete directions for making all these for
only 10 cents?

Send 10 cents for this NEW LePage's
Home Work Shop Book
Simply use the coupon below, sending it to us with 10 cents
in coin or stamps, and we will at once send you a copy of
this latest LePage's Book, postage paid.

MAIL THIS COUPON

DO you believe that woman is superior to man in intelligence, in
endurance, in physical strength, from
the standpoint of longevity, and from
the viewpoint of her recuperative powers? If not, in which of these qualifications do you think she fails? For
definite information, see the next issue.
The article is entitled, "Woman-The
Dominant Sex," by Robert Kingman,
M.D.

LEPAGE'S CRAFT LEAGUE,
632 Essex Ave., Gloucester, Mass.

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find 10 cents (coin or
stamps) in payment for LePage's New Third Home
Work Shop Book. Please send a copy of this book to:
Name

lE PAGE'S
GLUE

NANuIEST TOOL IN YOUR WORK SHOP

Street

State
City
Please also send the following Job Plans
(indicate by number those you want. See column at
left), for each of which I enclose an additional 10
cents.
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Magnet Defies Gravitation
(Continued from page 1035)

that its attractive force (gravity) is prac-
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tically constant for a considerable distance
above its surface. As anyone knows who
has sprinkled iron filings around a magnet,
the intensity of a magnetic field falls off
rapidly, and so as the bar rises the magnetic
repulsion soon falls off until its effect exactly
equals that of gravity.
PINS TO
RETAIN
MAGNET
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If you are in need of certain small radio parts that other
radio and mail order houses do not bother to carry get the
Rasco Catalog and you will find the small parts there, anything from a screw to copper ribbon, telephone diaphragms,
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Be sure to get this great 200 -page book
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Radio Specialty Company is radio's
oldest radio parts mail order house in the
country, and the new confidential prices
on standard radio merchandise are the
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The attraction and repulsion force of the
cobalt steel magnet is shown above. The
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two channels, so that its north pole would
he adjacent to the north pole of the magnet
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Mr.
John
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Portable Phonograpl

A Home -Made Melting
Furnace for the Amateur

sent for

Mechanic
By

only

Raymond B. Wailes
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Folds

!

Like a
Suitcase

(Continued from page 1052)

The laboratory worker or mechanic will
Ind that the temperature range of this fur :iace usually meets all of his requirements.
in operating, as soon as the walls have become warmed, combustion will be more cornalete and the temperature can be controlled
by the operator. A peep hole allows the
work to be inspected:from time to time.
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snap locks and carrying
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coupon, $2.50 monthly. Total price, $24.95

Selections
Yes, only $1.00 with coupon below, brings this portable phonograph with a special assortment of 15 latest double face 75c new
electric process records -30 selections in all -to your home on
Usethiswonderfunl.
able as your own. Se e
what a wonderful convenience it is to have a phonograph that you can carry from
room to room, place to place, wherever and whenever you
want it. And the tone and volume

30 Days Trial

The furnace itself is shown above. The
edge of the crucible may be seen just below
the rim of the shell.
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That you get everything in this phonograph so far as concerns music reproduction
a $250 phonograph can give, also the exact reproducer.
the exact style of tone arm and the same grade of recorde. That's why
you get, on this wonderful offer, absolutely the best in music that
any phonograph ever gave. If, after 30 days trial and use, you are not
satisfied In every respect, send It back at our expense and well refund
your dollar plus all transportation charges you paid.
But if you decide to keep the
outfit, pay only $2.60 a month
until you have paid that sensational price on this special
sale -only $24.95. Think of it, a first class, high grade phonograph
and 15 latest double face Records (30 selections) a complete outfit, ready
to play, only $24.95 -and easy monthly terms, besides I

We Guarantee:
that

Records
The
$11.26 worth of high

grade 75c records included In this offer.
30 selections-15 double face records. Made
by the new electric
process; more life like.
more volume. less surface noise. Play longer. Very latest popular songe, dance music, band and instrumental pieces. Read
our wonderful offer.

$25_°

a Month

Send Coupon NOW!
Seize this opportunity-while it lasts. Our supply for this
special sale is limited. Send only
g $1.00 with coupon now. Rememyou don't risk a penny
ber,
of home furniáhings sent
on request with or with- your money back if not satisfied.
out order. See coupon. Send the coupon now.

Free Catalog
.11
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Straus B Schram, Dept.

1063.

Chigago, ILL

Enclosed find D. Ship special advertised Puritone Portable Phonograph
with 15 Double Face 75e New Electric Process records 30 selections.
I am to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the outfit, I will pay you $2.50
monthly. If not satisfied, I am to return the phonograph and records
within 30 days and you are to refund my dollar and express charges I
paid.
puritans Portable Phonograph and SS Double

-

Fans Records, W3136WA, $24.95

Name
Street, R. F. D.

or Box No
Shipping
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Straus f3 Schram
Dept. 1063, Chicago, Ill.

Are YouAlways Excited? Fatigued? Worried?

Gloomy? Pessimistic? Constipation. indigestion,
cold sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused by NERVE
EXHAUSTION. Drugs, tonics and medicines cannot help
weak. sick nerves! Learn how to regain Vigor. Calmness and
Send 25 cents for this amazing book.
Self Confidence.

RICHARD BLACKSTONE, N -963 Flatiron Bldg., N.Y.
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a If you want only our FREE catalog of home furnishings, mark X here

ERVE
Details of tiffe air pipe appear above
This pipe screws into the reducing
socket from the outside.

State-

Post Office
Married
or Single

LEARN CARTOONING

At Home -In Your Spare Time
The famous Picture Chart Method
of teaching original drawing has
opened the door of success for hunOrals of beginners. Whether you
think you have talent or not, send
for sample chart to test your ability, and examples of the work of
students earning from $50 to $300
per week.

Please state your age.

THE LAN DON SCH OOL
1460 National Bldg., Cleveland, O.
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Radios 2o,000 Miles to Talk
Ten Miles
By Norman J. Stone
(Continued from page 1064)
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"TELEVISION" is a magazine pledged to further the art
of the infant industry for which it is named, and to supply
the "fans" with the latest information and developments in this fast -growing field. Television, as a
science, occupies the same position today as radio
did ten years ago. Like the radio fans of years
back, enthusiasts of this new field have had to
fight for whatever meager knowledge they
have been able to obtain. This magazine, then, comes as manna to the ininformation- hungry fan. It is our
purpose to keep these enthusiasts
constantly informed, through
"TELEVISION," of each
The
new development.
second issue of "TELEVISION" is now on

In the Television field there
are all of the thrills that the
radio fan knows so well. Get
on the band wagon with your
fellow enthusiasts. Be the
first in your neighborhood to
own a television set. Obtain a
copy of "TELEVISION ";
it will show you how to build
a real Television receiver.

toria," situated near Deception Island. The
arrows show the course which the messages
traversed, a distance of approximately 20,500
miles. Although Captain Wilkins was not
so far from Commander Byrd, it was necessary to exchange messages by this devious
route because no regular schedules had been
made between the two expeditions.

the newsstands.
You will find below a partial
list of its in-

Another novel radio stunt was carried out
by members of Byrd's South Pole Expedition when they sent a 20,500 mile radio greeting to Capt. Sir Hubert Wilkins, at his
Deception Island base. Although they were
separated only about 2000 miles, the message
travelled to Wilkins by way of New York.
When the report came that Capt. Wilkins
had flown over Graham Land and determined
that it was an island and not a peninsula,
this message was relayed to Commander
Byrd by the Times radio station. Commander Byrd sent back a congratulatory
message for transmission to Capt. Wilkins.
The message to Byrd was sent from shortwave station WHD to station WFBT on
the "City of New York." A message came
back over the 10,000 mile gap and this was
sent by land wire to San Francisco. Station KUP relayed the message to Wilkin's
base, a distance of 7,500 miles. The complete distance travelled was 10,000 miles to
Byrd, 10,000 back to New York, and 10,500
miles to Capt. Wilkins via San Francisco.
The illustration reproduced here shows the
course of the messages. Direct communication between the two explorers is possible,
but arrangements for wavelengths and a
definite time schedule would have to be made
by the same indirect method employed in
the exchange of these messages.
A map has been reproduced here showing
the course of the Byrd -Wilkins messages,
They were sent from the "City of New
York" to New York City, then to San Francisco and were received by the whaler "Hek-

The first Television magazine was published by the
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANYabout
Over 50,000
a year ago.
copies of this magazine,
"TELEVISION," have since
been sold. This, alone, is
sure proof of the popularity
of this interesting new art.

teresting

con tents

Contents
Partial List of Demonstrations
Scheduled for Station WRNY

Practical
Campbell Swinton Television System
Quartz Crystals Synchronize Television Sets
Baird Optical Lever Increases Speed
Recording Pictures with Air Jet
Valensi Television
How to Build a Radio Photo Recorder
Connection of Photo -Electric Cell
and many other articles of equal interest
New Jenkins Radio Movies
New Belin Photo Transmitter
Vacuum Cameras to Speed Up Television
Infra -Red "Eye" Sees at Night

AT ALL
NEWSSTANDS

THE2

OR WRITE

COPY

DIRECT

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 230 Fifth Ave., New York, N.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please forward to me a copy of TELEVISION. Enclosed find

25

cents.

Name
Address

City

Y.

State

The above map shows the course of the messages sent from Commander Byrd in the
Antarctic to Captain Wilkins, at
Deception Island.
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Refracting. Telescope Can Be
Built at Small Cost
By
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.

Donald H. Menzel, Ph. D.

(Concluded from Feb. Issue, page 1003)

The best telescopes use compound achromatic ( "without color ") lenses (Figure 6).
First class objectives of this type are very
expensive. Without one, however, many of
the more interesting celestial objects will be
inaccessible to you. If circumstance forces
you to choose between two simple lenses,
give preference to the longer focal -length.
A two -inch objective of 40 -inch focus will
give much more satisfaction than a four -inch
lens of 15 -inch focus.

How to Mahe the Eye -piece
As stated before, the purpose of the eyepiece is merely magnification of the image
formed by the objective. The simple lens,
such as may be obtained from a pocket magnifier, is by no means to be despised, particularly for the higher powers. It does, however, require careful adjustment and possesses the additional disadvantage that only
a small field of view is visible at a time. To
determine the focal -length of a small lens,
use it as a "burning glass," measuring the
distance between the lens and the most intense image of the sun.

THE IDEAL
EYE PIECE

ACHROMATIC ,OBJECT-

MOUNT TWO LENSES IN A

CARBOARD TUBE. THE
EXTRA LENGTH OF TUBE
IS USED FOR FOCUSING.

WINDOW SHADE TACKED ON WOODEN FRAMEWORK
MAKES AN EXCELLENT SUBSTITUTE FOR A MORE EXPENSIVE
TELESCOPE TUBE
AN OLD

WOODEN BLOCK WITH HOLE FOR EYE PIECE
CLOTH FROM OLD WINDOW SHADE

WOODEN FRAMEWORK

INTERIOR
PAINTED JET BLACK

FIG

An Advertisement
of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

FIG.8

FIG. 7

IVE AS USED IN LARGE
TELESCOPES

Getting there ahead of the trouble

WOODEN BLOCK WITH HOLE FOR OBJECTIVE

is the ideal eyepiece. Constructor can make a good one with two
lenses. A substitute for a telescope tube is

Illustrated above

also shown.

The compound lens is usually more convenient than the simple-eyepiece. In its ideal
form, as shown in Figure 7, it consists of
two plano- convex lenses, their curved surfaces facing one another, and spaced at a
distance equal to half the sum of the two
focal lengths. The best results are obtained
when the lenses are similar. If, however,
they differ, the lens of longer focus should
be used ás the "field lens," i.e., it should be
placed nearer the objective; the other is employed for the eye -lens. If plano-convex
lenses cannot be obtained, ordinary double convex lenses may be used as above. They
need not be large-one -half to three -quarters
of an inch in diameter will suffice. They
should be permanently mounted in a metal,
wooden, cardboard, or even paper tube (Figure 8). Beeswax, sealing wax, putty, nails,
glue -any number of means-may be employed to hold them in place. Their spacing.
is not critical. I suggest that you manufac,
ture several eyepieces of various foci so as
to have a large range of magnifying powers
at your command. Do not aim at too great
magnification, however. For single-lens objectives of 40 -inch focus, 50 or 60 times is
about the limit ; 20 is more satisfactory.

DURING

the afternoon of

March 57, 1928, an alarm bell
rang in a telephone test station
in the heart of the Alleghany
mountains. This meant that a puncture had been made in the air -tight
sheath of a busy inter-city cable. The
men on duty knew, that the injury
was somewhere within 5o miles.
Highly developed locating devices
were instantly applied and in sixty -five
minutes the trouble spot was located. By
7.15 in the evening, before the break in
the sheath had affected service on
any of the 248 pairs of wires in the
cable, the repairs had been made. Because of the preliminary warning on
the indicator wire and the locating
devices that enabled the test station
to tell the repair crew just where it
would find the trouble, not one
"THE TELEPHONE

conversation was interrupted.
This special alarm system is one
of the many mechanical and
electrical wonders developed by
Bell System engineers to guard telephone conversations. The apparatus
is placed along the cable routes at
intervals of ion miles. It gives instant
warning day or night of any disturbance to the cable within 5o miles in
either direction. Automatic warning
signals, electrical locating devices, constant testing of all switchboard apparatus and circuits -these are some of
the ceaseless efforts that so effectively
reduced interruptions to service on
Bell lines in 1928.
There is no standing still in the Bell
System. Constant progress in accuracy
and better service at the lowest cost
is its goal.

BOOKS ARE, THE DIRECTORY OF THE NATION"

A BIGGER JOB -and you're the man

Are you hunting a bigger job, or does the bigger
LaSalle Problem Method. Let us show you how
job hunt you? Why waste years learning through
you can do just as well or better. The coupon
routine work. when you can acquire at home in a
will bring you complete information, together
comparatively few months the specialized knowlwith details of our convenient payment plan; also
edge which brings promotion and salary increase?
your free copy of a remarkable book-"Ten Years'
Thousands of men have increased their incomes
Promotion in One." Make your start toward that
by home -study business training under the
bigger job today.
Find Yourself Through LaSalle!

-

LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY, Dept. 3384 R
The World's Largest Business Training
Institution

Tell me about your salary -increasing plan for my advancement in the business
"Ten Years' Promotion in One," all without obligation.
0 Business Management
O Industrial Management
O Modern Salesmanship
0 Banking and Finance
O Higher Accountancy
0 Modern Business Correspondence
O Traffic Management
0 Modern Foremanship
O Railway Station Management
0 Personnel Management
0 Law: Degree of LL.B.
0 Expert Bookkeeping
0 Commercial Law
0 C. P. A. Coaching

field checked. Send also copy

0 Business English

0 Commercial Spanish
0 Effective Speaking
0 Stenotypy -Stenography
0 Telegraphy
0 Credit and Collection

Name
Present Position

-

CHICAGO

Address
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The Telescope Tube

'\'J(t)

Puzzle fans attention: J. C.
Mrs. J. E.
Long, Charles
Fields, Viola ocher, Alvin Smith Mrs. John
Gillies, Jacob Braucher, each won sedans in our last
auto puzzles. es id0 prizes awarded in one year. Over
In next few
pnzea paid by,us in October,
E11.hs
months will award between 300 and 900 pnzes through our pus.
ales. Here's the new one for you.

h

\',\r\l

%!\

FIND THE "DIFFERENT" AUTO

The cars in the oval all look exactly alike at first glance. They. are not
all alike. One is different from all the others. There is a real difference.
difference
Something is purposely left off all the other cars but this one. The
may be in the fenders, bumper, nameplate, radiator or top. The one that
is ' different" le the real Buick Sedan I am giving away in addition to three
other cars in my great friendship advertising campaign. You may be the one
who will find it

AND WIN BUICK SEDAN OR $1800.00 CASH

sedans and 28 other prizes totaling over $5,000.00. 32 prizes and duplicate
prizes paid in case of ties. If you can find the "different" auto you may
be the one to get this great prize.

4

\

`,

\

sent
Certificate for $480.00 to apply on grand prize"car.
immediately as below It you find the' different

\

III

fir.,

'

((1)..

II

Il

0,

-Ill'11

`

Ji

for $480.00 to add to
Immediate quick action-no delay-we send certificate getting
Buick Sedan.
for
the first pnze at once if Y win and directions
our products.
We spend over $150,000.00 this way each year to advertise
NO MORE PUZZLES TO SOLVE. Noliets of words to make or write
if activelyinteror any other puzzle.. This is all. Everyone rewardedlater,
or ever.
ested. Nocost or obligation. Nothingtoba
auto in a
Just send the number of the different"
letter or on a poet card. That's all, send no money.
N. Franca, Dept -488
500 N. Dearborn St.,

.

Chicago, Ill.

The tube is really the least important part
of a telescope. It serves the double purpose
of holding the lenses in place and shielding
them from extraneous light. It may be cardboard, brass, or iron tubing of the requisite
diameter. A very serviceable one may be
built as shown in Figure 9, from a light
wooden frame -work, covered with dark
cloth, or, still better, an old window shade.
Whatever form of tube you decide to employ, be sure to paint the interior a dead
black. Mount the objective at one end of
the tube and in the other place a wooden or
metal block with a hole that the eyepieces
may be slipped in. It must be so located that
the image will be in good focus. This requires that distance between the objective
and field lens of the eyepiece be equal to the
sum of the respective focal lengths.

The Mounting
Observation of the stars is made much
easier if the telescope is rigidly held. A
wooden fence post makes an excellent foundation. A deep hole is bored perpendicularly
in its center to accommodate a metal fork
(Figure 10) between which the telescope is
swung so that it may be conveniently pointed
to any part of the sky.

A Tube "Furnace" and Electro
Gas Generator

GET THIS

TUBE

5

BIG GREEN
BOOK-014'

Zn beautiful walnut

cabinets

=--z-'-

TóeBigGreenBoottgives

the very latest details on Aero
Coils and Kits. Short Wave Radio,
newest broadcast radio receivers. short
waveconverters, telephone transmitters, coil kits.
adapteraand a host of new wrinkles for 1929.

-

Dept. 843

Complete equipment for 5 -tube sets $14.75 more.
This includes tubes, speakers, batteries and
aerial kit.
Attention Dealers and Set Builders: Write for
our price sheet of bankrupt stocks of radio parts
and acdessories.

The kits everyone is talking about are fully
described in the new 1929 Aero Green Book
Aero 7 -29, Aerod yne 6-29, Chronophase, Metropolitan, Trio, International, Standard, Radiophone-in Shield Grid, A.C. and D.C. models.
Be sure to send for your copy of this 250 Big
Green Book -worth $25.00 to anyone who wants
to keep up with thelatest radio wrinkles.
Mail coupon for your copy today -NOW!

Porattu
$PID
INCORPORATED
AvÌLL.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Dept. Etta e
AERO PRODUCTS. INC.
4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
giving the
25c,
Green
Book,
Send nie your Big Aero

latestinformationon What's Newin radio, short wave,
etc.
Name
St. and No.

/

Stat

CUi,

CHAS. HOODWIN CO.
Dept. M
Chicago, Ill.
Avenue
4240 Lincoln
Dealers in Bankrupt Stocks

I'LL

Wind

POPULAR CHEMISTRY

Can

A Monthly Chemical Magazine
Latest chemical news, experiments. formulas, recent advancements in medicine.
new uses for x-rays, ultra- violet light,

Out

radium, etc . every month.
Three trial copies (back lashes). 30
cents. 81.50 per year. Free solubility
chart and book catalog to immediate
yearly subscribers.

$20

F

TAPIINl

LIGHT

POPULAR CHEMISTRY CO.

Dept. MB

THE MOST
ASTOUNDING OFFER
Ever made in radio

T.R.F. Circuit
GUARANTEED for Tone Quality and Selectivity
If after trying out one of these sets you do not
feel that this is the MOST WONDERFUL BUY
YOU EVER SAW IN A RADIO SET, we will
cheerfully refund your money in full. These
sets were taken in trade by dealers for allelectric sets. The dealers having been loaded
with these battery operated sets liquidated. We
purchased them for spot cash at a tremendous
sacrifice, therefore, the reason for the ridiculously low price we quote. All sets tested before
we ship and guaranteed perfect. Orders will
be filled in the order that we receive them. ACT
AT ONCE. Send money order with order.

24 Different New Kits
Shown for 1929

4611 E. Ravenswood

SETS °14'-°

Swedesboor,

PAY YOU
A DAY

To Show My Mystery Lighter to
Men. What Makes It Light? All
Guaranteed. Sample With Sales
Plan 50e. Sample Gold or Silver Plated,
Agents write for proposition.
$1.00.
NEW METHOD MFG. CO.
Bradford, Pa,
Desk S.I.-3

BE AN OIL EXPERT

RESTWHGERS
Men, get Forest Ranger job; $125$200 month and home furnished; hunt,
fish, trap, etc. For further details, write

NORTON INST. DEER.Cowes

é

ti

l

TRAINED MEN NEEDED
Geologists, Drillers, Refiners,
(Chemists and Still Men) Oil
Salesmen, earn from 2 to 10
times more than in other fields.
Write today! FREE Booklet!
Petroleum _Engineering University
Dept. 261 Fort Wayne, Ind.

By Raymond B. Wailes
(Concluded from February issue)

The material is removed from the pyrex
tube by means of a metal rod or wire, the
tube is cleaned, and is used over and over
again for further work. Although pyrex
glass softens at a temperature higher than
ordinary glass, too much heat should not
be applied to the tube as it will soften and
will sag in the center. In many experiments, a really high temperature is not at
all necessary. Quartz or silica tubes, either
transparent or opaque are available for experimenters. These tubes will never bend
or sag with the hottest Bunsen burner flame,
can be removed from the flame and while
hot, plunged into water, without cracking.
Some of the oxidation experiments which
can be performed are, the oxidation or combustion of coal, using air, or oxygen gas from
the electric generator. If air is used instead
of oxygen and passed through the tube very,
very slowly, coal heated within can be made
to produce gas, tar, and other products. A
plug of cotton inserted loosely in the exit
of the tube will filter out tar fog and by
its coloration show the presence of this substance. Iron, copper and other metals can
be converted into their respective oxides.
Substances can be heated in the tube and
chlorine or other gases passed over them, to
form corresponding products. Many organic
chemicals can be shown to consist of hydrogen and carbon by heating the substance
in the tube through which oxygen is passing.
Water vapor and carbon dioxide gas are
produced at the end of the exit tube. By
bubbling the exit gases through lime water
or barium hydroxide solution, a white precipitate will be formed which indicates the presence of carbon dioxide in the gases. The
water vapor will condense on the cool portions of the exit tube.
It will be found that the electric gas generator will heat up to some extent when a
large current is being passed through it.
This heat rise can be offset by placing the
beaker in a larger beaker containing cool
water.
If the carbon filtering tubes are not available, the experimenter can make his own
cells as shown in one of the illustrations.
A cork or rubber stopper is used to connect
a larger and a small glass tube so that the
cell can be assembled without glass blowing.

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
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Jcíence Eplaíns the

Animal Facts Stranger Than
Myths

Conservation of Youth,

By Raymond L. Ditmars
(Continued from page 1023)

After 40!

There are also some big frogs in Brazil, and
while such creatures are usually figured as
stupid and inoffensive, those of the New
World tropics are anything but frog -like.
They are as vividly colored as if they were
painted, have long horns, and if annoyed will
deliberately jump at your fingers and bite. I
saw a keeper in the Reptile House at London bitten by one of these frogs as deeply
as if he had been attacked by a rat.

Animal Smoke Clouds and
Electric Fish
boast about our progress in science,
but some of our modern inventions and
utilizations of natural power have existed
among the smaller wild creatures from the
dim ages. There are various insects that
eject irritating fumes at an approaching
enemy, and this habit of "gassing" opponents
takes place among a number of creatures in
the sea, which eject acrid fumes and retire
behind these protecting waves. The cuttie
fish and the octopus are thoroughly familiar
with the smoke screen ; they throw out
clouds of sepia, blacken the water and hide
behind the murk. There are marine and
fresh -water fish with sets of cells within
their bodies which, by voluntary action, not
yet understood by science, can generate powerful electric shocks. The fresh-water electric cat fish and the electric eel are good examples. A four -foot specimen of the latter
can nearly render a man unconscious by its
crashing shock, yet with no more effort on
the eel's part than a graceful flirt of the
body. I have been severely shocked by a
three -foot electric eel when standing on a
wet floor six feet from the aquarium containing the animal. In this instance, the eel did
not even appear to move.
WE

Bug Flashlights
WHEN science prowls around among the
very small wild creatures, observations of remarkable habits may be noted.
Down in the American tropics is a beetle
about an inch and a half long. On either
side of its thorax is a lobe, just about the
size of a lead shot cut in half and fastened
on the creature. This is actually a transparent port, or window, in the beetle's shell,
and the creature can voluntarily flash a brilliant light from this pair of ports. It is not
like the flash from a lightning "bug," which
lasts but a second or two. The light will
last five minutes or more at a time -in fact,
it appears to be inexhaustible. Its normal
use appears to be for mating purposes, as
these creatures prowl at night, but the beetles
will immediately give off the light if the
least bit disturbed -and the natives know
this. They are often kept in tiny wicker
cages in the thatched houses and used to
temporarily illuminate dark nooks and corners by the simple process of picking up the
little cage, giving it a few taps, and carrying
it around like a flashlamp. In South America I saw one native device which closely
resembled an approach to the modern flashlamp. It was a piece of hollowed sugar cane,
about four inches long, cut in half longitudinally and hinged to form a cylindrical
box. One of the halves was filled at the
ends and covered with a removable strip of
netting. Its use, as explained to me, was to
carry about six of the luminous elaters at
night. For food, they were provided with a
strip of pith from fresh sugar cane, which
was placed in the meshed half. The whole
contrivance was carried in the native's shirt

days. Another grateful effect
is usually the immediate disappearance of chronic constipation. Usually the entire
body is toned up. Either you
feel ten years younger in six
days or the treatment costs
nothing.

AWELL known scientist's new book about
old age reveals facts
which to many men will be
amazing. Did you know that
two -thirds of all men past
middle age are said to have a
certain seldom mentioned disorder ? Do you know the frequent cause of this decline in
vitality ?

Common "Old Age"
Symptoms

Medical men know this condition as hypertrophy of the
prostate gland. Science now
reveals that this swollen gland
-painless in itself -not only
often cheats men of vitality,
but alsoebears on the bladder
and is often directly responsible for sciatica, backache,
pains in the legs and feet, and
dizziness. When allowed to
run on it is frequently the
cause of cystitis, severe
bladder inflammation.

A former New

York
Physician says, "Your
prostate treatment is
a
hundred
years
ahead of medicine,
a

Send for FREE Book
If you have gland trouble,
or any of the symptoms mentioned, write today for scientist's free book, "Why Many
Men Are Old at Forty." You
can ask yourself certain frank
questions that may reveal
your true condition. Every
man past 40 should make this
test, as insidious prostate disorder often leads to surgery.
This book is absolutely free,
but mail coupon immediately,
as the edition is limited.
Address,

thousand
years
of the sur-

ahead
geon's

knife."

Dr. August Miller of
New Jorsey
writes,
"Where
there
is
mental and physical
exhaustion Thermal aid, together with an
adjustment, has been
100 per cent te the
-

Electro Thermal
Company

patient."

65% Are Said to

4515

Have This Gland
Disorder

Prostate trouble is now
reached immediately by a new
kind of safe home hygiene
that goes directly to the gland
itself, without drugs, medicine, massage or application
of electricity. Absolutely safe.
50,000 men have used it to
restore the prostate gland to
normal functioning. The principle involved is recommended
by many physicians. Amazing
recoveries often made in six

The Electro Thermal Company,
4515 Morris Ave.. Steubenville. Ohio.
Please send me FREE, and without
obligation, a copy of your booklet,
"Why Many Men Are Old at 40."
Mail in plain wrapper.

A

grateful

(name

on

user

Name

request)

writes. "lt has wonderfully relieved my
prostatic decline and
bladder trouble, and
simply routed constipation and piles."

ELECTRIC

Address

City

Lstate
you live West of the Rockies, address The
Electro Thermal Co., 303 Van Nuys Building,
Dept. 45 -R, Los Angeles, Calif. In Canada,
address The Electro Thermal Co.. Desk 45 -R,
44 Yonge St., Toronto, Can.

FLY THIS ARMY PURSUIT SHIPS

BATTERY

BEFORE YOU BUY
Factory to you. Save SO% on
latest AC Electric or Battery Radio. Free return

8yr.gaamatee

$7

privilege.

Big choice
of cabinets

model

this

realistic copy of a
gle- seater military' pursuit -piano.

Will

eroand

by

m

6ft. Can

be used indoors or

out. Has air Berries
insignia

..

C
tiov t i ludo, eady -made aluminum propeller, ahaft, rubber
d
band motor, stream -line wood wheel,, pre -cut balsa ribs
mbled is a hre. by
other parts, with clear directions. Can be
verage 14 -yr. oldboy, without tools. Complete act. v,.eked in untpaid m U. S. Oend check or
breakable mailing tuba, ly 70e
money
stamps). Point address plainly. Satiefactiou
11

`
O e most amazing bargains direct from big
aker Dont buy unless a0 dayel
old.'rellabl_
bin at 2 to t time,
use proven _entire outfit u
the price, for toue, selectivity, distance, volume.
Catalog
d RIG SPECIAL OFFER'

MIDWEST ROD10 CORPORATION
9th Suereseful

409 -UM

Light

loá . nstrue-

Lighted
1 dial

F

Morris Ave., Steubenville, Ohio

year

mlracosida.,Clnclnnatl,O.

ord(so

or money refunded.

LOGAN TOY WORKS, 35 E. Gay Street, COLUMBUS, O.
(We cannot make C.O.D. shipments. No retail catalogue isenedl

Travel on
"Uncle Sam's" Payroll
RAILWAY POSTAL CLERKS

MAIL CARRIERS
$1700 to $3400 Year
Many U. S. Government Jobs Obtainable

MEN-WOMEN r
Steady Work

COUPON

//

MAIL COUPON
Name
17 UP SHOULD
IMMEDIATELY
No Layoffs
Paid Vacations /Address

%
/
//
wee-h-
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FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

,,,of
Dept. Nun, Rochester, N. Y
Sirs: Rush to me, WITHOUT.
CHARGE, FREE 32 -page book with
list of U. S. Government positions open
to men and women, sample coaching, and
full particulars telling how to get them.
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or on his belt. If he wanted to examine the
ground or some small object, he opened the
little box and tapped it. The device was better than trusting to matches that might get
wet or blow out. I have used one of these
beetles to read my watch at night, and the
face was brilliantly illuminated when the
insect was held a foot away.

Ring Up
$150ro$300

Ants' Cows
NTS furnish many illustrations of thrift,

Monthly

ingenuity, ability to accomplish tasks requiring systematic labor, and feats of enormous strength. Their huge colonies are as
orderly as if influenced by a controlling government. Their systems of living curiously
parallel the ways of human races. They understand the methods of raising good domestic animals for their own uses, as we do
cattle. This is illustrated by their care of
the delicate green plant lice known as aphids.
These small creatures eject sweet fluids, of
which ants are very fond. The aphids are
"milked" by the ants, are herded on delicate
green branches, where their pointed proboscis
may be inserted to suck plant juices. If these
"pasture" branches become poor feeding
grounds by thickening of the surface, the
ants will transfer their dairy stock to better
grounds, with softer stems.
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animals that can run
hour. This has been
demonstrated as antelopes have been chased
over hard plains by automobiles, and carefully timed. As to animals sleeping on their
feet, consider the elephant. Despite the restless weaving and pacing of these great beasts,
some of them never appear to lie down. In
the twenty years that the African elephant
"Khartum" has been at the Zoological Park,
during which time he has grown from a little
over five feet ill height to the towering monster of nearly eleven feet high he is today,
I have never seen him lie down, and the
watchmen who go through the building at
night have made the same observation.
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Sloth Walks Upside Down
FOR eccentricity of gait, take the sloth,
which has no strength to stand on its

legs, but always moves among the trees with
pendant body. Animal voices are equally
varied. The roar of the lion rolls along the
ground for great distances -and the voices of
some insects, weighing but the fraction of an
ounce, are so pitched in "frequency" of vibration, they will carry almost as far on still
air. Then again, some animals are silent,
and probably find it safer to be so. The
giraffe appears to be dumb. I have never
heard them utter what might truthfully be
called a sound.
With all these things happening, carefully
observed and verified again and again, it
seems curious that we hear so little about
them, while animal myths are generally
paraded in our midst. The hoop snake fallacy persists, yet the actual flying snake gets
little or no credit. The allegation that the
horned "toad" can be sealed up and survive
in an air -tight pocket in rock makes a big
hit, while carefully verified observations of
these animals to eject quite copious jets of
blood from their eyes at an intruder, is not
generally listed among their accomplish ments.
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Space -Time and Relativity
By Donald H. Menzel, Ph. D.
(Continued from page 1043)
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philosophy.

Object Moving in Fourth
Dimension Disappears
PERHAPS the most startling effects of

all would be the sudden appearances or
disappearances from our three -dimensional
world. As I have shown, when any object
is moved in the direction of the fourth dimension, it instantly vanishes from view.
Suppose, for example, that you are standing
entirely in the fourth dimension, and then
thrust only your head into our view, a most
weird apparition would result. What, indeed
could be a more gruesome and unnatural
sight than a living bodyless head, or the
reverse, a headless body? (Figure 6.)
For a time, the fourth dimension fell into
somewhat evil repute because certain spiritualists postulated it as the abode of departed
spirits, thereby accounting for supposedly
ghostly materializations and the escape of
the soul from its three -dimensional boundaries. They even attempted to justify their
assumptions by such scriptural quotation as
" -may be able to comprehend with all
saints what is the breadth, and length, and
depth, and height." (Ephesians iii 8.)
I wish to emphasize that the foregoing
reasoning is not to be taken as definite evidence for the reality of the fourth dimension. It simply shows what would be the
properties of that dimension if it does exist.
Argument by analogy is always precarious.
Even the two dimensional world cannot exist
outside of our imagination, for a piece of
paper or a blood corpuscle cannot be infinitely thin. A shadow on a wall is the
nearest we can come to two dimensional
reality and, analogously, if there were a four
dimensional world, we of three dimensions,
would be its shadow. Most of us, at least,
would claim a slightly more real existence
than that ; it is unlikely that the fourth dimension, as commonly interpreted, is anything more than interesting mathematical
fiction.
The fourth dimension, as it appears in
the theory of relativity, is not a spacial dimension in the sense explained above. The
Einstein theory does not deal at all with
such concepts. In the following articles of
this series I shall discuss the theory of
relativity and explain how the fourth dimension comes within its jurisdiction, not in
the restricted sense we have here discussed,
but in the more general way considered in
the opening paragraphs of this article.
(Next article will appear soon)

JOHN DALTON
ACHEMIST should never be color blind,

yet John Dalton had abnormal color
vision. The story goes that desiring
to give his mother a birthday present, John
bought a pair of silk stockings of the newest
fashion. This, he thought, would be a
change for her, who was accustomed to wear
her own home-made drab -colored woolen
hose. "Thou hast brought me a pair of
grand hose, John, but what made thee fancy
such a bright color ? Why, I can never show
myself in them." John was greatly surprised,
for to his eyes these stockings were of a
dark blue proper color. "Why, they're as
red as a cherry, John. Varra fine stuff, but
uncommon scarlety."
This was the first incident that opened
John Dalton's eyes to the fact that his vision
was not as other men's, and led him to study
the basic principles underlying color blindness.- Contributed by J. Abrahams.
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Can We Control Sex?
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Shakespeare married Ann Hathaway, a
woman eight years older than himself, their
children consisted of two daughters.
In genetical science, it is a well known fact.
that the period of gestation for a female child,
in the majority of cases, runs longer than the
period for a male child.
A solution of this mystery has never yet been
presented with proof, but our theory will not
only offer a reasonable solution, but also advance a good proof of our theory.
We have said before that the production of
a female child is dependent on a condition of
lower vitality in the mother. It naturally follows that if her vitality is lower, she must take
a longer period to accumulate sufficient of the
vital qualities to build her child.
At the Carnegie Institute of Research, experiments with mosquitoes showed that when
they were starved the offspring were nearly all
males.
This is in accord with our theory, showing
in the first place that by starving and thus
lowering the vitality a difference in the sexes of
the offspring is the result, and females have
been shown to be able to stand starvation better
than males. Hence the male offspring.
In this experiment possibly the sexes were
not evenly matched, no doubt more females
than males, and in accordance with our theory,
these matings would result in more male than
female offspring.
There is undoubtedly a difference in the
chemistry of the blood, between those living
creatures that are weak physically and those
that are stronger, and this difference is termed
in this theory, the difference of vitality.
The life history of the honey bee offers a
fine illustration, that chemistry of the blood is
alone responsible for maleness and femaleness,
and the cheniistry of the blood is fixed by the
kind of diet.
For instance the queen bee was born without any particular sex. For some unknown
reason she was selected for this high position,
from among many others of neutral sex. She
alone was fed on bee jelly, a composition of
pollen, from particular flowers perhaps. This
diet undoubtedly changed the chemistry of her
blood and thus also fixed her sex.
Possibly the strongest argument in favor of
our theory, that vitality rules in sex production,
is to be found in the life history of the oyster.
The oyster changes its sex, or rather food
environment changes it.
It does not seem to have a permanent sex.
In the colder months of the year or those
months having the letter R, the oyster is a
male, but when the warmer months arrive it
becomes a female.
Dr. J. H. Orton suggests that the cause is
chemical and that the accumulation of unusuable
protein during the female period necessitates
a change to maleness.
The summer months of sunshine have instilled vitamin qualities and created food of
protein content and therefore a higher degree
of vitality.
Dr. Riddle of the Carnegie Research Institute, experimenting with pigeons and doves,
has shown that the mating of these different
species results in an all male offspring. Can
we reconcile these results with our theory?
If the birth of males only is not nature's way
of keeping the species inviolate, we would ask,
"Were the pigeon and dove of the same age?
Were they given food of equal vitamin quality?
And we're they subject to equal sunlight and exercise? Also which the longer domesticated ?"
We believe that wild life under other equally
favorable conditions would have a higher de.
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gree of vitality than domesticated. A well fed
wild lion would overcome in mortal combat one
of equal size long held in captivity, or if this
wild lion was mated with a female long held in
y would indicate that the
captivity, our floffspring would consist of more females than
males.
Dr. Manoilov, a Russian scientist, has proven
that there is a difference in the chemistry of the
blood of a mother bearing a male child, as
compared with a mother bearing a female child.
Dr. Manoilov's theory has been worked out
in Germany by Professor Gruenburg, and by
Dr. Seilheim, professor of gynecology at Halle,
and his assistants, Doctors Lutge and von
Mertz, also by Sophia Satina and M. Demerec
of the Carnegie Institute of Research, Washington, D. C., and proved successful in over
ninety percent of the cases.
By this method the sex of an unborn child
can bè determined.
In Dr. Manoilov's opinion, the haemoglobin
(coloring substance in the blood) is responsible
for the differential male and female reactions he
obtained.
Since chlorophyll (the pigment which gives
vegetable matter its green color) is closely related to haemoglobin it may be safe to say that
Chlorophyll, haemoglobin, and vitamins are
closely related if not the same thing, as such
very green plants as spinach, and lucern clover
are found with highest vitamin qualities.
Experiments conducted at the Oregon Experiment Station and other United States Stations, have shown that sprouted oats fed to
cows and heifers that have failed to get in
calf, will overcome the sterility troubles. It is
stated that five out of six open, heifers which
were non -breeders, got in calf, after they had
been fed sprouted oats for thirty days. In
another test, six cows which had produced
calves and afterwards became sterile, were fed
sprouted oats and conceived after a feeding
period of from nineteen to seventy -one days.
The foundation of this work was probably
laid at the University of California, where
similar breeding studies have been made with
small laboratory animals regarding the effect
of vitamin E on reproduction.
Similar experiments have been made with
dairy bulls at Beltsville, Maryland. The animals were put on a daily regimen of sprouted
oats, which are known to contain a large
amount of vitamin E, which prolonged their
lives of usefulness. Systematic exercise was
also part of the experiment.
Professor Champy, a renowned French scientist, was able to change the sex of a salamander,
by severe fasting. A male Triton when subjected to a long period of fasting, lost its male
characteristics and assumed a neuter condition,
somewhat like salamanders assume in winter.
By the next spring, this and other males in the
experiment, definitely lost all male characteristics.
Two males severely fasted, were later intensely nourished. The following winter they
were found to have assumed a female appearance.
The analysis and tests with milk from cows
has shown that it contains more vitamins, when
the cows are in the open air and under sunshine and feeding on grass in the summer time,
than when penned up and on dry feed in the
winter time.
From all this we wish to point to the conclusion that there is a difference in the chemistry of reproducing animals, that this chemistry
may be changed by different feeding, exercise
and access to sunshine, that this difference in
chemistry is a difference in vitality, and it not
only determines reproduction but also proportion of sexes of the offspring.
So that when we say that sex is determined
by the difference of vitality of the parents, we
also mean the difference in the chemical composition of the blood.
The sex of the majority of the offspring will
be the opposite to the parent having the greater
vitality.
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To control sex then, is simply to control
vitality and this may be done in several different
ways.
For instance if among humans a boy is desired, it will be necessary to vitalize the mother
to a higher degree than the father, and this
may be accomplished by dieting, exercise outdoors, and particularly subjecting the mother
to an abundance of sunshine.
For dieting we would recommend foods high
in vitamin E particularly, but also other vitamins, which may be found in such foods as
milk, uncooked fresh eggs, butter, liver, cod
liver oil, the germs of grain, and green vegetables such as spinach, tomatoes, carrots, cabbage and clover leaves.
The father must avoid these, taking little exercise, living indoors as much as possible and
in fact practically reversing the formula laid
down for his wife, but not so much so as to
establish sterility.
If a girl baby is desired, then the above
formulw must be reversed, but in all cases the
differences of the ages of the parents must be
taken into account, as youth has the greater
vitality.
This formula for sex control is equally applicable among domestic animals and other living creatures as well as humans.
(To be continued)
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handsome trophy cup engraved
with your name, will be awarded as
the prize for the best model submitted
during the month. The decision of
the judges will be final and will be
based on: A- novelty of construction;
operating effiB -workmanship; C
ciency of the device which the model
simulates, and D-the care exercised
in design and in submitting to us
sketches and other details covering
the model.
2. Models of all kinds may be entered.
They may be working models or not,
according to the subject that is being
handled.
3. Models may be made of any available material, preferably something
that is cheap and easily obtainable.
4. Models must be submitted in all
Good photographs are also
cases.
highly desirable, and where the maker
not
desire the model to be taken
does
apart, legible drawings with all dimensions covering parts that are not
accessible must be submitted.
5. Models should be securely crated
and protected against drainage in shipment and sent to us parcel post,
express or freight prepaid. Models
will be returned when requested.
6. Models for entry in any particular
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Monroe St.
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and using my exerciser 10 minutes
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complete course and exercisers. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1 refunded.
PROF. J. A. DRYER
Chicago, Ill
Box 1850-L

contest must reach this office on or
before the 25th of the third month
preceding date of publication. For instance, models for the December contest must reach us on or before the
25th of September.
7. Address all entries to Editor Model
Department, c/o Science and Invention Magazine, 230 Fifth Avenue, New
York City.

Banish the craving for tobacco as
thousands have. Make yourself free
and happy with Tobacco Redeemer.
Not a substitute, not habit forming.
Write for free booklet telling of the
deadly effectof tobaccoand the positive, easy Way to remove
all craving in a few days. FREE
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Do You Believe In

Evolution?

BEFORE you form your opinion,
read the authoritatively prepared

articles, now running in this magazine.
Leading scientists have been asked by
the editors to give their opinions on
the evolution of man on earth. You
are not fair to yourself or to the
world of modern science unless you
read these articles before passing
judgment.

Write for it Today.
NEWARK, N. J.
C-73 Anita Bldg.;

Please say you saw
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Clayton, iMlo.

Read the new issue of
"Amazing Stories Quarterly."
5 cents the copy, at all newsstands, or write direct.
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230

Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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BOOK REVIEW
of Radio, by Paul Schubert. Stiff cloth
covers, 54" x 8/4 ", 311 pages. Published by the Macmillan Co., New
York City. Price $2.50.
The growth of the art of radio communica-

See
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Barrett. Stiff cloth covers, 5/" x 7/ ",
445 pages, illustrated. Published by
the Macmillan Company, New York
City. Price $4.00.
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1951 Lawrence Ave., Div. I443 Chicago

Here's the sketch. Send me free rule; also send me free of all
cost books 'Successful Draftsmanship' and "My Pay -Raising
Plan, " how to earn money while learning and proof of big
money paying positions.
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Before You Put this Magazine Down.
Let me send you my books "Suceesful
Draftaman,hi "and "My Pay Raising

are needed everywhere. That'. the
Plan Remember Draftsmen
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Get
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UNI - RECTRON POWER AMPLIFIER
(

B.
As the Uni-Rectron stands

-P.
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by E. Armitage McCann. Stiff cloth
covers. 6" x 9 ". 203 pages. Illustrated. Published by The Norman W.
Henley Pub. Co., New YoYrk City.

This book is newly revised and brought upto-date by the inclusion of many new developments in the radio art. For the layman who
wishes to gain a knowledge of the principles
underlying this method of communication they
are dealt with in a simple and non-technical
style. Without resorting to mathematics, the
author handles the various subjects presented
in the text in a manner which makes the book
easy to read and understand. Beginning with
a historical review of the subject, the complete
panorama of the art of radio communication
is opened to the reader. A handy glossary has
L. W.
been placed in the back of the book.
(Continued on page 1103)

pocket rule, free.
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SHIP MODEL MAKING, Volume II,

by
J. V. L. Hogan. Stiff cloth covers,
5/" x 7/", 266 pages, illustrated.
Published by Little, Brown & Co., Boston. Price, $2.00.

s Jack

Write to me. I will send you this new book. Not a catalog. My Pay-

"Tropical Crops," a most fitting name for a
book which deals with agriculture in the
warmer climates and discusses cropping systems, conditions and methods for growing the
major products. The book suggests future
prospects of growing crops in the tropical regions, and will be of interest to the planter, as
well as to the student and those having commercial interests in the tropical regions. For
35 years the author has been associated with
agriculture in the' Philippines, Mexico, Porto
Rico, and other similar countries, and has presented data which is very largely composed of
observed information. A chapter is devoted to
each of the important crops, dealing with the
botany and origin, economic status, cultivation,
harvesting, pests and diseases, and the varieties
of that particular plant specie.

OF RADIO,

If you are 16 or older and will copy Jack
shown at right and mail it to me I
will send you a Draftsman's

NEW

THE TROPICAL CROPS, by Otis W.

THE OUTLINE

T0

You

Prominnalininunamnsunnannantamintiost-

tion from its first use by Marconi, to its present day importance, are taken up in this interesting narrative, in a popular style, making the
book primarily of interest to the layman rather
than to the amateur.

-DeW.

GIVEN

Draftsman's Pocket Rule

THE ELECTRIC WORLD, The Rise

This is Mr. McCann's third book on the
subject of ship model building. The book
contains a set of scale drawings and folder
on the back cover, which will be of great
benefit to the many readers who may wish
to construct a model of the U. S. Frigate
"Constitution," simplified or with complete details. The many details of the ship are clearly
shown by 109 illustrations, and make possible
the construction of a genuine miniature of
the "Constitution" as it was in 1812. The
commercially available ship models are in
nearly every case not replicas of anything that
ever existed, but just poor imitations of real
ship models. The instructions and drawings
make the construction of the model of the
"Constitution" so simple that a person equipped with a few necessary tools could hardly
resist the urge to build one for himself.
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it is a super power ampli.
fier, which can be used in
connection with any radio
set and loud speaker. Binding posts are provided for
input to the Uni - Rectron
and output to the speaker.
Requires no batteries for its
It obtains its
operation.
power from the 110 volt,
60 cycle alternating
current lighting circuit of your house.

Ideal for use with Dynamic Speakers)
Model AP -935
The UX-210 super power
amplifying tube and the
UX-216B or 281 rectifying
tube are used with this amplifier, which cannot overload.
From the faintest
whisper to the loudest crash
of sound -R. C. A. UniRectron amplifies each note
at its true value. High and
low notes are all treated
alike. The volume
and quantity deliv-

List Price $88.50
(without tubes)

Special - $19.75 ea.

ered will be a revela-

tion.

Every one new and packed in original factory carton

tAMERICAN SALES CO., 19 -21 Warren St., New York City
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THIS CLASS PIN 330c.

if you buy Dior more. Silver plate. Singly 40c ea. choice of t
colors enamel, 3letters k date. Sterling Silver, l s or more 500
es. Singly 60c ea. Big Free Ca4ahow e Emblems 25, to $R ea
METAL ARTS CO.,lnc., 863 Portland Ave.,Rocheaer,N.T,

SQUAB 4) BOOK
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FREE

Breed squabs and make money. Sold by millions.
Write at once for free 4a -page book beautifully
printed in
telling
win surprised. PLYMOUTH ROCK MUMCO.
606 H St., Melrose Highlands, Mass.
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AERO MFCIIA%ICI

The greatest magazine on modern aviation ever published. The
many ramifications of the aeronautical field that it covers can
be better appreciated by a glance at a synopsis of its contents.

CONTENTS IN BRIEF:

MR. AUGUSTUS POST
Editor of AERO MECHANICS
Mr. Augustus Post, editor of AERO MECHANICS, has been prominent in aeronautical
circles throughout the country for over
twenty years, his experience and adventures
have made aviation history and placed him in
a position to pass on to the readers of AERO
MECHANICS honest, accurate and entirely
dependable information on every phase of
Aviation.
Says the North American Review of Mr. Post: "No man in America
has been more continuously at the centre of
aeronautic activities in this country, and in
touch with more history- making airmen
here and abroad, than has Augustus Post
who, besides having the "history of the air"
in his head, has personally participated in
some of the most thrilling adventures of

aviation."

Theory and Fundamental Principles of Flight.
Stability-How an Aeroplane Flies.
Complete Design, Construction and Assembly.
Scale Drawings -Names of Parts.
Flying Instructions -How to Become a Flyer.
Motors -Latest Inventions- Instruments, Use and Function.
Radio Installations.
Gliders.
Airports and Lighting.
Glossary of Aeronautical Terms.
The Aeroplane Mechanic.
Model Making.
Airplane Time Tible.
AERO MECHANICS, written by Augustus Post, is the most complete

magazine of its kind ever published. It deals with every phase of
aeronautical construction and operation, and its entire contents
is edited by Mr. Post, who is one of the best known pioneers
of aviation. Learn all about this
great new field. Obtain your copy
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC.
Of AERO MECHANICS today. Over
230 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.
illustrated.
112 pages. Fully
Gentlemen:
Large 9" x 12" size.
Enclosed find 50c, for which please

send

me a copy of your remarkable new AERO

THE

C COPY

At All Newsstands, or Write Direct

Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City
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BOOK REVIEW
(Continued from page 1101)

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO, by
Stiff cloth
D. Francis Dashiell.
inches, 286 pages,
covers, 5/ x
illustrated. Published by the Williams
& Wilkins Co., Baltimore, Md. Price,

8/

$3.50.
The author of this book writes a story of
scientific achievement and gives the reader a
good understanding of the developments made

in radio, and also the functions of radio receiving and transmitting circuits with associated
fundamentals of electricity and magnetism.
A chapter has been devoted to each of the
more important phases of radio operation,
which are explained in non -technical terms.

DRAFTING FOR ENGINEERS, by
Carl Lars Svensen. Stiff cloth covers,
6 x 9 inches, 400 pages, 583 illustra-

tions. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Co., Inc., New York City. Price, $5.00.
The purpose of this book is to properly
present drafting and its engineering concepts,
and systematic methods with an appreciation

of the relation of science to our everyday
life and progress. The book treats with the
theory of dimensioning, so that the draftsman
will think in a graphic language and will
visualize shape and size specifications. The
arrangement of the book is such that its
study may be pursued to good advantage by
anyone interested in drafting and it will also
serve as a college text.

THE MODERN GASOLINE AUTOMOBILE, by Victor W. Pagé, M. E.
Imitation leather covers, size 6/" x
9 ", 1,150 pages, 1,000 illustrations.
Published by the Norman W. Henley
Pub. Co., New York. Price, $5.00.

This new edition of the standard text is
the latest volume on design, construction, operation and repair of gasoline automobiles.
The systematic arrangement of the subject will
enable the reader to gain an understanding of
the location of all parts, and also the principles
upon which they operate. The new edition
has material on busses and rail cars, front
wheel, and four- and six -wheel drive systems,
four-wheel brakes, and in fact, every modern
motor car development is covered comprehensively in detail. The book contains twentyfive chapters, is written in non -technical
language and is well illustrated. As a text
for the users of present -day automobiles, or
those who wish to study their construction and
who are engaged in repair work, the book will
be exceptionally valuable, as it is a thorough
study of the motor car of the present day.
P. L. W.

-

MECHANICAL DRAFTING
HANDBOOK, by Frank R. Kepler.
Soft paper covers, 6 x 9 inches, 128

THE

pages, illustrated. Published by the
Bruce Pub. Co., Milwaukee, Wisc.
Price, 60e.
This book is divided into three parts. Part
deals with the fundamental principles of
mechanical drawing and lettering, ,and describes the use and care of instruments, tracing stages in penciling, working drawings,
machine drawings, and the like. Part 2 describes the subject of standards and conventions. Liberal descriptive material is furnished
on laying out sheets, dimensions, notes and
sections. Sample drawings have been provided.
Part 3 deals with screws and nuts, and tap
drills. The tables have been carefully worked
out and are supplemented by drawings making
clear the essential details. A helpful appendix
has been included which deals with geometrical
instructions. The book may supplement any
standard text, and will provide the mechanical
draftsman or student with a collection of essential usages, standards, conventions and
tables based upon modern practice. -P. W.
1
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Electric Nickel Plating

Introductory Offer
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Make $150 to $500 a Week
Marvelous New Scientific Invention enables anyone to

do his OWN
This
Electro- Plating in the Home, Garage, Office, or Place of Business. Eleotrically Deposit Metal-Nickel, Brass. Copper, Silver, or Gold. You can
successfully do all the plating on your Automobile, Bathroom
and Electric Fixtures, Faucets, Spoons, Knives, Chandeliers,
Tools, Coffee Urns, Surgical and Dental Instruments, Utensils
large or small, Iron Stoves, Music Instruments ; recondition Old
or Worn plating or plate New Work; do it at any time and Instantly with the

Plus Postage
wonderfully
NOMICAL
Outfit for indihomo
vidual
users, for garages, stores, resany
taurants
where
nickel plating or
re- plating Is deSired.
Agents and
Dealers
Wanted
Everywhere
A

E C O

ALADDIN PORTABLE ELECTRO- PLATER place

without removing the parts to be plated.
Easy, Simple, and
Economical to operate. Not a toy, but a practical Electro- Plating
Outfit with which Perfect and Durable Work can be done.
Positively Guaranteed to do as we claim.
BE YOUR OWN
BOSS! Build up a Profitable Aladdin Electro-Plating Business
of Your Own. Big Easy Money-Maker for Agents and Dealers.
Thousands in Service.

P. J. F. BATENBURG, Dept.

Write for Free Booklet

Electrical

limited time.
men trained.
Condensed course in Theoretical and Practical Elecincluding

and

to

Over 5000

tift

Manufacture Metal Toys and
Novelties

Engineerin

Big demand for 5 and 10e store
Novelties, Ashtrays, Toy Soldiers,
Animals, Auto Radiator Ornaments, etc. We co- operate in selling goods you make, also buy these
from
you.
Small investment
needed to start and we help you
build up. We furnish COMPLETE OUTFITS and
start you in well -paying business. Absolutely NO
EXPERIENCE and no special place needed. A chance
of a lifetime for man with small capital. Write AT
ONCE if you mean strictly business and want to
handle wholesale orders now being placed.
METAL CAST PRODUCTS COMPANY
1696 Boston Road
Dept. E
New York City

gthe Closerelated
subjects of Mathematics and Mechanical Drawing.
Students construct motors, install wiring. test electrical machinery. Course designed to be Completed
In one college yeor.

`rlca'

RACINE, WISC.

WANTED-MEN!

Course for men of ambi-

tion

64,

-

BLISS

-

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Prepare for your profession in the
most interesting city In the world.
Catalog on request.
163 Takoma Ave.. Washington. D.C.

Travel On
$1900 Year to Commence
'Uncle Sam's"
SEE YOUR COUNTRY
Mail Coupon Before You Lose It
Pay Roll
FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Dept.
N -177
Rochester, N. Y.
Sirs: Rush to me without charge -copy Of 32 -page
book, " How to Get U. S. Government Jobs," with
list of Government Jobs obtainable, and full par-

ticulars telling how to get them.
STEADY WORK-NO LAYOFFS -PAID VACATIONS

I

MANY OTHER GOVERNMENT JOBS

!
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RADIO WRINKLES
All wrinkles accepted and published will be paid for at

regular rates

Here is YOUR
High School

Cheese Box Speaker
SUPPORT
RECORD

'DRIVE

---.

"'ROD

BOARD---

UNIT--'

Mechanical
Engineering

BOLT--- -

MSE

Learn at Home

ta-

--

Mail the Coupon for Free Booklet

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

"The Universal University"

An inexpensive speaker can be built from
a cheese box as shown. Four clothes pins
are slotted in order to receive a phonograph
record which is clamped to the back of the
box. The speaker unit is supported by a
board which fits inside the box. The drive
rod is fastened to the center of the phonograph record. -Wm. Tevendale.

Stand -Off Insulator

Mechanical Course

Drafting

Mechanical Drawing

Complete Shop Practice

Electrical Engineering
O Electric Lighting
p Radio
ID Railroad Positions
Civil Engineer
Surveying and Mapping

Mining

Steam Engineering

Architect

L7

Blacksmitheng and Forging
Patternmaking

DFoundrywork
Machine Shop Practice
Architects' Blueprints
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
O Structural EnLQineer
Pharmacy
Chemistry
DI Airplane Eng i nee

Agriculture and Poultry
Mathematics

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Advertising
Q Business Management
10 Business Correspondence
®Industrial Management
Show Card and
Personnel Management
Sign Lettering
Traffic Management
Stenography and Typing
Accounting and
p
P.
Coaching
English
A.
C.
Civil Service
Cost Accounting
Railway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subjects
Secretarial Work
School Subjects
High
Salesmanship
Cartooning
Illustrating
U Spanish D French

American History; Literature, Biology, Physics,
Algebra, Economics, Physiography, Geography,
Spelling, Arithmetic and Grammar.
GREATEST BARGAIN IN BRAIN POWER
Increase your earning power this easy way.
Don't be held back by lack of education. Here is
your chance to get your high school education in
spare time at amazingly little cost. These books
are used in thousands of high schools. Qualify
for Certificate.
SEND NO MONEY
Examine these fifteen books FREE. No money in adranee, pay nothing on delivery. Keep the books 5 days.
Then decide. Return them if you choose. Otherwise, send
$3.85 first payment and $4.00 monthly for 4 months -total
only $19.85. Send name and address NOW.
HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU, Dept. 243
New York, N. Y.
31 Union Square

cheap stand-off insulator can be made
from an old toothbrush holder fitted with
A

WALL

i

TreatThe
and
ment hasbeen successful.
thousands of heavy inveterate tobacco users
nd trength, saved
have regained health
m oney,iooked better, felt better, slept bette
all through this wonderful tried and

LEAD IN

-I pAIlILIIIC I-r

tasted

S CREW EYE

TOOTH BRUSH

HOLDER.

Box 6183 -F, Scranton, Penna.

Without ebst or obligation, please send me a copy of
aboutbthelsubject beforenwhich I have marked laparticulars
Toolmaking
O Mechanical Engineering

pare you quickly
at home for bigger
pay, broader culture, social and
business success,
Every high school
subject taught by
fascinating "Question and Answer"
English,
method
French, Spanish,
Latin; Ancient,

Modern and

MECHANICAL

ing engineers, etc.
One of the best ways to train yourself to secure
a position as a Mechanical Engineer is through the
home -study courses of the International Correspondence Schools.
These courses are complete and up- to-date, and
they are especially arranged to meet the needs of the
student who studies at home.
They are particularly helpful because they are
written by well -known mechanical engineers who
have had years of practical experience in this field
and who know the quickest, best way to solve every
problem.
Just mark and mail the coupon and we'll gladly
send you Free Booklets describing the I. C. S. courses!
in Mechanical Engineering or any other course in
which you are interested.

derful books pre-

-

CHEESE
BOX

CLOTHES PINS WITH é HOLES- PHONOGRAPH RECORD IF 01ÁM.`

Engineering embraces the design, construction and operation of machines and machine
tools.
It is a profession which offers almost unlimited
opportunities to men who combine natural mechanical ability with technical training.
For this is The Age of Machinery. Almost every
convenience, luxury or necessity which we enjoy depends on machinery for its production or adaptability
to our needs. Every new invention multiplies the
opportunities for competent designers, builders, erect-

These fifteen won-

Harm bacc

effect

This booklet contains
facts and facts only. It
the conclune
tells
'
you h d by
note of
physician.
medical authorities,
have studied the effects
of tobacco upon the human system.

statement of Dr. D. H. Kress: "Tobacco is
deadly poison. It kills its user slowly. Some
mayy live to old age in spite of its use. but none
of ita uso."

f

Circuit Tester
Time can be saved in testing radio circuits
by employing the simple tube socket tester
shown below. The accompanying illustration is self explanatory as to connections and
parts. The filament battery can be used as
a voltage source. -B. B. Bryant.

IsClark

FREE
Booklet!

an eye bolt as shown. Cotton soaked in
paraffin is stuffed in each end to keep out
moisture. -Weiden Cone.

treatment

's
Dr,
states:
upon the heart and lood vessels is that of an
nctivepei
s responsible for arterial degenernte fer with functions of both heart
and lunge. finally paralysing the nerve centers."
Scores of other medical authorities are quoted
tobur booklet -all physicians will tell you that
acco is a poison,

yf form

beytail

t
bsendefy. ou n tops
special
money back our
guarantee
r.

at once also

"Your treatment best, quickest,
surest" say users
It is the only safe, reliable treatment, phyei.
tested
satisfactory results or money back. You
o n elee, and no strings are tied
to this guarantee.
the judge,

means

eLeett

aay agree with this

foalswill tell, that hoe been thoroughly
half century. It seldom fails to atop
the tobacco habit. That is why we guarantee

Tells You
Everything
a

What Physicians Say

Medical authorities g

Get FREE Booklet AT ONCE

authoritative medical treatise
Bore is
prepared on the use and effect of tobacco. The
e ÌÉ iintee.
mete that every person should
Sand for it today.
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THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
Dept. F -400

"Th4449"_

Dwight, Illinois

orMmNEltBACK

Name

Street Address
City

pENI
N
!COG RA PH THE
POINTEDDEN
10 DAY FREE TRIAL

FILL SPACE

IL

WITH

State

SEALING WAX.

rcg p urNve oon
i
scratches, leakeordrie e

SAME SIZE AS

enns

PHOTOGRAPHY

ILLINOIS
COLLEGE of
Earn $200 to $500 a month as photographer or
8 months,
photo- engraver. We prepare you in 6 to negatives,
Thorough practical training in making
Photoprinting.
developing retouching, airbrush,
engraving in line, halftone and 3 -color work.
and
equipment
latest
Individual instruction using
methods. Big demand for our graduates. Diploma
Enroll
year.
36th
awarded. Nation-wide patronage.
now; Free catalog. Box 739, Effingham, Ill.

$i50

Writes with ink smoothly, ",

$ T una 5875
Makes 3 carbon
FOUNTAIN
copies at one time
PENS
with original in ink.
SEND NO MONEY,Paypoetmensl.se
sect postage.
rer

BUS BAR

WIRE

_

OLD TUBE
BASE.

i

SMoneyb
back Iffnoteat-

is ed,within 10 days.

FIL.

A

r

INKOGRAPH COMPANY; INC.

-

-

399 -551 Centre St.. New York
Send for Inkoyrapb or write for Sales plan booklet.
Big value,
sells on sight
no investment.

A Real Gasoline Engine That Really Flies

I-y-1
Descriptive

tin

44,

bulletogether

1--,
with directions for
Model planes: 'fo
making scale model
"'h.p. in 3 lbs. ;
planes, free.
1 h.p. in 5 Ms.
DYNAMIC MFG. CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.
First National Bank Bldg.

FIL.

6V A. BATTERY

PRONGS.

TEST POINT

Above-Details

I

t

GR
PRONG.

PLATE
PRONG

of a home made
tester.

circuit

"Shame n you!" Are you nervous,
ernbárrassed in company of the other
x. Stop being shy of strangers. Con.
Beertheterrablejesrofyoursuperiors.
cheerful and confident of your
future! Your fau!ta easily overcome
so you can enjoy life to the ulest
Send 25c. for this amazing book.
RICHARD BLACKSTONE
New York

B- 30XFlatiron Bldg.
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The Speeding Stars
By Donald H. Menzel, Ph. D.

NowYou Smct

(Continued from page 1045)

Fig. 3, at the right, shows the
spectrum of a star and iron

VIOLET

comparison. Note how the iron
lines of the star are shifted to
the violet with respect to the
colors from the terrestrial
source. The remaining stellar
lines are due to substances other
than iron.

voted practically all his time to the determination of stellar velocities.

Star Velocity Catalogue Available
THE reduction of the plates has now

been completed and a few months ago
astronomers saw the publication of final results in the form of an extensive catalogue,
that contains the radial velocities (velocities
toward or away from the observer, i.e.,
along a radius) of 2,771 stars brighter than

SCORPIO

ARROWS SHOWMOT/OK /N /OC%OOO YEARS

/00,000

YEARS HENCE

ri

-You Are Paying the Penalty !

RED
COMPARISON

milommul

STAR
COMPARISON

referred to
earlier in this article. The stars in onehalf of the sky appear, on the average, to
be approaching the sun in the other hemisphere they are receding. It does not seem
reasonable to assume that the stars are truly
moving in this manner. The spectrograph
makes no distinction between the motion of
a star toward the sun and of the sun toward
a star. Hence the stars appear to approach
us only because the sun and planets are
moving toward them, and the spot toward
which we speed, practically agrees with that
determined by the other method -the shifting constellations.
We find, from a study of the individual
star velocities, that the sun cannot truly be
called a stellar speed- demon. On the other
hand it is no sluggard in the celestial race.
The most rapid star speeds with some 180
miles a second, about 15 times the solar velocity, but there are many slower moving.
Our sun appears to be in more ways than
one merely an average star.
The layman may wonder as to the actual
value of such investigations as this and
others in which astronomers engage. Unquestionably the results are interesting, but
the practical man, who measures values only
in dollars and cents, will probably not be
satisfied with this answer alone. Let him
remember that the practical man of centuries past would undoubtedly have denounced the painstaking work of Tycho
Brahe in tabulating the positions of the stars
and planets, observations that were invaluable to Kepler and Newton in establishing
an ordered universe. Most people have forgotten, or, more probably, do not know that
Newton invented the mathematics of calculus solely to compute celestial orbits and
test his theory of gravitation. Yet modern
engineering could scarcely exist without cal-

'

magnitude 5.5 -only sixty nine stars of the
group being, for various reasons, omitted.
Stars of magnitude 6 are about three -fifths
as bright as the above and are just at the
limit of visibility to the eye. This catalogue,
which tabulates about half the naked -eye
stars, will undoubtedly prove of great value
to astronomers the world over.
One of the most striking results obtained

limit. "Where will

is the effect of the solar motion

What may seem without value today may
sometime be of great importance. It should
not matter if we have to wait a decade
even a century or two, perhaps. From the
standpoint of present values alone, there
is much to be said for knowledge for its
own sake. Exploring the universe we live
in is no less important than exploring our
terrestrial globe. In fact it presents more
problems, is far more extensive, is more
divorced from material greed, and leads
men to higher thoughts than any other
science does.
Our knowledge of astronomy and the
various stars is rapidly increasing and we
may expect some interesting discoveries in
this field in the near future; particularly
with the completion of the new 200 inch
telescope which will be erected at Mt. Wilson
Observatory. This instrument will be the
largest in the world.

-

Fig. 2. f1 diagram of a spectroscope, showing how the entering light ray is broken up by
the glass prism into the spectrum
of rainbow colors appears at the
left. It will be noted that the
violet ray is bent much more
than the red ray.

we go

from

here, boys?" Go! Go! Go! It
was a great life! Nothing like
Wine, women, and song!" You
felt fine. You were strong and
you loved to brag to your friends
about the many "big times" you
had. If you stayed up all night
so much bolder the boast. Oh!
you were very smart! But now

;

culus.
F.

YOU were a wise guy. You
were young, you were vigorous
and peppy. Running around
nights until all hours of the
morning didn't phase you in the
least. Four hours' sleep!- three
hours' sleep! -that made no difference. Oh, you were smartand you did love these wild parties with the boys and girls -the
wilder the better.
You were
always set -the sky was the

it-

--

YOU'RE WORRIED
YOUR PEP IS GONE!
You awaken In the morning all
tired out, sluggish, nervous, constipated, dizzy, with headaches
and a nasty taste in your mouth.
Your cheeks are sallow or sunken.
Your eyes- black rings under
them, bloated, bloodshot, and
burning. You go to your work,
not with energy and ambition,
but with a slouch and a grouch.
Your head is
Work drags.
befogged -- you can't think
straight. You feel miserable.

STRONGFORT
Builder of Men

You are wretched.

Why is it? Ah-you are paying
the penalty for those wild days of youth. The terrible
mistakes you then made, the terrific pace at which
you traveled, the awful abuse of your body, have
come in for a reckoning.

Let Strongfort Tell You How to
Restore Your Health and Strength!
matter how far down you have gone, STRONG FORTISM can and will help you. Only give it the
chance. I don't care how serious your mistakes
of youth were, how much you dissipated, or how
badly you abused your body. I don't care how
miserable and wretched you are now -how weak
and sickly -how wasted-STRONGFORT ISM can
and will help you.
It will build you up inch by inch -internally and
externally-until you are a robust powerful fellow
real he -man who will command respect and admiration wherever you go. It has done this for thousands
of others and it will do it for you through my original
and unfailing methods known the world over as
No

-a

STRONOFORTISVI
SCIENCE OF HEALTH AND STRENGTH
A new energy will grip
You will be chock full of ambition. Your head
will be high, your shoulders erect your eyes bright,
your cheeks radiant with color_
STRONGFORT ISM has lifted thousands of weak, ailing, discouraged men such as you are out of the bog
of hopelessness and despair and placed them on the
straight road to health, happiness and prosperity.
STRONGFORT ISM has aided Nature in overcoming
such ailments as Constipation, Nervousness, Rheumatism, Catarrh, Bad Blood, Poor Memory, etc., as
well as the ruinous results of neglecting and abusing
the body.
STRONGFORT ISM gave these men renewed con fidence, vitality, ambition, success, and fitted them
for the joys of a healthy, happy life. STRONG FORTISM will do the same for you, no matter what
A new life will dawn for you.

you.

your occupation or surroundings.

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK

"LIFE'S ENERGY THROUGH STRONGFORTISM."
It will tell you frankly how I can make you over
into a vigorous specimen of vital manhood. It is
filled with astonishing facts about the body that
will prove a revelation and give you new hope for
a future joyous life. It is worth its weight in gold.
Send for your FREE copy of my book RIGHT NOW.

ThO

G O TINSTITUTE,

PHYS/CA.. AND HEALTH SPECIALIST
DEPT.)677
NEWARK. NEW JERSEY. U.S.A.

-,_-_,Send

this

Coupon--

Free Confidential Consultation
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Strongfort Institute, Dept.
677, Newark, N. J.-Please send me absolutely free my
copy of your book, "LIFE'S ENERGY

THROUGH
STRONGFORTISM
printed in.... English.. .. German.... Spanish. This does not place me under
any obligation and no salesman is to call on me. I have markd
(x)
before the subjects in which I am most interested.
..Catarrh ..Constipation .. Youthful Errors
.Colds
.. Rheumatism .. Lung Troubles
..Asthma
..Nervousness ..Round Shoulders
..Headache ..Overweight ..Stomach Disorders
..Rupture ..Weak Back ..Increased Height
..Thinness ..Weak Eyes
.. Muscular Development
.Pimples
,.Short Breath ..Great Strength
.. Insomnia .. Weak Heart
Private Ailments

"
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Short Wave
Up-to-theminute data
-All worthwhile

circuits-

Prepared by Eminent Short Wave Experts
Edited by H. M. BAYER, Tech. Editor of RADIO NEWS

This is unquestionably the foremost book on
short wave receivers and the theory of short wave
reception ever written. The data which it contains is a compilation of the knowledge of an
eminent board of Short Wave Experts.
As practically every one today knows, some of
the finest programs are being broadcast over the
short wave bands. There are many
reasons for this. Paramount
among them all is the fact
that that entertainment,
broadcast in this band,
can be received
over distances
which with
t h e ordinary

broadcast re-

from all foreign countries, from the most distant
climes. England, France, Germany, towns on
the African continent, from every conceivable
corner of the globe where a station is located
programs come in with surprising volume and
clarity. One would think they were hearing a
New York, Chicago or San Francisco station until
the voice of the announcer, many thousands of
miles away discloses the true location of station.

-

In the Short Wave Manual you will find complete diagrams, full size blueprints pasted into
the book. These tell plainly how to construct all

the short wave circuits which our tireless
laboratory researches have shown to be most
efficient.

The SHORT WAVE MANUAL contains complete information on everything concerning
Short Wave reception. Large size book (same
size as Radio News) with a- beautiful colored
cover. Replete with illustrations, diagrams
and with FULL SIZE BLUE PRINTS.
This big valuable book will show you how
to receive all the foreign countries
clearly and easily. Write today for
your copy:

ceiver would
b e impossible!
Thousands of letters, which pour in
an unremitting
stream into our offices
is
tell the same tale
a common and everyday
matter to receive programs

Mail This Coupon
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK.

-it

EXPERIMENTER
PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
New York
230 Fifth Avenue,

Gentlemen:

Enclosed find 50c for which please send me
SHORT WAVE MANUAL.

Name
Address
A

Beautiful

City

Colored Cover

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
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SKINDERVIKEN
Transmitter Units
95C

The Air We Breathe
By William Lemkin, Ph. D.
(Continued from page 1053)
the task of wresting, bit by bit, the unsolved
secrets of the atmosphere, especially the facts
pertaining to the upper regions of our tremendous air ocean.

Is there a Job
anda Future
for Me in

What Is the Air Composed Of?

Have hundreds of uses. Every amateur should have
two or three of these amplifiers in his laboratory
A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS
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Oxygen
Nitrogen
Water Vapor
Carbon Dioxide
Argon

In addition there are traces of certain
other gases, some of them very rare, totaling
a small fraction of a percent, some of which
are of growing importance to us. Most air
also contains bacteria and particles of dust,
which are, however, not found in pure air.
The most important of the constituents of
the air is oxygen, which is indispensable to
combustion and breathing. The amount of
this essential gas found in the air in different localities varies between very narrow
limits. Of course, the most important value
of oxygen is in respiration. During both
day and night we breathe about sixteen times
each minute. By this process of breathing,
with the help of our circulatory system, all
parts of the body are provided with oxygen, which helps our digested food to burn
and to release heat and energy for carrying
on life. In a somewhat similar fashion oxygen is useful to all animals and to plants
as well.

-eALOWIN PHONE AMPLIrIER-+

WE PAY $ 5.00 IN CASH
for every new use developed for this unit
and accepted and published by us.

P. G. MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
A Modulation Transformer specially de-.
signed for use with
the Skinderviken Transmitter Unit. Has many
other uses. Primary

resistance,

ohm; secondary, 55
3,6

ohms.

FOR SALE AT LEADING DEALERS
Or Order Direct, Using Coupon Below

SEND NO MONEY

When the postman delivers your order you pay him for
whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents postage.
PRESS GUILD, INC.

5.1.-3-29

16 -18 -D -East 30th St., New York, N. Y.
Please mall me at once as many of the folk wing items

as I have indicated.

....Skinderviken Transmitter Units at 95c. for

1; $1.75
for 2; $2.50 for 3; $3.20 for 4.
P. G. Microphone Transformers at $2.
When delivered I will pay the postman the cost of the
W
Items specified plus postage.

Name
Address

State

TO

find the proportion

eva.Gt ou
THERE'S more than that! There's a BETTER job and
a BETTER future for IOU in Aviation than in ANY
other industry.
Aviation is just beginning its period
of BIG GROWTH.
A few years

ago a lot of fellows saw their opportunity
when the automobile and radio industries were young.
They got in early and literally "cleaned up."
Today
thousands of those "early- birds" are wealthy.

That's the kind of a chance YOU HAVE in Aviation
today. During the next few years Aviation is going to
pick its bosses, its high -priced specialists, its leaders and

executives. And YOU-by LOOKING AHEAD and ACTING AHEAD -can be one of them.
What is more, to fit yourself for an important place in
AVIATION
isn't necessary for you to leave your
home, give up your present job or spend a lot of money.
Instead, give nie just a part of your spare time during the
next few months, and I'll give you the kind of training
that employers need and are paying REAL CASH to get.

-it

do even more! I'll actually help you get a job.
You
will receive the free assistance of my Employment Department.
This department is called upon for trained
men to fill "ground jobs" and "flying jobs" that pay
REAL MONEY and offer REAL FUTURES.

of

oxygen

in the

air the following experiment may be performed: Float a small flat tin box cover on
the surface of some water in a shallow dish.
The experiment can be seen better if a few
drops of red ink are added to the water.
Place a small piece of yellow phosphorus
on the floating tin cover. (In this as well as
ill all other experiments in which phosphorus
is handled, always be careful never to touch
it with the hands, because it is highly inflammable and may ignite spontaneously,
producing serious burns.)
Now touch a
lighted match to the phosphorus and invert a
small glass jar over it as it burns. Lower
the jar over the phosphorus and cork until
its edges touch the bottom of the dish. You
will note that the phosphorus will burn with
the production of a dense white smoke, which
is phosphoric oxide. At the same time the
water will rise in the jar and occupy the
space left vacant by the oxygen that has
been consumed. Wait until the white fumes
have been absorbed by the water and then
measure the level of the water inside the
jar above the original outside level in the
glass dish. You will find that the water
has risen approximately one -fifth or twenty
per cent of the way up to the top. This is
a rough measure of the percentage of oxygen
in the air.

If phosphorus is not available for this experiment it may be performed successfully,
and with almost the same accuracy of results, by using a burning candle instead.

Please say you saw it

My an¡swer iiYES !~

I'll

Oxygen -the Life -Giver

m-Ill

AVIATION ?

20.94%
78.09%
.84%
.04%
.09%
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12 PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable
uses, furnished with each unit.

City

TO the amateur chemist there is a wealth
of qualitative data which he may gather
from the application of some simple tests on
the wonderful medium in which we all live.
The first question he naturally asks is : What
is the air composed of ?
The atmospheric air surrounding the earth
is quite uniform in composition. However,
it is not a compound of definite constitution,
but a mixture of gases. The following table
gives the average composition, by volume, of
moist air :

in
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POPULAR
CARD TRICKS
By Walter B. Gibson

THE remaining space in the jar

In schools, colleges, lodges, Legion posts, industries, communities, bands are searching for new
members. You'll have plenty of opportunities for
extra profit and pleasure with your Conn. Play your
way through college ; be in the limelight where
things are happening !
CONN'S many exclusive features make these

on Any Conn for the band or
orchestra. Easy Payment plan
enables you to pay as you play.
Send coupon for freeliterature
and details of trial offer.No obligation to you, ACT NOW!
C. G. CONN, .Ctd.,
366 ConnBldg. Elkhart,Ind.

Fasten a piece of candle about an inch in
length to the flat cork, light it, and after
it is burning well invert the jar in the same
way as described above. Allow to stand for
a while after the candle goes out. The water
will rise in the jar just as it does when
phosphorus is used. The only error involved
in this procedure lies in the fact that a certain
amount of carbon dioxide is generated by
the burning which remains in the enclosed
space in the jar, and does not permit the
water to rise to the level that 'it otherwise
would. This will eventually dissolve in part
in the water. When phosphorus is used,
the white oxide produced by the combustion
is absorbed by the water, thus resulting in a
more accurate reading of the percentage of

rINTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY-7
Division of the
Intgrnational Correspondence Schools,
Box 6184 -F, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, please send me full
ildetails of your home -study course in
Analytical Chemistry El Metallurgical Chemistry
Short Chemistry Course
Chemical Engineering
Pharmacy
Industrial Chemistry
Name
Address
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You can read music like this quickly
Write today format FREE BOOKLET. It tells how to learn

to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin, Guitar, Banjo. etc.
Beginners or advanced layers. Your only expense about
leper day for music andpostage used.

AMERICAN SCHOOL of MUSIC,57Manhattan Bldg.,Chicag

is occupied
chiefly by nitrogen. Perhaps the most
outstanding property of this gas is its inactivity. It does not burn nor support combustion, and it is difficult to make it unite
chemically with other elements. Although it
is so inert and apparently unimportant in its
elementary form, in combination it finds
a large number of special uses, as in nitrates, explosives, fertilizers, alkaloids and
dyes, and as an essential body builder in all
animals.
The chief use of nitrogen in the air is in
diluting or diminishing the power of oxygen
to burn other substances. If air were one
hundred per cent oxygen it would be so active and powerful that it would destroy all
animal and plant life. Once a fire were to
start in such an atmosphere it would oxidize
all unoxidized material with which it came
in contact. Even metals like iron would rapidly be consumed by such a conflagration.
Some simple notion of the proportion and
properties of nitrogen may be obtained from
the previous experiment performed with
either the phosphorus or the candle. The
fact that the vacant space left in the jar
after the burning ceases measures roughly
four -fifths, or eighty per cent of the total
volume, demonstrates the proportion of nitrogen gas in the air. Since the combustion
stops after a time, we are convinced of the
inertness of nitrogen so far as it neither
burns nor supports burning.

Testing for Carbon Dioxide
CARBON dioxide, although present

in the
atmosphere tò an extent, normally, of
only .04 per cent, is one of the most vital
of the constituents of the air. Chemically
it is the result of oxidation processes, either
in respiration, fermentation, the burning of
fuel or chemical action in the soil. As a
separate gas, carbon dioxide is heavier than
air, and therefore tends to settle at first into
its lower layers, but soon is diffused through
the air. Indeed, it is so heavy that it can
be poured from one vessel into another like
water. As it neither burns nor supports
combustion, it is produced by fire extinguishers. Carbon dioxide is not poisonous in
the ordinary sense of the word, any more
than water is poisonous. Animals may be
said to drown in carbon dioxide just as they
drown in water ; in either case death results
from the exclusion of the life-giving oxygen.
The prime value of carbon dioxide to all
living matter is that it is one of the chief
factors entering into the production of starch
by plants. This process of photosynthesis
consists of the uniting of carbon dioxide with
water in the leaf of the green plant. The
combining agent is the green coloring matter
or chlorophyl of the leaf. The determining
energy comes from the sunlight. This synthesis is the basis of the production of all
our carbohydrate food. It is indeed the one
chemical reaction upon which all life, both
plant and animal, depends.
In order to show the qualitative presence
of carbon dioxide in the air pour some lime
water in a shallow dish and allow it to stand
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are literally hundreds of
these clever little tricks. You
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instruction-Hundreds of il-

-

lustrations.
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few of the tricks

that this

book contains you will become extremely popular -always entertaining. Imagine
the fun you can have at a
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pick up a deck of cards and
inquire if anyone has "seen
this one." Then, while all

attention is focussed on you,
do these tricks one after another to the admiration and
wonderment of all.

25c
THE COPY
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WRITE DIRECT

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., INC.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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seen. A genuine aluminum model airplane that realy flies, at a small price.
The "Mocar" monoplane-Set No. 1-is a copy of
the famous Spirit of St. Louis. Wing spread 18 in.,
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fuselage 12 In., powerful motor, special propeller,
rubber -tired disc wheels. Weight complete only
about 2 í,5 oss.
This is a practical, simple, real model plane that
gives you a whole lot of fun for the moderate cost.
The all-metal construction makes a sturdy plane that
will stand a lot of abuse. The outfit is mounted on
cardboard with all parts plainly marked, and till instructions for assembly. Plies only tool necessary.
Construction
andfuseiagencoveritgima
material, only
$1.50 postpaid. (3 for $4.00.) Order now.
Model L made up ready to fly, 52.25 (3 for $6.00),
Great fun, learn how to make and fly airplanes
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Unconditionally guaranteed to give
full satisfaction or money refunded.
Send $1.50 today for Model C. Other
models $3.00, $4.00 and $6.00
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for an hour or two. The white coating that
forms on the surface of the liquid is calcium
carbonate, and indicates that carbon dioxide
is present in the air. This test is often used
to determine whether certain places such as
the bottom of wells, galleries in mines or cellars contain any large quantities of this gas.
As one cannot live but a few minutes breathing carbon dioxide alone, it is hazardous to
enter any place where considerable amounts
of it have been found present. The objectionable substance is detected by lowering a
small container of lime water into the space
which is under suspicion. If an excessive
amount of carbon dioxide is there the lime
water will acquire a milky appearance soon
after being exposed. Sometimes a burning
candle is let down for the same purpose. If
the flame is extinguished the air below contains a fatal proportion of carbon dioxide.
A simple experiment may be performed to
show the production of carbon dioxide by
combustion. The materials required are a

funnel, a flask, a two -hole rubber stopper, a
candle, some rubber and glass tubing, lime
water and a suction pump. Set up the apparatus as shown in the accompanying illustration. Before lighting the candle draw
some air through the lime water for a few
minutes. Observe that the minute quantity
of carbon dioxide in the air does not make
the lime water milky. Now light the candle
beneath the funnel and continue the suction
process ; you will notice that the liquid will
become turbid immediately.
A sömewhat modified procedure is followed in showing the relation of carbon di -.
oxide to breathing. This experiment requires the following materials : Two flasks
with two -hole rubber stoppers to fit,' glass
and rubber tubing, lime water and a rubber
band. Arrange the apparatus as indicated
in the diagram. The two long tubes are
fastened together by the rubber band and
used as a combined breathing tube. In order
to work the device, close up the short bent
tube from flask B with the forefinger of
one hand, and inhale. Air will be sucked
into the inlet tube of flask A, being forced
to bubble through the lime water in that
flask before it enters your mouth. This
gives you air free from carbon dioxide. Your
finger over the outlet tube of flask B will
,prevent your drawing up any liquid from
that flask. Now by closing the inlet of the
first flask, and releasing your finger from
the corresponding tube of the other, meanwhile exhaling, you force your breath
through the lime water in flask B. With a
little practice you can open and close the
inlet and outlet tubes of the respective flasks
in perfect unison with your normal rate of
breathing. After a few minutes of this action you will note that the lime water is
turbid in flask B, while remaining relatively
clear in flask A. If you keep it up long
enough the turbid water will become perfectly clear, because calcium carbonate is
soluble in water.
(To be concluded)
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A Home -Made Reflectoscope
By R.

J. Robbins

(Continued from page 1055)
and 12 -inch focal length. If desired the
original ring -mounting may be retained if
means can be found for adapting it to the
present construction. It will he entirely
practical, however, to remove the lens and
fit it directly to the focussing -tube. The
latter should be either of a diameter which

be used in this projector. The size of picture,
of course, will depend entirely upon the distance from the screen, also to a certain extent upon the power of the lamps used. The
proper distance being determined, the fo-

cussing -tube is next adjusted until the sharpest possible outlines are obtained. The mirrors are then slowly
rotated until every
detail of the picture
is sharp and distinct.
Machines of this
type are more or less
standard apparatus
and have been on the
market f o r years.
DETAIL OF
They were seldom
built with a useful
RINGS FOR
purpose in mind,
_ _4_
however, but have
nearly always sold as
ALIGNMENT OF
toys. In the present
FOCUSSING/
projector the design
TUBE
has been effected
along more ambitious
lines as the dimensions and details will
testify and the writer
believes . that it may
be put to practical
3
Perhaps the
uses.
4
vertical design may
tube.
Details of the rings for the alignment of the focussing
render its construc
tion more interesting
will exactly accomodate the lens or a little
large. If larger a layer or two of blackened
IMPORTANT
paper inside will reduce it to a size which
will give the proper diameter. The lens is
READERS
NEWSSTAND
TO
held in place by two heavy cardboard rings
which are slipped into place from front and
N order to eliminate all waste and
rear and securely glued to the inner surface
T unsold copies it has become
newsstand
of tube.
necessary to supply number
of
dealers with the actual
Some means must be provided for guiding
copies for which they have orders.
the tube in its motion backward and forThis makes it advisable to place an
ward as the picture is focussed. This may
order with your newsdealer, asking
be accomplished by the use of two specially
him to reserve a copy for you every
constructed rings, one of bakelite the other
month. Otherwise he will not be
of maple, both being bored out to a diameter
able to supply your copy. For your
which will just pass the tube snugly. The
convenience, we are appending hereholes for mounting screws are drilled in both
with a blank which we ask you to
pieces simultaneously to insure proper alignbe good enough to fill in and hand
ment. In assembling, the tube is first placed
to your newsdealer. He will then
in the aperture in body. The discs are then
be in a position to supply copies to
slipped on from front and rear as shown
you regularly every month. If you
and the nuts tightened into place. The maple
are interested in reserving your copy
ring being of 3%-inch thickness and the bakeevery month, do not fail to sign
lite piece (of bakelite for appearance only)
this blank. It costs you nothing to
-inch thick there should be ample
being
do so.
support for the tube.
The mirrors and focussing -tube being completed we have but to connect the two sockets
Newsdealer
To
together in parallel, one wire connecting to
the snap-switch through a hole in the baseAddress
board. The other goes to a binding -post as
copies of
Please reserve for me
shown. A wire from the switch to the other
SCIENCE AND INVENTION every month
post completes the wiring. It will be well
and greatly
you
otherwise,
I
notify
until
to procure a length of twisted lamp-cord
oblige,
equipped with a screw-plug which will serve
standard
any
with
Name
projector
the
to connect
socket.
Address
If a series of pictures of uniform size is
to be used with the, projector a small frame
may be constructed of black iron or wood to accommodate them. If, on the other
hand, objects or pictures of
assorted sizes and shapes are
to be exposed some ingenuity
on the part of the builder
will be necessary.

X1000!
Here's my prize winner for 1928! $1,000.00

in cash and solid gold medal awarded to

Danny Gully for the greatest improvement
in physical development. Nation -wide contest proves another amazing demonstration
of Miracles in Muscle!

'

BEFORE
Here's how Danny Gully
looked before he started
Titus training. He had
development at all.
He was flat- chested,
hollow - checked, soft
and flabby. Everybody
laughed at him when
he put on a bathing
He was only
suit.
HALF alive.
no

-----

"

/

Operation of Projector
TUNGSTEN or nitrogen

lamps of the highest
available candlepower should

AFTER
But look
happened
he tried
training(

what
when

Titus
In 30

days his whole
body was cov-

ered with massive layers of
powerful muscle. The puny

"scarecrow"

was

transinto a

formed
broad dered,
chested

shouldeep MANI

You're Next
My 1928
it was a wow
muscle -building contest ended with a
FELLOWS,
bang
I wish you could have been
there when the winner was selected. It was
Famous authorities of
a great occasion !
the Physical culture world were present.
You should have heard their exclamations
of wonder as the records of thousands of
applicants were presented to the jury.
!

!

Man, you should have seen those records! Photographs of any pupils and actual measurements
taken "before and after" I developed them. Talk
about building muscles! You can't blame me if I
feel proud of what I did for those boys. Now
we're off on my 1929 Contest. It's YOUR turn to
show what Titus Training will do for you.

Now Watch Your
Muscles GROW!
See what I did for the man shown above! Changed
him from a puny weakling into a physical
GIANT! Looks like magic, doesn't it? But it's
just en example of what Titus Training has done
for thousands. I've taken fellows of every age
every size and condition -and transformed them
almost overnight into perfect specimens of

-

manhood!

30 days- that's all I want! And just a few minutes a day. I'll put layer after layer of muscle
all over your body. I'll make you over from
head to foot, inside and out!

FREE

Amazing New Book
Miracles in Muscle

Tear off that coupon! Mail it today! It will
bring you FREE the greatest book you've ever
seen-astounding photographs of men rebuilt
Titus's own secrets of making muscles grow. No
cost or obligation -rush coupon to Dept. A-136.
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The One
and Only

TITUS

105 E. 13th St.
New York City

TITUS, (Dept. A -I36),
105 East 13th Street, New York, N. Y.
Dear Titus: Sure I'd like to have your book.
Free. Also details of 1929 Prize Contest.
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Home Movies

I

High School
Course in
2 Years

By

(Continued from page 1051)

This simplified, complete High School
Course-specially prepared for home study
by leading professors -meets all requirements for entrance to college, business, and
leading profe

decorations go. Your audiences will see
every little defect, every departure from correctness and you will most certainly hear
about it later.
"Now let us assume that our studio is
ready, our story selected and we are all
ready to shoot. The actors are on the set
made up. This means that they are within
easy call of the director but not actually on
the set where they would be in the way. The
property man has finished tidying up the set,
adjusting furniture, dusting off the tables and
all that goes with the final preparations. The
grip, or handy man, sweeps off the floor and
removes all foot marks and other foreign
things that would show in the camera. Your
cameraman has his general illumination adjusted to his entire satisfaction and calls on
the players so that he may adjust the individual lighting. The director puts them into
their respective positions and the cameraman
sets his reflectors so that each actor is receiving enough light to register on the film.
The cameraman uses what is known as a
blue glass for this, a glass that reduces everything to various shades of black and
white. It also reduces the visual strength
of the light about eight times, and if any
places on the set are too brightly illuminated
they will show up very strong under the blue
glass. Hard places, as the spots with over strong light are called, are softened down by
easing up on the reflector ; or if it is top
light, by putting more gauze over the top
where the light comes through too strongly.
"After everything is in readiness, the director rehearses each actor in his or her part
until they are good enough to film. He then
places them in their starting positions and
calls `action' -`camera' at which time the
actors and camera start.
"It is customary to take the long shots
first, and where the long shot is merely used
to establish the setting, enough footage is
taken to overlap the first close -up or medium
shot. If a long shot is to be used at the end
of the scene, it is taken while the camera is
in position and then the camera is moved up
for the medium and close shots. The angle
may and should be changed for the closer
shots, not moving straight in along the axial
line of the lens unless that effect is particularly desired. When individual close -ups of
actors are made, it is not necessary for all
the actors to be on the set, only the one being
photographed. Each actor should take mental notes of his or her position at every point
in the filming, as they may be called upon to
take that position for a close -up. Similarly,
if an actor stands in the background in line
with a camera taking a medium shot of
another actor, if the camera is moved in for
a close -up, the actor in the background
should take his former position, so that he
will show on the screen in the close -up.
"A script clerk should be appointed to take
care of the records of scenes shot, and of
the costumes each actor wears in each scene.
Attention to detail in making movies is of
paramount importance and lack of detail reflects on the producers."
At this point Jones thanked his listeners
and resumed his seat. Blake, as chairman,
took charge of the meeting again and after
a lively and enthusiastic discussion, it was
decided to form the Rockland Movie Club
with Blake as president and Jones as production supervisor. Committees were appointed to take charge of club organization
work, and the production committee was directed to select a story and get the actors
from the town's Dramatic Club.
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MAJOR'S CEMENT
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MAJOR MFG. CO.
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glassware, meerschaum, vases, books,
tipping billiard cues,
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461 Pearl St., N. Y.

FUTURE

by Professor A. M. Low
"THE FUTURE" is one of the most
remarkable books of the age. Professor
Low, the author, is a scientist of international reputation, also an experimenter
and inventor in the many branches of
science. This book written by him has
aroused wide -spread interest. It deals
with the world of the future, certainly an
unusually absorbing subject. Written in
the popular, non -technical fashion, "The
Future" reveals the many advances and
changes that are in store for humanity in
a new life to come.
This book has received favorable comment in book reviews the world over. Do
not neglect to read this treatise on the
future by Professor A. M. Low. It is a
literary treat for everyone.
Mail your order now! Don't wait, everybody is reading this remarkable book.

Price-$2.00
Experimenter Publishing Co.
230 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find ...check or ... money order
(check which) for$2.00. Kindly send mea copy of
Prof. A. M. Low's new book "THE FUTURE".
Name
Address
City

State
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TROUBLE
FINDER
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priced radio set
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die of an interesting program. But,
a handy copy of
The Radio Trouble Finderis the simple means for tracing every defect and
remedying it in the easiest manner
possible. There is no mishap that could
befall a radio, but what is fully covered
in this valuable book.
The Radio Trouble Finder is edited
by men fully versed in the subject
covered-men with years of actual experience behind them-and who have
grown to prominence since the infancy
of radio.
Don't wait till your set goes bad -get
your copy of this remarkable guide to
radio trouble now. Fill in the coupon
and we will send you by return mail a
copy of The Radio Trouble Finder,
a money -saving investment. You can
be your own service man.
THE RADIO
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RADIO SET
150 RADIO
HOOK -UPS
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issue of this remarkable book.
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150 Radio Hook -Ups was prepared by
the staff of Radio News. An accurate
guide to better set construction for the
radio "fans."
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(Next month Jones will explain how you
can use the new panchromatic film to get
both beautiful and tricky pictures with your
home movie camera. He will explain what
panchromatic film is and how it differs from
the regular films. Some unique experiments
in "color subtraction" will be presented for
you to try out.)

TRIANGLE OF .PLYWOOD SCREWED
TO CORNERS AS BRACE

Photoplay Review
The films reviewed here have been studied
with the amateur foremost in our minds.
We will try to point out the features of
each picture that are of special interest to
the amateur and, when space permits, will
describe any special features or tricks.

The Terror

How to brace frame of home -made reflector
used, allow it to harden and then polish the
surface with a piece of cheesecloth. A
wooden frame, braced and hinged as shown
in the sketch will lengthen the life and in-

crease the rigidity of the reflector.

The amateur, in order to improve his own
films, must keep pace with the times, and the
most logical way for him to do this is to
watch and study the results achieved by our

professional producers. The Terror (Warner Bros., Vitaphone), is a step forward in
the motion picture art and should be studied
carefully so that the amateur, when "talkie"
equipment is made available for him, can be
up with the times. The Terror is a talking
picture, dialogue being used all the way
through. From a cinematic viewpoint, the
picture is good. Excellent use has been
made of the moving camera to follow the
characters around as the story builds up.
Excellent lighting effects enhance the value
of the picture and the camera angles in
some cases are excellent. One ,we have in
mind, is where the camera is placed about
thirty feet vertically above a group of characters who are in the midst of a spiritualistic
seance (Mr. Dunninger take note). The
effect is uncanny, a circle of white hands
standing out in an otherwise dark scene.
We believe The Terror is a picture for the
amateur to see as it carries many lessons
for him.

Focal Length
R. Weart asks:
Q. What is the longest focal length lens
it is safe to use without a tripod?
A. A tripod should be used whenever possible as it insures steadiness of your pictures
on the screen. However, you may safely
use up to a three inch lens without a support if you are very steady. In an emergency a stick may be used as shown in the
accompanying illustrations.

EARLE LIEDERMAN, The Muscle Builder

Author of "Muscle Building," "Science of Wrestling,"
"Secrets of Strength," "Here's Health," "Endurance," etc.

I inch to your biceps
2 inches t your chest
in

i

hours

marvelous system of muscular
education that transforms weaklings into strong men almost
overnight . . .

A

This is not a fish story. It's a fact! When I say I
can add one whole inch of real live muscle to each of
your arms and two whole inches of the same wonderful
strength across your chest, in just 735 hours, I mean

just that.
But I don't atop there. I do things with your body
that even you never dreamed of. My business is to build
muscle, and the health and strength that always come with
muscle. In the past 19 years I've taken over 200,000 puny
little underdeveloped bodies-coaxed them along-worked
on them -tilled them with new life -new hope-new terrifying strength that forced their owners to be powerful,
fighting, proud he -mem And how simple it all is under
my instruction!

HERE'S HOW I DO IT
All I ask of you is 7r/5 hours of your spare time, divided
into 15- minute periods for 30 consecutive days. In those
15- minute periods you are to do exactly as I advise, using
the apparatus I send you. At the end of the 7% hours
step before your mirror, and marvel at the transformation.
Could that great, handsome figure be yours? Those huge
broad shoulders-that immense barrel-like chest with its
powerful lungs -those tremendous arms and wrists, ready
to crush everything before them -could it be possible?
Yours it can be-and quickly, too. But first send for
my new 64 -page book.
Let me show you how such a body
How my
can be yours without risking a single penny.
ironclad guarantee absolutely protects every single pupil.
Send for it today. Get going to new health -nets happiness -new joys now!
Bend For My New 64Pago Book

MOVIE QUESTION BOX
Snow Scenes
A. Pam queries :
Q. What allowance should I make for
snow scenes ? Is a filter essential ?
A. A filter is not essential but it adds
greatly to the effect when shooting snow
scenes. The actual allowance to make in
exposure is governed by the kind of film
you are using and a slip accompanying the
roll of film will give you the exposure data.
It is roughly two points of the diaphragm
or one -fourth the normal exposure. When
using a filter make the necessary exposure
allowance for it.

Close -ups Dim
J. Carron writes :
D. My close -up shots do not seem to be
bright enough. Is there any way of overcoming this ?
A. By using a reflector to concentrate
light on your subjects when making a close up, you greatly improve the appearance of
your films. Your projection screen may be
used as a reflector or you can make one
of beaverboard, three feet square, hinged
in the middle. Paint it with glossy white
or aluminum paint. If aluminum paint is

i/KfOCdQ/t,d/CtR',Wpme1t'IT IS FREE

Two ways in which to support camera when
no tripod is handy.

Spotty Films
A. Marks asks:
Q. After developing my films I notice
that they are spotty. How can I overcome

this?

A. When your film has been put on the
drying rack, run it through a chamois rag
that has been wet with water. This will
squeeze all excess moisture from the surface of the film and prevent these drying
marks you complain of. Be sure to allow
slack for the shrinkage of your film when
drying or it will not run through the pro j ector.

I do not ask you to send me a single cent until you are
convinced that I can help you. All I do ask is that you
write today for my free 64 -page book "Muscular Development," so you will be able to read for yourself just what
I do for you and what I have done for others.
I want
you to have a copy for the sake of your future health and
happiness, so send today -do it now before you turn this
page. Just fill out and mail the coupon.

EARLE LIEDERMAN
Dept. 2703
305 Broadway, New York City
EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 2703,
305 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Sir:
Please send me, without obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscular

Development."
Name
Address
City

State
(Please write or print plainly)
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IfILBUR.C.WHITEHEADS
fleZo"Pjcture Nethod'Waches
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easilycm«uicMy.

Drawing for
partners.

i

fole2cowesVO
WILBUR C. WHITEHEAD, the world renowned bridge expert, has written this interesting instruction course for you. BRIDGE by
Whitehead is unique in that it teaches the entire

ii

game of bridge by a new and original form of
illustration known as Whitehead's "PICTURE
METHOD." Every hand is illustrated, each
card in its proper color, red or black as the case
may be. Thus the beginner, or even the most
seasoned player, has an actual illustration of the
manner in which the play is made always before him.

An example of the
way in which each
hand is illustrated.

Whitehead, whose reputation as the foremost
authority, national or international, on the game
of bridge, is one whose advice cannot be taken
lightly ; he knows the game as few others know
it. In this book he passes on to his readers, in
an easily understandable fashion, his picture
method -that made him a success.
Get your copy of BRIDGE by Whitehead today
-100 pages -9" x 12" size. Beautiful colored
cover. Each point illustrated.
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50c

.

THE COPY
At All Newsstands or write direct

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
230

Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

MAILTFHS COUPON

OW

rr

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING Co.
230 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find 50c, for which please send me a copy of
BRIDGE by Whitehead.
Name

Illustration
of how
the play
is made.

Address
City

State
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Wood- Turning
By H. L. Weatherby
(Continued from page 1057)

Illustrating steps in gluing the post preparator'y
2 pieces 34"

x 10g" x

16 ".

Cabinet back : 1 piece 4" x 10g" x 18g".
Top front rail : 1 piece ;4" x 14" x 18g ".
Middle and 'bottom front rails : 2 pieces

"x1834 ".
"xl/
Drawer fronts 2 pieces 34" x 3g" x 17/"
Moulding for panels on sides and back:
" x /" x 5' -0 ".
Knobs turn in one piece 1%" x 1/2" x 8 ".
:

:

Leaf supports : 2 pieces 34" x 1" x 10 ".
Post : 2 pieces 3/4" x 2" x 19" ; 4 pieces g."
x3/" x 19" ; 2 pieces 34" x 5" x 19 ".
Base : i piece 134" x 11" x 22 ".
Feet To be turned in one piece, 2%" x
2%" x 8".
Drawer slides : plugs for post, dowels, etc.,
to be made of common wood, also the following
Post stretcher : 1 piece 3" x 5" x 18g ".
Drawer sides : 4 pieces 34" x 3g" x 16/ ".
Drawer bottom, plywood, 2 pieces
x
18A" x 16/ ".
Drawer back, plywood, 2 pieces %" x
:

:

x18

/

-

/"
/"
3TTT

".

Screws for assembling.

Construction of the P ist
THE new turning feature involved this

month is in building up large work, such
as columns, pedestals or posts like the one
used in the sewing table. Vibration in a
light lathe is one of the chief obstacles in
turning, and large work should be kept as
light in weight as possible. For that reason
if no other, the post should be built up. For
another reason it is difficult to secure a solid
piece of the size required, that is not de-

fective from uneven drying. If boards are
simply glued with flat sides together, making
a solid post, long ugly glue joints will show
on the finished job and so for many reasons
it is best to work the material up in the manner indicated in the illustrations. Care must
be taken to get good joints to use good glue,
and to use sufficient pressure in clamping
to get results. The gluing of the post will
require three clamping operations, each of
which will require twenty -four hours for setting. After the final clamping operation it
is well to plane or saw the corners of the
post, forming an octagon, thereby further reducing vibration when placed in the lathe.
A two -inch hole will be left through the en-

to its

turning.

tire length of the post, the ends of which
must be plugged during the last gluing operation to permit centering on the lathe. The
turning should be started at slow speed, and
as the post is reduced to a cylinder the speed
may be increased. Care should always be
taken with built -up work. Tremendous
force is exerted at high speed, and there is
always the possibility of work breaking up
and resulting in physical injury to the operator. If the joints are well glued and the
work is started on slow speed, no fear need
be felt regarding this, however.

for You in

(Electricity
You Learn by Seeing It Work
NOW you can fit yourself for a big pay
job in electricity by watching real
motion pictures in your own home' Easy
and fascinating as seeing a show at the
theater' You see electrical machinery in
operation. Moving diagrams make all the
facts easy to understand.

Turning the Knobs and Feet
INSTRUCTIONS were given for turning

feet similar to the ones on the sewing
table in a previous article. The drawer knobs
can best be turned between centers, turning
all four at one operation. They should then
be centered in a chuck, as illustrated, for
final smoothing, after cutting apart.
This will complete the turning operations
with the possible exception of two short }/"
dowel rods, which are used as stops on the
table leaf supports. These can probably be
planed down by hand to better advantage, or
dowel rods may be secured already prepared.

Easier, Quicker, Surer
This giant Industry is constantly calling for merk
to fill jobs paying from $70 to $200 and more
weekly i Practical electrical men, holding down
big jobs. praise this new way as the easiest and
best way to learn how to do electrical work

You Get This Pledge
We promisein writing to give you the training and
employment service necessary to get you a better
job and more money, or you need not pay a cent.

$75 Projector Given

General Construction

Every student is given a DeVry Motion Picture
projector to keep, at no extra cost So simple anyone can operate it without experience Used with
regular light socket, farm lighting equipment, or
automobile battery. Thousands of feet of motion
picture film are supplied.

THE general construction

is very simple
and the average wood worker will experience no difficulty in building and fitting up
the different parts.

Big New Book, "The
FREE Our
Film Way to Bigger Pay"
Tells how we use moving pictures to train you for
bigger pay. Get your copy now Send the coupon.
Representatives with School .Experience, Write.
(The

NATIONAL SCHOOL of

VISUALnEDUCATION

;

"Qle Film Way to Bigger Pay
Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill., Dept. 3 -fir
Send your book. "7'he Film Way to Bigger Pay."

537

S.

with full facts about this new, easier way to
master Electricity.

I

Name

Age.....

St. or R.F.D

City
State

Each knob is centered in a chuck for final
smoothing with a skew and sandpaper.
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ACE HIGH in Character and Qual-

ity! Portable- Interchangeable
Complete! RED JACKET HOME
WORKSHOP makes homework
r4iVWOIW
easy! You can now make anything
as° on your own private work bench.
New Red Jacket Combination of
TTABLLE
Electric tools brings Red Jacket Band
Saw, powerful Red Jacket Master
Drill Motor with direct drive to Waco
Craftsman's wood turning lathe
(cap 9'x367 compound and 18' rests,
tilting top mitre saw with depth and
side gauges. Scroll and jig saw, and all accessories
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for both portable and stationary power drilling,
buffing, grinding and cleaning. Attaches to light
socket and converts your work bench into a complete
private tool and machine shop.
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All Aluminum master Drill motor
Perfect Tilting Saw Table
aí1', in.
Patented CompoundTool Rests
Finest Quality Hand Tools
Unconditional Guarantee
Unlimited Service

Only
$10.00
Down

--Read Our Code of Business Ethics -Isla 7000 Happy Waco Owne

Buy on Your Own Terms
Liberal discount for cash.
The Famous
monthly
Waco Guarantee LOOKOUT ORDeÿIMÌTAonly
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If it is not what you want
when you get it-send it
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(Rosbloom)
After the final step in gluing, plug the ends
for centering and bevel the corners to reduce
vibration in the lathe.
The base should be laid out according to
pattern, and cut with band saw or substitute
hand tools. The top and shelves will probably need to be glued up, and the hinge edge
may be left square if the shaped edge looks
too difficult of construction. This edge may,
however, be cut with a combination hand
plane or even with saw, gouge, and round
wood file, as the writer shaped the one illustrated.
The body of the table, or the section holding the drawers, is joined up as the drawings
indicate. Care must be taken to get this part
absolutely square and all parts fitting well.
The post is fastened to the bottom centerpiece or stretcher, with four long screws.
The drawers are separated by slides which
run the entire length of the sides. The
drawers themselves should be built up in the
usual manner. A simple drawer joint is indicated, connecting the fronts with the sides,
to take the place of the more troublesome
dovetail joint. The grooves for the bottom
and the back should be made with combination plane or circular saw. The drawer material, with exception of the front, may be
of cheaper material. A suggestion for the
treatment of the upper drawer is to provide
it with a partitioned tray, to care for buttons, threads, snaps, etc., that every woman
needs a place for.
After careful sanding, and final assembly,
including hinging of the shelves and gluing
the knobs in place, we are ready for finishing. The top is to be attached with screws
from inside through the center of the post,
holding the body to the base.

The Finish
IF

genuine mahogany has been used it may
be finished natural, and yet given the ap-

START TO PLAY
VERY FIRST DA

right now,
Even if you can't read a note of musicday
you get
you play a simple melody on the very
easy lessons show
your Deagan Xylorimba. Freefriends
relatives.
you how. Soon you are amazing eveningsand
of joy; parties;
Then a new lif e begins-long, happy
same chance to
popularity; radio engagements -and theChicago
-"Played
make $5 to $25 a night as Ralph Smith,
20 minutes at wedding; received $20." Or the Hellmann
family, Reading. Pa.,- Made $300 in 5 weeks, spare time."
FIVE DAYS' FREE TRIAL--Our big FREE book

Please say

$,
t.s
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Fourth Enlarged Edition

The World's Standard
Book on Diesel and
Other Classes of Oil
Engines
remarkable book of greatest value to all engineers,
mechanics, and others interested in Diesel engines
for land, marine, locomotive,
automobile, and aircraft use.
Over 300 tables, hundreds of
formulae, profusely illustrated with color and plain
views. Courses of instruction on all leading types.
830 pages. Size 5 x 7 inches.
Bound in flexible, semi -flexible and stiff covers of very
attractive imitation leather
with reinforced back.

A

iP

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.
230

The finished table is shown in the photoA long bolt may be used to
hold the pieces together .

graph above.

Address
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Department
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Order Direct from Book

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Deagan, Inc., Dept. 1563, 1770 Berteau Ave.. Chicago
Send me, without obligation, full details of Free Trial offer
and easy-payment plan on the Deagan Xylorimba.

r'

Price $5.00 Prepaid

-the 5-day free
tells all about this fascinating instrument
payment plan. Send
trial offer -the free lessons -the easy
in the coupon today -the booklet will be mailed promptly
without cost or obligation.
J.
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Fifth Avenue, New York
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RICHARDS' BENCH SAWS

Rigid, strongly built, bronze bearings. Can
be operated from electric light socket.
SEND FOR COMPLETE CIRCULARS
of All Types of Woodworking Machines
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pearance of age, by sponging the wood with
a coat of potassium dichromate crystals in a
water solution. This gives new surfaced
mahogany a very beautiful finish, and the
crystals can be secured at any drug store.
After this has been allowed to dry, the entire table must be sanded lightly with fine
sandpaper, after which we are ready for the
shellac and varnish coats to follow, White
shellac should be used and a good grade of
rubbing varnish.
Next month we expect to present another
interesting phase of wood- turning, that of
twisted or spiral work, with complete directions for constructing a table lamp with
spiral post.

6" Saw Table. Size of table, 10 "x13 ". 10"
Rip Fence. 6" Saw Blade Adjustable cutoff mitre gauge sets in
any angle. Table tilts to
F. O. B.
20° angle.

X13.75

Reading, Pa. Weight 40
lbs. Does 15 operations
of woodworking.
P.

-

Richards' Tool Supply Co.
O.

BOX 295,

READING, PENNA.

Skin Troubles

CLEARED UP-OFTEN IN 24 HOURS
Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruptions on
the Face or Body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.

"Clear -Tote " has been tried and tested in
over 300, 000 cases. Used like toilet water.
Is simply magical in prompt results. At
All Druggists -with Proven Directions.
Ask Your Druggist -You Can Rely on

Cfr,fTme
...

FOR SKIN AND COMPLEXION

ZIP-ZIP Shooter

BOYS; join a Zip-Zip
Shooter's club, everywhere
boys are forming these clubs,
fine sport using this shooter
which is scientifically and practically made. Zip -Zip Shooter
is the best buy we know of for
35c. or 3 for $1. We lf/
will ship to you if
your dealer can't
supply you.

t,so¡

Automatic Rubber Co., Columbia. S. C.
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teach ypn by magi, or
at school, in spare time.
InterestBigfuture.
iwork. Od.

ing work.Oldest,foremostschool.
s,\
'EARN $50 TO $200 WEEKLY
'I-Otto Wiegand, Md., home -study graduate,
one year.
made $12,000 from his business a show
John Vassos N. Y., gets $26 for$200 whilecard.
Crawford, B. 6.. writes: Earnedinformation. taking course." Write for complete
DETROIT SCHOOL OF LETTERING
DETROIT, MICH.
Eat. 1899
179 Stimson Ave.

The finished table with the leaves extended.

Walter Critchlow, D -863, Street, Wheaton, Ill., has
patented a Vapor Moisture Gas Saver and Carbon
Eliminator for all Autos and Engines that beats any
ever got out. Old Fords report as high as 66 miles on
one gallon. new Fords 55. Other makes report amazing increases of % to % more.
Mr. Critchlow offers to send one to introduce. Write
him today. He also wants County and State Agencies
everywhere to make $250 to $1,000 per month,

YOUR DIRECT MAIL SELLING

will be successful with carefully compiled

MAILING LISTS
AGENTS
BUYERS OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
SHOPPERS LIST
LIST OF WEALTHY SUBURBAN RESIDENTS
MAIL ORDER BUYERS
60

MODEL BLUEPRINTS
Correct-Easy to Follow
1

-2 Horizontal Steam En-

gine details
set $1.00
3-4 Boiler construction for
above
set $1.00
5 880 Ton Bark
50c
6-7 Twin Cylinder Steam
Engine and Boiler . set $1.00
8-9 Gasoline Fired Locomotive
set $2.00
10 -11 U. S. S. Constitution,
"Old Ironsides" set $1.00
12 13th Century Man-of-

War
13 -14
15 -16

17 -18

19

20-21
22
23 -24

26
27 -31
32
33

34
35 -36
37 -38
39

50c

Chinese Junk
set 50c
Electrically
driven
Automobile
set $1.00
How to Build a Reflecting Telescope .. $1.00
Roman Ballista
50c
Simple Steam Engine,
set 50c
"Santa Maria," complete 50c
Model U. S. S. Portsmouth°
set $1.00
Building a Model Tugboat
50c
Twin Cylinder Marine
Engine
50c
U. S. S. Truxton

$2.00
Sopwith Biplane
50c
Speed Boat
50c
Airplane Engine
50c
Motor Winch
75c
Vertical Steam Engine $1.00
Cannon
50c

Send Orders to
MODEL DEPARTMENT
SCIENCE AND INVENTION
230 Fifth Avenue

New York City

CYIO MAILING SERVICE
Yonkers, N. Y.
Elliott Avenue

Please say

jr

I

$19.85. Easy terms. Certificate awarded.

25

66 Miles on 1 Gallon of Gas

Right at home you can now quickly make
up the high-school education you missed.
Thousands are doing it through the most/'
ingenious method ever devised
the.
QUESTION AND ANSWER METHOD. No other
method so interesting, so simple, so inexpensive, so practical. 12,000 teachers
endorse this new plan. Nothing hard. More
like a game. You merely read fascinating
Questions and Answers in Fifteen High
School Subjects: English, Biology, Geography, Physics, Literature, Arithmetic, Spelling, Physiography, Algebra, Ancient, Modern and
American History, Economics, Civics, Latin-only
FREE booklet, "New Way to Get Your High School
Education at Home" tells exactly how to remove this
lifetime handicap through a few minutes pleasant reading daily. W ritefor it TODAY. No obligation. Address:

HIGH SCHOOL HOME STUDY BUREAU
Dept. 243, 31 Union Square, New York City

$25.00 Drawing Course for $2.98

Haven't you often wished that you could draw
cartoons, illustrate some idea, sketch some pretty
face, etc.? You can do all of these things.
One of America's most famous Cartoonists
and illustrators has developed a great,
simple system for success in all branches
This system has
of Commercial Art.
revolutionized the entire theory of
drawing. It means that drawing can
be as easy for you as writing
much simpler than learning shorthand, bookkeeping or typewriting.
We are now placing this original system for
learning Drawing, - Art and Cartooning, consisting of 34 lessons with over 500 illustrations, within reach of every one. If you
will devote a few hours each week to the
Course WE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE
that you will learn to draw and draw well
before, you have half finished the Course.
If we fail to make this claim good we will
refund every cent paid us. By eliminating
a large office force for answering corrspondence, expensive catalogs. etc., we are enabled
to make a price of $2.98 the cheapest price
ever known for a high-grade home
study course. Many have sent us
letters similar to that of Rob't. P.
Davis of Detroit, who wrote: "I can't see now you ask so
little, when others with inferior Courses get from $20 to
$60 for theirs. It is more than I expected." Learn to
draw. It Is a big asset, no matter what field you are in.
orde
FREE IftheyouCourse
at once we will include
Just order the Course, and n
outfit,
on arrival pay postman$ .98 consisting
aoneidrawingof artist's
plus a few cents postage
pens, paper,
payment in full for the entire pencils,
erasers,
thumb tacks,
Course and Free Drawing Outfit.
enabling you to
If not entirely satisfied, return etc.,
to work without
within five days and we will RE- go
any
additional
cost.
FUND MONEY. Address:
LEDERER SCHOOL OF DRAWING, Dept. 536 -2
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Orders from outside the U. S. A. are payable $3.28 cash
with order.

-

Send No Money

Be

a Popular Favorite-

Play the

it

in

J.

O TENOR

TENOR BANJO GIVEN

with case:
Entertain your friends. Be popular. Play at dances, parties, etc.
WhenYou Enroll
Earn extra money. Our 52- lesson
course will soon makeyou areal Tenor Banjo player.
Simple Method Makes 3t Easy

Even if you don't know a single note, you are sure
to learn by our simple, easy method . You study in
spare time-your lessons always before you.
61,000 successful students.

Pay as You Play

Onrconrse is low in cost -- only few cent..day.
No class to wait for. Start with small first paymeat --then pay while learning,

s+

Write for Special Offer

Sweet toned TENOR BANJO and genuine Seal
Grain Fabrikold Case, valued at $18 to $20, GIVEN when YOU enroll.
Write for full information and special offer. A postal will do. ACTT
FIRST HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, Inc.
theStete of
dea aFL, Woolworth Bldg. Unde
L
oA
p
New York.- Member National Home Study Council

órrspsre

yotf saw

t1
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OPPORTUNITY AD -LETS
in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings
find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains
country. No matter what you may be seeking,
pr ials
g
, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials
anything
or
money,
make
accessories. the opportunity to
of the month.
insertion. Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash
Advertisements in this section fifteen cents a word for eachas accredited advertising agency. No advertisement for less than 10 words
should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by
accepted.
for the May issue must reach us not later than March 1st.
Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Advertisements
PUBLISHING CO., INC., 230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

will
Y OU
made

EXPERIMENTER

ExperiGet into Advertising. Learn quickly at home.
used.
ence unnecessary. New, easy plan. No text books
Send naine and
Practical work. Old established school. Page-Davis
School
booklet.
address for interesting 3of Advertiss ing, Dept. 533 -B13 , 3601 Michigan, Chicago.

Agents Wanted
Just Discovered, Egyptian Hair Removing Cream. Soap less Hair Shampoo. Eradicates diseases. Agents manufacture these secret formulas, yourself. Write, H. Gander,
Chemist, General Delivery, Norristown, Pa.
$50.00 Weekly easy, applying Gold Initials on Automo$1.45 profit every $1.50
No experience needed.
biles.
Free Samples. "Ralco Monograms," 111043 Washjob.

ington,

Boston, Mass.

Miles on I Gallon-Sensational New Moisture Gas
Critchlow,
One free to introduce.
All autos.
Saver.
H -863, Wheaton. Illinois.
Immense
Be Independent, Make, sell your own goods.
dependable Formulas, special
profits.
Block,
Lustro,
gents' best t sellers
Chicago.
66

lamps,
$10 daily silvering mirrors, plating and refinishing
method. Outfit
reflectors, autos, beds, chandeliers by new Decatur,
Ill.
furnished. Write Gunmetal Co., Ave. D,
Men wanted to demonstrate and take
$50.00 Weekly.
amazing Magnetic
10 orders daily direct from motorists.
More orders, bigger
Trouble Light. Sticks anywhere
particulars. lagno Co.,
pay. Write for demonstrator
t St.
ea
Dept. 493, Boston,
!

o

ElecManufacture Auto Specialties: Battery Charging
Dye Pep,
trolyte, Radiator Seal, Hand Soap, Gasoline
my
Get
Cleaner.
Glass
Life,
Silk
Plugger,
Puncture
free list. John Mickman, Chemist, St. Paul, Minn.
than 5 cents
Mirrors Resilvered At Home. Costs lessImmense
profits
cents.
per square foot; you charge 75
refinishstoves,
Tableware,
reflectors.
autoparts,
plating
Details Free.
ing metalware etc., Outfits furnished.
Write Sprinkle, Plater, 955, Marion, Indiana.

-

Just Out-New Patented Apron. No strings or straps
$20.00 a day every day; over 100% profit; commissions
daily. Write for free offer. Sta -Put Co., Dept. 503,
St. Louie, Mo.
Make them yourself.

Succeed With Your Own Products.
Formulas, Processes, Trade -Secrets. All lines.
Circulars free. D. Thaxly Co., Washington, D.

Catalog,

C.

in Bankrupt Rummage Sales.
Make $500.00
We start you. Everything furnished. Experience unnecessary. Universal, 625 WI' Division, Chicago.
monthly

Strange Invention! Pays $25 daily. Beeps telephone
iron
and iron cords from tangling and kinking.free. Prevents
Neverknot.
Samples
scorching. Saves electricity.
Dept. 3K, 4503 Ravenwood, Chicago.
Don't sell for others. Employ agents yourself. Make
your own products. Toilet Articles, Household Specialties,
National
Valuable booklet free.
500% profit.
etc.
Scientific Laboratories. 1975W Broad. Richmond, Va.
win$60-$200 a week. Genuine Gold Letters for store
Easily applied. Free samples. Liberal offer to
dows.
general agents. Metallic Letter Co., 441 B., North Clark,
Chicago.

I
pay my agents $90 a week just to wear and show my
Free hats.
beautiful new Free raincoat and give away
Write today for yours. Robert Ring, 230 So. Wells,

Dept. AD -3, Chicago.

Liquid quick mend for
New Invention -400% profit.
woman buys.
Fabrics and Hosiery. stops runs.E. Every
Johnson Co., Dept.
Hundred other fast sellers. J.
875, 6129 Wentworth Ave., Chicago.
Give Free Cigar
Agents: Best proposition to-day.
Easy. DeLighter and earn two to four dollars hour. Andrew
Fahr,
tails ten cents. Sample outfit one dollar.
150 Linwood St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
household device -mops,
Brand New -Clever
Scrubs, waxes, polishes, dusts, wrings, cleans walls, and
Popular price.
pt. DS 29
sion. Dlake` $15 daily. Kleanezy
commission.
Delphos, O.
Gold Leaf Window Letters and Script Signs; no experi$19.20
ence; 500% profit; samples free. Dearman made
Consolidated, 69 -R, West Van Buren,
first two hours.
Chicago.
8 -in -1

Chemistry

(Agents Wanted (Continued)

Advertising

Big money and fast sales. Every owner buys gold iniYou charge $1.50; make $1.35. Ten
orders daily easy. Write for particulars and free samples,
Co., Dept. 71, East Orange, N. J.
Monogram
American

tials for his auto.

Agents-Best seller; Jem Rubber Repair for tires and
tubes ; supersedes vulcanization at a saving of over 800 per
cent ; put it on cold. It vulcanizes itself in two minutes
and is guaranteed to last the life of the tire or tube ; sella
For particulars
to every auto owner and accessory dealer.
how to make big money and free sample, address Amazon
Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Dept. 601.

Airplanes, Aviation
Simplex Air Model Co.
supply catalogue.

Auburn, Mass.

Send

for

5c

Build Model Zeppelins. Blueprints of 4 foot Graf, 75c;
Otto
No stamps.
foot Los Angeles, Soc; both, $1.00.
E. Ilalka, 1421 N. Washington Ave.. Dallas, Texas.
3

Model

Airplane Supply.

Avenue, New Rochelle,

August Schaefer, 45 North
Send for free catalogue.

N. Y.

Biggest. Best Catalog Model Airplanes, Parts, Supplies;
Ideal Company. 23 West 18th Street, New
Ic postpaid.
York.

Send $2.00 for Silver
Join a Flying Organization.
Wings and Membership Card. Associated Aviation Clubs
New York City.
ICingsbridge,
East
315
America,
of
for snow
Propellers for airplanes and small propellers
Sled blueprints one
Write for prices.
and ice sleds.
Crawford Airport, Seal Beach, California.
dollar.

Antiques, War Relics and Indian Goods
For Dens.

Relics and medals from Europe's battlefields.
International, 885 Flatbush Ave.,
25c.

Attention Chemical Experimenters! 100 chemicals consisting of complete selection for the experimenter's laboraChemicals of highest quality obtainable sufficient
tory.
quantities for hundreds of experiments. Apparatus with
this outfit to perform many experiments. Really ideal for
any laboratory. Price $4.00. 50 pieces high grade chemical apparatus containing most essential equipment for
laboratory.
Worth three times price asked.
Our price
$7.00. Postage prepaid. Send money order or C. O. D.
to Pines Chemical Co., 1524 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn,
New York.

Astounding chemical offer! 100 different chemicals, pure,
with apparatus to perform many experiments $4.00 prepaid. Send money order, or C.O.D. to Swimmer Chemical
Co., 1500 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn, New York.
Learn Chemistry at Home.
Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you. Our
home study correspondence course fits you to take a position as chemist. See our ad on page 1014 of this issue.
Chemical Institute of New York, 16 E. 30th St., New
York City.

Your Chemical problems solved and working process furnished for Five Dollars. Write me. W. Stedman Richards, Consulting Chemist, Box 2402, Boston, Mass.

Chemist -Engineer, Formulas developed and perfected.
Duplications, analysis problems solved. H. W. Seigle.
S. li., 418 W. Marion St. , Elkhart, Indiana.
Biological and chemical analysis photomicrographs, formulas, consultations, rates reasonable. Hamilton Biochemical Laboratory, 7416 Colgate, Cleveland, Ohio.

Chemical analysis-processesN lamer
Laboratories.
formulas. Accurate guaranteed work. 918 Hamilton Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Correspondence Courses
correspondence school courses sold on repurchase
basis. Also rented and exchanged. Money -back guarantee.
(Courses bought). Lee Mountain, Pisgah,
Catalog free.
Alabama.
Used

Illustrated catalog,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Detectives

War Relics. Ten million German Marks and list ten
cents. Dare, 440 -55 Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Be A Detective. Make Secret Investigations. Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. Write George Wagner,
21907 Broadway, New York.

Business Opportunities
Engines, Motors, Dynamos
Toymakers -Make money at home. Be your own boon.
Proposition and blueprints, 30e. Weesho -Uko, 31st Station, Detroit, Mich.
Free Book. Start little mail order business.
5A -74 Cortlandt Street, New York.

Hadwil,

Artists and Art Students are printing 250 signs and
an hour without machinery. Sample and parStraco -1015 Mulberry, Springfield, Ohio.

Money
Electric Motors Reconditioned equal to new.
back guarantee. Alternating Current or Direct Current
n/ horse power $5.50, r/s horse power $16.00, % horse
Others to 10 horse
power $18.50, 1 horse power $24.00.
power. Also motors rebuilt, repaired, armature winding.
Temps Brothers Motor
Tell us your motor problems.
Company, One Martin Avenue, Glendale, Long Island.
New York.

pictures

ticulars 10e.

$100 Easily earned weekly, manufacturing Hominy by
My scientific process, with several other food products. No
previous experience necessary, 1 help You start. For particulars, write to J. C. Earl, 1127 So. 35th Street, San

For Inventors
Join The American Inventors Association, Cedar -Rapids,
Iowa. Protection, Consultation, Capitalization.

I,tego, California.

Patented or Unpatented.
Inventions Commercialized.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Amateur Cartoonists: Sell Your Cartoons New Plan.
Smith's Service Ex1194, Wenatchee, Washington.

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and
help you make the sale. Free particulars (Copyrighted).
Write W. T. Greene, 808 Baltic Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Money Making

Plana, 25 -$1.

Jenson, 433 East 15th

Street, New York City.
Sell

Profits!

By

Maill-Books.

Particulars FREE!

born, Chicago.

E- Elfro, Bargains!
525 South

Novelties,

Large
Dear-

Cameras and Photography Supplies
Make money in Photography. Learn quickly at home.
Spare or full time. New plan. Nothing like it. Experience unnecessary.
American School of Photography,
Dept. 5332, 3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Chalk Talks
Laugh producing

program,

$1.00.

Inventors. Use our special service for presenting your
Invention or patent to manufacturers. Adam Fisher Mfg.
Co., 205 -A Enright, St. Louis, 11ío.

For Sale
For

Sale-Patent

on Tractor Sawing Attachment.

Larson, Bos 69, Grove City, Minnesota.

O.

H.

Strouts Catalog Mammoth Spring 1929 Edition, over
bargain farms and country real estate. Saves
time and money. Get your free copy before you buy.
Strout Agency, 255 -MS -4th Ave. , at 20th St., New
1200 choice

York City.

Formulas
Catalog

Art Service, Dept. 4, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

10e.

Balda

Mirror Silvering Formula and Instructions $1.00. Jack
Comiskey, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Please say you saw it in SCIENCE and INVENTION
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Help Wanted
home, folding and mailing
Particulars and samWe furnish everything.
Numa Co., 48 Adams St., Irvington, N. J.

SIN per month in your

circulars.
ples 25c.

Silvering Mirrors, French plate. Patented Process.
Wear,
Immense profits. Plans Free.
easily learned.
Excelsior Springs. Mo.

Help Wanted- Instruction
Earn $25 Weekly. Snare Time. Writing for Newspapers
and Magazines. Experience unnecessary. Copyright Book,
"How to Write for Pay," Free. Press Reporting Institute, 987, St. Louis, Mo.

Miscellaneous (Continued)

Patents

Will You Be Lucky in 1929? Will you win in love?
Will you be successful in business? Will your investments
Would a change in occupation give you
a bigger income? Will you inherit money? What will be
your lucky days? World's Foremost Astrologer, Prof. A. F.
Seward, has just completed a Special 15 -Page Astrological
Reading based on your sign of the Zodiac. This Forecast gives predictions-month by month -with exact days,
dates, and happenings for 1929. Covers business and social affairs such as signing papers and contracts, seeking
employment, speculation, travel, love, marriage. "lucky
days," etc. Let Astrology reveal your future. People who
folow the professor's predictions report uncanny accuracy.
Send exact birthdate with $1.00 for your complete reading.
Franklin Publishing Company, 800 N. Clark St., Dept. 170,
Chicago, Illinois.

Inventions Commercialized.
Patented or Unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co.. 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

prove profitable?

Unusual Horoscope -consisting of Extensive Four -Page
Horoscope and Astro Analysis. Send 50 cents and birth
date. Money returned if dissatisfied. No stamps. Prof.
Bolles, Box 125, Cranford, N. J.

Patents Wanted
Inventions Comm ereiaü zed.
Patented or Unpatented.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Photoplays Wanted
$ $ $ For

vised,

Photoplay Plots, Stories accepted any form, recriticised, copyrighted, marketed.
Estab. 1917.
Universal Scenario Co.,
Western & Santa Monica Bldg., Hollywood, Calif.

Booklet free.
223

Mineral products on positive all money back guarantee
Write T. D. Robinson, Box 68 F,

How to Entertain

if not satisfied.
Elgin, Texas.

Plays, musical comedies and revues, minstrels, comedy
and talking songs, blackface skits, vaudeville acts, monologs, dialogs, recitations, entertainments, juvenile plays
Catalog
and songs, musical readings, make -up goods.
Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 99,
free. T. S. Denison
Chicago.

Moulds
Moulds Making Toys.

laneous.

H. C. Schiercke.

Printing Outfits and Supplies
Print Your

See ad on page 1119.

Miscel-

Own Cards, Stationery, Circulars, Advertising, etc.
Complete outfits, $8.85; Job Presses, $11,
$29; Rotary, $149.
Print for others; big profit. Easy
rules furnished.
Write for catalog Presses, Type, Paper,
etc. Kelsey Company, J -6, Meriden, Conn.

Printing, Engraving, Multigraphing

Old Coins

Instructions
88 Assorted

Mail Carriers, Postoffice Clerks. $1,700 to $2,300 year.
Many February Examinations.
Men 18 -45.
Steady.
Franklin
Write immediately.
Sample coaching free.
Institute, Dept. N15, Rochester, N. Y.

-

Study a Scientific Profession. Microbiology- Bacteriology.
Diplomas
Extension- residential courses.
Sanitation.
degrees granted. Urinalysis outfit- prospectus free. College of Microbiology. 722 Calumet, Hammond, Ind.

Dr. T. O'Conor Sloane,
Learn Chemistry at Home.
noted educator and scientific authority, will teach you.
Our home study correspondence course fits you to take a
of
position as chemist See our full page ad on page 101430th
this issue. Chemical Institute of New York, 16 E.
St., New York City.

Coins and Bills $1.00.

18

Oddehon, Box 681, Kansas City, Mo.

for 25c.

Otto

California Gold, quarter size, 27c; half- dollar size, 53c
Colunibian nickel and catalogue, 10e. Norman Shultz, Box
746, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Old Money Wanted -High premiums

coins.
Price list, 4c. Send today.
(52) Centerville, Wash.

paid for all raie
Zenas F. Mattson,

Large Spring selling catalog of coins for
sale -free to collectors only. Catalog quoting prices paid
for coins, ten cents.
William Hesslein, 101F Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
Old

Coins.

Old Money Wanted

Your Own Correspondence Stationery. Name and address
in rich blue on 200 lettersheets and 100 envelopes, nicely
boxed, $1.10, postpaid.
Oberman Company, Box 1042.
Chicago.

Radio
Dealers and Set Builders, write for lowest prices on
A and B Power Devices. D. L. G. Mfg. Co., 2939 West

Lake, Chicago.

1.000 Milo Radio, Only $10.95!
New Long Distance
Radio Sensation! Experts Amazed! You can hear programs on this "Wonder Radio" that you would listen to
on $300.00 seta!
(Only $10.95, delivered direct by mail
to you) "World's Greatest Radio Bargain!" Descriptive
folder and picture free. Write for it today, American
Sales Co., Dept. 640, Springfield, Ill.

Get U. S.
You Are Wanted. Men-Women 18 up.
Government Life Jobs. $105.00 to $280.00 Month Steady
work Short hours. Paid summer vacation. Common eduMany February Examinations.
cation usually sufficient.
We coach you without leaving home. 32 -page book with
Franklin
Write immediately.
full particulars Free.
Institute, Dept. N, Rochester, N. Y.

$2 to $500 Each paid for hundreds of Old or Odd Coins.
Keep all old money, it may be very valuable. Send 10e for
new illustrated coin value Book 4x6. Guaranteed Price.
Get Posted, we pay Cash.
Clarke Coin Company, 14
Street, LeRoy, N. Y.

Inventions Wanted

"Inventora' Guida" free on request; gives valuable information and advice for all who have original ideas or
improvements. Frank Lederman, Registered Attorney and
Engineer, 233 Broadway. New York City.

Screw- holding screw driver! Amazing brand new
ented invention! Retails $1.50. Factories, garages,
tricians, auto, radio owners buy on sight! Exclusive
territory. Genuine opportunity earn big money.
trial offer. Jiffy, 1054 Winthrop Bldg., Boston.

Attorney

Patents-Write for Free Instructions. Send drawing or
for Examination. Carl Miller, Registered Patent
(former Patent office examiner). 258 McGill
Building, Washington, D. C.

Punehbeard Salesmen.
2 hours daily.
$100 every week.
New line. Lowest prices. Full commission on repeat business. Catalog Free. Puritan Novelty Co., 1409 Jackson,
Chicago.

Monroe E. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patent Lawyer. Mechanical. Electrical Expert. Booklet
and Priority Record blank gratis.

Punchboard
Salesmen.
weekly.
$200
Liberal plan
assures sales.
Latest assortments.
Nothing to carry.
Full commissions on repeats. Df & L Sales Co., 301 W.

Inventions Wanted -patented, unpatented.

If you have

an idea for sale, write Hartley, Box 928, Bangor, Die.

firms.

Patent Attorneys

Magic and Games
Free with $25 order our large die box. Send 20c for
our large catalogue of tricks. puzzles, wigs, sensational
escapes. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wit.

"The Book of 1000 Wonders" will be sent postpaid for
Explains many mystifying tricks with Coins, Cards,
Handkerchiefs, etc. you can do. Also, contains completed
Catalog of Magic Tricks, Jokes, Puzzles, Books, Escapes,
Mindreading Acts, Spiritualistic Effects, Illusion Plans,
Curios and Imported Novelties from many foreign lands.
Large assortment, lowest prices. You will amaze and
Send 10c today. Lyle Douglas,
mystify your friends!
Station A -11, Dallas, Texas.
10e.

Magie Catalog 20e.

City, N. J.

Lynn's, 105 Beach, Dept. 6, Jersey

Male Help Wanted
Men, get Forest Ranger job; $125 -$200 mo. and home
furnished; hunt, fish, trap. For details. write Norton
Inst. 1541 Temple Court, Denver, Colo.

Big Pay! South American Work, American firms pay
fare, expenses. South American Service Bureau, 14,600
Alma, Detroit, Stich.
Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen (white or colored).
Sleeping Car, Train Porters (colored), $150 -$250 monthly.
Experience unnecessary. 897 Railway Bureau, East St.
Louis, Ill.

Miscellaneous

Unpatented Ideas Can Be Sold. I tell you how and help
you make the sale.
Free particulars.
(Copyrighted.)
Write W. T. Greene, 809 Baltic Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patents Procured; Trade Marks Registered -A comprehensive experienced, prompt service for the protection
and development of your ideas. Preliminary advice gladly
furnished without charge.
Booklet of information and
form for disclosing idea free on request.
Irving L.
MrCathran, 703 International Bldg., Washington. D.C., or
41 -T Park Row, New York.

"Inventor's Advisor," Valuable Patentbook
Labiner, 3 Park Row. New York.

Money -Making Opportunities from reliable
Sample copy free. Specialty Salesmen Magazine,

4007 Mather Tower, Chicago,

Model

Patented or Unpatented.
Inventions Commercialized.
Write Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.

Salesmen Wanted
Free-1,000

sent

patstate
Free
elec-

Adams, Chicago.

Song Poems
Song Poem Writers, Write Sequoia Sqngwriters' Service,
Sherman Branch, Los Angeles, Calif.
Song -poem Writers.
Address Monarch,
Dept. 333, New York.

236 West 55th,

free.

Patents -Free instructions. Former Patent Office Examiner. Moderate terms. Booklet. Albert Jacobs, 708
Barrister Bldg., Washington, D.C.
Patent. Trade- Marks, Copyrights.
Reliable services by
an experienced practitioner devoting personal attention to
each case. Inquiries invited. Reference furnished. B. P.
Fishburne, Patent Lawyer, 525 -D McGill Building. Washington, D. C.

ADAM E. FISHER, Registered Patent Attorney, in
business 30 years; references; personal attention and
promptness assured. Dept. E. 205 Enright, St. Louis, Mo.
Patents. Time counts in applying for patents. Don't
risk delay in protecting your ideas. Send sketch er model
for instructions or write for Free book, "How to Obtain a
Patent" and "Record of Invention_" form. No charge for
information on how to proceed. Communications strictly
confidential. Prompt, careful, efficient service. Clarence A.
O'Brien, Registered Patent Attorney, Security Banjo
Building (directly across street from patent office). Washington, D. C. See page 1081.

Patents -Send for form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed. Form, fee schedule information free.
Lancaster and Allrvine.
Registered Patent Attorneys in
United States and Canada, 242 Ouray Bldg.. Washington,
D. C.

Booklet free. Highest references. Best restilts. Promptness assured.
Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Attorney, Washington, D. C.

Song Writers
Song

Brennen,

arranged for publication, submit poems.
Musical Directory, R1654 B'way, N. Y.

Poems

Song -Writers:-Communicate with Kendis, Gusman &
Samuels, Inc., Music Publishers, 145 W. 45th St., New
York.
Enclose return postage.
Song Poem or melody writers -Have "real" proposition.
D 24, 2104 N. Keystone, Chicago.

Hibbeler,

Songwriters: Submit your song -poem or complete song!
Will return it immediately if not accepted!
Esther, Music Publisher, 125 W. 45th St., NewChester
York
City.

Stamps and Coins
Stamps, 100, All Different,
Stamp Company, Toledo, O.

3 cents.

S.

I.

Quaker

Illustrated U. S. Price List 50e: Large U. S. and
Canadian List Free.
Stanley Gibbons Inc., 38Z Park
Row, N. Y. C.

Patents.

Trappers Pocket Gun 40e.! Kills game! Illustrated
Grant Mfg., 31st Station, Detroit,

literature for stamp.
Mich.

Marines, Trappers,
Forms to east Lead Soldiers Indians,
for illustrated Catalogue.
Animals. 151 kinds. Send 10c
H. C. Schiercke, 1037 -72nd St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Inventors- Should write for our Guide Book, "How to Obtain a Patent" and Record of Invention Blank. Send model

or sketch and description of inventions for Inspection and
Advice Free. Radio, Electrical, Chemical, Mechanical and
Trademark Experts. Terms Reasonable. Victor J. Evans &
Co., 922 Ninth, Washington, D. C.

Telegraphy
Telegraphy -Both Morse and Wireless- taught thoroughly and quickly.
Tremendous demand. Big salaries.
Wonderful opportunities.
Expenses low; chance to earn'
School established fifty years.
part.
Catalog free.
Dodge's Institute, Stone St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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Preinventory Sale

APRE- INVENTORY SALE featuring some of the most drastic
price reductions of the season. Our tremendous stocks must be
reduced. Prices have been cut to the bone. Everything in our
large stocks of radio merchandise is included. You will marvel at
the remarkable values. Now is the time to buy. A new large catalog,
featuring these remarkable values is now ready. Every radio enthusiast-every dealer -every set builder should send for this new catalog- quoting lowest wholesale prices on everything in radio.

SET BUILDERS!

Set Builders, Amateurs and so called "Hams" will delight
in the unusual variety -and remarkable values that are
offered in standard kits and parts. Tremendous stocks
real organization- prompt shipping service all combine
to make Allied your ideal source of supply.

-

By making your problems our
problems, we know the service you
require -and to render you such
service the entire Allied organization is dedicated -to give you the
service you have a right to expect.
Tremendous stocks, remarkable
values and a real desire to serve,
all combine to make Allied your
ideal source of supply.

RADIO DEALERS

The live radio dealer-the man who keeps pace with the rapid
advance of radio will find much of real interest in the Allied
Catalog. New A -C Sets, D -C Sets, Dynamic and Magnetic
Speakers, television equipment, in fact everything that an impatient radio public is demanding.

Lowest Wholesale Prices

Allied Service will prove a revelation to you in what radio service
can really be. Allied Executives backed by years of training in radio
are practical men. They know radio. Their vast experience has built
up around them an organization trained to serve. Months of effort
have built up here a tremendous reserve of stock that makes for
prompt shipments; and this stock is new stock comprising the seasons pick of such prominent manufacturers as Silver- Marshall,
Tyrman, Aero, Hammerlund- Roberts, etc.

r

You Profit When You Buy Right
C.

SETS
ELECTRIC
Allied offers you a new-complete

line of A -C Receivers, availáble in
either chassis form or in a wide
variety of beautiful console models.
Prices range from $32.95 to $199.00.
Dollar for dollar they stand out as
one of the season's leading receivers. Engineered to unusual perfection they offer you features found
only in the highest priced sets.

Buying right is half the battle. From the small set builder to the
large dealer, your success depends upon gauging the public pulse of
radio and in buying right. Everything that is new in radio -the
items the radio public is now demanding are here, ready for your
call. Write now -the catalog is free for the asking.

Write for Catalog Now

AIIiedVRadii
CORPORATION
711 W. LAKE ST./
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES
$1 A VOLUME
$1 A MONTH

3500 PAGES
4700 PICTURES

Know the facts in Electricity. They mean more money and better
position for you. Hawkins Guides tell you all you need to know
about Electricity. Every important electrical subject covered so
you can understand it. Easy to study and apply. A complete,
practical working course, in 10 volumes. Books are pocket size;
flexible covers. Order a set today to look over.
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THEO. AUDEL & CO.
65 West 23rd Street, New York City
Please submit me for free examination, HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDE (Price $1 a number). Ship at
once prepaid, the 10 numbers. If satisfactory, I agree
to send you $1 within seven days and to further mail
you $1 each month until paid.

Name

--

Storage Batteries
Principles of Alternating
Alternating Current Motors
Transformers
Converters-Rectifiers-Alternating Current Sysfems- Circuit Breakers
Measuring Instruments-Switchboards -Wiring -Power Stations -Installing
-Telephone- Telegraph- Wire less -Bells- Lighting- Railways. Also many
Modern Practical Applications of Electricity and Ready Reference Index
of the ten numbers.
Sign Flashers
Currents and Alternators

Diagrams

MS

SEND NO MONEY -SEND ONLY THIS COUPON

LEARN ALL ABOUT
Experiments
Dynamos
Electric Machinery- Motors -Armatures-Armature Windings -Installing of
Dynamos -Electrical Instrument Testing- Practical Management
of Dynamos and Motors -Distribution Systems -Wiring- Wiring

Magnetism-Induction

IN

Occupation
Employed by

SNIPPED FREE
Not a cent to pay until you see the books. No obligation to buy unless
you are satisfied.
Send Coupon now -today -and get this great help
library and see if it is not worth $100 to you -you pay $1.00 a month for
ten months or return it.

Home Address
1

Reference

S. I.,

Mar.

..

PIN VÉTRA
and Disease Now

Qjnckly

Ailments
Successfully
Treated With
Violet Ray
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Neuralgia Lumbago
Nervousness
Hay Fever Asthma
Influenza Catarrh
Prostate Trouble
Paralysis

Skin Diseases
Pimples
Eczema
Blackheads
Falling Hair

Poor Complexion
Headaches
Insomnia Goitre
Obesity

Deafness

Constipation

Scientific, Painless Treatment Used by Doctors,
Offered toEveryHome
NowVioletta
Hospitals, Sanitariums
for making genuine violet rays
supernatural powers

is an invention
of Violet
The mysterious, baffling,
It has long been used and endorsed
Rays, discovered by Nikola Tesla, the electrical genius, are as from any electric current. and
physicians everywhere. It's a
phenomenal as the marvels of radio. Why Violet Rays should by hospitals, sanitariums
should have a Violetta
possess such miraculous curative powers over pain and disease demo,nstrated success. Every home suffering.
No medicine.
is as much a mystery as the ether wave's ability to transmit outfit. Saves hours, days, months of
Painless,pleasant,ever-ready
a whisper through miles of
treatment. Only the Violet
space.
Ray can penetrate to every
Let us tell you how thoucell and nerve affected. Simsands of men and women sufple, safe, painless- anyone
fering from rheumatism, nervcan use Violetta.
ousness, skin diseases, headaches, constipation, sprains,
Book
falling hair, obesity and many
Beauty
Tells all about Violet Rays
other ailments, have found
and the long list of ailments
quick relief -new health and
invention now brings
vitality -with this marvelous scientific invention. We also successfully treated -how this marvelous
have many positively astounding letters from former sufferers this mysterious curative power to all. Why
suffer pain and poor health when you can
of paralysis. Pains vanish almost instantly.
a Violetta Outfit in your own home 10
Science has proved that the tissues, blood, bones, nerves, try
hair, nails and other parts of the human anatomy are corn - days FREE?
Send for this book now. Read some of
posed of billions of cells. When these cells function improperly,
become inactive, fail to absorb and burn up oxygen and throw the many astounding testimonials it conoff waste products caused by this combustion, the result is tains from users who have tried this new
way to health, beauty, vigor.
pain, disease, and often death.
Mailing the coupon places you under no
Violet Rays go direct to the source of the trouble. They
stimulate human cells to healthy activity as positively as an obligation. Send for all the facts and our
liberal free trial offer today.
electric current revives a run -down battery.

io Days
FREE
-Vigor TRIAL

o e a,

For Health-

Hundreds Report Astounding
Results
"Your Violetta

has completely
"The Violetta is every- Asthma
Rheumatism thing
cured asthma that had for 25
it is claimed to be.
Drugs cannot compete with it years. I am a booster for your Violet Ray in
Lumbago
8 for Lumbago and Rheumatism; every way. " -W. E. Hopson. Texas.
or when a general toning up of the system is
am tickled pink over it.
desired. " -A. J. Albert. Minnesota.
Headaches "IBeats
medicines every way.
headaches
and have never used
with
Suffered
"The Violetta which I received anything that gives as quick relief. Wouldn't
Neuritis worked wonders on the neuritis take $100 for my Violetta if I couldn't get
I

EVI-REX COMPANY
2304 Warren Ave., Dept. 345,

I

Name

Address

Vi-Rex Company, 2304 Warren Avenue, Dept. 345, Chicago, Ill.

Ailment

Acne"I

Chicago

Please send me your free book on Violet Rays and
details of your 10-dayfree trial offer.

another." -Mrs. Ora Gallon. Michigan.
used the Violetta for a severe case
of Acne. It helped me considerably,
for the Acne is gone. " -H. J. Robber. Chicago.

of eight years' standing. I had taken all kinds
of medicine. tried osteopathic and chiropractic
treatments without benefit. Now I am able to
Bleep nights as I did before the trouble came on.
Am gainingrightalong. " -J. T. Blackman, Calif.

FREE

This

City

State

J

